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Preface

We are living in a risky world, and it is getting riskier and riskier. As one of my

fundamental claims that have been delivered to various audience including scho-

lars, practitioners and government officers, first, risk avoidance system in today’s

world is becoming so interconnected; second, it is fully supported by a great of risk

issues that have been addressed in this edited volume. Such risk issues, to name a

few, include typical financial risk such as credit risk and market risk, construction

risk management, supply chain risks, energy risk assessment, environmental risk

analysis, risk management and sustainable development. These risk issues altogeth-

er form a risk checklist that could support my second claim: risk is unavoidable and

business exists to cope with risks in their area of specialization. InWilliam Sharpe’s

CAPM (capital asset pricing model) theory, investments are evaluated in terms of

both risk and return relative to the market as a whole; the riskier a business stock,

the greater profit potential. Thus risk implies opportunity and business exists to seek

such risk-based opportunities.

Prediction of extreme risk events is almost unlikely. In Taleb’s 2007 book titled

“Black swan”, extreme risks are said to be unpredictable like a black swan that lies

beyond the realm of normal expectations. Many firms experienced difficulties from

black swan bubbles. The most spectacular failure in the late twentieth century was

probably that of Long-Term Capital Management [1], but that was only a precursor

to the more comprehensive failure of technology firms during the dot.com bubble

around 2001. The problems of interacting cultures demonstrated risk from terrorism

as well, with numerous terrorist attacks, to include 9/11 in the U.S.

The third claim is that effective risk management needs integration of various

risks facing the organization. National Research Council has two red books on risk

analysis and management: one is from that 1983 titled “Risk Assessment in the

Federal Government: Managing the Process” and the other from 2009 titled “Sci-

ence and Decisions Advancing Risk Assessment”. One of our observations is that

the updated version “Recommends that risk management would become more

integrated with the risk assessment process and focuses attention on improving

the utility of risk assessments to better inform risk management decision-making”
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[2, 3]. Enterprise risk management has been defined as a process that uses inte-

grated, systematic approaches to manage risks that faces the organization. There-

fore, enterprise risk management has been deemed as an effective risk management

philosophy.

In the past, we have tried to discuss different aspects of risk, to include finance,

information systems, disaster management, and supply chain perspectives [4, 5, 6].

In this edited volume, we present the state-of-the-art views of the perspective of

enterprise risk management, to include frameworks and controls in the ERM

process with respect to supply chains, constructions, and project, energy, environ-

mental and sustainable development risk management.

The bulk of this volume is devoted to presenting a number of modeling

approaches that have been (or could be) applied to enterprise risk management in

construction from the 1st International Conference on Sustainable Construction

and Risk Management in Chongqing Municipality, P. R China. We include deci-

sion analysis models, auction models to better enable risk managers to trade off

conflicting criteria of importance in their decisions. Monte Carlo simulation models

are the obvious operations research tool appropriate for risk management. Rough

Set and fuzzy set theories are employed. Dynamic models such as dynamic AHP

and Bayesian Networks are used to handle risky project management when achiev-

ing sustainable development purpose. We hope that this book provides some

view of how quantitative models can be applied by more readers faced with

enterprise risk.

Toronto, ON Desheng Dash Wu

July 2010
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An Improved Approach for Supplier Selection

in Project Material Bidding Procurement

Maozeng Xu, Qiaoyu Chen, and Ligang Cui

Abstract Amulti-attribute group decisionmakingmethod composed of intuitionistic

fuzzy set and TOPSIS will be introduced into project material bidding procurement.

First, the opinions of experts about bidders and indicators’ attributes are expressed

by linguistic terms, and then turned into intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, which can be

used to obtain the weights of the indicators’ attributes and experts. Based on the

opinions of decision makers and IFWA operators, an aggregated intuitionistic fuzzy

decision matrix is formulated. In the end, the bidders are ranked by TOPSISmethod.

Keywords Bidding procurement � IFS � IFWA operator � Project material � TOPSIS

1 Introduction

The cost of material procurement impacts the economic benefits of construction

enterprises directly. So bidding procurement is of great important to of construction

enterprises’ benefits. But whether we can find the best bidder which eventually

meet the requirements for the supplier has a great relationship with evaluation

methods.

At present the bidding methods have been improved by many scholars can

overcome the shortcomings and insufficiencies (Hu 1992; Sheng et al. 2008).

Atanassov (1986, 2000) put forward the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, and

studied its character and its computing. Gau and Buehrer (1993) proposed the

concept of Vague sets; Bustince (1996) and others pointed out that the Vague set

is intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Chen and Tan (1994) had applied fuzzy Vague sets to the

multi-objective decision-making problems. Based on Chen’s research, Hong and
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Choi (2000) used exact function to solve multi-objective decision-making pro-

blems. Li (2003) and Xu (2007a, b, c) and some others have also done a great

deal in this area. In this paper, traditional TOPSIS method combined with the

IFS will be used to evaluate and select the supplier in project material bidding

procurement.

2 The Basic Theory of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets

The intuitionistic fuzzy sets substantially is the extension of fuzzy set theory

currently widely used in medical diagnosis, decision-making, pattern recognition

applications and many other fields (Boran et al. 2009).

Fuzzy sets A in a universe of discourse X is defined as: A ¼ hx; mAðxÞ;f
nAðxÞi x 2 Xj g, where mA: X ! 0; 1½ � and nA : X ! 0; 1½ � are membership and non-

membership of x to A, and 0 � mAðxÞ þ nAðxÞ � 1; 8x 2 X Besides, pA ¼
1� mAðxÞ � nAðxÞ is the indicator or hesitation degree of intuition of x to A, it is

the degree of uncertainty of x. It is clear that for each x 2 X, 0 � pAðxÞ � 1. The

greater pA is, the wider the range of uncertainty of x on the set A becomes.

Let the A and B be the intuitionistic fuzzy sets in a universe of discourse X, the

multiplication operator is defined as follows (Atanassov 2000):

A� B ¼ mA�nB; nA þ nB � nA�nB x 2 Xjf g (1)

3 Supplier Selection Model on Project Materials Bidding

and Purchasing

Let expertsD ¼ fD1;D2; . . .Dlg be the decision-making group, A ¼ (A1, A2, . . . , Am)

be a set of bidders, and X ¼ (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) be a set of criteria. The experts

evaluate the bidders respectively on the X ¼ (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) attribute indicators

by language assessment, and then converted them into a number of intuitionistic

fuzzy number. Combining with IFWA operator, the bidders IFPIS and IFVIS

distance can be got, and the relative closeness degree to get rank of the suppliers

can be calculated. The steps of the intuitionistic fuzzy multi-attribute group deci-

sion making TOPSIS method for project material supplier selection are given as

follows:

(i) Determine the weights of decision-makers. Assume that the Committee evalua-

tion have l experts, the importance of each expert is considered as linguistic

terms expressed in intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. The relationship between

linguistic terms and IFNs are show in the following Table 1:

4 M. Xu et al.



LetDk ¼ ½mk; nk; pk� be the intuitionistic fuzzy number of kth bidding evaluation

experts, the weight of the experts is (Boran et al. 2009):

lk ¼
mk þ pk

�
mk

mk þ nk

�

Pl
k¼1

�
mk þ pk

�
mk

mk þ nk

�� (2)

And
Pl

k¼1 lk ¼ 1; lk 2 ½0; 1�
(ii) Set up the intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix based on the opinion of experts.

Expert evaluation bidders under each indicator by the linguistic terms, the

relationship between linguistic terms and intuitionistic fuzzy number are as

Table 2. Then change the linguistic terms into IFNs, set up the intuitionistic

fuzzy decision matrix R ¼ ðrijÞm�n, combined with the weight of each expert

through the IFWA (intuitionistic fuzzy weighted average) operator.

R ¼
r11 r12 � � � r1n
r21 r22 � � � r2n
..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

rm1 rm2 � � � rmn

2
6664

3
7775

¼

ðmA1
ðx1Þ; nA1

ðx1Þ; pA1
ðx1ÞÞ � � � ðmA1

ðxnÞ; nA1
ðxnÞ; pA1

ðxnÞÞ
ðmA2

ðx1Þ; nA2
ðx1Þ; pA2

ðx1ÞÞ � � � ðmA2
ðxnÞ; nA2

ðxnÞ; pA2
ðxnÞÞ

..

. ..
. ..

.

ðmAm
ðx1Þ; nAm

ðx1Þ; pAm
ðx1ÞÞ � � � ðmAm

ðxnÞ; nAm
ðxnÞ; pAm

ðxnÞÞ

2
6664

3
7775 (3)

Table 1 The relationship between linguistic and IFNs

Linguistic terms Intuitionistic

fuzzy numbers

Very important (0.90, 0.10)

Important (0.75, 0.20)

General (0.50, 0.45)

Unimportant (0.35, 0.60)

Very unimportant (0.10, 0.90)

Table 2 The relationship of linguistic terms and Intuitionistic Fuzzy number

Linguistic terms Intuitionistic

fuzzy number

Linguistic terms Intuitionistic

fuzzy number

Best/high/far (1.00, 0.00) General (0.50, 0.40)

Much better/high/far (0.90, 0.10) Bad/low/near (0.40, 0.50)

Better/high/far (0.80, 0.10) Very bad/low/near (0.25, 0.60)

Very good/high/far (0.70, 0.20) Worse/low/near (0.10, 0.75)

Good/high/far (0.60, 0.30) Worst/low/near (0.10, 0.90)
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where

rij ¼ IFWAlðr1ij; r2ij; � � � rlijÞ
¼ l1r1ij 	 l2r2ij 	 l3r3ij 	 � � � llrlij

¼
�
1�

Yl
k¼1

ð1� mkijÞ
lk
;
Yl
k¼1

ðnkijÞ
lk
;
Yl
k¼1

ð1� mkijÞ
lk �

Yl
k¼1

ðnkijÞ
lk
�
;

rij ¼ ðmAi
ðxjÞ; nAi

ðxjÞ; pAi
ðxjÞÞði ¼ 1; 2; � � �m; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � nÞ

(iii) Determine the weights of evaluation indicators. Let w
ðkÞ
j ¼ mðkÞj ; nðkÞj ; pðkÞj

h i
be

an intuitionistic fuzzy number assigned to indictor Xj by the kth expert. By

using IFWA operator we draw the weights of the attributes is Xu (2007a, b, c):

wj ¼ IFWAlðw1
j ;w

2
j ; � � �wl

jÞ
¼ l1w1

j 	 l2w2
j 	 l3w3

j 	 � � � 	 llw1
j

¼
�
1�

Yl
k¼1

ð1� mkj Þ
lk
;
Yl
k¼1

ðnkj Þ
lk
;
Yl
k¼1

ð1� mkj Þ
lk �

Yl
k¼1

ðnkj Þ
lk
� (4)

where

W ¼ ½w1;w2;w3; � � � ;wj�;wj ¼ ðmj; nj; pjÞð j ¼ 1; 2; � � � nÞ
(iv) Set up the aggregated intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix. The aggregated

intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix is calculated from intuitionistic fuzzy

matrix multiply fuzzy weight matrix (Boran et al. 2009):

R�W ¼ fhx; mAi
ðxÞ�mwðxÞ; nAi

ðxÞ þ nwðxÞ � nAi
ðxÞ�nwðxÞi x 2 Xj g (5)

pAi
�wðxÞ ¼ 1� nAi

ðxÞ � nwðxÞ � mAi
ðxÞ�mwðxÞ þ nAi

ðxÞ�nwðxÞ (6)

The aggregated intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix is:

R
0 ¼

r
0
11 r

0
12 � � � r

0
1n

r
0
21 r

0
22 � � � r

0
2n

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

r
0
m1 r

0
m2 � � � r

0
mn

2
666664

3
777775

(7)

where r
0
ij ¼ ðm0

ij; n
0
ij; p

0
ijÞ ¼ ðmAi

wðxjÞ; nAi
wðxjÞ; pAi

wðxjÞÞ.
(v) Obtain intuitionistic fuzzy positive ideal solution and intuitionistic fuzzy nega-

tive ideal solution.

IFPIS ¼ ðmAþwðxjÞ; nAþwðxjÞÞ (8)

IFNIS ¼ ðmA�wðxjÞ; nA�wðxjÞÞ (9)
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The IFPIS and IFNIS of benefit indicators and cost indicators are expressed by

(10) and (11):

mAþwðxjÞ ¼ max
i

mAi
wðxjÞ

nAþwðxjÞ ¼ min
i

nAi
wðxjÞ

mA�wðxjÞ ¼ min
i

mAi
wðxjÞ

nA�wðxjÞ ¼ max
i

nAi
wðxjÞ

(10)

mAþwðxjÞ ¼ min
i

mAi
wðxjÞ

nAþwðxjÞ ¼ max
i

nAi
wðxjÞ

mA�wðxjÞ ¼ max
i

mAi
wðxjÞ

nA�wðxjÞ ¼ min
i

nAi
wðxjÞ

(11)

(vi) Calculate the separation between the positive and negative ideal solutions

(Szmidt and Kacprzyk 2000):

sþ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2n
w2ðxjÞ

Xn
j¼1

�
ðmAi

� mAþÞ2 þ ðnAi
� nAþÞ2 þ ðpAi

� pAþÞ2
�vuut (12)

s� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2n
wðxjÞ

Xn
j¼1

�
ðmAi

� mA�Þ2 þ ðnAi
� nA�Þ2 þ ðpAi

� pA�Þ2
�vuut (13)

(vii) Calculate the relative closeness coefficient to the intuitionitic ideal solution:

C

i ¼

s�i
sþi þ s�i

(14)

where 0 � C

i � 1.

4 Empirical Study

A highway project needs to purchase large quantities of steel. Firstly, several qualified

suppliers are selected from the company’s database to hold a bidding procurement, and

then expert committees are arised to rank the suppliers. To simplify the calculation,

we assume that the evaluation of three experts D ¼ (D1, D2, D3) involves four

An Improved Approach for Supplier Selection in Project Material Bidding Procurement 7



evaluation indicators of X ¼ (X1, X2, X3, X4) on four bidders A ¼ (A1, A2, A3, A4)

to select the best suppliers. Combined with the project characteristics, evaluation

indicators are selected as follows: X1 ¼ product quality; X2 ¼ price; X3 ¼ deliv-

ery performance; X4 ¼ the industry’s reputation. Specific selection process is as

follows:

(i) Determine the weight of the experts. It is assumed that all experts on the fuzzy

language evaluation are shown in Table 3. According to (2), the weights of the

experts are as follows: lDM1 ¼ 0.356, lDM2 ¼ 0.238, lDM3 ¼ 0.406.

(ii) Set up the intuitionistic fuzzy matrix. Expert opinions about each bidder are

shown in Table 4.

According to Table 3, the linguistic terms are changed into intuitionistic fuzzy

numbers. We can get the aggregated intuitionistic fuzzy matrix as follows:

R ¼

ð0:780; 0:118; 0:102Þ ð0:687; 0:203; 0:100Þ ð0:615; 0:282; 0:103Þ ð0:764; 0:132; 0:104Þ
ð0:728; 0:170; 0:102Þ ð0:526; 0:374; 0:100Þ ð0:543; 0:356; 0:101Þ ð0:746; 0:151; 0:103Þ
ð0:644; 0:254; 0:102Þ ð0:578; 0:321; 0:101Þ ð0:626; 0:272; 0:101Þ ð0:596; 0:302; 0:102Þ
ð0:668; 0:231; 0:101Þ ð0:663; 0:236; 0:101Þ ð0:740; 0:156; 0:104Þ ð0:708; 0:184; 0:108Þ

2
666664

3
777775

(iii) Calculate the weights of evaluation indicators. The experts evaluation linguis-

tic terms is shown in Table 5.

Linguistic terms are converted into intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. According to

(4), the weights of is as follow:

Table 3 Linguistic terms of experts

D1 D2 D3

Linguistic terms Important General Very important

Intuitionistic fuzzy number (0.75, 0.20) (0.50, 0.45) (0.90, 0.10)

Table 4 Experts’ opinions

DM1 DM2 DM3

X1/X2/X3/X4 X1/X2/X3/X4 X1/X2/X3/X4

A1 Best/high/general/better Good/higher/better/better Better/higher/far/good

A2 Good/general/general/good Better/higher/general/good Good/general/farther/better

A3 Better/higher/farther/general Better/general/farther/good Good/higher/farther/better

A4 Better/high/farther/better Good/high/farther/good Good/better/far/better

Table 5 Linguistic terms of evaluation indicators

Indicators DM1 DM2 DM3

X1 Very important Important Very important

X2 Important Very important Important

X3 Important General Important

X4 General Important General

8 M. Xu et al.



WfX1;X2;X3;X4g ¼
ð0:876; 0:118; 0:006Þ
ð0:799; 0:170; 0:031Þ
ð0:705; 0:242; 0:053Þ
ð0:576; 0:371; 0:053Þ

2
664

3
775
T

(iv) According to (5) and (6), we get the aggregated intuitionistic fuzzy matrix:R’.

According to (8) and (9), we can obtain FPIS and FNIS.

(v) According to (10)–(13), we calculate the distance of the bidders between

positive and negative ideal point and the relative closeness coefficient of

each bidder. See Table 6:

Then the bidders are ranked as: X2 > X3 > X1 > X4. Thus the best supplier

for the highway project’s steel bidding procurement is X2.

5 Conclusion

We introduced a scientific and reasonable evaluation process including IFS, IFWA

and the TOPSIS method. IFS was used to express expert opinions without affecting

the experts’ preferences. It was combined with IFWA to get a intuitionistic fuzzy

matrix. TOPSIS method was used to rank the project material procurement bidders.

The process is useful for the construction enterprises to choose ideal suppliers.
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Modeling the Out-of-Stock Risk

and the EOQ–JIT Cost Indifference Point

Min Wu

Abstract The most important advantage of an economic order quantity (EOQ)

system is its ability to handle the unexpected demand. A model for comparing the

inventory costs of purchasing under the EOQ system and the just-in-time (JIT)

order purchasing system in existing literature concluded that JIT purchasing

was virtually always the preferable inventory ordering system. By expanding the

classical EOQ model, taking into account out-of-stock risk, which was not consid-

ered by previous researchers, this paper shows that it is possible for an EOQ system

to be more cost effective than a JIT system when the out-of-stock risk associated

with the JIT purchasing system is high or the annual demand is either too low or

too high.

Keywords Cost indifference point � EOQ � JIT � Out-of-stock � Risk

1 Introduction

The successful implementation of just-in-time (JIT) purchasing policy in various

industries has prompted many companies that still use the economic order quantity

(EOQ) purchasing system to ponder whether they should switch to the JIT purchas-

ing policy. This decision is, however, difficult to be made.

Fazel (1997) and Schniederjans and Cao (2001) made significant contributions in

developing EOQ–JIT cost indifferent point functions. Fazel (1997) suggested that JIT

was only preferable when demand was low. The “fixed costs” such as rental, utilities

and personnel salaries were omitted from the EOQ–JIT cost difference function by

Fazel (1997).
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Schniederjans and Cao (2001) argued that those “fixed costs” items were not

fixed and thus should not be left out from the EOQ–JIT cost difference function.

Schniederjans and Cao (2001) further argued that in situations where plants adopt-

ing the JIT operations experienced or could take advantage of physical plant space

square meter reduction, to include a single cost item, namely, the physical plant

space factor into the EOQ–JIT cost difference function would substantially increase

the EOQ–JIT indifference point. Hence, the existing physical plant space could not

hold the revised indifference point’s amount of inventory. Consequently, additional

physical plant space has to be purchased. This would again force “. . . a new round

of additional facility space costs favoring a JIT system . . .” (Schniederjans and Cao
2001, p.117). Schniederjans and Cao (2001) further suggested that saving space and

using it to house additional increasing amounts of inventory to meet larger annual

demand were juxtaposed issues. Schniederjans and Cao (2001) then concluded that

the inclusion of a single cost item that was omitted by Fazel (1997) would prove

that the JIT system was always preferable to an EOQ system (Schniederjans

and Cao 2001). However, Schniederjans and Cao (2001) had difficulty to either

scientifically or empirically ascertain the capability of an inventory facility to hold

the EOQ–JIT cost indifference point’s amount of inventory.

The most important advantage of an EOQ system is its ability to handle the

unexpected demand. This paper expands the classical EOQ model, takes into

account out-of-stock risk, which was not considered by previous researchers, and

shows that it is possible for an EOQ system to be more cost effective than a JIT

system when the out-of-stock risk associated with the JIT purchasing system is high

or the annual demand is either too low or too high.

2 Harris’ (1915) EOQ Model

Both Schniederjans and Cao’s (2001) and Fazel’s (1997) EOQ–JIT cost difference

functions were based on Harris’s (1915) EOQ model, namely, the classical EOQ

model. The classical EOQmodel aims to minimize the total of ordering and holding

costs, while assuming some inventory operating costs such as rental, utilities, and

personnel salary, etc are “fixed” costs. The total annual cost of the classical EOQ

system, TCE, is the sum of the inventory ordering cost, inventory holding cost, and

the cost of the actual purchased units, or:

TCE ¼ kD

Q
þ Qh

2
þ PED (1)

where Q is the fixed order quantity, h is the annual cost of holding one unit of

inventory in stock, k is the cost of placing an order, D is the annual demand for the

item, PE is the purchase price per unit, D
Q is the annual ordering frequency, Q

2
is

the annual average inventory level in the inventory facility. The first ratio is the

inventory ordering cost item. The second ratio is the inventory holding cost item.
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The last item is the annual purchasing cost component. Suggested that k and h are

the most subjective components in (1). Nevertheless, k usually includes the inven-

tory delivery charges and transaction costs of clerical paperwork. h often includes

opportunity cost of the working capital tied up in purchased goods, taxes and

insurance paid on inventory items, inventory spoilage cost and inventory obsoles-

cence cost. The classical EOQ model provides appropriate inventory ordering

decisions only when its assumptions can be met. These assumptions are: (1) the

inventory operating costs, rental, utilities and personnel salary, etc are constant; and

(2) h the annual cost of holding one unit of inventory in stock and k the cost of

placing an order are constant. It should be noted that although the term “the total

annual cost of an inventory item under an EOQ system” is widely used to refer to

“TCE” in (1), “TCE” is not the actual total annual cost of an inventory item under an

EOQ system. The actual total annual cost of an inventory item under an EOQ

system should be the sum of “TCE” and the “fixed costs”.

As mentioned earlier, that the so called “fixed costs”, including “rental, utilities,

and personnel salary” were excluded from the inventory holding cost item in (1)

was also an important assumption made by Fazel (1997) and Schniederjans and Cao

(2001) when they derived their EOQ–JIT cost indifference points. However, since

(a) It is agreed that the so called “fixed costs” were left out from the so called “total

annual cost of the EOQ system”, and (b) Gaither (1996) suggested that the annual

inventory holding cost should include the opportunity cost of the working capital

tied up in purchased goods, taxes and insurance paid on inventory items, inventory

spoilage cost and inventory obsolescence cost, together with the cost of physical

storage, and (c) Schonberger (1982) and Wantuck (1989) etc proved that the so

called “fixed costs” would no longer be constant during JIT operations, and (d)

Schniederjans and Olsen (1999) and Schniederjans and Cao (2001) observed that

the saved inventory facilities can be rented out when the annual average inventory

level dropped, then there is a reason to include all components of inventory holding

costs into the holding cost item, when comparing an EOQ system with a JIT system.

To sum up, one of the assumptions of the classical EOQ model, namely, the so

called “fixed” costs are excluded from the holding cost item need to be revised, and

the traditional EOQ model need to be expanded when comparing an EOQ purchas-

ing system with a JIT purchasing system.

3 Revised EOQ Model

The revised EOQ model was identified from the ready mixed concrete (RMC)

industry in land-scarce Singapore. The expensive land rental promoted the RMC

suppliers to reduce the size of their inventory facilities to save on inventory holding

costs of the raw materials for mixing RMC. “An inventory facility”, in this study, is

defined as a physical plant place where raw materials, goods or merchandise are

stored. An inventory facility can be a storehouse, a warehouse, an aggregates
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depot, a cement terminal, or a sand yard. The total cost under the revised EOQ

model is thus:

TCEr ¼ kD

Q
þ HQ

2
þ PED (2)

TCEr is the sum of the inventory ordering cost, the expanded inventory holding cost,

and the cost of the actual purchased units. TCEr, with the inclusion of the so called

“fixed costs”, is the actual total cost of the EOQ ordering system and is thus greater

than TCE, in (1). His the expanded annual cost of holding one unit of inventory in

stock. “H”, with the inclusion of the additional inventory holding costs, is thus

significantly greater than “h” in (1). The revised EOQ model assumes that the so

called “fixed costs”, including rental, utilities and personnel salary are proportion to

the annual average inventory level. This assumption is possible, particularly when

the square meter area of an inventory facility is designed in proportion to its annual

average inventory level and the rental, utilities and personnel salary are in propor-

tional to the size of the inventory facility. The revised EOQ model is particularly

suitable for the scenarios in which the so called “fixed costs” are not fixed, for

example during the feasibility study stage and design stage of an inventory facility,

or the excess inventory facility space can be rented out when the annual average

inventory level drops, as observed by Schniederjans and Olsen (1999) and Schnie-

derjans and Cao (2001).

By taking the first order derivative with respect to Q of (1) and setting it to

equal to zero, the optimum order quantity of the classical EOQ model, Q�, can be

derived as:

Q� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kD

h

r
(3)

By taking the first order derivative with respect to Q of (2) and setting it to equal to

zero, the optimum order quantity of the revised EOQ model, Q�
r , can be derived as:

Q�
r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kD

H

r
(4)

The optimum order quantity of the revised EOQ model, Q�
r is significantly less

than the optimum order quantity of the classical EOQ model, Q�, as H the annual

cost of holding one unit of inventory in the revised EOQ model is substantially

greater than h the annual cost of holding one unit of inventory in the classical EOQ
model, supposing the values of the other parameters, namely, D and k are

the same.

To sum up, the revised EOQ model is different from the classical EOQ model on

four counts. Firstly, the so called “fixed costs”, such as rental, utilities, personnel

salaries, etc, are considered in the inventory holding cost item in the revised EOQ
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model, thus H � h. Secondly, the so called “fixed costs” are also included into the

total annual inventory costs in the revised EOQ model, thus TCEr � TCE. Thirdly,

the revised EOQ model prefers small lot sizes and frequent deliveries. Last, but not

least, the revised EOQ model aims to reduce the actual total inventory ordering and

holding cost, while the classical EOQ model aims to reduce the sum of the

inventory ordering cost and a part of the inventory holding cost. The last point

makes it very clear that the revised EOQ model is more suitable than the classical

EOQ model to represent the total cost under the EOQ system when comparing the

EOQ system with the JIT system.

4 Revised EOQ–JIT Cost Indifference Point

Equation (4) results in a total annual optimal cost under the EOQ purchasing

approach of:

TCEr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kDH

p
þ PED (5)

It is essential to note that (5) is valid only when two conditions are concurrently

satisfied. Firstly, k the cost of placing one order and H the annual cost of holding

one unit of inventory are constant. Secondly, the inventory is ordered at its

economic order quantity.

Under the JIT system, the ordering cost and holding cost, including the so called

“fix costs” are mainly transferred to the supplier. The total annual cost under the JIT

system, TCJ , suggested by Fazel (1997) is therefore given by:

TCJ ¼ PJD (6)

where PJ is the unit price under the JIT system. PJ is greater than PE. This is to

partially reflect the holding costs and ordering costs that have been transferred to

the materials suppliers (Fazel 1997; Schniederjans and Cao 2001). However, JIT

purchasing systems are time sensitive. JIT purchasing requires precise level sche-

dules and rely on frequent transportation, as they are generally unable to cope with

significant fluctuation in demand. This can be seen in situations arising from the

Kobe earthquake in Japan (Low and Choong 2001), the strike on the West Coast of

American and the 2003 Iraqi War (Singh 2003). Thus, the risk parameter, namely

the out-of-stock costs, should be considered. Let gb represents the additional out-of-

stock costs under a JIT purchasing system comparing to that under an EOQ

purchasing system, where g represents the number of additional working hours

that may be affected in a JIT system than that in an EOQ system, b represents the

value created in one working hour. gb is a penalty for using JIT purchasing instead

of EOQ purchasing. The revised total annual cost under the JIT system, TCJr, is

therefore given by:
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TCJr ¼ PJDþ gb (7)

To make a comparison between the total costs under the EOQ system and the JIT

system, a Zrmodel that combines the total annual optimal cost under the EOQ

system in (5) and the revised total annual cost under the JIT system in (7) can be

presented as:

Zr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kDH

p
þ PED� PJD� gb (8)

Zr represents the cost difference between an EOQ purchasing system and a JIT

purchasing system.

When setting Zr equal to zero, the roots of (8) are the revised EOQ–JIT cost

indifference points, Dindr1 and Dindr2. The values of Dindr1 and Dindr2 are given by:

Dindr1 ¼ kH � PJ � PEð Þgb� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2H2 � 2kHgb PJ � PEð Þp

PJ � PEð Þ2 (9)

Dindr2 ¼ kH � PJ � PEð Þgbþ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2H2 � 2kHgb PJ � PEð Þp

PJ � PEð Þ2 (10)

5 Conclusion

JIT purchasing of raw materials is one important technique of the JIT philosophy.

However, JIT purchasing is not always more cost effective than the EOQ purchas-

ing system. By expanding the classical EOQ model, this study suggests that it is

possible for an EOQ purchasing system to be more cost effective than a JIT

purchasing system in the scenarios where demand is too low, or where demand is

extremely large and the order costs cannot be economically split, or the out-of-stock

costs associated with the JIT purchasing system is high.
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A Partner Selection Method Based on Risk

Evaluation Using Fuzzy Soft Set Theory

in Supply Chain

Zhi Xiao and Weijie Chen

Abstract Risk management in supply chains has received increasing attention in

both academia and industry, so taking the risk evaluation into consideration to

the partner selection problem is greatly meaningful. However, partner evaluation

and selection considering risk factors are difficult under uncertain supply chain

environment. In this paper, we present a new algorithm based on the fuzzy soft

set theory and relative difference function to partner selection problems which has

considered risk factors. A numerical example is employed to substantiate the

algorithm.

Keywords AHP � TOPSIS

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the competition among enterprises has evolved into the competition

among the supply chains, but the supply chains are exposed to different kinds of

risks that increase along with globalization. Supply chain risk management

(SCRM) is therefore a field of escalating importance. A number of mathematical

models have been developed for modeling the partner selection problems, but there

are few articles that deal with the partner selection process under risks. Wang et al.

[1] described a risk-based subcontractor selection problem and designed a rule-

based genetic algorithm for solving it. Huang et al. [2] discussed a possible Risk

Breakdown Structure (RBS) for virtual enterprises and suggested a risk evaluation

method. Wu et al. [3] proposed a fuzzy multi-objective programming model to

decide on supplier selection taking risk factors into consideration.
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A useful methodology for potential partner evaluation and selection must be

able to deal with both vagueness and impreciseness. Soft set theory is a newly-

emerging tool to deal with uncertain problems. The concept of soft-set theory was

proposed by Molodotsov [4] to deal with the uncertainties. In recent years,

research on soft set theory has become active, and its application has boomed.

Maji et al. [5] described the application of soft set theory to a decision-making

problem. Mushrif et al. [6] proposed a new classification algorithm of the natural

textures which was based on the notions of soft set theory. Roy and Maji [7]

proposed a decision-making application of fuzzy soft sets. Although the algorithm

was proved incorrect by Kong et al. [8], the fuzzy soft sets and multi-observer

concept are valuable to successive researchers. Zou and Xiao [9] presented loca-

tion a data analysis approach of soft sets under incomplete information. Xiao and

Gong [10] proposed a combined forecasting approach based on fuzzy soft sets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the basic

principles of fuzzy soft sets and relative difference function. Section 3 gives a

description of the fuzzy soft set decision-making method and algorithm to cope

with the partner selection problem based on risk evaluation. Section 4 exams the

proposed method with an example. Finally some conclusions from the research are

presented in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Relative Difference Function Model

Assume X0 ¼ ½a; b� is the attraction domain of variable fuzzy set V on the axis, and

X ¼ ½c; d� is one of range section that includes X0ðX0 � XÞ, which can be shown in

Fig. 1 as follows [11].

In Fig. 1, both ½c; a� and ½b; d� are the rejection domain, M is one dot belonging

to attraction domain ½a; b�, whose degree of membership uAðxÞ equals 1. Assume x
is an arbitrary point. When x is on the left of M, then the relative function formula is

shown in (1) as follows:

DAðuÞ ¼
x� a

M � a

� �b
x 2 ½a;M�

� x� a

c� a

� �b
x 2 ½c; a�

8>><
>>:

(1)

C a M b d
Fig. 1 The Location of X, M,

½a; b� and ½c; d�
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When x is on the right of M, then the formula is shown in (2) as follows:

DAðuÞ ¼
x� b

M � b

� �b

x 2 ½M; b�

� x� b

d � b

� �b

x 2 ½b; d�

8>>><
>>>:

(2)

When x =2 ½c; d�;

DAðuÞ ¼ �1 (3)

b is nonnegative index, where b ¼ 1, M ¼ aþ b

2
.

Using (1), (2) and (3) we can calculate the relative membership degree, with (4)

as follows:

uAðxÞ ¼ 1þ DAðuÞ
2

(4)

2.2 Soft Set and Fuzzy Soft Set

Let U be an initial universe set and let E be a set of parameters.

Definition 2.1. (see [4]). A pair ðF;EÞ is called a soft set over U, where F is a
mapping given by F : A ! PðUÞ.
Definition 2.2. (See [12]). If ðF;AÞ and ðG;BÞ be two soft sets then “ðF;AÞ OR
ðG;BÞ” denoted by ðF;AÞ _ ðG;BÞ is defined by ðF;AÞ _ ðG;BÞ ¼ ðO;A� BÞ,
where Oða; bÞ ¼ FðaÞ [ GðbÞ, 8ða; bÞ 2 A� B.
Definition 2.3. (See [13]). Let Ai � E. A pair ðFi;AiÞ is called a fuzzy soft set over
U, where Fi is a mapping given by Fi : Ai ! p ðUÞ.

3 Combined Risk Evaluation and Decision-Making Model

Based on Fuzzy Soft Set

3.1 Establishment of Risk Factors Set

According to supply chain partnership system constitution, there are 11 individual

risk factors affecting the supply chain partner selection, and they can be divided into

three tiers [14], which can be commonly expressed as follows : E ¼ fA;B;Cg, and
the single-factor sets are A ¼ fa1; a2; a3; a4g, B ¼ fb1; b2; b3; b4; b5g, C ¼ fc1; c2g
as show in Fig. 2.
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3.2 The Evaluation Model of Risk Level Coefficient

In the model, it is presented that the level of supply chains partnership risk can be

divided into five grades. Construct the value of interval matrix Ia;b
Ia;b ¼ðða;b�1;ða;b�2;ða;b�3;ða;b�4;ða;b�5Þ¼ ð½0;20�;ð20;40�;ð40;60�;ð60;80�;

ð80;100�Þ. According to Ia;b structure changes, the scope of the value of interval

matrix Ic;d is Ic;d ¼ð½c;d�1; ½c;d�2; ½c;d�3; ½c;d�4; ½c;d�5Þ¼ ð½0;40�; ½0;60�; ½20;80�;
½40;100�; ½60;100�Þ.

Based on the historical data, each expert can give the assessment value xij. xij
denotes that the ith expert evaluates value for the jth risk factor, xj is the jth risk

factor value of comprehensive evaluation ,where xj ¼ 1
n

Pn
i¼1

xij. Using (4), we can

calculate the final risk level:

H ¼
X5
h¼1

uijPn
j¼1

uij

h (5)

where H denotes the final risk grade assessment and hðh ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5Þ represents
the risk grade. Comparing the calculation result of H with the level of risk in

Table 1, we can calculate the risk level coefficient VAðuijÞ of risk factor:

VAðmijÞ ¼ gli þ ðH � hiÞ � 0:2 (6)

where gli denotes the lower value of ith risk grade.

Supply chains partnership risk

Performance risk Cooperation risk Competency risk

Political risk
Economics risk

Market risk
Natural disaster risk

Goal conflict risk
Agreement risk
Information risk

Trust risk
Cultural different risk

Production capacity risk
Technical capacity risk

Fig. 2 Supply chain partnership risk

Table 1 The level of risk

1 2 3 4 5

0–0.1 0.1–0.3 0.3–0.5 0.5–0.7 0.7–0.9
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3.3 Weight Determination Based on Fuzzy Soft Sets

Definition 3.1: Let ðF;AÞ denote the fuzzy soft set over a common universe.
U ¼ fo1; o2; o3; :::; ong, where U represents the universal set of partners, and

A ¼ fa1; a2; a3; :::; amg denotes the set of risk factor parameters, and then F is a
mapping given by F : A ! pðUÞ.
Definition 3.2: Let xijði ¼ 1; 2; :::; n; j ¼ 1; 2; :::;mÞ be a fuzzy variable defined on
the fuzzy soft sets ðF;AÞ, and then its membership function is defined as follows

f ðxijÞ ¼ VAðuÞij: (7)

Obviously, f ðxijÞ 2 ½0; 1� and f ðxijÞis a measure of the extent to the partner
belongs to the level of risk factor. We can represent it in Table 2.
Definition 3.3: Suppose a vector W ¼ ½w1;w2;w3; :::;wm�, in which wjð j ¼
1; 2; 3; :::;mÞ denotes the weight of the jth risk factor,

wj ¼
Pn
i¼1

f ðxijÞ
Pm
j¼1

Pn
i¼1

f ðxijÞ
(8)

3.4 Decision Algorithm

Step 1: According to historical data, each expert gives out the assessed value xij and
we can construct the relative difference function model. Then we can calculate the

final risk grade H of each risk factor using (5), and determine the risk coefficient

VAðuÞij by (6).

Step 2: Use (7) to construct fuzzy soft sets ðF;AÞ, ðG;BÞ, ðH;CÞ respectively.
Step 3: Compute the corresponding resultant-fuzzy-soft-set ðS;PÞ from the fuzzy

soft sets ðF;AÞ, ðG;BÞ, ðH;CÞ and place it in tabular form.

Step 4: Calculate each wj with (8) and construct the comprehensive weights table

ððSoÞ;PÞ according to fuzzy soft set ðS;PÞ.
Step 5: Compute cij ¼

Pm
k¼1

ðfik � fjkÞ , where the membership value of object oi

for the kth parameter is fik, and calculate the relative score of oi, 8i, ri ¼
Pm
j¼1

cij. The
decision is k if rk ¼ min ri.

Table 2 A tabular form of fuzzy soft set

U a1 a2 a3 . . . am

o1 f ðx11Þ f ðx12Þ f ðx13Þ . . . f ðx1mÞ
o2 f ðx21Þ f ðx22Þ f ðx23Þ . . . f ðx2mÞ
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
on f ðxn1Þ f ðxn2Þ f ðxn3Þ . . . f ðxnmÞ
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4 A Numerical Example

For demonstration purpose, the proposed model will be applied to a numerical

example. Here we can use supposed data to test the proposed method effective for

risk decision.

4.1 Stage of Evaluation and Selection

According to the historical data, every expert estimates each risk factor’s value with

the scope of the interval of [0,100]. Now there are five experts involved in the risk

Table 3 The value of the experts’ evaluation

– o1 o2 o3 o4 o5
U e1; e2; :::; e11 e1; e2; :::; e11 e1; e2; :::; e11 e1; e2; :::; e11 e1; e2; :::; e11

E1 20, 32, . . .,43 23, 43, . . .,61 19, 43, . . .,51 21, 39, . . .,43 27, 51, . . .,61
E2 19, 30, . . .,52 19, 41, . . .,57 21, 41, . . .,47 19, 45, . . .,41 29, 49, . . .,69
E3 20, 30, . . .,42 17, 41 ,. . .,57 23, 41, . . .,55 17, 47, . . .,39 31, 47, . . .,57
E4 20, 42, . . .,67 22, 39, . . .,60 17, 39, . . .,49 20, 39, . . .,40 25, 50, . . .,59
E5 17, 36, . . .,32 21, 42, . . .,59 20, 45, . . .,50 15, 43, . . .,41 27, 48, . . .,63

Table 4 The tabular representation of the fuzzy soft set ðF;AÞ, ðH;CÞ and ðG;BÞ
ðF;AÞ ðH;CÞ
U a1 a2 a3 a4 – c1 c2

o1 0.19412 0.33076 0.52556 0.15210 – 0.39412 0.47942

o2 0.20588 0.41698 0.52728 0.18572 – 0.43914 0.58302

o3 0.20000 0.42478 0.60298 0.19126 – 0.38846 0.5027

o4 0.18846 0.43452 0.49592 0.20874 – 0.61962 0.41154

o5 0.28418 0.49310 0.50548 0.22222 – 0.50000 0.62478

ðG;BÞ
U b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 _ _

o1 0.40298 0.31126 0.50980 0.34590 0.58302 – –

o2 0.49310 0.38302 0.38846 0.30548 0.49866 – –

o3 0.60874 0.39126 0.49730 0.38572 0.39412 – –

o4 0.39072 0.40298 0.49166 0.37272 0.61962 – –

o5 0.50408 0.46378 0.49592 0.36316 0.42972 – –

Table 5 The resultant fuzzy soft set ðS;PÞ and weight of risk factor

U 0e11 _ c1
0 0e11 _ c2

0 0e12 _ c1
0 0e12 _ c2

0 . . . 0e45 _ c1
0 0e45 _ c2

0

o1 0.40298 0.47942 0.39412 0.47942 . . . 0.58302 0.58302

o2 0.49310 0.58302 0.43914 0.58302 . . . 0.49866 0.58302

o3 0.60874 0.60874 0.39126 0.50270 . . . 0.39412 0.50270

o4 0.61962 0.41154 0.61962 0.41154 . . . 0.61962 0.61962

o5 0.50408 0.62478 0.50000 0.62478 . . . 0.50000 0.62478

o 0.02480 0.02550 0.02210 0.02450 . . . 0.02450 0.02750
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evaluation for five candidates. It is supposed that the results of the experts’ evalua-

tion are listed in Table 3.

Using (4) and (5), we can get the grade of the risk factors, then calculate the risk

level coefficient of each risk factor, which are showed in Table 4.

Now considering the fuzzy soft set ðF;AÞ, ðG;BÞ and ðH;CÞ, we perform “OR”

operation. Suppose P ¼ fe11 _ c1; e11 _ c2; :::; e45 _ c2g is the set of choice para-

meters of an observer. The tabular representation of resultant fuzzy soft set ðS;PÞ
will be as below (Table 5).

From the Table 6, we can obtain r1 ¼ �0:1697, r2 ¼ 0:0048, r3 ¼ �0:1082,
r4 ¼ 0:1078, r5 ¼ 0:1653. The decision is k if rk ¼ miniri. So the decision is

object o1.

4.2 Comparison with AHP and TOPSIS

In order to examine the performance of this model, we employ the above data to

compare the fuzzy soft set model with TOPSIS model.

Table 7 offers a comparison between TOPSIS with different weight and fuzzy

soft sets decision method. The results reveal that FSS and TOPSIS are more or less

equal performance, but due to subjective factors affects, different weights may

result in different results. Applying FSS to the selection of supply chain partners is

likely to yield more reliable partners and thus reduce disruption to the supply chain

operations and improve the supply chain competitiveness.

5 Conclusions

This study develops a partner selection approach by applying fuzzy soft set theory.

This paper uses the risk coefficient as the criterion of fuzzy membership. The

proposed approach provides a general and flexible framework to form a fuzzy soft

set decision model. The numerical example demonstrates that the proposed method

can be useful for solving partner selection based on risk problems.

Table 7 The comparison with TOPSIS and FSS

TOPSIS(similarity to ideal solution) FSS(relative risk

coefficient)U Weight of index confirmed by

entropy and AHP

Weight of index confirmed by entropy

and weighted average

o1 0.7488 0.7459 �0.1697

o2 0.5556 0.5641 0.0048

o3 0.6411 0.5664 �0.1082

o4 0.4491 0.4520 0.1078

o5 0.3739 0.3565 0.1653
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A Quantitative Analysis for Degree of Supplier

Involvement Under Market Uncertainty

Zi-jian Zhang and Hua Pan

Abstract In this paper, we provide a quantitative analysis for the degree of

supplier’s involvement under market uncertainty. Taking the proportion of tasks

assumed by supplier as an index of the involvement extent, we seek this optimized

extent from supplier’s point of view. Our analysis shows that, for the supplier’s

involvement, its participation is restricted by two sides’ relative marginal profit,

development ability and market uncertainty of the new product. When supplier

involved and shared some manufacturer’ design task, it has a optimized proportion

to choose, this proportion is positive relation to its marginal profit and technology

development ability, negative relation to manufacturer’s marginal profit and tech-

nology development ability, and negative relation to market success probability.

Keywords Degree � Market uncertainty � Supplier involvement

1 Introduction

The growing sophistication of component technologies and the rising costs of

product development require suppliers to involve in the design process in earlier

stage of new product development. When the manufacturers and suppliers design

products together, it obtains the advantages of integration of two complementary

resources, reducing product development risk and development costs, increasing

production flexibility and quality, etc. [1, 2].

Supplier involves in product development through establishing cooperative

relations with the manufacturer. It is more flexible than the vertical integration,
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and more efficient than traditional trading relationships [3], in addition, suppliers

are integrated into the production and design process systematically, so that the

suppliers can be directly involved in the initial stages of the design and communi-

cation, and, through the establishment of a set of rules in order to facilitate

inter-organizational knowledge sharing, so that providers can offer their technical

knowledge and creativity, and to provide customers with development-related

equipment and information of the new products, and make recommendations for

new products. In contrast, the manufacturer can also provide relevant market

information providers and knowledge, and the suppliers should also take the

appropriate responsibility, including the development, design and engineering

responsibility for a complete system or sub-system [4–6].

Although there is a substantial body of research emerging in this field using a range

of different research methodologies, empirical findings regarding performance bene-

fits differ quite significantly. There are also uncertainties as to the situations in which

supplier involvement will reap the expected benefits. While supplier involvement in

product development projects can contribute with valuable knowledge and expertise,

such involvement also poses organizational and managerial challenges [7]. Under

the supplier involvement, besides the business risk inherent in innovation from the

technical and market uncertainty, firmsmay also face the partners’ uncertainty arising

from the relationship between the agency problems of risk.

Despite the apparent benefits of supplier involvement in NPD, research remains

fragmented [8]. Literatures about supplier involvement are almost from manufac-

turer’s point of view, deals mostly with how manufacture manage the supplier’s

involvement , and ignores the inclination of the supplier influence by its benefits

and the effect of market uncertainty on its decision-making. In fact, supplier

involve in product development and taking part of the innovation task should pay

a certain cost, Meanwhile, R&D in most situation has features of uncertainty,

complexity, high-risk and so on. Our paper, focused on the inclination of the

supplier’s involvement. We take the proportion of new product design afford by

supplier as index of supplier’s involvement degree, and from this degree, we can

express desire of supplier’s involvement.

Bidualt thinks that supplier’s involvement is that one kind of degree concept [9].

The high degree of suppliers’ participation means that suppliers must take full

responsibility for a complete system or sub-systems, components and sub-assembly.

When suppliers participate in low degree, they just provide customers with the

necessary equipment and information, and only provide cost and quality of the

recommendations. Swink defines supplier involvement as the suppliers can involve

in the design and communication of the new products directly, and they may

participate in it at design stage of new products [10]. Wynstra and Pierick give a

definition of supplier involvement as the participation of customers of new product

development projects, and the extent of participation can be decided by the design

of the customer to enhance the customer’s manufacturing capacity-building or to

a specific part of a complete development, design and engineering responsibility

[11]. Petersen et al. define involvement may range from simple consultation with
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suppliers on design ideas to making suppliers fully responsible for the design of

components or systems they will supply [12].

This paper focuses on the decision of supplier’s involvement degree, borrows

some modeling elements from collaborative development literatures, but differs

significantly in that it emphasizes quality improvement and market uncertainty. We

evaluate supplier involvement decision making that focuses on product quality

improvements through effort sharing arrangements between firms. We quantitatively

characterize the supplier involvement inclination influence by manufacture and

supplier’s relative profits and technology capability, and look for the optimal degree

of supplier’s involvement.

2 The Model

Suppose the future market demand for new products is determined by new product

design stage scale of the task, the more of product design work carried out by, the

bigger that will be, the better of the new product performance, behave as the greater

demand of market. However, they need greater investment of resources.

qðaÞ ¼ q0 þ b � ag (1)

where b is the proportion constant and assume that b>0, implying that the market

demand of new product qðaÞ increasing with the scale of the task a. g is a factor to
measure the impact of system development cost on the new product and assume that

g<1, implying that the diminishing returns from R&D expenditures or to diseco-

nomies of scale that, in practice, are associated with bureaucracies in a larger firm

which stifle creativity and impede innovation.

Assume that the product architecture the manufacturer adopted is a standard

interface, so suppliers do not need to carry out development of customized compo-

nents. We assume that the Ia l= is the cost in the design phase of new products. We

could interpret I as the investment cost coefficient and l as a measure of the firm’s

innate development capability, directly impacting the speed and consistency of the

development process, and is assumed to be a constant parameter for analytical

tractability.

Into the production phase, each new product unit produced and sold, the marginal

profit of manufacturer to obtain is rm. The profit should be the marginal benefits

multiply the market demand for the product and minus the R&D expenses as follow:

pm ¼ rm � qðaÞ � Ia l= m � F (2)

Assume that the manufacturer during product design is unsure of the product’s

future market conditions. The probability of the favorable market condition is v,
probability of unfavorable conditions is 1� vð Þ. Considering the uncertainty of devel-
opment, and we can derive the expected profit of new products for the manufacturer:
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pmv ¼ v � rm � b � ag � Ia l= m � F (3)

Without loss of generality, assume that product development is divided into two

phases: the design stage and production stages. As the product development pro-

jects carried out over time, uncertainty will gradually disappear. Assume that

manufacturer must make R&D investment before the uncertainty of new product

has been revealed, but can delay their production decision until the new product

further information appears. If the market condition is unfavorable, manufacturer

will not make the fixed investment F of commercial stage for the new product.

Consider this option value, the manufacturer’s expected profit as follow:

pmv ¼ v � rm � b � ag � Fð Þ � Ia l= m (4)

Assume that the supplier agrees to share a fraction k of the total product design
tasks which the manufacturer incurs. Therefore, we can obtain profits of manufac-

turer and supplier respectively as follow:

pm ¼ rm � qðaÞ � I 1� kð Þa½ � lm= � F (5)

ps ¼ rs � qðaÞ � I ka½ � ls= (6)

where lm and ls are the innate technical capacity of manufacturer and supplier

respectively and assume that lm>l and ls>l, implying that with the supplier

involvement, each firm could offer more attention to the specialization area, so

could have a better technical capacity.

Consider the uncertainty of R&D and the option value; we can obtain the

expected profits of manufacturer and supplier respectively as follow:

pvm ¼ v � rm � qðaÞ � F½ � � I 1� kð Þa½ � lm= (7)

pvs ¼ vrs � qðaÞ � I ka½ � ls= (8)

The profit in whole supply chain is:

pv ¼ v � r � qðaÞ � vF� Im 1� kð Þa½ � � Is kað Þ (9)

3 Involvement Degree Decision Process

When supplier involve in with relational risk, manufacturer and supplier could

make two decisions: the extent of supplier’s involvement k, determining the pro-

portion of tasks the supplier agrees to afford, the scale of product design tasks a,
determining the degree of product innovation manufacturer want to undertake. The
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sequence of decision making is as follows: The supplier determines, at first, the

proportion of design task k it would like to afford when the manufacturer invites it

to involve in. Subsequently, the manufacturer determines design task scale a to

make its profit maximizing.

From (7), Differentiating pvm w.r.t to a, we can find the scale of design tasks a
that maximizes the manufacturer profits. This optimal scale would be:

aC ¼ v � rm � b � g � lm
1� kð ÞI

� � 1
1�g

(10)

As can be seen here, @a @k= >0ð Þ, the scale of product design a is increasing in

the degree of supplier involvement k, applying the greater the proportion of design

tasks supplier agree to afford, the bigger the level of innovation manufacturer

would undertake.

Substituting (10) in (7), we have

pvm ¼ v � rm � b � v � rm � b � g � lm
1� kð ÞI

� � g
1�g

� 1� kð Þ v � rm � b � g � lm
1� kð ÞI

� � 1
1�g

� v � F1

(11)

The new product project require the future expected profit pmv at least not lower

then the profit of not execute this project pNm, so, it must ensure that:

pmv � pNm (12)

From (12), we can have

vC � 1� kð Þ � F1 � I
rm � dð Þ 1

1�g g
g

1�g � g
1

1�g

� �
lm

2
4

3
5

1�g
g

¼ vCth (13)

Consider investing in an enterprise product development in a particular time,

there is a market success probability threshold vCth. When this threshold is smaller, it

means developing more extensive range of options, so the project will be more

likely to occur. Therefore, the probability of market success of companies repre-

sented range in new product development projects can be considered, the scope of

that business success can only be selected in this probability range of products into

projects for development.

From (13), we can see that vCth k= <0, it means the supplier involvement degree

will influence the manufacture’s product development threshold. When supplier
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have a deep involvement, it may pull down this threshold, and the manufacture’s

product development would more likely to carry on.

For the supplier, although its participation can promote the manufacturer’s

product development, but participation needs to pay their own costs, for supplier,

it has an optimal level of participation.

Substituting (10) in (8), we have

pvs ¼ vrs � b �
v � rm � b � g � l

1� kð ÞI
� � g

1�g

� k � I � v � rm � b � g � l
1� kð ÞI

� � 1
1�g
�

ls (14)

From first order condition of pvs w.r.t to k, we can find the degree the supplier

involve in that maximizes the profit:

v � rs � b �
v � rm � b � g � lm

I

� � g
1�g

� g
1� g

� �
� 1� kð Þ� 1

1�g

� I � v � rm � b � g � lm
I

� � 1
1�g

� 1� kð Þ� 1
1�g

�
ls

� k � I � v � rm � b � g � lm
I

� � 1
1�g

� 1

1� g

� �
1� kð Þ�2�g

1�g

�
ls ¼ 0

(15)

The resulting extent of supplier involvement would be the following:

k ¼
lsrs � v 1� gð Þrmlm

lsrs þ vgrmlmð Þ ; lsrs>v 1� gð Þrmlm
0; otherwise

8<
: (16)

4 Result Analysis

4.1 Proposition 1

The supplier would involve in the product development only if the multiplication of

technology development capability ls and relative profit margins rs is above a

certain threshold i.e., lsrs�> � � gð Þ lmrmð Þ.
By (16) we can find that when Suppliers bear part of the design task even if they

can promote the development of new products, increasing market demand for new

products, thereby increasing their demand for the supply of components, but this

increase in profits by paying less than the cost of compensation involved, the

supplier will be unwilling to participate in.

Proposition 1 captures the impact of that even though suppliers bear part of the

design task can increase the profits of manufacturer, for suppliers, which may not
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be attractive enough, unless the increase in end-market demand to achieve a certain

level. As the relative profit margins rs and technology development capability ls
increase, motivation of supplier involvement increases, and when lsrs�> � � gð Þ
lmrmð Þ, supplier then would agree to involve in the product development.

4.2 Proposition 2

The degree of suppliers willing to involve positive correlate to its technology

development capability and relative profit margins, negative correlate to the man-

ufacturer’s technology development capability and relative profit margins, mean-

while, it negative correlate to the uncertainty of the product development project.

Proposition 2 captures the impact of that the degree of supplier’s involvement

depends on both sides’ technology development capability and relative profit

margins, meanwhile, it depends on the market success probability. The degree of

supplier’s involvement positive relating to its marginal benefits, technology devel-

opment capability is mainly due to that as the supplier’s technological development

capacity ls increasing, the cost required to pay will be reduced, at the same time, as

supplier’s marginal benefits rs increasing, the benefit form involve in the manu-

facturer’s product innovation will be greater, so its involvement motivation will be

stronger. The degree k negative relating to v is due to that when v is smaller, the

uncertainty is greater, the manufacturer’s product development is more risky,

therefore, the less the investment. Meanwhile, in order to ensure that manufacturers

of product development so both sides can benefit, the supplier will need a greater

degree of commitment to the manufacturer’s development tasks, sharing the devel-

opment risks.

5 Conclusions

In summary, suppliers can participate in manufacturer’s R&D in certain conditions,

which is conditioned by the relative profit margins by both parties and the develop-

ment of capacity constraints. Sometimes they may not participate in the develop-

ment of cooperation. Moreover, when suppliers involve in the product

development, and sharing part of the design task of the proportion, the most

appropriate degree, in this degree of participation, suppliers can get the most

expected profit. The degree of participation best suited to their own profit margins

with suppliers and technology development capabilities are related to, but not with

the manufacturer’s profit margin as well as technical development capacity nega-

tively correlated with market uncertainty determined by the probability of market

success of products negatively Correlated with the positive correlation coefficient

of R&D investment.
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Dynamic Network Planning Simulation for

Scheduling Risk Analysis Base on Hybrid System

Lin Yang, Yanlong Zhao, and Yueyue Chen

Abstract Scheduling risk analysis and measure is a critical problem in modern

project management. The network planning techniques are the most popular tools

for it. This paper discussing the limitations of current network planning and

consider that neglecting the correlations in project system will result in deviation

of Scheduling risk measure. Addressing this problem, a Dynamic network planning

simulation model is proposed, it integrate PERTS (PERT SIMULATION) and SD

(System Dynamics) base on discrete–continuous hybrid System. When mimic the

process by using PERTS, SD capture the feedback to measure the correlations in

project system and reflect to scheduling. Such model try to comprehensive analysis

the scheduling risk. Finally, a foundation work process is modeled using the hybrid

approach to illustrate the model how to work.

Keywords Hybrid system � Network planning technique � Scheduling risk

analysis � Simulation

1 Introduction

The network planning technique developed in late 1960s. It has become very

important tool for the quantitative schedule risk assessment. In summary, this

technique has undergone three phase:

The first phase: during this phase, the deterministic model was applied to study a

project scheduling. It divides a project process into a number of sub processes
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(or call activities), and then assume the duration of each activities in the project as a

constant. Therefore, we can analyze these processes utilizing the approaches of

deterministic mathematics. The typical method during this phase is CPM (Critical

Path Method). However, these methods are not significant in the risk assessment

because they are deterministic model.

The second phase: during this phase, CPM was regard too simple to measuring

risk, so the activities in a project are not represented by constants, but variables.

Thus, whole scheduling of project was modeled a stochastic process. However, the

approaches of dealing with this stochastic process are still the deterministic mathe-

matic methods. The typical method during this phase is PERT (program evaluation

and review technique). A project manager can measure risk from the scheduling of

project by PERT, although it is a approximate method for risk measuring.

The third phase: during this phase, the stochastic mathematic methods were

applied to model a project processes. The typical method is PERTS (PERT SIMULA-

TION), it is an improved method to PERT but is different from PERT essentially: a

series of random numbers were generated and represented the durations of each

activities. Such experiment was carried out for many times, and thenwe can get large

numbers of sample dates. According to the Monte Carlo (MC) principle, some indexs

representing information of scheduling risk were calculated out through these

dates, it can help us understanding and measuring the risk of a project scheduling.

2 PERT Simulation

We take a construction project example to explain PERTS. There is a construction

project illustrated in Fig. 1. It is a six-activates network about a foundation work

including digging foundation pit, casting foundation-bed, bricklaying, earth

moving, earth abandoning and backfilling. First, determine what probability distri-

bution the duration of activities obeys. Usually, it assumes that the duration of

an activity obey b distribution. Second, every activity gets a number obeyed b
distribution which generated by the program of random numbers generating. The

values of these numbers represent the duration, and it is said the construction

project was mimicked once, and the result is showed in Fig. 1a. If we do it once

again, we get another result showed in Fig. 1b. Following, we repeat it many times

and will get great deal of dates which can be analyzed to measure the scheduling

risk about this construction project.

3 The Limitations of PERTS

With the growing of understanding to the project system, the discussions on PERTS

applying in scheduling risk analysis begin to focus on the “relations” in a project.

The tradition network planning technique (including CPM, PERT and PERTS)
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neglect such relations, nevertheless, the relations (or say relate behaviors) are really

exist in real project processes. For example, assume that some kind of delay

occurred during the aforementioned casting foundation-bed, and it would lead to

schedule slippage. In such a case, the project manager should not overlook this

schedule discrepancy, but should take actions such as assigning more workers or

issuing overtime work hours in next activity. So, the duration of bricklaying

was reduced. In this case, there are some related behaviors between the casting

foundation-bed and the bricklaying. Meantime, it causes the scheduling change.

thus it can conclude that the non-correlated supposition in the tradition network

methods is too simplify to help measure scheduling risk, that is say that sometimes

the results these methods conclude probably are far away from the reality. Hence, a

project manager will make decision-making mistake. The paper tries to address

these issues in an effort. Following, a discussion will begin about what kinds of

relations exist in project [1].

4 The Relations in a Project

Under the perspective of The System Theory, a system of project was composed of

many entities (e.g. workers, machinery, project manager, materials, etc.) and a

context surrounding these entities. Here, context represents the overall project-
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related behavior (e.g., staff skill level, collaboration level, motivation, inspection

level, etc.), which interacts with scheduling and changes dynamically as a result of

the feedback between the two. For example, any change in staff skill level (context)

would affect how the project is carried out, and vice versa (e.g., where learning as a

result of repetitive work operations can increase staff skill level, which will

eventually cycle back to impact operation). The scheduling of a project is per-

formed by the context and entities which interacting each other. Furthermore, each

of entity has own attributes (for example, a worker has some attributes such as skill

level, fatigue, etc.) [2]. In summary, there are three types of relations in a project

scheduling (we explain the following terms through the aforementioned case of

foundation work):

1. The correlations between processes and events: for instance, any deviation of the

digging foundation pit process may cause the event which is hiring temporary

workers to expedite this process

2. The correlations among processes: for example, a delay in the process of digging

foundation pit would impact remaining processes such as bricklaying. The

project manager would reduce the duration of bricklaying by hiring temporary

workers and issuing overtime work. The goal is to realize the planned project

duration.

3. The correlations among processes and the attributes of entities: for instance, the

addition of temporary workers may be increase the production rate of bricklay-

ing. However, there is a another probability is this policy may not increase the

production rate as much as expected, as the additional workers may be low-skilled

and will therefore require more time to complete the process. As well, the low-

skilled workers may commit more errors and further slow the production rate.

4. And how to measure the scheduling risk caused by these relation behaviors in

project? It is obviously that the tradition network approaches can’t address these

problems because they hypothesized that the activities in project are indepen-

dent each other. In recent years, system dynamics (SD), a method applied widely

in the social sciences, begins to be applied in realm of risk analysis because of its

ability to effectively capture feedback.

5 System Dynamics

System dynamics (SD), a concept based on the notion of continuous simulation, it is

capable of capturing feedback. Feedback here can be defined as the phenomenon

whereby the output of a system is passed back through the system as input in a

cyclical manner. The majority of complex dynamics arise from the feedbacks

among the various components of the system, and not from the complexities of

the components themselves. SD attempts to build the feedback, identifying cause

and effect relationships between variables in the system. Focusing on this capabil-

ity, SD has also been incorporated into diverse the risk analyses. One of the major
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areas that SD has targeted in the scheduling risk analysis of a project is the feedback

between the entities’ behavior and their surrounding contexts. For example, Fig. 2

shows SD’s causal loop diagram, which aims at capturing this feedback process. In

this previous digging foundation pit case, the overtime work can increase the

production rate. However, feedback analysis suggests that some risk exist in this

policy, because of the overtime work may be increase workers’ fatigue lever and

then the production rate will slow, then the schedule overrun [3].

6 Need for Integrating SD and PERTS

The significance of both processes and correlations of a project tells us that

they should be taken into account simultaneously for a comprehensive understand-

ing. Particularly with the modeling point of view, PERTS is able to mimic the

process of a project but has a no capability to capture correlations in a project

due to its hypothesis. On the other hand, SD can capture the feedbacks in a

project, and capturing the many influencing factors with consistent time steps, by

virtue of its continuous simulation; thus a hybrid approach that integrates SD and

PERTS is needed in order to maximize their contributions, addressing both activ-

ities and correlations simultaneously. In light of this fact, this paper proposes a

hybrid PERT–SD approach that can seamlessly addresses both activities and

correlations [2].

7 Hybrid SD–PERTS Model

Essentially, to develop a hybrid PERT–SD model, project process are modeled by

applying PERTS, their feedbacks with project context are modeled through the

application of SD. However, one of the major challenges here is how to formulate

interactions between PERTS and SD in a single model. PERTS is a kind of DES

(Discrete Event Simulation), so it is based upon discrete time system. Meantime,

SD is a kind of CVS (Continuous Variable Simulation) and it is based upon
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continuous variable system. For the purpose of interacting SD and PERTS, it needs

that putting PERTS into an approximate continuous variable system. Therefore, to

change simulation strategy is necessary. Three most common simulation strategies

include event scheduling (ES), activity scanning (AS) and process interaction (PI)

[4]. The strategy PERTS using is ES, which need that the simulation clocks’ steps

advance at irregular length according to the events schedule. However, in order to

approximate continuous variable system, simulation clocks’ step should advance at

same length and which should be as short as possible. Hence, we must abandon ES

but select AS. Under AS strategy, the simulation clocks’ step length is a working

day. For simulation advancement, AS scans activities for each work day and other

start conditions, and then executes the activity that is due to happen.

8 Example of Modeling Hybrid PERTS–SD

To illustrate how hybrid PERTS–SD work, the aforementioned foundation work

has been selected as an example of a possible application. We try to describe the

program step by step:

1. Assume the daily output per worker is represented as a continuous variables, and

it obey certain distribution. Moreover, we define some variables to represent

process-related attribute of entities such as productivity, fatigue, schedule pres-

sure, production rate, probability of error occurrence, probability of change

occurrence, etc.

2. After the project start, scanning and checking all activities for start conditions.

The activity digging foundation pit meet start conditions, then generate a

random number (obey certain distribution) representing the output of first day.

It means that the workers have carried out the work for a day. Naturally, some

attributes of workers will change, for example, the lever of fatigue increase, the

probability of error occurrence reduce, etc. we should define the feedback in

these variables, and model the causal loop about these variables. With the PERT

simulation process, there is a SD simulation process associating attributes of

entities is working synchronously. Moreover, the hybrid model should consider

that attributes changing also impact the processes of project. For example, lever

of fatigue increase reduce production rate.

3. Compare the number with the workload of digging foundation pit and if it

overrun the workload, digging foundation pit end.

4. Advancing simulation progress to next day.

5. Search for the unfinished and full condition activities. If digging foundation

pit is unfinished, then generate a random number representing the output of

second day.

6. Compare the accumulation of number first day and second day with the work-

load of digging foundation pit and if it overrun the workload, digging foundation

pit end.
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7. Advancing simulation progress to the next day.

8. Repeat the similar operation from step 5 to step 8 until there are no activities to

execute.

9 Conclusion

This paper has discussed the need for a hybrid approach in order to comprehensive

measure project scheduling risk. In past research, PERTS and SD have been

addressed separately by means of discrete event simulation (DES) and system

dynamics (SD), respectively, and as a result their dynamic interaction has not

been thoroughly explored. In an effort to address this issue, the writers have

proposed a hybrid PERTS–SD approach; in particular, the paper has introduce a

case for demonstrating PERTS and SD how to work in a single model.
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Research on the Integrated Risk Management

Information System of Construction Project

Yun-li Gao

Abstract The integrated risk management of construction project must be based on

the information system. The paper presented the frame of integrated risk manage-

ment information system, which was composed of three subsystems: risk manage-

ment subsystem, risk management database and external support subsystem. The

content and the function of all the subsystems were elaborated and the relationship

between information system and the external system was explained. Based on the

hierarchical risk breakdown structure, the field and coding of risk database are

designed. The information system could provide risk management platform for the

project participants, accelerate the information flow and implement the integrated

risk management.

Keywords Information system � Integration � Risk management

1 Introduction

The research concentrates on specific phase or some target of project management

at present. It is emphasized to manage risk by a lot of mathematic model and other

optimal model in these researches [1–3]. Furthermore, the participants of project

respectively carry out their process of risk management, and these processes are

separated. Obviously the isolated and separated risk management method has not

been adapted to the demand of the new project. So it is necessary that the integrated

risk management method be presented as a new research field from the overall point

of view.

The integrated risk management process is accompanied with the information

production, collection, treatment and delivery. The integrated risk management
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information system is mainly used to optimize the information flow, to improve

degree of symmetry and real time. It can deliver appropriate information to the right

person. The information system should be able to intercommunicate with other

project information [4].

Based on the integrated risk management theory, the integrated risk management

information system (IRMIS) is studied in the paper. The information system frame is

built in this research and it includes three subsystems: risk management subsystem,

risk management database and external support subsystem. The risk management

subsystem is made up of risk identification, risk evaluation, risk handling and risk

control. The risk management database is composed of risk database and risk

handling measure database. The external support subsystem includes the risk man-

agement knowledge base, model base and case base. Their relationship and function

is expatiated in the paper. In order to characterize the risk better, the field and coding

of risk database are designed based on the hierarchical risk breakdown structure.

2 Integrated Risk Management Theory Model

The model of integrated risk management theory is shown in Fig. 1 [5].

The risk set is composed of the project risks. It is considered in the integrated

risk management model that the risk, risk management organization, process and

targets are varied dynamically along the project total lifecycle. On the other hand,
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these elements are integrated at any time t. The project target can be set and

optimized at some phase or some time, and the organization pattern can be found

to achieve the target. The organization can utilize synthetically and choose the risk

management method to manage the project risk at this time. The integrated risk

management of construction project must base on the information system, which

can provide the risk management platform for the project participants, and imple-

ment the integrated risk management.

3 Structure of the Integrated Risk Management Information

System

It is implemented in the integrated risk management information system that risks

identify, risks evaluate and control. The relevant risk handling measure can be

given, and the project risks can be monitored. The integrated risk management

information system is shown in Fig. 2.

The information system includes three subsystems: risk management subsystem,

risk management database and external support subsystem. The risk management

subsystem is made up of risk identification, risk evaluation, risk handling and risk

control. The riskmanagement database is composed of risk database and risk handling

measure database. The external support subsystem includes the risk management

knowledge base, model base and case base. Their relationship is shown in Fig. 3.

3.1 Function of the Integrated Risk Management Information
System

3.1.1 Risk Management Subsystem

l Risk identification

The information that generated in the process of project management is identified

and chosen. The potential risk will be found based on the deviation between actual

data and plan.

l Risk evaluation

On the basis of the risk identification, the probability and consequence of risk is

measured by the qualitative or quantitative methods and the risk evaluation model

is given. The risk impact can be synthetically analyzed and the whole risk level can

be determined.

l Risk handling

The risk trigger threshold is given according to the risk acceptability level. As

the risk status is higher than the threshold, the risk handling will startup. The
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relevant risk handling measure will be chosen and risk management action will be

implemented.

l Risk monitoring

Risk monitoring system tracks the whole process of project risk management

and controls it. Through the dynamic monitoring, the changes of information will

be found. Once the changes vary beyond a certain range, the risk identification and

evaluation will be startup. In addition, the risk monitoring system can check the

effect of taking risk management measure at any time, adjust and revise the risk

handling plan.

3.1.2 Risk Management Database

The risk management database is used to describe the overall project risk and it

includes all risks data. The risk database is taken as memorizer that store up the risk
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factor and its category, the probability and consequence of risk, and the impact to

project target. The risk handling measure database mainly store up the risk handling

measure and plan. The risk database is corresponding to the risk handling measure

database. Namely, each probable risk status is accompanied with each risk handling

measure.

3.1.3 External Support Subsystem of Risk Management

The integrated risk management information system is complex and dynamic. It

needs to be supported by the expert’s knowledge. The knowledge base accesses to

expert’s knowledge and makes knowledge reasoning. The model base includes all

the technique, method and model of risk management. The history risk manage-

ment data can be found in the case base.

3.1.4 Relationship of Three Subsystems

The risk management subsystem is a center in the integrated risk management

information system. Using the subsystem, it is implemented that identification,

evaluation, handling and monitoring of risk. All risk information is stored in the
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risk database and the relevant handling measure is stored in risk handling database.

In the process of risk management, the method of risk identification, the technique

and model of evaluation and other knowledge are needed. They are provided by the

external support subsystem. When the project finished, the relevant data will be

stored in the case base as the history data.

3.1.5 Relationship of IRMIS and the External System

The project total lifecycle information platform is the foundation of IRMIS. The

information that used to identify risk is acquired from the platform and the output

information of risk status also inflects on the platform. The user knows the risk

status and gives the risk plan through the platform. The new risk that is triggered

due to the information change is monitored real time by the risk monitoring system.

It is necessary to update that the knowledge base, model base and case base in the

external support subsystem.

All project information is reflected on the information platform and they are

dynamic in the process of project. So the IRMIS is also dynamic and it will adopt

different methods, models and plans that adapting to the changing information. On

the other hand, the new method, model and plan will renew the external support

subsystem.

3.2 Structure Design and Coding of Risk Management Database

3.2.1 Risk Breakdown Structure

The risk structure can be break down based on the method of hierarchical risk

breakdown structure (HRBS) which Tah et al. presented [6, 7]. It is shown in Fig. 3

3.2.2 Designing Field and Coding of Risk Database

The communication about project risk among the participants is incomplete at

present. Each participant adopts different languages to describe the same risk and

use different techniques and method to analyze the risk. To the same risk, each

participant has respective understanding and it is difficult for them to be consensus.

So it is necessary that the same language of describing risk is used among the

participants, such as fuzzy language or score.

In this paper we can code for the risk information based on HRBS. The field and

coding of risk database and risk handling measure database is designed. They are

shown in Tables 1 and 2.
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The design of database standardizes the document and the process of risk

management. As the database having more and more information, it can provide

better function for future project.

4 Conclusion

Based on the project total lifecycle information platform of the project, it is found

that all participants can enter into the risk management information system. All the

project information that has been input system will be checked out. Risk informa-

tion will be found. All participants can understand the process of risk management

and discuss how to handle the risk. The effect of risk management can be observed

through the system. Even if there is not so many experts and history documents, the

risk will be intelligently handled based on the IRMIS. Certainly, the information

frame is presented in the paper only, and how to structure and realize this system

will be studied in our future research.
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Sensitivity Analysis for the Relationship Between

Toll Rate and Traffic Volume for Freeway

Lian-yu Wei, Yi Cao, and Pei Chen

Abstract In this paper, the relationship between the toll rate of roads and traffic

volume assignment are analyzed based on traffic equilibrium assignment of differ-

ent roads between an OD pair. And the application of sensitivity analysis is

illustrated with a practical example, which shows the relationship between toll

and traffic volume under the condition of competition among different sorting

roads.

Keywords Equilibrium assignment � Sensitivity analysis � Toll rate � Traffic

assignment

1 Introduction

With the construction of freeway and the development of highway-network system

of our country, the situation that one or no less than one toll roads work meanwhile

with other ordinary roads has been formed in present road network, so travelers

have to make choices from a toll freeway and a free ordinary road. A survey shows

that the operation of freeway is not very optimistic. It is to say that there is no

absolute superiority in traffic volume for a toll freeway compared with its parallel

free ordinary roads.

According to the theory of traffic planning, traffic demands is much more

affected by generalized trip cost (including road toll and other types of trip costs)

for different parallel roads between the same OD pair. For each single user, he is

bound to choose the roads with minimum disutility. Therefore, the proper decrease
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of road toll would absorb more traffic volume, and for different parallel roads, the

change of traffic volume and the adjustment of road toll interact and affect with

each other. Although traffic demands are not only decided by road toll, because

factors – such as convenience, comfort, and security during trip – affect it too, road

toll is the most important factor. Therefore, in transport market of road network,

competition exists among different parallel roads, especially among freeways and

ordinary roads.

It is obvious that road toll impact directly in traffic assignment among different

parallel roads. Existing traffic facilities would be effectively made use of and the

maximum economic benefits would be made if the administration of freeways sets a

reasonable toll rate according to the relationship between road toll and traffic

assignment.

After 20 years development, there are many effective measures of the theory of

dynamic route choice. The research of variational inequality model of dynamic

optimized route choice develops fast because of its advantages in dealing with

asymmetry and its clear analysis characteristics [1]. Ran etc. raised a set of varia-

tional inequality models (2) of ideal dynamic user-optimized route choice problems

based on road section from single-user perspective in 1996 [2]. Reference [3]

analysis users’ choice behavior to different roads, and establishes equilibrium

model of users’ choice among different roads.

In the text, sensitivity analysis measure is used in a traffic network with many

different parallel roads (with different toll rate) between the same OD pair, to

analysis the relation between traffic volume and road toll under competition

condition. Logit model is used to get traffic volume of different parallel roads at

equilibrium condition, and the relation of traffic demand and road toll (especially

the charging price of a toll road) is figured out through sensitivity analysis. And the

application of sensitivity analysis is illustrated with a practical example, which

presents the relation between toll and traffic volume under the condition of compe-

tition of different sorting roads.

2 Traffic Assignment Among Different Parallel Roads

2.1 Trip Route Choice Mechanism Based on Utility Theory

Drivers’ choices from different parallel roads are actually a trip-decision problem.

Travelers don’t easily make decisions when facing more than one road. In order to

simulate travelers’ mentality, a utility value or an absorb level – which reflects how

much utility travelers would get if they choose a certain route – can be defined for

each road.

Travelers always want to choose the road with maximum utility, but in practical

problems, utility index is hard to get directly through observation or estimation.

Factors that affect the utility are numerous and complex, and contain some random
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elements. So road utility is a random variable, and it is generally called random

utility.

Assume that there are N different parallel roads available for travelers, the utility

that travelers would get if choosing the road NO. iði 2 NÞ can be indicated as:

Ui ¼ Vi þ ei (1)

In this formula, Ui is the random utility of road NO. i, Vi is the utility which

can be observed or defined of road NO. i, and ei is random error.

Vi is generally defined as:

Vi ¼
X
k�K

aki x
k
i (2)

in this formula, xki is the characteristic index “k” of the route NO. i (assume there

are k different characteristics, such as ticket price, trip time, comfort, security and

so on). aki is an undefined parameter which can be calculated through statistical

theory from observed data. Because utility of different roads is a random variable,

it is actually a probability problem for travelers to choose from different routes. It

means how much probability for a traveler to choose a certain route. It is obvious

that this probability depends on the characteristics of utility function and

the distribution of random error. The Logit model is the most wide-used model

in route-choice problems. According to reference [1], assume that random errors

ei of each toll function are independent from each other and follow Gumbel

distribution. Route choice model (as follow) can be got under the travelers’ utility

maximization principle:

pi ¼ ebViP
i2N

ebVi
(3)

In this formula, pi is the probability travelers choose the route NO. i, b is an

adjustment parameter.

If we know the total traffic volume Q between the OD pair, the traffic volume of

route NO. i is:

qi ¼ Q � pi ¼ ebViP
i2N

ebVi

������
������Q (4)

qi is the traffic volume of route NO. i between the OD pair. Nði 2 NÞ is the

assembly of all roads between the OD.
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2.2 Equilibrium Assignment of Traffic Flow Model of Different
Parallel Roads Between the Same OD Pairs

Assume there are N parallel roads between one OD pair, including toll freeways and

ordinary free roads. It is a traffic assignment problem of different sorting roads that

travelers would consider which road to choose. In this paper, travelers are assumed

to always choose the road with minimum generalized trip cost (including freeway

toll, trip time, and comfort), and the traffic assignment would be ultimately stable

and equilibrium among the different roads, as other equilibrium problems. It can be

described as: among all the available routes between the same OD pair, all routes

that travelers choose have the same generalized trip cost, and this cost is not more

than that of unselected routes. This condition can be described as the following

mathematics relation:

Ci

¼ Ca; when qi > 0

� Ca; when qi ¼ 0

(
(5)

Ci is the generalized trip cost of road NO. iði 2 NÞ between the OD pair, C@ is

the average trip cost of all roads under equilibrium condition between the OD; qi
is the traffic volume of road NO. iði 2 NÞ, N is the assembly of all the roads between

the OD pair. It can be described as the following mathematics planning model (N):

min ZðqÞ ¼
X
i2N

ðqi
0

f ðxÞdx (6)

s:t:
X
i2N

qi ¼ Q (7)

qi � 0; i 2 N (8)

f is generalized cost function, and traffic flow of different roads are its indepen-

dent variables, it means that Ci ¼ f ðqiÞ. Different form of Generalized Cost func-

tion leads to different assignment modes of different roads between the OD pair. In

traffic researches, the most common cost function forms are power function form

and log function form. Q means the total traffic volume of all roads between OD

pair under equilibrium condition. In this paper, this value can be got through Logit

model (by relation (4)), and the condition of relation (7) is non-negative restriction

of traffic volume.

Generalized cost function f increases as traffic volume increases, so it is a

increasing function. Its derivative to Q is more than 0, so the Hessian matrix of

the objective function of model (N) is a definite matrix, that is, the objective

function is convex, as well as the constraint set, and model (N) is a convex-planning
problem. It has the unique solution. Reference [2] proves the equivalence between

the solution of model (N) and the conditions (5) of user-equilibrium. Model (N) can
be solved through Frank-Wolf measures.
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3 Sensitivity Analysis Measures in Multi-modes Traffic

Network

Sensitivity analysis measure is mainly used in variational inequality, and deriva-

tives of disturbed parameter in solutions of variational inequality is available by

using this measure. In this paper, we defined this disturbed parameter as generalized

trip cost of different roads between the same OD, including freeway toll, and other

factors – such as trip time, comfort and security, which may affect traffic volume –

are all measured in the form of cost. Therefore, this paper emphasizes in analyzing

when time, comfort, and security are relatively stable, how the traffic volume

changes if the toll changes. First of all, the equilibrium assignment model (N) can
be expressed with following variational inequality:

f ðq�ÞTðq� q�Þ � 0; q � 0 (9)

q� is the equilibrium solution of model (N). Notice that all the variable of the above

is described with radical vector, that is:

q ¼ ðq1; q2; � � � � � � qNÞT ;

q� ¼ ðq�1; q�2; � � � � � � q�NÞT ;

f ðq�i Þ ¼ ð f ðq�1Þ; f ðq�2Þ; � � � � ��; f ðq�NÞÞ

Then consider the common case that there are disturbed factors

u ¼ ½u1; u2; � � � � � � ; uN�T in f ðqÞ, that is, f ðq; uÞ, the above variational inequality

transforms as:

f ðq�ðuÞ; uÞTðq� q�ðuÞÞ � 0 (10)

assume the solution q�ðu�Þ of formula (10) is unique and already known when u ¼ u�,
according to the reference [3], the necessary condition of the solution (when u ¼ u�) is:

f ðq�ðuÞ; uÞ � m ¼ 0 (11)

Q � p1 ¼ dT � q1�ðu1Þ (12)

m is a Lagrange multiplier vector with N same elements. Assume that,

yðuÞ ¼ qðuÞ; mðuÞ½ �T (13)

JyðuÞ refers to the Jacobian matrix of (11) and (12) to ½q; m�, and JuðuÞ is Jacobian
matrix of (11) and (12) to u. According to reference [3], we get the results:

ryðuÞ ¼ J�1
y ðuÞ½�JuðuÞ�T (14)
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Then we can get the relation between traffic volume of different roads and toll

based on tailor expanded formula:

yðuÞ ¼ qðu�Þ; mðu�Þ½ �T þ ½J�y ��1½�J�u � � u� u�½ � (15)

J�y and J�u are respectively the figure of JyðuÞ and JuðuÞ when u ¼ u�.
So we can get the relationship of traffic volume and trip cost under the condition

of competition among many different roads between the same OD pair.

4 Practical Example Analysis

In this paper, the example Tianjian to Qing Huangdao is cited to explain the applica-

tion of sensitivity analysis measure under the condition of multi-routes choice,

namely, it shows how to get the relation between traffic flow of different roads

and their toll rate. There are three roads connects Tianjian and Qin Huangdao, they

are Jin-Tang freeway, 205National highway and YanHai freeway, as shown in Fig. 1.

Consider that it is hard to quantize the service characteristic and the security

characteristic, and we emphasize in analyzing the effects of toll rate to traffic flow,

so the toll factor (toll rate) and the time factor are the main factors we consider.

According to (2), the traffic utility functions of the above three roads are:

Vn ¼ �antn � bnun; n ¼ 1; 2; 3 (16)

in this formula, Vn ðn ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ refers to the trip utility of the three roads; tn is trip
time factor; un is toll factor; an; bnðn ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ are undetermined parameters. The

unit of tn is convert into time value, and it can be calculated as average working-day

of transport vehicles; time value of truck is 100 yuan (RMB) per hour, and car is

20 yuan (RMB) per hour.

The Generalized Trip Cost of different roads is written in the form of the

following power function:

f ðqnÞ ¼ aðqnÞb � Vn (17)

a; b are undetermined parameters, qn is traffic volume of different roads; Vn is

utility of different roads.

The traffic volume (AADT) of Tianjin to Qin Huangdao is given by traffic

surveys. And it is 65,000 vehicles per hour shared by the three roads. The formal

parameters are showed in Table 1.

Tian Jin Qin Huangdao 
Yan Hai freeway 

205 National highway 
Jin-Tang freeway Fig. 1 Three roads of Tianjin

to Qin Huangdao
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After traffic surveys and calculating with (3)–(4), we can get the proportions of

the general traffic are: a1 ¼ 41:5%; a2 ¼ 34:7%; a3¼23:8% the Average Trip Cost

and Average Trip Time can be calculated through the following formula:

t ¼
X3
n¼1

antn; u ¼
X3
n¼1

anun (18)

from the above, we can get the Average Trip Time of the three roads is t ¼ 4:01ðhÞ,
the Average Toll is u ¼ 77:46ðyuanÞ. Assume the parameters needed in the exam-

ple are:

b ¼ 1:0; a1 ¼ 0:5; a2 ¼ 0:5; a3 ¼ 0:5; a ¼ 0:4; b ¼ 0:5

According to the total traffic volume between Tianjin and Q in Huangdao and its

assignment rate in the three roads, and the derivative of traffic volume to toll rate is
@q
@u ¼ �268:6, which can be calculated through sensitivity analysis measure, then

solve the planning model (N) to get the assignment result of the three roads:

q1 ¼ 26650; q2 ¼ 22555; q3 ¼ 15755.

then calculate JyðuÞ and JuðuÞ:

JyðuÞ ¼
0:2ðq1Þ�0:4

0 0 �1

0 0:2ðq2Þ�0:4
0 �1

0 0 0:2ðq3Þ�0:4 �1

1 1 1 0

2
664

3
775

JuðuÞ ¼
0:4 0 0

0 0:4 0

0 0 0:4
@q
@u1

@q
@u2

@q
@u3

2
664

3
775

in the formula, @q
@um

¼ ð @q@u1
Þð @q

@um
Þ ¼ amð@q@uÞ;m ¼ 1; 2; 3 put the datum into matrix

JyðuÞ and JuðuÞ, then according to ruy ¼ ½J�y ��1½�Ju�, we get:

ruy ¼ ½Jy���1 �Ju½ � ¼
�34:3309 74:0911 58:0611
78:1223 �40:9288 54:3129
67:6776 60:0419 �48:4472
0:2835 0:2515 0:1971

2
664

3
775

Table 1 Toll and travel time of each route

Number Route Toll (yuan) Travel time (yuan)

1 Jin-Tang Freeway 105 3.5

2 Yan-Hai Freeway 90 4

3 205 National Highway 40 6
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then we get the approximate relation between traffic volume of the three roads

and their toll rates:

q11ðu1Þ
q21ðu2Þ
q31ðu3Þ

2
4

3
5 ¼

26650

22555

15755

2
4

3
5þ

�34:3309 74:0911 58:0611
78:1223 �40:9288 54:3129
67:6776 60:0419 �48:4472

2
4

3
5 u11 � 105

u21 � 90

u31 � 40

2
4

3
5

Now according to the relation between toll rate and traffic volume of the three

roads, we can figure out the change of traffic volume of each road, when toll rate

range from �20 to 20, as shown in Tables 2–4.

Table 3 Traffic volume change of each route when u2 changes and u1, u3 remain the same

Toll rate change (yuan) u1 (yuan) u2 (yuan) u3 (yuan) q1(/h) u2(/h) u1(/h)

�20 105 70 40 25347.40 23541.00 14699.40

�15 105 75 40 25673.05 23294.50 14963.30

�10 105 80 40 25998.70 23048.00 15227.20

�5 105 85 40 26324.35 22801.50 15491.10

0 105 90 40 26650.00 22555.00 15755.00

5 105 95 40 26975.65 22308.50 16018.90

10 105 100 40 27301.30 22062.00 16282.80

15 105 105 40 27626.95 21815.50 16546.70

20 105 110 40 27952.60 21569.00 16810.60

Table 2 Traffic volume change of each route when u1 changes and u2, u3 remain the same

Toll rate change (yuan) u1 (yuan) u2 (yuan) u3 (yuan) q1(/h) u2(/h) u1(/h)

�20 85 90 40 27550.80 21193.00 14575.20

�15 90 90 40 27325.60 21533.50 14870.15

�10 95 90 40 27100.40 21874.00 15165.10

�5 100 90 40 26875.65 22214.40 15460.60

0 105 90 40 26650.00 22555.00 15755.00

5 110 90 40 26424.35 22895.60 16049.40

10 115 90 40 26199.70 23236.20 16344.80

15 120 90 40 25974.40 23576.50 16639.85

20 125 90 40 25749.20 23917.00 16934.80

Table 4 Traffic volume change of each route when u3 changes and u1, u2 remain the same

Toll rate change (yuan) u1 (yuan) u2 (yuan) u3 (yuan) q1 (/h) u2 (/h) u1 (/h)

�20 105 90 20 25611.80 21583.80 16823.40

�15 105 90 25 25871.35 21826.60 16556.30

�10 105 90 30 26130.90 22069.40 16289.20

�5 105 90 35 26390.45 22312.20 16022.10

0 105 90 40 26650.00 22555.00 15755.00

5 105 90 45 26909.55 22797.80 15512.75

10 105 90 50 27169.10 23040.60 15220.80

15 105 90 55 27428.65 23283.40 14953.70

20 105 90 60 27688.20 23526.20 14686.60
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5 Conclusions

As can be seen from the table, among different parallel roads between the same OD

pair, when the total traffic demand is relatively stable, if the toll rate of a certain

road increases (or decreases), its traffic volume would decrease (or increase), and

the traffic volume of its parallel roads would increase (or decrease). The more the

toll rate changes, the more obviously the traffic flow changes.

The real relationship between the toll rate of roads and traffic volume assignment

can be reflected by using sensitivity analysis measure, and it is helpful for decision-

makers to work out a reasonable toll rate level, so that much more economical profit

are available. So this measure is effective and feasible in practical engineering

problems.
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The Application of Dynamic Priority of AHP

on Operation Risk Assessment of Metro

Yunhao Gao, Xiuli Du, and Mingju Zhang

Abstract The dynamic priority of analytic hierarchy process is applied in risk

assessment and risk prediction of operation metro, and the prediction method of

operation risk of metro is established.

Keywords Analytic hierarchy process � Dynamic priority � Operation risk � Risk
assessment � Risk prediction

1 Introduction

Chinese rail transportation is very prosperity in recent years, so metro operation

safety becomes increasingly prominent, and any failure could lead to significant

losses of life and property. Therefore, if the time when the risk occurred can be

predicted, precautionary measures could be done. It will effectively reduce the

probability of risk occurrence and the losses.

At present, the method of AHP is widely adopted in operation risk assessment of

the metro. The process of evaluation aimed mostly at metro current operating

condition and did not take the factor of time into account. Metro operation risk

changes with time, so the curve of operation risk with time can effectively predict

the changeable trend of the risk in the future, which will provide the scientific basis

for risk prevention.
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2 Dynamic Analytic Hierarchy Process

Dynamic analytic hierarchy process is the method considering the factor of time in

AHP model, and the judgment matrices are time dependent functions, named

dynamic judgment matrices. Saaty [1] gives several normal functions in dynamic

judgment matrices and discusses the corresponding solutions, but to find the

analytical solution is very difficult. So far, a few methods have been proposed for

solving this problem, including least perturbations method [2], least square method

[3], and goal programming method [4]. A thorough study of dynamic priority of

analytic hierarchy process appears in [5, 6].

The idea suggested by Shubai Xu [7] is adopted to construct judgment matrix

in this paper. Set BðtÞ ¼ MðtÞB0M
�1ðtÞ, MðtÞ represents the line affection multi-

plication matrix, B0 represents the initial judgment matrix, and M�1ðtÞ row

affection multiplication matrix. When W0 is eigenvectors of B0 corresponding

to the largest eigenvalue lmax, eigenvectors WðtÞ of BðtÞ corresponding to the

largest lmax is as (1).

WðtÞ ¼ MðtÞW0 (1)

And, if B0 is consistent judgment matrix, either does BðtÞ.

3 Operation Risk Assessment of Metro by Dynamic Priority

of Analytic Hierarchy Process

3.1 Analyze System and Construct Hierarchy Model

The influencing factors on operation safety of metro can be induced into hierarchy

model [8] as Fig. 1.

3.2 Build Initial Judgment Matrices and Dynamic Judgment
Matrices

According to the affiliation of upper and lower layers determined by hierarchy

model, expert evaluation method is adopted to compare the importance of each

factor. Construct the initial judgment matrix according to Saaty’s 1–9 scales

method. Then the dynamic judgment matrix of certain layers is obtained through

analyzing collected datas.
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3.3 Single Taxis of Hierarchy

To a certain element of upper layer, calculate the weight of importance degree of all

correlated elements in self layer. Making use of eigenvalue method, solve out the

largest eigenvalue lmax and the corresponding eigenvector of each judgment matrix,

then normalize them. In the end,make the consistency check of each judgmentmatrix.

3.4 Total Taxis of Hierarchy

Dynamic matrix of total taxis of hierarchy is established according to all the results

of single taxis of hierarchy.

4 Example

Considering all kinds of risk factors, the results of a certain tunnel marked by

experts during the past 30 years are as Table 1.

target hierarchy

Subway
operation

safety

main
structure

service
facilities

management
staff

management

water leakage

supply and distribution
facilities

accidental damage

structural settlement

erosion damage of
lining

fire facilities

water supply and sewerage
facilities

ventilation facilities

illuminating facilities

ideological quality

physical quality

safety consciousness

professional quality

establishing and drilling for
preplan

safety regulation system

safety management
organization

safety education

restrict hierarchyrule hierarchy

Fig. 1 The hierarchy models
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Based on data on Table 1, the variation functions of main factors can be induced

as (2)–(5) using the least square method.

Main structure:

b1ðtÞ ¼ 0:71þ 0:29e�0:02t (2)

Service facilities:

b2ðtÞ ¼ 0:76þ 0:24e�0:031t (3)

Management staff:

b3ðtÞ ¼ 0:93� 0:21e�0:05t (4)

Management:

b4ðtÞ ¼ 0:98� 0:24e�0:043t (5)

Initial judgment matrix of target hierarchy – rule hierarchy:

B0 ¼
1 5 3 3

1=5 1 1 2

1=3 1 1 2

1=3 1=2 1=2 1

2
664

3
775

Eigenvalue method is adopted to get the largest eigenvalue lmax:

lmax ¼ 4:139

Normalized: WT
0 ¼ ð0:537; 0:165; 0:187; 0:111Þ

Inconsistency ratio: CR ¼ 0:039<0:1
Influence coefficient matrix:

MðtÞ ¼

0:781ð1þ 0:408e�0:02tÞ
4:474ð1þ 0:316e�0:031tÞ

4:020ð1� 0:226e�0:05tÞ
4:464ð1� 0:245e�0:43tÞ

2
66664

3
77775

Table 1 The results of a certain tunnel marked by experts

Years Main structure Service facilities Management staff Management

0 1.0 1.0 0.720 0.740

5 0.972 0.965 0.732 0.786

10 0.947 0.936 0.741 0.823

15 0.925 0.905 0.832 0.854

20 0.904 0.889 0.850 0.878

25 0.886 0.870 0.869 0.898

30 0.869 0.854 0.881 0.914
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So dynamic judgment matrix is as below:

WðtÞ ¼ MðtÞW0 ¼

0:419ð1þ 0:41e�0:02tÞ
0:738ð1þ 0:316e�0:031tÞ
0:752ð1� 0:226e�0:05tÞ
0:496ð1� 0:245e�0:43tÞ

2
66664

3
77775

The reasonable priority vector of each layer could be obtained as below by the

same method.

WT
1 ¼ ð0:286; 0:098; 0:182; 0:434Þ

WT
2 ¼ ð0:229; 0:229; 0:184; 0:279; 0:078Þ

WT
3 ¼ ð0:157; 0:157; 0:580; 0:106Þ

WT
4 ¼ ð0:085; 0:518; 0:180; 0:200Þ

Meanwhile, the consistency of all initial judgment matrices could be accepted.

The matrix of total taxis of hierarchy is as follow:

WðtÞ ¼

0:286

0:098

0:182

0:434

0:229

0:229

0:184

0:279

0:078

0:157

0:157

0:580

0:106

0:085

0:518

0:180

0:200

2
66666666666666666666666666666666666664

3
77777777777777777777777777777777777775

0:419ð1þ 0:41e�0:02tÞ
0:738ð1þ 0:316e�0:031tÞ
0:752ð1� 0:226e�0:05tÞ
0:496ð1� 0:245e�0:43tÞ

2
66664

3
77775
:
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According to the expression of WðtÞ, the variation curves of risk factors can be

draw as Fig. 2.

In the end, the dynamic scoring for operation risk of metro can be calculated

according to BðtÞ and W0.
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Fig. 2 Variation curves of some risk factors
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Fig. 3 Dynamic score curves of risk
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IðtÞ ¼ WT
0 � BðtÞ

¼ 0:537 0:165 0:187 0:111½ �

0:71ð1þ 0:41e�0:02tÞ
0:76ð1þ 0:316e�0:031tÞ
0:93ð1� 0:226e�0:05tÞ
0:98ð1� 0:245e�0:43tÞ

2
6666664

3
7777775

Then the variation curves of IðtÞ can be draw as Fig. 3:

5 Conclusions

Some curves of risk factors are declining and others are increasing in Fig. 2. When

the rising curves cross the decline curves, more attention should be paid to these

changes.

The dynamic score of risk can be calculated at any time from Fig. 3. Combined

with risk acceptance criteria, the time of risk occurring can be predicted. It is about

50 years after operation.

The relative weight of elements in bottom layer can be calculated by the

dynamic priority of analytic hierarchy process, while the risk assessment value

can be predicted. It expands the use of AHP. This method can be applied to analyze

and prediction the operation risk of metro. They also play a guiding role in

managing operation risk of metro.

The curve derived from this method is generally determined by the expert

evaluation, so its accuracy is affected by the expert experience. It is suggested

that data accumulation should be strengthened in daily operation of metro.
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Study on Construction Project Bidding Risk

Assessment Model

Guofeng Wen and Liwen Chen

Abstract Project risk assessment is an important basis for construction enterprises

to select the right project during the bidding phase. In this paper, a project risk

assessment model based on Rough set and TOPSIS is proposed. In this model, the

hybrid weight of each index is achieved adopting Rough set theory and Analytical

Hierarchy Process (AHP). Then, with the minimized risk as the objective, technique

for order performance by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) is applied to

determine the ranking order of the bidding projects according to their closeness

coefficient. Finally, an example is shown to highlight the procedure of the proposed

method and verify its effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Construction project is plagued by risk and often suffers poor performance as a

result. Risk evaluation of the bidding project is of great significance for construc-

tion enterprises. For the project risk analysis, many scholars have put forward

different models and methods. Xu et al. supposed quantities as random variables

and proposed a general method of risk evaluation of bidding strategies using risk

management procedures and stochastic programming methods [1]. Touran et al.

applied Monte Carlo method to conduct a risk analysis of random variables [2]. Tah

put forward a Fuzzy logic technique of risk evaluation and applied it to the risk

control of Large-scale projects [3]. Some scholars apply Analytical Hierarchy

Process (AHP) to analyze the bidding risks [4, 5]. In addition, the projects risk
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analysis methods include grey theory, artificial neural network approach, case-

based reasoning methods, etc. [6–9]. For the models and methods mentioned

above, some of them have so strong assumption conditions that it is difficult to

obtain the data needed to apply them; some models are too subjective and the

evaluation results are affected largely by personal experiences and subjective bias.

In order to overcome the two aspects of faults of the existing models, in this study,

the Rough set theory and TOPSIS method are hybrid and form a new risk assess-

ment model. In this model, Rough set theory and AHP method are used to calculate

the weights of the risk assessment index system, the TOPSIS method is applied for

risk assessment and ranking order of multiple projects to be evaluated, and thus

provides information for the construction enterprises to support their bidding

decision-making.

2 Risk Factors of the Bidding Project

The bidding risks faced by the construction enterprises can be sorted as the

following categories based on their origin [10, 11].

2.1 Risks from the Owner

Project risks are mainly reflected in the credit ratings of the owner, its management

system, management experience, economic strength and so on. The fairness of the

bidding documents and contract conditions and different types of contracts would

also be important factors affecting the grade of project risks.

2.2 Risks from Competitors

For the same project, the number and their strength of other companies who attend

the bidding affect the risk scale of the project.

2.3 Risks from the External Environment

The external environment risks of the project includes natural environmental

conditions, policy and regulation system, the conditions of domestic and foreign

markets and the economic environmental factors of the project location. The inter-

national project also involves the political stability.
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2.4 Risks from the Construction Enterprise Itself

The quality of the construction enterprise, including the level of construction tech-

nology, equipment conditions, management capacity, corporate qualification grade,

quality of personnel and so on, affects the level of the project risk. The risk level

differs with the different proficiency to the project type to be bid. Faults in the work

during the bidding process would bring risks to the construction enterprise. Con-

struction enterprises with different pricing strategies will also face different risks.

3 Rough Set-TOPSIS Project Risk Assessment Model

The main steps of the Rough Set-TOPSIS project risk assessment model are as

follows [12].

3.1 Determine the Risk Assessment Index System

Determine the bidding risk assessment index system according to the risk factors

affecting the success of the project bidding. Suppose there are n indexes and the

index set can be expressed as C ¼ {C1,C2,. . .,Cn}.

3.2 Calculate the Weights of the Indexes

In this study, three kinds of weights of the indexes are proposed: objective weights,

subjective weights and synthetic weights.

The weights determined by Rough set are derived from historical projects data,

and are objective weights; the weights determined by AHP are derived from the

judgment of the field experts and are called subjective weights. In order to make full

use of the advantages of the two kinds of weights, an integration of them, the

synthetic weights, are more factual.

3.2.1 Determine Objective Weights Based on Rough Set

Let K ¼ (U, R) be an approximation space, where U is a finite and nonempty set of

objects which is called the universe; R is a finite set of attributes used to characterize

the objects. For any P, Q2R, we will say that Q depends on P if indiscernibility

relation ind(P) � ind(Q). We will say that Q depends on P in a degree k if

k ¼ gP(Q) ¼ card( posP(Q))/card(U), where posP(Q) ¼ [P_(X), X2U/Q, P_(X)
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is the lower approximation of a set X with respect to R; card(U) denotes the

cardinality of U [13].

Let P ¼ {pi|i ¼ 1,2,. . .,m} be set of attributes. According to the Rough set

theory, it is possible to define the significance of a conditional attribute pi from
the set of conditional attribute P. The significance of conditional attribute pi in the

equivalence relation is defined by gP (Q)�gP-{pi} (Q), i.e.,

SigQðpiÞ ¼ ðcardðpospðQÞÞ � cardðposP�fpigðQÞÞÞ=cardðposPðQÞÞ (1)

So, the objective weight wi of pi can be calculated by the following equation:

wi ¼ SigQðpiÞ=
Xm
j¼1

SigQðpjÞ (2)

3.2.2 Determine the Subjective Weights Based on AHP

AHP method is applied to produce subjective weights of the indexes. Because the

application of AHP method has been relatively mature, and there are many litera-

tures describe this method, detailed process will not repeat here.

3.2.3 Determine the Synthetic Weights

Let vi be subjective weights, wi be objective weights and gi be synthetic weights,

then

gi ¼ awi þ ð1� aÞvi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m (3)

where a is a coefficient, 0 � a � 1. The value of a should be determined according

to the credibility of the objective weights. If the data used to determine the

objective weights is of high quality and of suitable quantity, a should take a larger

value (a � 0.5); when the data used to determine the objective weights is of low

quality and of limited quantity, a should take a smaller value (a � 0.5) to highlight

the advantages of experts.

3.3 Collect Data of Each Project According to the Index
System C

Suppose there are m projects to be evaluated. We obtain each index value for

every project, namely, the raw data of the projects. It can be marked as xij. Where xij
express the jth index value of the ith project, i ¼ 1,2,. . .,m; j ¼ 1,2,. . .,n.
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3.4 Normalize the Raw Data and Calculate the Weighted
Normalized Value

Assessment indexes can be divided into three kinds: benefit type index, cost type

index and interval type index. When using TOPSIS to evaluate the project risks, it is

required that all the indexes change in the same direction. So the raw data should be

processed to satisfy this request. We can turn the cost type and interval type indexes

into benefit type indexes. After the change of the raw data xij, we get yij, i ¼ 1,2,. . .,m;
j ¼ 1,2,. . .,n.

Normalize the raw data yij we get the normalized value Zij:

Zij ¼ yij=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm
i¼1

y2ij

s
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n (4)

Using gj and Zij we get the weighted normalized value Pij:

Pij ¼ gj � Zij; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n (5)

3.5 Determine the Ideal and Negative-Ideal Solutions

The ideal solutions vector: Pþ(P1max, P2max , . . ., Pnmax).

The negative-ideal solutions vector: P�(P1min, P2min, . . ., Pnmin).

Where Pjmax and Pjmin denote the best and worst value of the current jth index

in the all m projects respectively, j ¼ 1,2, . . ., n.

3.6 Calculate the Euclidean Distances of Each Alternative
from the Ideal Solution and the Negative-Ideal Solution

Dþ
i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
j

ðPjmax � PijÞ2
vuut ; D�

i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
j

ðPjmin � PijÞ2
vuut ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m (6)

3.7 Calculate the Relative Closeness Di

Calculate the relative closeness Di of each project i to the ideal solution, and rank

the projects according to the relative closeness to the ideal solution.

Di ¼ D�
i

D�
i þ Dþ

i

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m (7)
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4 Example

A construction enterprise is facing with a choice of projects to bid. There are four

construction projects to choose from. The construction enterprise analyzes the

technical and economic situation in detail of each project and regards the grade

of the risk and benefit level as the main basis for selection. We apply Rough set-

TOPSIS model to evaluate the risks of the four construction projects.

4.1 Determine the Risk Assessment Index System

In consultation with experts’ advices, six indexes are selected from a number of risk

factors, forming a risk assessment index system, denoted by C ¼ {C1, C2,. . ., C6}.

Where C1 is project scale, expressed with the amount of project cost (10,000 Yuan);

C2 is the quantity of start-up capital (10,000 Yuan); C3 is the usable construction

time in a year (months); C4 is the conditions of contract (Fairness or not); C5 is

competitiveness of the bidding project, which can be measured by the number of

competitors participating in the bidding of the same project; C6 is degree of

maturity of the construction technology, which can be measured by whether the

construction enterprise has the building experience of the similar project [14].

4.2 Determine the Weights of the Indexes

The construction enterprise selects 15 projects from its previous successful bidding

projects. All these projects have been completed and their risk scales have been

evaluated. After collecting data from the historical projects according to the risk

assessment indexes above mentioned and establishing a decision table, the decision

table is discretized and the weights can be calculated.

The objective weights of the indexes: w1 ¼ 0.25, w2 ¼ 0, w3 ¼ 0.5, w4 ¼ 0.25,

w5 ¼ 0, w6 ¼ 0.

The subjective weights of each index: v1 ¼ 0.17, v2 ¼ 0.1, v3 ¼ 0.2, v4 ¼ 0.2,

v5 ¼ 0.23, v6 ¼ 0.1.

Take a¼0.5, the synthetic weights can be calculated: g1 ¼ 0.210, g2 ¼ 0.050,

g3 ¼ 0.350, g4 ¼ 0.225, g5 ¼ 0.115, g6 ¼ 0.050.

4.3 Assess the Project Risk

Confirm the index value of each project according to the index system C and fill

them into Table 1.
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Quantify the qualitative indexes, and turn the cost-based and interval-based

indexes into benefit-based indexes. Then normalize the data and weighted the

normalized matrix, we get:

0:0018 0:0009 0:0539 0:1423 0:0079 0:0277
0:0147 0:0013 0:0842 0:1423 0:0060 0:0277
0:0167 0:0053 0:0303 0:0356 0:0155 0:0069
0:0007 0:0010 0:0842 0:0356 0:0048 0:0277

0
BB@

1
CCA

The ideal solutions vector:

P+(0.0167,0.0053,0.0842,0.1423,0.0155,0.0277)

The negative-ideal solutions vector:

P� (0.0007,0.0010,0.0303,0.0356,0.0048,0.0069)

Calculate Di
+, Di

� and Di, i ¼ 1,2,. . .,4. The results are shown in Table 2.

From the calculating results we can see that the construction enterprise should

select the second project firstly, and then select the first project to bid. This will

enable the enterprise to achieve better economic results with lower risk.

5 Conclusions

In this study, the attribute importance measurement methods of Rough set theory

and data of historical projects are used to determine risk assessment index weights

and the information hidden in the data is mined, so the weights are objective. At the

same time, in order to adopt the knowledge and experience of experts in the field

effectively, AHP method is applied to determine the subjective weights of assess-

ment indexes. Thus combining both objective and subjective weights to determine

the hybrid weights makes full use of the advantages of both, therefore, the weights

are scientific and rational, overcoming the weakness of a single one-sided method.

TOPSIS method is applied to the risk assessment and ranking order for the bidding

Table 1 The index value of

the bidding project
i C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

1 2,650 1,850 4 Good 7 Y

2 940 1,520 5 Good 8 Y

3 880 750 3 Poor 5 N

4 4,200 1,760 5 Poor 9 Y

Table 2 The distance

between the project and the

ideal solution

i Di
+ Di

� Di Order

1 0.0349 0.1113 0.7612 2

2 0.0104 0.1222 0.9212 1

3 0.1214 0.0197 0.1398 4

4 0.1085 0.0578 0.3474 3
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project and is beneficial to construction enterprises to make decisions according to

their own situation on the project. An example is presented to illustrate the working

of the model. It indicates that the model is applicable to multiple-project risk

analysis and comparison; it is operable and can, to some extent, overcome the

shortcomings in the previous models.
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Study on Prophase Risk Management
in Informatization of Chinese Construction
Enterprises

Luo Fu-zhou and Wang La-Yin

Abstract Information technology, an important means to improve competitive-

ness, has been adopted by more and more Chinese construction enterprises.

Owing to the complexity and high risks, prophase risk management in infor-

matization of Chinese construction enterprises can reduce the possibility of

project failure. This paper analyzes the importance of prophase risk management

in informatization, investigates prophase risk factors, builds the prophase risk

assessment model in informatization, and puts forward some measures to precau-

tion major risk factors.

Keywords Construction enterprises � Informatization � Risk management

1 Introduction

Information technology has been firstly adopted in Chinese construction industry

in 1980s, and received great attention and rapid development to enhance the

competitiveness of the construction enterprises. The Ministry of Construction of

China issued “2004–2010 Compendium of National Construction Industry Infor-

matization Development Plan”, which required construction industry to adopt

information technology to achieve striding development. In 2007, it explicitly

stipulated that the construction contract enterprise with super qualification, should

establish local area network (LAN) or management information system (MIS),

which can build the network in internal office, information release, data exchange

and so on, all of which can further promote the informatization of construction

enterprise.
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However, with the popularity of information technology, the failure cases in

informatization emerged continuously, which aroused general concern in the indus-

try. A case in point is ERP project. According to statistics, among 1,000 enterprises

in China who purchased ERP software, those who have achieved the system

integration as expected only counted for 10–20%, partial integration counted for

30–40%, and complete failure was as high as 50% [1]. It’s proved that the failure in

construction enterprise informatization was not due to lack of funds or technology,

but lack of awareness of risk management and experiences. It has put forward the

problems in risk management of informatization for Chinese construction enter-

prises. Particularly, prophase risk management in informatization determines the

possibility and reliability of the subsequent work. So it is of great significance to

apply information technology to improve sustainable competitive advantage of the

enterprises.

2 The Importance of Prophase Risk Management
in Informatization of Chinese Construction Enterprises

Risks exist in the whole process of informatization of construction enterprises.

Different risks may appear in different stages. Therefore, in the study on risk

management in enterprise’s informatization, risks of every stage in the project

life cycle need to be identified, and corresponding risk management should be

implemented on different risks in different stages. Based on Life Cycle Theory,

informatization includes three circulating stages: the development need, system

construction and continuous improvement. Correspondingly, risk management of

informatization is divided into three stages: prophase, metaphase and post phase.

According to characteristics of construction enterprises and the general law of risk

control, their relationship is showed in Fig. 1.

As the value and time of the information project obey the law of diminishing

marginal utility, the shape of OE shows as curve. In Fig. 1, OT represents the whole

process of the risk management in informatization of construction enterprises:

where Oa is the prophase of risk management; ab is the metaphase; bc is the post
phase. The vertical axis represents the effect in different stages of construction

enterprises’ informatization. As can be seen, the prophase of risk management

shows the greatest effect, followed bymetaphase, andminimal effect is the post phase.

The greatest prophase risk comes from goal identification. Following the trend

blindly and having no or unreasonable goals are dangerous for construction enter-

prises’ informatization; lack of planning or unclear thinking will bring informatiza-

tion devastating risks; meanwhile, inadequate preparation in personnel, physical

and financial resources also lead to dilemma. Thus, though with small investment

and short duration, prophase determines the basic framework and blueprint for the

future informatization. Ineffective prophase risk control in informatization will

bring more difficulties in implementing the project, or identifying and controlling
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the financial risks, which result in resource dispersion and information silos,

subsequently difficult to achieve overall efficiency [2].Therefore, the prophase

risk management, concerning the possibility and reliability of informatization, is

significant to achieve the goal of informatization.

3 Analysis of Risk Factors in Prophase Informatization
of Chinese Construction Enterprises

The risk factors refer to the reasons leading to failure or partial failure in informa-

tization of enterprises. Risk factors involve many aspects: internal factors such as

economy, technology, management, and external factors such as market demand,

policies and regulations. In recent years, some experts and scholars defined the risk

factors and their influence degree in informatization through methods of question-

naires or data analysis. On the basis of predecessors’ research, combined with the

present situation of construction enterprises, the author conducted a questionnaire

survey among a group of implementation consultants from a large software enter-

prise in China. Thirty questionnaires have been collected. In the questionnaire,

implementation consultants rated the influence of each risk factor on the failure of

enterprise’s informatization, with the score ranges between [0,100]. Higher score

indicates greater impact of risk factors. The questionnaire involves a total of 36 risk

factors. After sorted out, the top nine risk factors which score highest are as follows

(Table 1).

According to the result of the questionnaire survey, this paper divides the nine

major prophase risk factors in informatization into four categories: economic risk,

technological risk, management risk and personnel risk. Based on the average

a b
T

O c

E
F

F
E

C
T

100% E

Fig. 1 Risk management process in informatization of construction enterprises
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scores of various risk factors, influence of risk factors ranked from high to low are

as follows: clarity of project objectives, management level and management sys-

tem, leader’s support, operation flow optimization, experience of project develop-

ment group, degree of capital guarantee, technological complexity, follow-up

technology of upgrade and maintenance, prospective profit fulfillment rate.

4 Risk Assessments in Prophase Informatization
of Construction Enterprises

When assessing the risks in prophase informatization of construction enterprises, it

is necessary to give full consideration to internal and external risk factors; analyze

and evaluate each factor, obtain the comprehensive risk coefficient, which could be

used to evaluate the risks in prophase informatization. In this paper, risk assessment

model is set up on the basis of the nine risk factors which scored high in the

questionnaires.

Risk assessment model in Prophase informatization of construction enterprises

involves the following indicators:

4.1 Relative Risk: A

Relative risk is defined as

A ¼ s=m (1)

where m is the prospective value of investment yielded in informatization; s is the

standard deviation of returns, which indicates the dispersion of expected return-on-

investment in informatization.

Table 1 Major risk factors in prophase informatization of Chinese construction enterprises

Risk categories Risk factors Average scores Sequence

Economic risk Degree of capital guarantee 77.4 6

Prospective profit fulfillment rate 70.9 9

Technological risk Experience of project development group 78.3 5

Technological complexity 73.7 7

Follow-up technology of upgrade and

maintenance

71.4 8

Management risk Management level and management system 88.3 2

Operation flow optimization 82.4 4

Personnel risk Clarity of project objectives 89.5 1

Leader’s support 85.6 3
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4.2 Relative Loss: B

Loss of the project failure can be obtained as:

L ¼
Xn
i¼1

Liai (2)

where L is the potential loss of project failure, including both the visible loss

of tangible assets and intangible potential losses like opportunity loss, intangible

assets loss, etc. Losses of various degrees caused by project failure are marked as

(L1, L2. . . Ln), and the corresponding probabilities of each loss degree are marked

as (a1, a2. . .an).
Relative loss, which indicates the loss of unit input, is defined as

B ¼ L=I (3)

where I represents the total input.

4.3 Failure Rate: P

Failure rate P indicates probability of failure in informatization of construction

enterprises during a certain period of time. Failure of informatization means

the features and the implementing scheme of the project cannot meet the actual

management needs; or the enterprises have not received management eleva-

tion and value return which they should have, causing the final outcome failed

to meet the prospective targets. The probability of project failure can be

obtained as:

P ¼ P gi <Gif g; i ¼ 1; 2:::m (4)

where (G1, G2. . .Gm) refers to each prospective target before the project started,

and (g1, g2. . .gm) represents each performance index in final result.

4.4 Relative Time Risk: C

According to investigation on the actual performance of informatization of con-

struction enterprises, time factor is one of the elements that need to be considered

when evaluating the risk. The project resources are consumed by stages. The longer

the project lasts, the greater the losses caused when the project failed. Therefore,
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time risk needs to be considered in risk assessment model [3]. It is named relative

time risk C.

This paper assumes that projects had nine risk factors; k of which would appear

during the informatization process. Let ti denote the time duration from the

occurrence of risk factor i to the commencement of the project. Let t denote the

total time duration of nine risk factors lasts.

t ¼
X9
i¼1

ti (5)

where T denote total informatization construction time.

Relative time risk is defined as:

C ¼ t

k
�
1

T
(6)

where C indicates the rate of average time for each risk factor to the total time of the

project when k risk factors occurred. This index could be used to adjust the losses

when the risks occurred during the construction period.

4.5 Comprehensive Risk Coefficient: r

The occurring possibilities of nine risk factors are marked as (b1, b2. . .b9). Let (d1,
d2. . .d9) denote the unfavorable consequence when the informatization fails. Com-

prehensive risk coefficient is:

r ¼ 1

9
�
X9
i¼1

bi�di (7)

4.6 Risk Evaluation Value in Prophase Informatization: R

Risk assessed value in Prophase informatization ¼ Relative risk � Relative loss �
Relative time risk � Failure rate � Comprehensive risk coefficient, which is:

R ¼ A� B� C� P� r (8)

This is the risk assessment model in prophase informatization. Multiple risk

assessed value could be obtained from the risk assessment model. The higher the

assessed value is, the greater risks the project will encounter.
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5 The Risk Control Strategy in Prophase Informatization
of Construction Enterprises

Enterprises need to take some necessary measures to control the risk based on

correct analysis and evaluation on the risks, so as to carry out the informatization

successfully. Based on the above-mentioned nine risk factors, this paper puts

forward some measures to reduce the risks in prophase informatization.

5.1 Measures of Personnel Risk Control

Symposiums should be carried on for the department heads of the company to discuss

the specific demand in the informatization, and to form a clear goal including overall

objective, short-term objectives and other objectives, which should be polished based

on the feedback from the basic level of the company. There must be senior managers

in leadership positions to implement the project; In addition, in order to avoid

changes caused by senior managers’ transfer during the process, the contract or

institution should be established at the beginning of the project [4].

5.2 Measures of Management Risk Control

Risk control in operation flow. Before the informatization starts, enterprises should

conduct the operation flow regrouping, during which enterprises may follow this

principle: first, establish the organizational structure of operation flow regrouping and

adjust the objectives in accordance with project goals; second, give regrouping

executives decision-making power to eliminate the delay and error in information

transmission; finally, select the key processes which could receive periodic profits or

have a major impact on achieving the strategic goal of the enterprise as regrouping

object.

Risk control in management transformation. The most common and important

measure for changing management concept is to offer training program to the

personnel of enterprises [5], because it’s helpful to reduce the hindrance of the

later part of the project implementation by transmitting new management concept

to staff in prophase informatization. In addition, enterprises could take advantage of

consulting firms to fully consider the enterprise operation flow, organizational

structure and other relevant factors, hence to complete the transformation of the

enterprise management mode.

5.3 Measures of Technological Risk Control

In the construction process of informatization, enterprises should analyze various

possible risks caused by the technology, and appropriately select the management
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software with successful experience in the industry [6], and then consider whether the

software developers are familiar with the basic knowledge of their trades, whether

they have ever developed a similar system and what about the quality. It’s necessary

to make a comprehensive evaluation and comparison on various management func-

tions, software flexibility, the capacity of secondary development, the developer’s

technical support abilities, after-sale services and so on, to ensure information system

to meet the business needs with high quality and reasonable price.

5.4 Measures of Economic Risk Control

In fact, how to ensure that financial supply and the funds-allocation in accordance

with the project schedule, and how to control the cost within the scheme, are the

questions the enterprises need to face seriously. Therefore, when making a budget

for the project, the company could study carefully on composition of the cost, funds

using plan and auditing approach, then make a detailed utilization scheme in

conjunction with the company’s financial department, audit department and the

advisory body. These measures can ensure funds available timely, and make the

information project conducted smoothly.

In addition to above-mentioned four measures, the construction enterprise could

select proper consulting and supervision agency to real-time monitor project quality

and effectiveness through third party’s effort. Enterprises can entrust the manage-

ment consulting firm to carry out the strategic consultancy and management

diagnosis of information. In the light of actual conditions and enterprise develop-

ment strategy, enterprises make rational plan and operation flow regrouping in

prophase of informatization [7]. Large enterprises could also commission a profes-

sional risk assessment firm to implement risk assessments reliably and provide

comprehensive revision for it.

6 Conclusions

The benefits and risks co-exist during the process of informatization of construction

enterprises. The information technology has brought enormous benefits to the

enterprises, whereas it is necessary to precaution risks. Carrying out research on

informatization of Chinese construction enterprises is helpful to assure the trouble-

free construction of the information project, so as to improve integrating capability

of internal and external resources in Chinese construction enterprises, strengthen

their competitiveness and achieve sustainable development.
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Managing Construction Risk in SMEs:

The Case of Coastal Construction

Hosein Piranfar

Abstract This paper is concerned with risk management in construction SMEs.

It argues that risk management is not limited to large companies. Despite financial

limitations SMEs can deal with their own risks successfully, though in some cases

with a bit of help from experts or members of the supply chain. The paper looks at

the case of a small construction company in the UK at reasonable detail hoping that

it will show the way to other SMEs. It is shown that managing quality helps with an

appropriate approach to risk management where enterprise or company-wide risk

management gains a head start.

Keywords Construction � Quality � Risk � SMEs

1 Introduction

Small-and-Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) are continuously exposed to risk in

their operations that deters their optimal business performance. Some risk expo-

sures create risks to the organization in terms of production, manufacturing capa-

bility, human resources, market share and economic losses (Ariful et al. 2006).

SMEs are differently defined in terms of the number of employees or the annual

turnover. With EU regulations SMEs employ less than 250 people and or alterna-

tively have a turnover of £4 millions. In the UK a company of 50 or less is regarded

as small. SMEs are thought to decline historically. Indeed they did so for a while

in the UK during the 1970s, but since they have been growing in size and stature

(Sloman and Sutcliffe 2004)
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According to the OECD policy brief June 2000, SMEs form a very important

sector as they account for over 95% of firms, 60–70% of employment and generate

a large share of new jobs in OECD. However, this same entrepreneurial strength

that boosts economies can also be a fatal weakness as almost one-half of SME start-

ups fail in the first 5 years. It may appear surprising that the available technological

and human resources SMEs should not be able to show a better rate of survival and

operate more smoothly. They may not be able to use administrative software such

as ERM, but they probably do not need them at smaller size simply because

coordination is done personally and probably more efficiently. They have a better

relationship with their customers. Customers may prefer their realistic and rough

talk to the smooth honeyed voices of the customer services in larger organizations.

They may not carry quality badges but are dedicated to quality. Organizationally

also they can mimic the large companies by forming networks. However, there are

some major reasons that contribute to their demise in particular at lower size.

Restlessness and continuous innovation is certainly a cause of higher rate of failure.

To survive, they try anything and naturally fail. Whatever their advantages in

quality small and medium enterprises do have an added disadvantage in the area

of risk management as the subject is ill-defined thus causing difficulty especially to

such companies. It is recognized that SMEs have a lower risk threshold than larger

companies, while 5m pounds loss may drive a SME out of business larger compa-

nies are able to absorb such risks much better and continue to survive. To deal with

risk exposures effectively, SMEs need a systematic approach along with an appro-

priate set of tools to identify and treat their potential effects. The main objective of

this report is to develop a risk management framework for SMEs in construction so

as to avoid a loss in reputation or a plunge in share value. In particular, it illustrates

how managing risk in Dimpy Construction LTD can be used as a model case to

tackle risks in other SMEs in general.

2 Business Risks and Risk Appetite for SMEs

2.1 Business Risk

Many businesses are focused on maximizing profit without an appropriate risk plan

to cope with the downsides of their operations. Businesses ought to consider

identifying and assessing their risk exposure in order to be in a better position to

organize a proactive response strategy. According to KPMG’s Global Construction

Survey, 2005 carried out on 1,000 directors, only 11% had an understanding of

current risks and only 8% had understanding of long-term risk exposures.

Economic downturns generally affect businesses of all sizes; the economic

slump of 2008–2009 has considerably affected the operations of the SMEs.

Weak demand, tight credit and reduced orders from the larger companies are the

main concerns for these enterprises. Despite the government lowering interest rates,
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access to credit is limited as a result of banks becoming more risk averse in such

economic atmosphere and also because of the difficulty of screening even the

creditworthiness of good clients in a downturn. The Basel II Accord requirement

that banks should align their capital allocation with the risk characteristics of bank

lending resulted in higher cost of borrowing and the imposition of more stringent

criteria on SME borrowing (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 2005).

2.2 Risk Appetite

What is risk appetite? It’s the level of risk that a company chooses to take based on

the company-specific capability and assets available to absorb the risk. The Turn-

bull requirement on risk appetite advises companies to consider what risks are

acceptable to company and to uphold a suitable guidance to be followed throughout

the organization (Turnbull 1999). There is no one correct way to fix the level of risk

appetite or risk tolerance of a company. Small and medium sized enterprises for

instance would have a lesser risk appetite than the larger entities that are more able

to absorb the downside consequences of taking additional risks. The level of Risk

appetite for an SME will depend on the industry it operates, the selected strategy

and the organizational culture: all inter-linked (Russell 2008).

A certain level of business risk is inherent in a company’s operations and thus

they need to be accepted, otherwise operations in that environment will be limited

to the extent of balancing costs and revenues deterring the business profitability and

growth objectives. On the other hand, a business may choose to take a high level

of risk as part of their strategy, which can easily cripple sound operations. The

judgment, however, should not be based on the company’s own performance alone.

The risk management function, or better yet, the company as a whole, should be

aware of the relative risk appetite of other companies in the industry and carry out a

benchmark. Moreover, it is important for firms to understand that it is not enough to

take a moderate level of risk based on self-assessment and benchmarking. Risk

appetite is not all encompassing but is relative to the specific type of risk exposure,

for instance, tax risk, where a company may want to pursue, perhaps, a tax

avoidance strategy to lower costs and thus take extra risks, but not so much that it

might damage reputation (Independent director, FTSE 100) (Fig. 1).

2.3 The Challenge of Risk Management in Construction SMEs

Risk issues that concern larger construction firms will apply to SMEs too with some

exceptions. KPMG’s Global Construction Survey, 2005, found that the greatest

challenge for construction firms was the management of risks. This was follo-

wed by skills shortages and securing forward workload. Management of contract

risk and pricing were also of great concern. A worrying discovery was that 75% of
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construction companies were found to be willing to take calculated risks in order to

secure profitable projects by overriding their risk management policies. Whitting-

ton head of building and construction at KPMG LLP expressed his concern that

such a risk appetite might end up damaging the firms’ reputation and management

culture. Since then KPMG have moved increasingly towards the exploration of

litigations, tax issues and of course towards sustainability. Hopefully their post

recession findings will stress the importance of risk and sustainability as against

untrammelled greed and exuberance.

The tendency of SMEs to take such risks is if anything, greater. This is partly

because they are on knife edge and have to take proportionally greater risk to

survive. For smaller firms, the fact that they can reemerge under a different name

may act as an additional propeller to take irrational risks.

3 Case Study: Coastal Construction (Building) LTD

The following section presents the risk management system of Coastal Construction

(Building) LTD as a case study to demonstrate the importance of managing risk in

SMEs and how firms of such size can effectively manage their own risk exposures.

3.1 Background

Coastal Construction (Building) LTD is one of the largest privately owned

construction specialists in the UK by turnover, portfolio and experience. The

Risk
Appetite

S
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te
gy

Culture

Industry

Fig. 1 Adapted from:

Russell (2008), Ernst and

Young research report
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business falls in the SMEs’ category. It currently has 180 employees, and, has

increased its turnover from 670 k in 2002 to over £5 million over the last few

years. Coastal Construction started as a brick worker partnership in the late 1950s

and as turnover and employee numbers steadily increased over the years the

company restructured into a limited company in year 2000 with the family

members as the directors. Since becoming a limited company the company now

provides scaffolding services, joinery packages as well as their core business of

subcontracting.

3.2 Coastal Construction LTD Approach to Risk Management

In the past few years Coastal Construction LTD has developed a more sophisti-

cated approach to its risk management practice. The company has experienced

considerable improvements as a result in their core business activities. They have

taken a company-wide approach to risk management that involves not only the

directors/owners of the business but also their employees. This is a great step

forward compared to many who are still confined to the old ways of insurance-

oriented risk management. The modern approach to risk management tends to

relate to quality management both in terms of company-wide approach (Piranfar

and Combstock 2008) and in terms of mimicking the concept of quality cost

(Cavignac (2009). CC’s risk management is part of their overall management

philosophy. Their management objectives are of business continuity, maintaining

growth prospects, minimization of risk exposure in their projects and insurance

costs. Commitment to business continuity is certainly commitment to quality as

without a company-wide approach and people involvement neither would be

possible. Most small companies avoid business continuity are yet to take inter-

est in business continuity despite encouragement from local authorities. Only

progressive SMEs take it seriously. Their commitment to growth similarly is an

important strategy. Without growth it is difficult to have quality which is also

true of innovation and risk. Project base facilitates growth and growth provides

for innovation, minimization of risks and insurance coverage for the risks that

cannot be economically controlled without insurance. Here, the challenges faced

by CC, is one of matching the estimation of the overall company risks and the

estimation for individual project risks. The existing literature identifies the main

characteristic of risk management in a project-based company as the duality of

risk management levels (Guserl 1999, p. 426; Tah and Carr 2000). CC’s approach

to risk management is based on linking overall company planning with individual

projects planning. It systematically deals with this by taking the following steps:

risk identification, risk analysis, risk management (risk transfer or avoidance of

those risks that the company is not able to manage), risk monitoring and risk

refinement. These are the fundamental stages of risk management that apply to

both projects and the company, to small and large companies.
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3.3 Risk Identification

This is a very important stage in risk management when the company uses all

possible sources to identify its risks and list them in a file known as risk register.

Some companies may regard analysis and implementation as more important. It is

likely that large construction companies would be torn between giving higher

weight to identification and implementation stages. Depending on the clients and

the power structure within the company construction companies can be swayed

between emphasizing implementation due to continuous response to clients’ scope

change and the risk managers’ focus on getting the identification right. In CC,

identification stage is of strategic importance.

Initially, Coastal Construction identifies its risk exposure through a self assess-

ment exercise which involves use of checklist of potential risk available.

In addition, the company make used of other methods to identify their risks such

as simulation modeling (Monte Carlo) to analyze different scenarios and committee

brainstorming sessions enhanced by the use of previous risk experiences and risks

identified in the past. With less familiar projects sometimes facilitators are invited

to workshops where all the involved team members are present. Interviewing of

experts is recommended by the leadership of the company but risk managers often

avoid it just in case it belittles their authority. Table 1 is the summary of a larger list.

3.4 Risk Analysis

The risk analysis process involves the following activities: determining risk

impacts, the probability of occurrence, and, prioritizing in order of importance.

The most effective way to map those risks is by illustrating them in a simple

likelihood-impact grid as shown below with probability and risk impact in simple

scale of low, medium, and high (Fig. 2).

Probabilities are accompanied by confidence levels and bands for p values.

These are usually worked out by in-house experts, but the impact is a thorny

issue. Sometimes the directors and external experts are involved. The insurance

concern is the main reason.

Once the risks have been identified and their potential impact on the company

assessed, these are then allocated in order of priority.

3.5 Risk Response

The third step in Coastal Construction LTD for managing risk is called Risk

Response, which includes risk treatment strategies given the identified risks and

their associated potential impact on company’s operations. The company employs
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various methods to deal with risk, it features a combination of risk control and risk

transfers techniques.

For its risk control activity Coastal Construction implements strategies to lower

the frequency or severity of potential risk, for instance, the provision of back-up

equipment and emergency planning procedure. In addition, it manipulates ways to

reduce the probability of occurrence by providing training and education to its

personnel in the use of specialized equipment.

Once all the steps up to this point have been achieved, the company transfers its

remaining risk. Risk transfer includes retention, contractual risk transfer and insur-

ance risk transfer.

Table 1 Risk exposure checklist (recognized risks are ticked)

Environment Third party Damage to surrounding elements /

Obstruction to surrounding businesses or others /

Other claims

Violation of legal requirements /

Provisions

Accessibility of the

construction site

Accidents /

Vandalism

Weather delay /

Risk related to the accessibility /

Pollution Pollution

Archaeological finds

Soil quality /

Plan Supply of plan /

Organisation Changes in plan /

Changes of requirement /

Claims related to not keeping promises

Task Extra work /

Errors in executions /

Inaccurate estimation of duration /

Indistinctness on who will perform the task /

Permits Lack of formalities/documents/permits

Consumer goods General Price increase/decrease /

Material supply /

Availability /

Theft

Workforce Expertise Lack of expertise /

Absence of key persons /

Social Difficulties within teams /

Availability Absenteeism

Machines Availability Machine breakdown /

Supply /

Availability /

Damage /

Theft

Subcontractor General Price increases/decrease /

Failure of company /

Respecting lead time /

Error in execution /
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Contractual risk transfer is a big issue for company such as Coastal Construction

whose core business is subcontracting. Whenever a contract is signed by the

company, risk is automatically transferred, generally, through an indemnity agree-

ment. Insurance risk transfers are the most costly measure to manage risk: Hence its

prominent place in the company’s risk management process. Only after identifying

its potential risk, assessing their likely impact on the company’s operation and

business and setting up effective risk control techniques, can Coastal Construction

determine what they need to insure and thus better able to approach the insurance

market and negotiate lower rates.

3.6 Risk Monitoring and Follow Up

The last stage in the company’s risk management process is Risk monitoring. The

company strongly believes in the importance of continually reviewing and updat-

ing its risk management processes as its industry environment presents it with a

dynamic and ever changing environment especially when considering individual

projects and their different needs. Regular monitoring provides management and

directors with an assurance that its risk management system is working properly

in reducing risks and helping to keep track of the identified risks, including watch

list (that is minor risks exposures). Its main purpose is a retrospective view to

enable proactive corrective actions to be taken. According to the company’s

experience constantly reviewing and monitoring its risk process put the company

in a better position to deal with unforeseen events causing the project falling

behind schedule. Change in the companies environment can impact existing risks

and also give rise to new risks, thus the company carries out this step in its risk

management process to also identify new risks arising at a later time. Tools such

as variance and trend analysis to monitor over project costs help to indicate when

SS 45CF41     Once the probability – impact grid is drawn
important identified risks are given codes such 
as SS45 or CF41The focus would then be di-
rected more towards reducing the higher risk
items lying in the most top right corner of the
grid. CF41 company failure means high impact
(4 out of 5) and low probability (1/5) Similarly,
SS45 soil stability of 45, means high impact
high probability.
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risk identification and performance should be performed by highlighting signifi-

cant variances. The technique used in the monitoring process is a close loop

feedback system, characteristic of most monitoring systems utilizing feedback.

Table 2 can be a good representation of the risk management process in Coastal

Construction.

Table 2 Adapted from Henschel (2009) Implementing a holistic risk management in SMEs

Project milestone Process steps Responsible personnel

Kick-off the risk management
project (initiation of the project) 

Board of Directors 

Conceptua
lization 

Formulation of risk strategies Board of Directors 

Organisation of risk mgt
responsibilities and project team 

Board of Directors 

Planning of project
(tasks and durations) 

Responsible employee
for risk mgt and project

team 

Risk
identification

Definition of risk categories Responsible employee
for risk mgt and project

team (board of directors)  

Organisation of risk assessment
workshop 

Responsible employee
for risk mgt and project

team, heads of functions 

Execution of risk identification Responsible employee
for risk mgt 

Preparation of risk catalogue Responsible employee
for risk mgt 

Risk
evaluation

Risk evaluation and risk
monitoring 

Responsible employee
for risk mgt and project

team, heads of functions 

Risk reporting Responsible employee
for risk mgt and

project team, heads of
functions 

Risk mgt documentation Responsible employee
for risk mgt and

project team 

Risk
reporting

and
evaluation
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4 Concluding Discussion

Most SMEs are reluctant to think about their risk. There are certain areas that they

cannot close their eyes and ears when the Government warns about the risk, the

supplier or customer reminds them or a subcontractor refuses to shoulder the risks.

According to interviews carried out on SME Thomas Henschel found that most

SME interviewed seek help from tax advisor and accountant. They think the

accountants should be involved in managing the risk by acting as knowledge

stewards. Table 2 depicts a generic list of personnel being responsible in managing

risk in SME. In the case of Coastal Construction the situation is not as desperate.

The finance director is responsible for risk management as well as other core

responsibilities of managing the company’s finance. Being aware of the limited

role an individual can have, the enlightened directors in Coastal Construction have

developed a more efficient way to manage risk by promoting the idea of company-

wide risk management through company culture and by involving all the employees

in one way or another. This is probably the only way risk management in SMEs can

be practicable and effective.
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A Study onManagement Risk Evaluation System

of Large-Scale Complex Construction Projects

Linlin Xie and Yu Yang

Abstract A large-scale complex construction project is a gigantic system

integrated with multiple factors, participants, management levels and relations.

Complicated and varying management risks arise in such projects due to the

diversity of project targets, the limitation of resources, the variation of environ-

ments and conflicts of multiple interests. Traditional risk management methods

may be improper and inadaptable for large complex projects. Based on the char-

acteristics and laws in management risks of such projects, a study was conducted on

the feasible methods and related steps of management risk analysis. A system of

management risk evaluation for large complex projects based on Grey Evaluation

was brought forward, with a case study of Nanning International Convention and

Exhibition Center presented as a demonstration. The result indicates that this

method can reflect the randomicity, fuzziness and grayness of risk information in

the management of large complex projects, and make the risk evaluation more

scientific and reasonable.

Keywords Grey � Risk

1 Introduction

Since 1980s, construction projects all over the world tend to be increasingly large-

scale and complex. The project management is facing growing challenges due

to more and more risk factors concerned and the complexity and interaction of
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multiple risk factors [1]. Traditional project management theories and methods

show their limitation and inadaptability when applied to large complex construction

projects [2]. It is well acknowledged in academic and practical circles that new

theories and methods should be built for the management of large complex projects.

A large complex construction project is a gigantic system integrated with

multiple factors, participants concerned, management levels and relations. This

kind of projects has significant effects on the society and attracts great concern from

the public. Once the management of such projects was out of control, not only the

projects would suffer huge economic loss, but also it would cause a series of

adverse and detrimental effects on the politics, society and environment. Therefore,

it is imperative to raise the practitioners’ awareness of project management risks,

and more important, take steps to conduct effective risk analysis and prediction for

large complex projects. Due to the diversity of project targets, limitation of

resources, variation of environments and conflicts of multiple interests, there exist

diverse, various and nonlinear management risk of large complex projects. Accord-

ingly, it is needed to extensively investigate every step of risk analysis and then

design a risk evaluation system suitable for the management of large complex

projects.

2 Risk Identification

Risk identification is the first step and the basis of the entire risk analysis. The

commonly used methods generally include the Delphi Method, Flow-Chart

Method, Trouble-tree Method and Incident-tree-and-branch Chart Method, etc. In

practice, a combination of several methods is usually applied in order for a more

complete and objective risk identification. By collecting and analyzing the results

of risk identification, the hierarchy structure of multi-layer risk factors can be set

up, including the objective layer, the criterion layer and the sub-criterion layer.

More details about the structure of risk factors are demonstrated in the following

section of Case Study.

3 Risk Estimation

The probability of risk occurrence and corresponding loss should be taken into

account in risk estimation. The probability of risk occurrence can be gained through

expert interviews. The loss induced by risks may be figured out through some

calculation models or obtained through expert interviews as well.

It is found that many non-technical risk factors influenced the management

quality of large complex projects. And the function mechanisms of different risks

are very complicated. The history information and statistical data about risk factors

are usually hard to be obtained. Moreover, it is usually impossible to conduct long-

span observation on certain risks of large complex projects. Therefore, the obtained
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risk information usually is incomplete, non-representative or with low accuracy. So

the risk information is random, grey and fuzzy to a great degree, and it is difficult to

analyze related problems with determinate quantified models. In general, risk

estimation depends on subjective judgment from experienced experts. Interviews

with experts and questionnaire are more suitable methods for evaluating the risk

factors of large complex projects.

According to these characteristics of risk factors in large complex projects, a

practical risk estimation method is used here. Management risks of large projects

are classified into five levels after conducting an overall evaluation on the occur-

rence likelihood and consequence of the risks. The risk in each level is estimated

and given an appropriate score. A higher score indicates that a greater or more

serious consequence may be caused by the risk, as shown in Table 1.

4 Risk Evaluation

After risk identification and risk estimation are conducted, risk evaluation should be

made. The methods of risk evaluation include expert-scoring methods, AHP

Method, CIM Method, fuzzy analysis methods, Monte Carlo Method, and so on.

To overcome the deficiency of traditional risk evaluation methods and make

evaluation results more objective and realistic, a comprehensive evaluation method

for management risks of large complex projects is presented here based on Multi-

ple-Layer Grey Theory.

After identifying and estimating the management risks of large complex pro-

jects, multiple-layer grey evaluation can be conducted as following [2, 3].

1. Building risk level judging matrix D of sub-criterion risk factors

The matrix can be gained by summarizing the scores of every risk factor in sub-

criterion layer assessed by ‘s’ experts in the stage of risk estimation:

dijk; ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;m; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � ni; k ¼ 1; 2; :::; sÞ:

2. Determining the weights of risk factors

The weights of different risk factors were determined using subjective weighing

method according to the actual situation. Vector W denotes the weights of risk

factors in the criterion layer:

W ¼ ðw1;w2; � � � ;wmÞ;wi � 0;
Xm
i¼1

wi ¼ 1 ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;mÞ:

Table 1 The classification of risk levels

Classification Catastrophic level Serious level High level Moderate level Mild level

Score 9 7 5 3 1
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Vector Wi denotes the weights of risk factors in the sub-criterion layer:

Wi ¼ ðwi1;wi2; � � � ;winiÞ; wij � 0;
Xni
j¼1

wij ¼ 1; ði ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;m; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � niÞ:

3. Building definite weighted functions of risk factors

Definite weighted functions of risk factors in different grey categories are

established based on five levels of risk factors in Table 1. The grey levels are

determined as five grey categories for evaluation. Assuming that the serial number

of evaluation grey categories as e, e ¼ 1, 2,. . ., 5, the corresponding definite

weighted functions f e are as following:

(a) e ¼ 1, suppose grey number � 1 2 ½9;1� (Figs. 1 and 2)

(b) e ¼ 2

In the same manner, f 3, f 4 and f 5 can be worked out.

4. Calculating the gray evaluation index

Label the evaluation index of risk factor Xij in the sub-criterion layer which

belongs to the e evaluation gray category as xeij, so

xeij ¼
Xs

k¼1

f eðdijkÞ e ¼ 1; 2; � � � 5: (1)

a e = 1, suppose grey number Ä1 Î [9, ¥] ;

0 9 dijk

1

f 1

0 < dijk £ 9
9

f 1(dijk) =

dijk £ 0

dijk ³ 91

0

dijk

Fig. 1 The definite weighted function of f 1

b e = 2 

0 7 14 dijk

1

f 2 0

7
14 – dijk

14 – 7
0

dijk

7 £ dijk £ 14

0 £ dijk £ 7

f 2(dijk) =

dijk > 14

dijk < 0

Fig. 2 The definite weighted function of f2
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The sum of gray evaluation indices of the risk factor that belong to each

evaluation gray category is marked as xij, so

xij ¼
X5
e¼1

xeij: (2)

5. Calculating the gray evaluation weight vector

All the experts’ evaluation on the risk factor Xij that belong to the e gray eval-

uation category is marked as reij, so

reij ¼ xeij=xij: (3)

There are five evaluation gray categories, so the gray evaluation weight vec-

tor of the risk factor Xij to every gray category can be obtained as rij:

rij ¼ ðr1
ij
; r2

ij
; :::; r5

ij
Þ: (4)

For every evaluation gray category, the gray evaluation weigh vectors of all

risk factors Xij in the sub-criterion layer which belong to the risk factor Xi in the

criterion layer are synthesized, then the gray evaluation weight matrix Ri of Xi can

be obtained:

Ri ¼ ri1; ri2;���;rini
� �T

: (5)

6. Making a comprehensive evaluation on risk factors in the criterion

layer

For the risk factor Xi, the evaluation result is marked as Bi:

Bi ¼ Wi � Ri ¼ ðb1i ; b2i ; � � � b5i Þ: (6)

7. Making a comprehensive evaluation in the objective layer

From Bi, the evaluation result of Xi, we get the gray evaluation weigh matrix R
of risk factor Xi in every criterion layer for every evaluation gray category under

the comprehensive risk F:

R ¼ B1;B2; � � � ;Bm½ �T : (7)

Mark the comprehensive evaluation result of standard comprehensive risk F
as B, so

B ¼ W � R ¼ ðb1; b2; � � � ; b5Þ: (8)
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8. Calculating the comprehensive evaluation value of the risk

Take the value vector of each evaluation gray category as C ¼ (9, 7, 5, 3, 1), and

the comprehensive evaluation value of management risks of large complex projects

will be

F ¼ B� CT : (9)

Compare F with the values in Table 1, the risk level of project management

can be worked out.

9. Risk prevention

According to the risk evaluation result, risk prevention measures may be

figured out to control the risks effectively and to reduce the loss resulted from

the risks.

5 Case Study

Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center (NICEC), as the per-

manent convention site of China-Asian Expo, combining conferences, exhibi-

tions, visits, tours and other functions into one, is a landmark of Nanning,

Guangxi, China. In its construction process of entire life cycle, there exists

eight aspects of management risks from project management system, society,

market, environment, and organization, etc. In order to effectively control risks,

risk management personnel performed quantitative evaluation analysis of man-

agement risks.

1. Management risk identification of NICEC

With flow-chart method, following the logical sequence of project management,

the whole management process was subdivided into a number of sub-processes, and

the risks at all stages of the project management were identified. Meanwhile, the

key links of management process and related weakness were analyzed, and main

risk factors were caught. With environment analysis method, from the viewpoint of

link and development, the dynamics and varying management risks of the NICEC

project were figured out. The hierarchy structures of management risk factors of the

NICEC project are shown in Table 2.

2. Risk estimation in sub-criterion layer

In this project, ten experts were selected to score on the risks in the sub-criterion

layer in Table 2. Then the estimated values from the experts were synthesized and

the risk estimation sample matrix D was figured out (omitted here).

3. Weight determination

The weight of every index in the Table 2 was drawn out with AHP method. The

weight vectors are as following:

W ¼ ð0:13; 0:09; 0:03; 0:06; 0:20; 0:15; 0:18; 0:16Þ
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W1 ¼ ð0:2; 0:4; 0:3; 0:1Þ; W2 ¼ ð0:3; 0:1; 0:3; 0:3Þ; W3 ¼ ð0:5; 0:5Þ;
W4 ¼ ð0:3; 0:3; 0:4Þ W5 ¼ ð0:5; 0:1; 0:4Þ; W6 ¼ ð0:4; 0:4; 0:2Þ;
W7 ¼ ð0:4; 0:3; 0:3Þ; W8 ¼ ð0:4; 0:3; 0:3Þ

4. Grey estimation coefficient calculation

For the factor x11, with (1), the gray evaluation index xe11 which belong the

e evaluation gray category can be worked out as following:

x111 ¼ 1:5472; x211 ¼ 2:3011; x311 ¼ 3:2541; x411 ¼ 5:3298; x511 ¼ 6:9856

For the factor of system and regulation risks, with (2), the total gray evaluation

index x11 of the risk corresponding to each evaluation gray category was worked

out: x11 ¼ 19:4178.
5. Gray evaluation weight vector and matrix calculation

Then with (3) and (4), the gray evaluation weight vector r11 from the evalua-

tion of the ten experts based on the evaluation gray category e was gained:

r11 ¼ ð0:0797; 0:1185; 0:1676; 0:2745; 0:3598Þ.

Table 2 The hierarchy

structures of multi-layer

management risk factors of

NICEC

Objective layer Criterion layer Sub-criterion layer

Comprehensive

risks of

management

of NICEC, F

System risk X1 System and regulation X11

Responsibility system X12

Management models X13

Supervision system X14

Social risks X2 Legal environment X21

Culture cooperation X22

Interests groups X23

Public opinion X24

Market risks

X3

Macro-economic situation

X31

Regional economic

conditions X32

Environment

Risks X4

Natural environment X41

Social environment X42

Engineering

environment X43

Organization

risks X5

Organizational structure X51

Personnel quality X52

Work flow X53

Technology

risks X6

Technology innovation X61

Tools and software X62

Research investment X63

Control risks

X7

Schedule control X71

Investment control X72

Quality control X73

Communication

risks X8

Contract restrictions X81

Knowledge management

X82

Information interactive X83
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In the same way, the gray evaluation weight vectors of other risk factors with

regard to each evaluation gray category were figured out. With (5), the evaluation

weight matrix Ri (i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., 8) of each risk in the criterion layer was worked out.
6. Evaluation on risk factors Xi in the criterion layer

With (6), the evaluation result Bi can be figured out (the process was omitted).

7. Comprehensive evaluation on management risks of NICEC

With (7), the total gray evaluation weight matrix R of management risks of

NICEC was drawn out as following:

R ¼

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
¼

0:1054 0:1497 0:2204 0:2503 0:2683

0:0910 0:1078 0:1598 0:2712 0:3678

0:1189 0:1446 0:2159 0:3076 0:2034

0:1286 0:1723 0:2148 0:2499 0:2104

0:1500 0:1895 0:2711 0:3062 0:0941

0:3101 0:3278 0:2916 0:0910 0

0:2411 0:2901 0:2732 0:1329 0:0529

0:2002 0:2451 0:2731 0:2111 0:0972

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

Then with (8), the comprehensive evaluation result of management risks resulted

as B ¼ (0.1851, 0.2223, 0.2532, 0.2138, 0.1306). According to the valued vector of

evaluation gray categories C ¼ (9, 7, 5, 3, 1), with (9), the comprehensive evalua-

tion value of management risks of NICEC was worked out as F ¼ 5.260.

Comparing this value with the values in Table 1, it is indicated that according to

the evaluation results of the ten experts, the risk level of management of NICEC is

between the ‘serious level’ and ‘high level’, and is more close to the “serious” level.

Based on the above calculation results, a further exploration and investigation were

conducted on the risk factors in the criterion layer and the sub-criterion layer to find

out the origins of main risk factors. Then corresponding risk management measures

were made and early warning system and prevention system were designed for the

management of NICEC. Hence, through comprehensive evaluation on management

risks of NICEC, the risks were controlled effectively and received a good result [4].

6 Summary

In this paper, main steps and applicable methods of risk analysis for management of

large and complex projects were discussed in accordance with the characteristics of

management risk of this kind of projects. A risk analysis method was presented

based on Grey Evaluation Theory. This method overcomes the deficiency of

traditional methods in evaluation of gray degree of various types of risk informa-

tion. The results of a case study indicate that this method can reflect the character-

istics of randomicity, fuzziness and grayness of risk information in the management
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of large and complex projects, thus can make the risk evaluation more scientific and

reasonable and the risk management of such projects better.
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Risk-Based Determination of the Prenium Rate

of Construction Work Safety Liability Insurance

Hongxia Wang, Gui Ye, and Chuanjing Ju

Abstract Work Safety Liability Insurance (WSLI) will develop rapidly in the

Chinese construction industry as a way combining liability insurance and work

safety. The establishment of the premium rate is haunting insurance and construc-

tion industry, and having hindered its development. By combining quantitative and

qualitative analysis, a multi-criteria comprehensive evaluation model based on

fuzzy mathematic is proposed in this paper to calculate the risk coefficient for

adjusting basic premium rate of Construction Work Safety Liability Insurance

(CWSLI). By following this method, different risk grades of construct project can

be appropriately reflected through different premium rate, which can let the lever-

age of price be exerted adequately.

Keywords Adjusting coefficient � Construction work safety � Safety risk � Work

Safety Liability Insurance

1 Introduction

The safety situation in China has became better in recent years, but safety accidents are

still frequently occur, which caused great danger to the human life andwealth security.

In order to alleviate safety accidents risks, the government has formulated some
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State Council, Principle of Developing Work Safety Liability Insurance (WSLI) in

High-risk Industries of State Administration ofWork Safety and so on. The measures

can, to a large extent, promote the role of insurance mechanism in work safety [1–3].

WSLI has been also developed in the construction industry, within which the

accident rate is ranked third among all national sectors. Through developing the

WSLI, an effective incentive mechanism can be constructed to effectively prevent

and deal with safety accidents through the industry, and thus interests of the masses

can be protected. Furthermore, it can also serve as a strategy to settle society

contradictions and lighten the burden of addressing post-accident issues. In this

sense, it can help transfer and enhance government function.

Construction Work Safety Liability Insurance (CWSLI) means that when safety

accidents occur in the insured construction project, causing employees or a third party

to suffer casualties or property losses, the legal liability that should assume by insurant

to pay compensation for the victim, turn to be sure by insurance company basis a kind

of assurance that the contract gives compensation inside insurance liability limit, and

also pay compensation to the loose of rescue and self-reproduction [4].

Currently CWSLI has not been used in wide-spread throughout China, since

most insurance companies and construction enterprises are still taking “wait-and-

see” attitudes toward the “new” system. One main reason is that the premium rate of

CWSLI is, to some extent, difficult to price precisely, because the scales and

characters of construction projects vary a lot. In addition, there is lacking of

statistical data in related to the construction work safety accident rate and related

loses. Therefore, insurance companies have to set procrustean rate, which greatly

hinders the development of CWSLI.

The primary determinant of whether a new insurance product can be developed

in future is decided by the question whether there is a rational premium rate or not.

In this regard, a method for confirming the rational premium is in pressing need, so

that the WSLI can be greatly developed in the construction industry. There are

solidified rate of Non-coal mine WSLI in Chongqing [5]. The methods of Probabil-

ity, the Fuzzy Analysis Hierarchy Process Comprehensive Evaluation, Set Pair

Analysis, Combined Algorithms, and so on are used to evaluate the state of

construction safety [6–9]. Zhang et al. have done game analysis between the

construction contractor and the insurance company based on the construction safety

[10]. Monte Carlo techniques is used to establish the model of risk losses in

simulated breakwaters building period by Zhou Handong et al. [11].

In this paper, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE) model is proposed to

determine a risk coefficient for adjusting basic premium rate of CWSLI, thereby

realizing different rate based on the quantification.

2 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation

It is generally known that construction projects are complicated and changeful, and

the safety liability risks vary greatly across different projects. Therefore, the

premium rates of CWSLI for different construction projects should be determined
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individually. Nevertheless, it is difficult to put into effect given the facts that

technologies for safety risk assessment are backward and the record of frequency

and losses caused by safety accidents is lacking. It is more effective to adopt the

variance-correcting method. By using this method, firstly basic rate reflecting the

average risks of similar projects is determined. The basic rate can refer to the past

prenium rate of building insurance or the experience-rate of international projects.

Then insurance companies assess the safety risks of the project need to be insured

based on FCE and take a coefficient to adjust the basic rate. The calculating formula

for FCE is as follows:

i ¼ q� a (1)

where i is prenium rate after adjustment, q is the basic rate and a is the risk

coefficient. By using this method, insurance companies only need to calculate the

coefficient when they determine the CWSLI premium rate.

FCE is a method to quantify and evaluate some factors which are ill-defined and

difficult to be quantified, based on the application of fuzzy mathematics method and

the fuzzy relation synthetic. It is a very effective multi-criteria decision-making

method. Considering that most of the safety liability risks in CWSLI are fuzzy

variables, it is impossible to find a precise mathematical model to measure their

impacts on CWSLI premium rates. Therefore, it is reasonable and feasible to

calculate a project risk coefficient to adjust the basic rate by establishing a

corresponding index system, which is useful to evaluate the safety liability risk

by using fuzzy mathematics method. The different premium rates reflect the

different risk grades of construction projects, which can let the leverage of price

be adequately exerted.

3 Procedures for Calculating the Coefficient [12]

3.1 Establishing Index System

The calculation of the coefficient should be considered in line with the project and

its building contractors to acquire factors influencing the work safety. All the risk

factors as listed in Table 1 are determined finally by using the factor analysis after

s series of pilot study and interviews conducted among construction safety experts.

3.2 Determining Risk Grade and Establishing Evaluation Sets

According to the requirements of calculating the coefficient, five grades are set for

assessment, namely, set V ¼ {V1, V2, V3, V4, V5}. The alphabet of V1, V2, V3, V4

and V5 denote “very inferior risk”, “lower risk”, “average risk”, “more risk” and
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“highest risk” respectively. The level of each risk is corresponded with the risk

coefficient, which would be indicated by am. When the risk of the project is higher

than the average level, the value for variable am should be larger than 1. The higher

risk an insurance company assumes for a policyholder, the higher the value for

variable am, as well as the higher the premium rate. Similarly, when the risk is lower

than the average level, the value for am should be less than 1. The lower the risk, the

smaller the value for variable am.

3.3 Determining the Single-Factor Fuzzy Judgment Matrix

According to the standard of evaluation defined, all members of qualified experts

selected from construction and insurance companies need to appraise the project

Table 1 Index system for assessing safety risk in CWSLI

First-grade indexes Second-grade indexes

State of safety

liability risk

X

Safety management of

construction enterprise

(X1)

Qualification of the construction enterprise (X11)

Security system of the work safety funds (X12)

Education and training programmes in safety

(X13)

System of safety supervision and examination

(X14)

System of check-up, rewards and penalties (X15)

Number of safety accidents happened in the

enterprise (X16)

Safety culture construction of the enterprise

(X17)

Characteristic of the

construction project (X2)

Project scale (X21)

Complex degree of engineering technique (X22)

Construction conditions (X23)

Construction period (X24)

Project subcontracting (X25)

Safety management in

construction site (X3)

Responsibility and level of the safety

management of the client and supervision

(X31)

Number and responsibility of safety managers

(X32)

Funds input work safety (X33)

Safety inspection for project (X34)

Hazardous sources identified and control

measures (X35)

Safety construction-organizing design and

technical clarification (X36)

Safety management of construction plant and

equipment (X37)

Emergency preplan (X38)

X ¼ {X1, X2, X3}

X1 ¼ {X11, X12, X13, X14, X15, X16, X17}, X2 ¼ {X21, X22, X23, X24, X25}, X3 ¼ {X31, X32, X33,

X34, X35, X36, X37, X38}

Where X is the set of factors influencing construction project safety liability risks
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risk grade of each factor in second-grade index one-by-one, through which the

single-factor judgment matrix (Ri) of individual subset of X1, X2, X3 can be

obtained. Then the membership grade of each factor is got by the weight coefficient

vector of each single-factor (Xi), and finally the membership function matrix of

evaluation index can be confirmed. Supposed that rij represents the membership

grade of Xij on Vj. The value of rij is obtained by expert marking method. That is to

say, if the remarks of one factor for class V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 are S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
respectively, among the S experts attending project safety risk evaluation, the

membership grade can be calculated as follow:

rij ¼ Sm
X5
j¼1

Sj

,
rij ¼ Sm S= (m ¼ 1; 2; :::; 5Þ (2)

There are ten experts evaluating the risks of a construction project work safety.

Two of the experts marked the X11 factor to class V1, five to class V2, two to class

V3, and one to class V4. According to (2), R11 ¼ (0.2, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0). In the same

way, we can have calculated other factors’ membership grades. They take the

single-factor fuzzy judgment matrix (Ri), which is the membership function matrix

of first-grade indexes. The membership function matrix of the project is as follows:

R1 ¼

R11

R12

:

:

:

R17

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

¼

0:2 0:5 0:2 0:1 0

0:1 0:2 0:4 0:2 0:1
0:2 0:2 0:3 0:2 0:1
0:1 0:4 0:2 0:2 0:1
0:4 0:2 0:2 0:1 0:1
0 0:4 0:3 0:2 0:1
0:1 0:1 0:5 0:2 0:1

2
666666664

3
777777775

R2 ¼

R21

R22

:

:

R25

2
66666664

3
77777775
¼

0:2 0:2 0:4 0:1 0

0:3 0:3 0:2 0:2 0

0:2 0:2 0:3 0:2 0:1
0:2 0:2 0:4 0:1 0

0:1 0:2 0:3 0:2 0:2

2
66664

3
77775

R3 ¼

R31

R32

:

:

R39

2
66666664

3
77777775
¼

0:2 0:2 0:3 0:1 0:1
0:1 0:1 0:2 0:3 0:3
0:1 0:2 0:2 0:4 0:1
0:1 0:2 0:3 0:3 0:1
0:1 0:2 0:2 0:4 0:1
0 0:1 0:2 0:5 0:2
0:1 0:2 0:4 0:2 0:1
0 0:1 0:3 0:5 0:1

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
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3.4 Calculating the Weight of Indicators

Risk assessment on construction project work safety is a process of multi-criteria

fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. The weight should be meaningful to explain the

importance of each factor. Various methods, such as the Analytic Hierarchy Process

(AHP), Delphi method, etc have been used to calculate the weight. In this paper, ten

experts were invited to study some factors influencing the premium rate of CWSLI

and give them scores on a scale ranging from 0 to 100. After three rounds of

experts’ opinions were collected, the weighted average scores have been calculated

and normalized as follow:

The weighting function of the first-level indexes W ¼ {W1, W2, W3} ¼ {0.25,

0.3, 0.45}.

The weighting functions of the second-level indexes Wi ¼ {wi1, wi2,. . .,wij}.

After calculation, W1 ¼ {w11, w12,. . ., w17} ¼ {0.15, 0.1, 0.25, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.1},

W2 ¼ w21;w22; . . . ;w25f g ¼ 0:1; 0:3; 0:2; 0:1; 0:3f g;

W3 ¼ w31;w32; . . . ;w38f g ¼ 0:15; 0:1; 0:15; 0:12; 0:1; 0:1; 0:2; 0:08f g:

3.5 Establishing a Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Model

Supposing that first-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model can be expressed

as:

Bi ¼ Wi � R ¼ ðbi1; bi2; � � � ; bikÞ (3)

where “ � ”is a fuzzy operator, which used “M _^ð Þ” composition operation of

Xi subsets and R subsets. That is to say, firstly the single-factor membership

grade is modified to minimum value of Wi and rij, then the maximum value is

taken as the evaluation grade, and other factors are not taken into consideration.

So the operator is called as decision under main factors. The operator “∨”

means “taking maximum” and “∧” means “taking minimum”. The formula is

shown as follows:

bj ¼ _ðWi ^ rijÞ
¼ maxfminðW1; r1jÞ; minðW2; r2jÞ; � � � � � � ;min Wm, r2jð Þ (4)

R ¼ ðB1,B2,B3ÞT (5)
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The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix of the project is:

B1 ¼ W1 � R1 ¼ 0:15;0:1;0:25;0:05;0:1;0:25;0:1ð Þ �

0:2 0:5 0:2 0:1 0

0:1 0:2 0:4 0:2 0:1
0:2 0:2 0:3 0:2 0:1
0:1 0:4 0:2 0:2 0:1
0:4 0:2 0:2 0:1 0:1
0 0:4 0:3 0:2 0:1
0:1 0:1 0:5 0:2 0:1

2
666666664

3
777777775

b11 ¼ W11 ^ r11ð Þ _ W12 ^ r21ð Þ _ W13 ^ r31ð Þ _ W14 ^ r41ð Þ _ W15 ^ r51ð Þ
_ W16 ^ r61ð Þ _ W17 ^ r71ð Þ

¼ 0:15

Similarly, b12 ¼ 0.25, b13 ¼ 0.25, b14 ¼ 0.2, b15 ¼ 0.1.

B2 ¼ 0:3;0:3;0:3;0:2;0:2ð Þ,B3 ¼ 0:15;0:2;0:2;0:2;0:1ð Þ

B ¼ W � R

¼ ð0:25;0:3;0:45Þ �
0:15 0:25 0:25 0:2 0:1
0:3 0:3 0:3 0:2 0:2
0:15 0:2 0:2 0:2 0:1

2
4

3
5

¼ 0:3;0:3;0:3;0:2;0:2ð Þ

The result is normalized to B ¼ (0.23, 0.23, 0.23, 0.155, 0.155).

3.6 Determinating the Risk Coefficient of the Project

The premium rate of CWSLI should be reasonable because both parties in insurance

are rational economic human beings. In order to let the leverage of price be exerted

adequately, the above result should be processed to a risk coefficient of the project.

We can use the method of weighted average, which the contributions of all indexes

in evaluation sets are considered comprehensively. When the risk is higher than the

average level, the coefficient is larger than 1. So the final result should be C ¼ B *

F, where F is the weight vector of evaluation grade. C is the risk coefficient of the

project. The safety risk should not only be accepted by insurance enterprises but

also make construction enterprise be willing to buy CWSLI. There set F ¼ (0.4,

0.7, 1, 1.3, 1.6)T. The coefficient of the project is:

C ¼ 0:23;0:23;0:23;0:155;0:155ð Þ � 0:4;0:7; 1; 1:3; 1:6ð ÞT ¼ 0:9325
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Therefore, the prenium rate of CWSLI is the product of basic premium and

0.9325. The result indicates that the risk of the project is a bit lower than the average

level.

4 Conclusion

With the increasing importance of construction safety related problems, it is

anticipated that WSLI would develop rapidly in the construction industry. The

findings of this paper show that by combining quantitative and qualitative analysis,

the multi-criteria comprehensive evaluation model based on fuzzy mathematic

proposed serves as a useful and practical vehicle for determining the premium

rate of CWSLI.
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Multi-criteria Decision Model for BOT

Project Selection

Min-Ren Yan

Abstract Due to many disadvantages resulting from limited government budget

and time, the increasing infrastructure projects via build-operate-transfer (BOT)

model has been a significant factor affecting the economic developments in many

countries. However, as BOT projects are usually risky businesses which induce

huge capital investments, the project feasibility should be comprehensively

evaluated and an appropriate project selection model is needed to reduce the

risk of project failure. By incorporating Analytical Hierarchy Process and Utility

Theory, this paper proposes a multi-criteria decision model for supporting the

selection of BOT projects. The proposed model enables decision makers to

evaluate BOT projects and handle the project risk systematically. A case study

of the national sewerage system plan in Taiwan is provided to demonstrate that

the implementation of the proposed model can effectively help decision-making

teams participate in economical evaluations so that the feasibility of as-planed

BOT projects can be systematically determined and project priority can be set

efficiently.

Keywords AHP � BOT � Decision support � Evaluation � Multi-criteria decision

making � Utility

1 Introduction

Due to many restrictions and limitations resulting from limited government budget

and time, the governments of many countries introduced the concept of Public Private

Partnership (PPP) to launch infrastructure projects for Private Financial Initiatives,

which are collective terms for build-operate-transfer (BOT), build-operate-own
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(BOO), build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT), build-transfer-operate (BTO), built and

transfer (BT), and operate and transfer (OT), etc. [1].

A successful BOT project requires more favorable conditions than projects

procured by the traditional way. The project promoters should ascertain that the

project be politically, socially, legally, economically, and financially viable [2].

Before implementing BOT projects, the government must effectively evaluate

the feasibility of each project to eliminate unqualified projects and execute the

selected project progressively according to its capabilities. In the past BOT

practice, governments depended upon project feasibility studies prepared by

private consultants. Usually, decision makers responsible for determining the

feasibility of the project before proceeding with its implementation concentrate

mainly on the quantitative decision factors, and used sometimes misinformed

subjective evaluation or neglect of potentially viable project opportunities [3].

Previous studies have indicated that many BOT projects failed to be completed

or suspended, and a prior feasibility study was insufficient to be concluded the

entire undertaking [4]. Therefore, how to establish an objective BOT project

evaluation model to comprehensively assess the quality of each project and

determine the priority of implementation has become an important issue. Since

the allocation of BOT projects induces significant capital investments and

impacts on the country’s economy, factors including economics and social

developments should be broadly considered [5]. In addition, multi-criteria analysis

method enables broad perspectives for the assessment and risk valuation is essen-

tial during the decision-making process [6, 7]. Thus, this paper aims to develop a

multi-criteria decision model by incorporating Analytical Hierarchy Process

(AHP) and Utility Theory to manage the visible, invisible or unquantifiable factors

that affect the effectiveness of BOT projects. Through this research, the feasibility

and priority of each planned BOT projects can be evaluated objectively. A real

case of BOT sewerage system projects in Taiwan will be used to demonstrate the

usefulness of the proposed decision model. The result is expected to be a valuable

reference for both administrators and legislators to manage future BOT projects.

The multi-criteria decision model and the whole process of BOT projects

evaluation comprises of three main parts: (a) developing the criteria and measure-

ment, (b) determining the weight and utility function of each criterion, and

(c) applying the model to real cases. Each part will be presented accordingly in

the following sections.

2 The Criteria and Measurements

The US Environmental Protection Agency and International Development Institute

have provided a list of criteria for state government to follow in the introduction of

civil participation into construction of sewerage systems [8, 9]. These criteria are
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classified into financial and nonfinancial groups, with eight criteria identified as

follows:

2.1 Financial Criteria

1. Initial construction cost of the sewerage treatment plant ¼ construction cost of

the first phase sewerage treatment plant ($)/designed capacity of wastewater

to be processed (ton)

2. Cost of construction per household ¼ total construction cost ($)/number of

households to be served (household)

3. Cost of prevalence rate improvement ¼ sum of discounted construction costs

in all years ($)/ratio of households to be served to the total households around

the nation (1%)

4. Wastewater treatment rates ¼ wastewater treatment rates of each phase �
planned treatment capacity in each phase ($)/planned total treatment capacity (ton)

2.2 Non-financial Criteria

1. Construction efficiency: the duration that a sewerage system requires to be

connected to 10,000 households after contracting is used as a parameter to eval-

uate the construction efficiency of a sewerage system; this parameter reveals

the investment efficiency to be presented by a civil contractor. If the sewerage

system can serve fewer than 10,000, this duration is estimated according to the

proportion of the total household number of 10,000. When ranking the sewerage

systems, those with a shorter duration have a higher priority.

2. Pipeline service efficiency ¼ total pipeline length (meter)/total number of

households.

3. Operation and maintenance cost ratio ¼ operation and maintenance cost/

weighted average treatment rates per unit

4. Local government’s financial ability ¼ weighted average wastewater treat-

ment cost � annual volume of wastewater treated in the first phase/the average

current account revenue budget of the most recent years

3 The Weighting and Utility Function of Each Criterion

The AHP framework organizes logic and personal feelings or intuitive judgments

so that researchers can map out complex situations as what they perceived. Today,

AHP has been proved as a reliable method to provide problem solutions for multi-

factors decision-making situations.
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AHP-based questionnaires are mailed to 31 experts and scholars for collecting

the consensus of opinions, including (1) members of the sewerage system promo-

tion committee in Construction and Planning Agency of Ministry of the Interior,

(2) construction consulting firms involved in the design and execution of the sewerage

systems in Taiwan, and (3) central government officials in charge of BOT sewerage

systems business. Fourteen experts have completed and returned the questionnaire.

Utility theory is an accepted approach used to provide an objective decision

based on subjective, qualitative data [10]. Based on the historic records of sewerage

systems constructed using the public funds provided by central and local govern-

ments, utility functions shown in Table 1 are developed with the threshold (yT) and
the most preferred point ( ym) [11]. The utility functions, which represent individual
preference and attitude towards risk by decision makers, can be used to convert the

evaluation score of each criterion into comparable relative ratings.

The expected utility value equals to the sum of relative ratings � weighting

value of each criterion as shown in (1):

Expected Utility Value EUVð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

uri �Wið Þ (1)

4 The Case Study

In Taiwan, the Executive Yuan has approved 36 BOT sewerage system projects and

also preliminarily reviewed the feasibility of adopting BOT model for another

53 projects [12, 13]. All these projects, 89 in total, are large in scale with a total cost

over 100 billion US dollars. In this section, 36 BOT projects all around Taiwan area

and outlying islands listed in the third-phase national construction plan are used to

illustrate how the proposed model can be applied to objectively select feasible

projects and determine the implementation priority. Each BOT project is evaluated

Table 1 Weight value, threshold, most preferred point, and utility function for criteria

Criteria Wi yT ym Utility function

Initial construction cost of

the treatment plant

0.150 19323.6 29.8 ui(yi) ¼ �0.0000518yi þ 1.00154631

Cost of construction per

household

0.140 58599.2 62.6 ui(yi) ¼ �0.0000171yi þ 1.00106893

Cost of prevalence rate

improvement

0.155 685.6 464.0 ui(yi) ¼ �0.0045118yi þ 3.09330446

Wastewater treatment rates 0.175 31.2 26.1 ui(yi) ¼ �0.1959824yi þ 6.10926017

Construction efficiency 0.113 5.25 5 ui(yi) ¼ �4yi + 21

Pipeline service efficiency 0.088 1.56 0.93 ui(yi) ¼ �1.59yi + 2.47

Operation and maintenance

cost ratio

0.079 0.3 0.24 ui(yi) ¼ �18.666746yi þ 5.52527164

Local government’s

financial ability

0.100 0.02 0.01 ui(yi) ¼ �98.2604796yi þ 1.7728483
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using the proposed model to derive the utility value of each criterion and the overall

utility value.

As shown in Table 2, the original BOT plans are arranged sequentially by

locations. Although the government has gathered the concerned information regard-

ing financial and non-financial perspectives, the original BOT plans can’t be

evaluated and compared objectively. Thus, the government should heavily rely on

the group decision making mechanism based on invited experts’ opinions, despite

each expert’s decision is subjectively made. Since the decision mechanism doesn’t

incorporate supportive quantitative models and numerical analysis, the mechanism

would be a descriptive decision model and the decision rationale and consistency

can’t be properly justified.

Different from the conventional descriptive decision model, the proposed deci-

sion model enables decision makers to implement a normative decision method.

Table 2 Model applications on BOT project selection

Original BOT plans (based on

locations)

Reorganized plans (based on

EUV)

Implications for decision

supports

Region Name Name EUV Priority Feasible?

North Taiwan Luodung Lugang 1.821 1 Yes

Rueifang Taichung 1.001 2 Yes

Sanying Fengyuan 0.658 3 Yes

Puding Changhua 0.591 4 Yes

Taoyuan Tainan 0.531 5 Yes

Jungli Sanying 0.472 6 Yes

Junan-Toufen Yungkang 0.399 7 Yes

Central Taiwan Taichung Taoyuan 0.142 8 Yes

Fengyuan Junan-Toufen 0.071 9 Yes

Nantou Jungli �0.068 10 No

Puli Gangshan �0.229 11 No

Tsautuen Taitung �0.273 12 No

Jushan Yanshuei �0.291 13 No

Changhua Chiai City �0.309 14 No

Hemei Luodung �0.333 15 No

Lugang Shihlong river �0.334 16 No

Dounan Tsautuen �0.549 17 No

Beigang Magung �0.616 18 No

Chiai City Nantou �1.033 19 No

Taibau Gueiren �1.316 20 No

South Taiwan Tainan Jushan �1.429 21 No

Yanshuei Puli �1.597 22 No

Yungkang Rueifang �1.806 23 No

Gueiren Jiali �1.926 24 No

Jiali Taibau �1.969 25 No

Shihlong river Puding �2.289 26 No

Gangshan Neipu �2.457 27 No

Neipu Hemei �2.885 28 No

East Taiwan Yuli Beigang �3.535 29 No

Taitung Dounan �4.100 30 No

Outlying island Magung Yuli �4.879 31 No
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The expected performance of each system for each aspect and the overall project

are listed in Table 2. Based on the calculated EUV of BOT projects, the project

feasibility and utility can be evaluated objectively. Since the proposed model is

developed by benchmarking previous public-fund projects, a project with positive

EUV represents a feasible BOT plan which is expected to generate more benefits

than using public-fund method. On the contrary, a project with negative EUV

represents that the project is not favor BOT approach and might generate worse

performance than using public-fund method. According to the aforementioned

decision rules, 9 feasible BOT projects are identified, while 22 projects are not

considered beneficial for the government by implementing BOT approach. Clearly,

the proposed decision model generates a useful signal for the government to

re-evaluate unfavorable BOT plans in advance of implementation.

In addition to support the evaluation of BOT project feasibility, the evaluated

EUVs of BOT projects can be used to support the decision of priority setting.

A project with higher EUV represents prior order to be implemented. According to

the decision rule, the priority of all BOT plans can be objectively and efficiently

reordered based on their EUVs.

As shown in Table 2, Lugang sewerage system project has the highest expected

utility by BOT approach (EUV ¼ 1.821). This BOT project should have the first

priority to be implemented. The project that has the second priority for imple-

mentation is Taichung sewerage system project (EUV ¼ 1.001). For other projects,

the government can easily set their sequences for implementation based on their

EUV ranking.

The EUVs derived from the proposed model can reveal the advantages and

shortcomings of each BOT project as a basis. It will reduce errors and mistakes and

improve the effectiveness and efficiency of decision-making. Although some pro-

jects having negative EUVs would not be expected as effective via BOT, those

projects still can be ranked and properly arrange a sequence for other considera-

tions, such as promotion on specific region development, whether the BOT project

is feasible or needs further evaluations.

5 Conclusions

To improve the selection process of the BOT projects, AHP and utility theory are

successfully incorporated and a multi-criteria decision model is developed. The

proposed model using the utility function shows the advantages that it can over-

come the difficulties of building a multi-criteria model and support decision-makers

to adjust decisions according to their preference and considerations. Thus, in-

consistent decisions influenced by various factors can be eliminated.

The utilization of AHP method allows for the incorporation into the decision-

making process of subjective judgments and user intuition by producing a common

formal and numeric solution. Besides, importance weights are quantified and the

utilities of attributes are measured in the project selection process. Finally, individual
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attribute utilities are combined to develop one single aggregate utility index for each

alternative. With the aid of the proposed model, decision-makers can improve the

quality and efficiency of their decisions because of full participation by all involved in

the evaluation process and the integration of their opinions. The case study demon-

strates the practical values of the proposed decision model, which is expected to

be a valuable reference for both administrators and legislators to manage future

BOT projects.
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Equitable Risk Allocation in Chinese

Public–Private Partnership Power Projects

Yongjian Ke, ShouQing Wang, and Albert P. C. Chan

Abstract It is important for the public and private sectors to establish effective risk

allocation strategies for PPP projects in order to achieve a more efficient process

of contract negotiation. This paper has studied the equitable allocation of risks in

China’s PPP power projects based on a comparative analysis of preferred and actual

risk allocations. According to the analysis, three risks, namely, “Change in law”,

“Competition (Exclusive right)” and “Organization and coordination risk” had

different allocations. Reasons behind the differences were analyzed and more

appropriate allocations for the three risks were also discussed. The preferred and

actual allocation for other risks would also be reported in this paper.

Keywords Power projects � Public–private partnership � Risk allocation

1 Introduction

Public–Private Partnership (PPP) financing modality, as an innovative tool for

attracting foreign and private capital in the development of infrastructure, has the

ability of alleviating the budgetary pressure to the government, fulfilling the need of

infrastructure development, and improving the efficiency of investment and opera-

tion [1]. In China, the tremendous economic growth has resulted in an immense

demand for basic infrastructure like roads, ports and power facilities. Since most of
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the local governments are still subject to severe budgetary pressure, there is a heavy

reliance on the private sector investment. This might provide a great opportunity for

private investors to get more involved in infrastructure development via PPP mode.

However, only a few PPP projects in China could perform successfully and disputes

often arise during concession period because of changes in various risks or non-

performance of its obligations, especially when one party was forced to accept the

requirements by the other due to the project urgency or other reasons [1]. Therefore,

it is worth examining the application of PPP in the past and deriving lessons learnt

for future references. Given that private participation in infrastructure development

in China was first seen in the power sector in the 1980s in the form of Build-

Operate-Transfer (BOT), this paper thus focuses on the power sector.

2 PPP in Chinese Power Sector

Shajiao B power plant in Shenzhen, which came to operation in 1988, is regarded as

the first BOT project in China. However, government took over too many risks in

Shajiao B project due to the lack of BOT experience [2]. Thereafter, several state-

approved pilot BOT projects have been awarded in order to introduce BOT on a

larger scale since late 1996, such as Laibin B power project etc. Since then, the

involvement of private investors in infrastructural development of public utilities

has improved greatly. However, at the end of last decade, the central government

invested huge amounts of treasury bonds in infrastructure, and was determined to

clean up the unregulated or illegal projects, which led to a gradual fade out of the

first round of private investment in infrastructure [3].

Taking a closer look at the PPP history, it could be found that the government

only encouraged foreign investment in the power sector initially. Followed by

corporatization and decentralization of the industry, domestic investors gradually

came into the sector and nowadays domestic investors become major investors in

the Chinese power industry [4]. After nearly two decades of utilization of private

funds to mainly build and renovate power plants, China is still facing a number of

fundamental issues that are critical to the success of attracting private capital. An

imperfect legal framework, underdeveloped local financial markets, transitional

accounting systems and a yet to be developed institutional capability for implemen-

tation are major areas that need to be carefully studied and addressed [5, 6].

Excessive layers of approvals required for launching a power project adds more

development costs, and is time consuming. The rigid approval process does not

provide investors with enough flexibility to amend the project structure according

to the latest market developments [5]. Tariffs have also been an issue that frustrates

investors and puts them in a weaker position [7]. Given the above existing issues, it

is thus essential for public clients and private bidders to place particular attention on

the procurement process while negotiating contracts for PPP to ensure a fair risk

allocation between them.
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3 Research Aim and Methodology

The aim of this research is to develop an equitable risk allocation scheme between

the public and private sectors. As part of a previous research into PPP implementa-

tion by the authors, a two-round Delphi survey was conducted in China from

December 2008 to February 2009 with experienced practitioners to identify the

preference of risk allocation in China’s PPP projects, which has been reported in

the authors’ other publication [8]. However, the preferred risk allocation based on

the perception and understandings of experts may not be appropriate for all sectors.

A round of face-to-face interviews was subsequently carried out from March 2009

to May 2009 to collect actual risk allocation in the past PPP power projects. By

comparing the preferred and actual allocations and discovering the reasons behind

the differences, an equitable risk allocation scheme which is more appropriate for

the power sector could be obtained.

Instead of collecting pieces of project information and analyzing the risk alloca-

tion, the authors requested the experienced experts to provide their understandings

on the actual risk allocation in one of their successful PPP power projects. In order

to improve the interview efficiency, an invitation letter was accompanied by a

structured questionnaire and sent to the selected experts. The letter explained the

purpose of the research and the interview process. The definition of each risk as

presented in the authors’ previous paper [8] was also provided at the beginning of

the questionnaire, to ensure that experts have the same understanding of these risks.

These respondents were requested to evaluate the success degree of the selected

case based on eight criteria indexes and allocate the described risk according to a

five-point Likert scale (1 – Government takes sole responsibility, 2 – Government

takes the majority of responsibility, 3 – Both parties take equal responsibility, 4 –

Private sector takes the majority of responsibility, and 5 – Private sector takes sole

responsibility). A comparative analysis of the actual and preferred allocations was

conducted once the responses from the experts were returned. Reasons behind the

actual allocation of those risks which have different preferred allocation as well as

the commercial principles and contract terms for the allocation were also collected

from the interviews. Experts from eight different PPP power projects were inter-

viewed. Table 1 shows the respondents’ information and their roles in the power

projects that the survey respondents reported as their PPP case studies.

4 Discussion of Survey Results

The survey feedback concerning the preferred and actual risk allocations is pre-

sented in Table 2 (where D.M. means mean values from Delphi survey, P.A. means

preferred allocation, I.M. means mean values from Interviews taking into account

the success degree, A.A. means actual allocation, T. and Sig. are the results from the

T-test between actual and preferred allocations, Diff. means differences).
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The preferred allocation as presented in Table 2 shows that the public sector would

take the majority of responsibility for 13 risks related to government or government

officials and their actions. Fourteen risks which neither the public nor private sector

could be able to deal with them alone are preferred to be shared equally. The private

sector would take the majority of responsibility for ten risks that are at the project

level. However, this paper focuses on the reasons behind the differences and

discusses whether the actual allocation would be more appropriate for the power

sector. As mentioned above, differences in allocations would only be considered if

the T-test returns a significant result in mean values between two sets of allocations.

There are five risks which had different actual allocations, i.e. “Corruption”,

“Change in law”, “Competition (Exclusive right)”, “Uncompetitive tender” and

“Organization and coordination risk”. It is worth noting that the number of eight

PPP power projects is still regarded as a small sample, and a closer look at the

allocation in every case would be necessary to check whether the difference is

common in the power sector.

4.1 Corruption

This risk is preferred to be allocated to the public sector. The mean value of the

actual allocation fell in the category of shared between the public and private sector.

But a closer look at the allocation in every case shows that the allocation score in 6

out of 8 projects was two (Government takes the majority of responsibility). Only

experts from 2 projects thought it was taken by the private sector and provided a

high score of 4 and 5 respectively. This observation suggests that the allocation

difference is not common in the sector. The equitable allocation for the risk of

corruption is therefore to be assigned to the public sector.

Table 1 Information of the respondents and selected projects

No. Title Year of PPP

experience

No. of PPP

involved

Investment of

the case project

(RMB)

Role in the case

project

1 Director More than 20 More than 6 5.6 billion Stakeholder of project

company

2 Vice general manger 4 30 0.3 billion Government agency

3 Investment manager 3 6 – Stakeholder of project

company

4 Deputy dean 5 2 0.07 billion Stakeholder of project

company

5 Director More than 20 More than 6 0.8 billion Stakeholder of project

company

6 Division chief Less than 5 1–3 0.65 billion Stakeholder of project

company

7 Consulting manager Less than 5 1–3 0.14 billion Consultant

8 Consulting manager Less than 5 1–3 0.14 billion Consultant
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4.2 Change in Law

Experts in five power projects agreed that this risk was shared in the past PPP

projects. This actual allocation would be considered as common. The change

history in law in the power sector includes three stages, i.e. first stage reform to

raise capital (1986–1996), second stage reform to change the role of government

(1997–2001), and third stage reform to introduce competition (2002–present) [9].

Taking case 8 for example, in December 2002, China announced its intent to

implement the standard global model of deregulation toward competitive utility

Table 2 Comparative analysis of preferred and actual risk allocations

No Risk factor D.M. P.A. I.M. A.A. T. Sig. Diff.

1 Corruption 2.11 Public 2.58 Share �3.381 0.002*
p

2 Government’s intervention 1.70 Public 1.47 Public 1.794 0.079

3 Expropriation and nationalization 1.28 Public 1.51 Public �2.464 0.018*

4 Government’s reliability 1.65 Public 1.46 Public 1.394 0.170

5 Third party reliability 3.39 Share 3.26 Share 1.416 0.164

6 Public/Political opposition 2.54 Share 2.50 Public 0.569 0.572

7 Immature juristic system 2.43 Public 2.50 Share �0.517 0.607

8 Change in law 2.33 Public 2.66 Share �2.713 0.009*
p

9 Interest rate 3.39 Share 3.51 Private �0.903 0.371

10 Foreign exchange and convertibility 3.26 Share 3.51 Private �1.857 0.070

11 Inflation 3.22 Share 3.38 Share �1.930 0.060

12 Poor political decision-making 1.83 Public 2.38 Public �4.398 0.000*

13 Land acquisition 2.00 Public 1.85 Public 1.467 0.149

14 Approval and permit 2.11 Public 2.25 Public �1.201 0.236

15 Improper contracts 3.15 Share 3.23 Share �1.128 0.265

16 Financial risk 4.07 Private 4.25 Private �1.603 0.116

17 Construction/operation changes 3.52 Private 3.50 Share 0.238 0.813

18 Construction completion 4.02 Private 4.02 Private �0.023 0.982

19 Delay in supply 3.96 Private 4.14 Private �1.557 0.127

20 Technology risk 4.37 Private 4.77 Private �3.397 0.001*

21 Ground/weather conditions 3.33 Share 3.23 Share 0.984 0.330

22 Operation cost overrun 4.20 Private 4.49 Private �2.583 0.013*

23 Competition (exclusive right) 2.30 Public 2.87 Share �3.958 0.000*
p

24 Market demand change 3.37 Share 2.98 Share 3.212 0.002*

25 Tariff change 2.87 Share 3.14 Share �2.599 0.013*

26 Payment risk 3.00 Share 3.08 Share �0.656 0.515

27 Supporting utilities risk 2.26 Public 2.34 Public �0.637 0.528

28 Residual assets risk 3.52 Private 3.54 Private �0.157 0.876

29 Uncompetitive tender 2.28 Public 2.59 Share �2.413 0.020*
p

30 Consortium inability 3.78 Private 4.63 Private �5.252 0.0008

31 Force majeure 2.91 Share 2.89 Share 0.538 0.593

32 Organization and coordination risk 3.65 Private 3.15 Share 4.442 0.000*
p

33 Tax regulation changes 2.35 Public 2.24 Public 0.979 0.333

34 Environmental protection 3.02 Share 2.88 Share 1.218 0.229

35 Private investor change 3.85 Private 4.41 Private �5.187 0.000*

36 Subjective evaluation 3.13 Share 3.39 Share �2.246 0.030*

37 Insufficient financial audit 3.04 Share 3.14 Share �0.816 0.419
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markets, including the separation of electricity generation and transmission. The

wholesale market price for electricity thereafter turned out less than the price

in the concession agreement of case 8. Private investors thus failed to earn

expected investment return. However, the change in law is out of authority of

the local government, which does not have the ability to cover all the additional

costs and helps private partner be restored to the same economics position.

Actually, in recent cases, an agreed threshold of tariff is usually set. The govern-

ment only covers the additional costs above the threshold. In addition, since

2002, the reform of power sector has been a hot topic and some regulations

related to the tariff reform were promulgated one after the other. In October

2009, the National Development and Reform Commission, State Electricity

Regulatory Commission, and National Energy Administration together released

the announcement about standardizing power transaction price. This paper there-

fore suggests that special attention should be paid to the risk of change in law for

both public and private sectors. Under current system, this risk shall be assigned

to the government when the concession agreement is signed by the provincial

government, but be shared when the agreement is signed by the municipal (city)

government.

4.3 Competition (Exclusive Right)

The risk of exclusive right was actually shared by the public and private sectors in

7 out of 8 projects, which is clearly regarded as a common allocation. There are

many types of power projects such as coal-fired power, hydropower, wind power,

solar, hydrogen, etc. If the exclusive right is fulfilled, the governmental authorities

shall not permit the development projects of new competitive projects in any type

or the alteration and expansion projects of any existing power projects during the

term of the concession agreement. This guarantee would be against the long-term

policy by the central government to encourage the development of new energy.

In addition, the policy support to the new energy projects actually caused great

competitive pressure to those regular PPP power projects, such as control of

emission reduction target, purchase priority to new energy projects, subsidy to

new energy project companies, etc. Since the local government actually does not

have the authority to fulfill the requirement of exclusive right, none of the

selected case projects provided specific clauses to deal with this risk. It is worth

noting that private investors from all projects signed a take or pay electricity

purchase contract with the government, which is believed to be able to mitigate

the negative influence by the risk of exclusive right. In light of the above, this

paper thus suggested that the equitable allocation for the risk of competition

(exclusive right) is to be shared on the premise that a take or pay electricity

purchase contract is set.
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4.4 Uncompetitive Tender

The allocation difference of this risk is not common in the sector, because the

allocation score in 6 out of 8 projects was 2 and only experts from 2 projects

provided a high score of 4 and 5 respectively. The equitable allocation for the risk

of uncompetitive tender is therefore to be assigned to the public sector as the

preferred allocation.

4.5 Organization and Coordination

Six out of eight power projects had the actual allocation score smaller than 4. It

means that instead of being allocated to the private sector in the perspectives of

experts, the risk of organization and coordination was usually shared by both the

public and private partners. For instance, as case 6 is a pilot project, the government

paid special attention to it, and undertook most coordination tasks for the project

company. Similarly in other projects, the partners as the fuel supplier, electricity

purchaser, dispatching station and some other process were the government’s

subsidiary department or companies. It is therefore unavoidable for the involve-

ment of the government in the organization and coordination task. In light of this,

this paper thus recommends a better allocation for the risk of organization and

coordination in the power sector to be shared. However, the private sector is also

suggested that the timing and process of the government’s involvement should be

clearly defined so as to avoid the risk of government’s unreasonable intervention.

5 Conclusions

This paper has studied the equitable allocation of risks in China’s PPP power

projects. According to the analysis, there are three risks which had different actual

allocation from the preferred allocation, i.e. “Change in law”, “Competition (Exclu-

sive right)” and “Organization and coordination risk”. The equitable allocation for

other risks would be the preferred allocation reported in Table 2. The risk of change

in law shall be assigned to the government when the concession agreement is signed

by the province government, but be shared when the agreement is signed by the city

government. The equitable allocation for the risk of competition (exclusive right) is

to be shared on the premise that a take or pay electricity purchase contract is set.

The risk of organization and coordination shall be shared but the private sector

needs to define the timing and process of the government’s involvement so as to

avoid the risk of government’s unreasonable intervention.
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Developing a Construction Safety Management

System

Jian Zhang and Weng Tat Chan

Abstract Various safety management systems (SMS) have been introduced to the

construction industry as a formal means of managing site safety. There are several

shortcomings with the current perspective of SMS which is implemented among

construction projects. Firstly, the focus is exclusively on contractors and their

performance on safety related factors. However, safety is not only the contractors’

responsibility but should involve owners as well. Secondly, current SMS presents

a fixed set of safety related factors and activities which does not account for the

diversity of projects and organizations in construction industry. Lastly, current

methods of SMS auditing take a check-and-verify approach and miss customiza-

tion and development opportunities. This paper proposes an alternative view of

SMS based on the well-established Capability Maturity Model Integration

(CMMI) framework. The proposal includes owners as active participants/stake-

holders during the development of SMS, and allows flexibility during the imple-

mentation of SMS. The framework encourages a shift perspective from SMS

factor and activity auditing to system development in terms of capability and

maturity. This promotes a long term view of SMS development beyond a single

project and fosters development of safety management capability within the con-

struction industry.
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1 Introduction

Construction is a key industry in many countries both in terms of employment and

economic output. Construction work is also dangerous because the broad range of

tasks, required skills, climatic conditions and work environments result in chal-

lenges to stakeholders’ ability of managing safety issues. Construction organi-

zations are increasingly more aware that merely controlling the physical aspects

and technical hazards of a project are not sufficient to reduce the occurrence of

accidents. A more holistic and proactive approach is required to increase the

effectiveness of SMS.

Essential components of a SMS whose implementation and operation are mainly

considered the sole responsibility of the contractor. The introduction of the

Construction, Design, and Management (CDM) regulations in the UK has empha-

sized that safety on construction projects must involve more key stakeholders

beyond the actual construction period. More specifically, owners have a key role

to play in the conception and successful operation of the project SMS since they

are the ones who specify key requirements and budgets for the projects. During

construction, the owner also needs an effective means to ensure that the SMS is

adequate for the project and is operating as intended. Owners may make the

adequacy of contractor’s SMS as a criterion for selecting a contractor. Contractors

also need a means to actively integrate safety and health issues into project

planning. An activity based SMS is inadequate since work activities and physical

site conditions vary from project to project, and the capability and experience of

contractors also varies.

The aim of this study is to introduce a new perspective to develop SMS which

includes not only contractors but also owners as parties responsible for safety. The

new proposal is organized around processes and goals rather than activities. This

increases the flexibility of designing a SMS that meets the project requirements.

2 Literature Review

Various types of SMSs have been introduced into the construction industry as a

formal means of managing site safety, by targeting the safety policies, procedures,

and practices within companies [1]. Compared with Occupational Health and

Safety Management System (OHSMS)-based standards, guidelines, and audits

established in other industries, a construction SMS includes the physical work

environment and focuses more on preventing serious injuries related to the loss of

control of processes. Contractors are expected to manage site safety through a

formal SMS, evaluate the effectiveness of their SMS implementation and correct

any deficiencies found [2].

The Construction Safety Audit Scoring System (ConSASS) is an audit tool

which provides an independent assessment of the SMS at a worksite. Central to
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ConSASS is a standardized checklist and scoring system which could enhance audit

consistency and offer comparison of SMS performance across different worksites.

The checklist encompasses approximately 300 questions which are organized

around Deming’s Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle. ConSASS is derived from

OHSAS 18001 and follows concept of quality and environmental system models

based on ISO standards. The audit questions for each element of the SMS are

banded in levels (I–IV) to reflect the increasing development extent of the element.

The score card is a ‘final report card’ which tabulates the audit results of different

SMS elements [3].

The ConSASS checklist, whilst comprehensive, may not be suitable for small or

medium sized projects and contractors. This is recognized by the safety legislation

which imposes such audit only on projects with contract sum S$30 million or more.

Furthermore, some of the audit questions are similar in nature but are repeated

for each safety element. The attainment of a particular band level depends on the

answers to the audit questions but this is somewhat inconsistent since the same

audit question appears at different band levels for different system elements.

CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) uses a more advanced frame-

work to assess the adequacy and capability of a system. CMMI follows a two-

dimensional model structure rather than the one-dimensional one used in

ConSASS. It defines the essential elements of effective processes for one or more

disciplines and describes an evolutionary improvement path from ad hoc, immature

processes to disciplined, mature processes with improved quality and effectiveness

[4]. CMMI is an application of the principles introduced almost a century ago and

whose value has been confirmed over time. Organizations using the CMMI to

improve their system processes have experienced increased productivity and qual-

ity, improved cycle time, and more accurate and predictable schedules and budgets

[5]. SMS could benefit from the CMMI framework to improve its effectiveness.

3 Developing a Construction Safety Management System

In this section, we describe a two-dimensional framework based on CMMI. In this

framework, a system is characterized by maturity as well as capabilities of process

areas. The framework provides a richer set of possibilities for system development

based on alternative development paths, and moves beyond the one-dimensional

audit/checklist approach.

We conceptualize a construction SMS as being made up of a number of key

process areas. This differs from the view espoused in ConSASS that the safety system

comprises system elements and activities. A process area is a cluster of related

practices when implemented collectively, satisfies a set of goals considered impor-

tant for making improvement in that area [4]. Based on an extensive review of the

construction safety management literature, we provide 15 process areas which

intends to contain the essential elements of construction SMS (see Fig. 1). We

call this model ConSASS-2D to emphasize its two-dimensional nature.
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ConSASS-2D enables safety parties to improve their SMS along two possible

dimensions – capability and maturity. The capability dimension emphasizes incre-

mental improvement corresponding to an individual process area selected by the

organization. The capability of each of the 15 process areas is graded into five band

levels reflecting their ability to satisfy generic goals. The maturity dimension

advances system maturity level through the addition of process areas. These process

areas enable the system to design, plan, benchmark and improve the effectiveness

of the overall system.

Based on this framework, owners and contractors could select appropriate

process areas and how much they would like to mature associate with each process

area which depends on the characteristics of their projects and the resources they

have. As the organization reaches a particular development extent, it can set its

sights on the next capability level for one of these existing process areas or decide to

Process Areas ML CL
1

CL
2

CL
3

CL
4

CL
5

Safety Policy 2

Safety Plan 2

Responsibility and Authority
Definition

2

Construction Safety
Monitoring and Control 

2

Safety Training 2

Safety Performance
Measurement

2

Accident and Incident
Management

2

Target 
Profile 2

Near miss and First aid
management 

3

Objective and Goal
management

3

Communication management 3

Target 
Profile 3

Risk and Hazard Management 3

Safety Audits 4

Safety Data Management 4
Target

Profile 4 

Causal Analysis and
Resolution

5

5

Target
Profile 5 

Organizational Innovation
and Deployment

Fig. 1 An example of ConSASS-2D
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widen the scope of concern by increasing the number of process areas. This com-

bination of process areas and capability levels is typically described as a “system

profile”.

For target profile, specific goals and generic goals are used to measure the

capability level of each process area and maturity level of the SMS. A specific

goal describes the unique characteristics that must be present to satisfy the process

area. A generic goal which could be used in multiple process areas describes the

characteristics that must be present to institutionalize a process area [4]. With these

two goal settings, we could appraise how institutionalized and consistent a process

areas is, as well as how mature the SMS is.

4 Advantages of the ConSASS-2D

A comparison of ConSASS and ConSASS-2D across several dimensions is shown

in Table 1. The current system-in-use is ConSASS according to which SMS is

audited by absence/presence of particular system elements/activities. The results

are mainly used to determine adequacy of the SMS. In contrast, ConSASS-2D takes

Table 1 A comparison of ConSASS and ConSASS-2D

ConSASS ConSASS-2D Remarks

Approach Check-and-verify Proactively design

appropriate

process areas and

development

paths

Approach shifts from simply

checking for adequacy of

system elements and

conformance to rules towards

determining requirements,

system design and development

of processes.

Stakeholders Contractor Owner and

contractor

The owner is now involved in a

collaborative effort with the

contractor to create a project

specific SMS to satisfy their

common target safety goals and

requirements rather than being

a passive recipient of audit

results.

System

components

Project environment

factors and

safety related

activities

Process areas, goals The points of interest shift from a

list of pre-determined factors

and activities to a set of process

areas and goals to improve the

system consistency and

suitability.

Methodology Focus on auditing

factors and

activities

Focus on identifying

requirements,

goals, and

development

paths

Audit entity shifts from activities

to goals with the aims of

providing greater flexibility to

design the SMS across a wide

diversity of projects.
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a step beyond auditing. With the use of current and target system profiles, the

emphasis shifts to determine system requirements, gaps and deficiencies and

development pathways to move to a desired profile. This two dimensional model

structure also offers organizations and projects the flexibility to proactively select

and plan their appropriate process areas and development extent.

Another benefit of ConSASS-2D is that under a two dimensional framework

comprised of process areas, it is possible to focus on particular process area

development or decide to add new process areas to improve system maturity.

This is especially beneficial for small and medium-sized companies and projects

since they may not have enough resources or there’s no need for them to address all

the elements or activities of the SMS.

For ConSASS, the owner impose a general requirement on the audit results that

is improve the system performance when most system elements falls in low band

levels. In ConSASS-2D, both owner and contractor work in a collaboration to

design and develop an effective SMS. This is done using a methodology that

involves determining a definite target requirements, designing and planning, eval-

uating gaps/deficiencies, and development.

In ConSASS, the audit focuses on traditional SMS components such as safety-

related factors and activities. In ConSASS-2D, the main concepts are process

areas which intends to include essential areas of SMS, as well as goals associated

with these process areas. In moving away from a fixed checklist towards a goal-

centered approach, this model brings more potential users and promotes long-term

development. Because although activities or practices are different among construc-

tion sites, projects and organizations have similar goals to satisfy in key process areas.

In ConSASS 2D, specific goals for each process area are fixed rather than system

factors and activities which permits diverse activities to attain these goals.
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Analysis of the Equipment’s Maintenance Period

Under Different Operation Stages

Jie Chi and Miao Chi

Abstract To improve the equipment’ operation efficiency, this paper discusses

the various maintenance strategies in different employ stages by analyzing the rules

of devices faults and the maintenance methods. Results shown, when the faults

take place in chance fault stage, i.e., fault rate l
0 ðtÞ ¼ 0, it is impossible to improve

the operation efficiency of the devices when preventive maintenances are made.

When the faults take place in wear out fault stage and initial fault stage, i.e., fault

rate l
0 ðtÞ 6¼ 0, the best time for maintenance T should satisfy

R T
0
tl

0 ðtÞdt ¼ tp=tf .
Meanwhile, on the basis of the broken-down data of Series Air Compressors (ZW-

17/29) in using, we find the suitable time for maintenance T in wearing stage and

bring the relevant maintenance plans.

Keywords Distributing function � Equipment management � Fault rate � Preventive
maintenances � The best maintenance period

1 Introduction

Failure diagnosis of mechanical equipment and gasping the laws of equipment

failure and its variations can improve both technological and managerial level of

mechanical equipment and its service efficiency. Equipment maintenance runs

through equipment’s whole life circle, i.e., programming, design, testing, manufac-

ture, marketing, installation, manipulation and retirement. Experimentalism is very

likely to cause a considerable discrepancy between maintenance of equipment and

its actual condition in terms of maintenance for devices. Both excessive and

insufficient maintenance still exist today. There are three factors that contribute to
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good equipment maintenance: the maintainability of equipment, the quality and

technique of maintenance personnel and the safeguards system. Therefore making a

good maintenance project, according to actual condition of equipment, is the

priority of equipment management. Although the authors of references [1–7] have

carried on researches in general laws of equipment failure and failure management

problem under various conditions. They have done little research on problems such

as, which maintenance method should be adopted, how to determine the best

maintenance period, how to make maintenance projects, etc. Aiming at boosting

the efficiency of mechanical equipment, this paper dissects those problems men-

tioned above by analyzing laws of equipment failure and maintenance methods.

2 Maintenance Policy

A piece of equipment has its certain service life if being used properly. During its

service life, it might malfunction more than once. Many malfunctions, however,

could be mended. As a general rule, failure rate for equipment is relevant to how

long a piece of equipment has being used. Failure rate usually depends on time, with

the rate varying over the life circle of the equipment. Figure 1 show the Bathtub

Curve (the name is derived from the cross-sectional shape of the eponymous device)

that describes particular form of hazard function which comprises three parts.

Maintenance method (also called maintenance simulation) means to control the

timing of maintenance including following methods [1–3].

2.1 Corrective Maintenance

Corrective Maintenance is also known as Breakdown Maintenance or damage

maintenance. It is any maintenance activity which is required to correct a failure

that is has already occurred so that the failed equipment can be restored to its

normal operable state. Corrective Maintenance requires sufficient human resources,

abundant number of tools and spare parts, etc, in order to deal with malfunctions

effectively. It not only leads to downtime but also interrupts production plan.

   (t)λ

t

wearout fault stage

chance fault stage

initial fault stage

Fig. 1 Bathtub curve
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Besides, maintenance content, time cost and arrangement are too random. So, by

all means, this is a backward maintenance method, a settlement needs minimum

requirements. Figure 2 shows situations of corrective maintenance.

2.2 Preventive Maintenance

Preventive Maintenance, also known as Scheduled Maintenance or Periodical

Maintenance, is maintenance which is carried out to prevent sudden failure before

it actually occurs regardless of what kind of technological state equipment is under.

This maintenance method subjects to mandatory requirement and is preventative.

Its maintenance activities are scheduled to perform at intervals of production so that

maintenance resource could be sufficiently prepared beforehand. Basing on the

theory of mechanical wear, Preventive Maintenance emphasizes on finding out

exact maintenance time. The advantages of Preventive Maintenance are that easily

manageable maintenance time, plane and organizing. Preventive Maintenance

could prevent failure form occurring. Figure 3 tells us that Preventive Maintenance

could decrease maintenance load and shorten downtime.

2.3 On-Condition Maintenance

On-condition Maintenance is also called Condition-based Maintenance or Con-

dition Monitoring Maintenance. Such a maintenance activity uses real-time data

acquired from on-line monitoring, rather than fault signature, to prioritize and

B2B1

time

performance

Close
down maintain

New equipment performance

Fig. 2 Correction

maintenance

Fault
forecast 

Preventive
maintenance

P1

Equipment performance

Fig. 3 Scheduled

maintenance
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optimize maintenance resources. On-line monitoring includes status checking and

tendency monitoring etc. These are carried out on-line according to project at

regular intervals. It is the most effective maintenance policy which requires invest-

ment and current expenditure.

2.4 Opportunistic Maintenance

Opportunistic Maintenance is an effective maintenance policy being carried out

along with On-condition Maintenance or Preventive Maintenance while causing no

production loss. Opportunity occurs during Preventive Maintenance or trouble-

shooting. Effectiveness could be acquired by using it.

2.5 Revising Design

When failure occurs frequently, which means mean time to failure is short, and cost

of maintenance or replacement is high, which means the cost of manpower,

components and spare parts and loss on work stoppage are high, redesign will be

the best way to deal with the problem. Doing it in the right way, people can solve all

the problems at once. In the practice of equipment management, the adoption of

strategies and maintenance policy is based on running state of a piece of equipment.

3 The Relation Between Failure Rate lðtÞ and the Best

Maintenance Time

People can find out economical maintenance means by researching equipment

dependability. Preventive Maintenance is often used to maintain important equip-

ment in order to avoid loss caused by machine halt. Nowadays there isn’t enough

monitor means for most equipment to make sure that equipment could be repaired

right before failure symptom appears, because of the lack of monitoring techni-

ques. Maintenance interval is determined by statistic information and practical

situation. Repair plan should be made according to maintenance interval. Com-

ponents and parts of equipment should be either replaced or fixed at regular

intervals.

A reasonable Maintenance cycle requires the maximization of equipment avail-

ability and the minimization of maintenance cost. If maintenance cost is in direct

proportion to maintenance time, then they have same the same maintenance cycle.

The analysis of the best maintenance cycle of Fig. 4, which stands for Preventive

Maintenance, is as follows.
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In Fig. 4, tp is mean preventive maintenance time. tf is mean time to repair.

Means occurrence of one failure, means carrying out preventive maintenance for

one time. Preventive maintenance is carried out every other maintenance cycleT

(and t1 þ t2 ¼ T). In maintenance cycle T, if the failure rate is lðtÞ, the down time

scale is
R T
0
lðtÞdt. Mean time to repair (MTTR) is MTTR ¼ tp þ tf

R T
0
lðtÞdt, Mean

operate time is MTBF ¼ To

Capacity utilization rate is

A ¼ MTBF

MTBFþMTTR
¼ T

tp þ tf
Ð T
0
lðtÞdtþ T

A½tp þ tf

ðT
0

lðtÞdtþ T� ¼ T

dA

dT
½tp þ tf

ðT
0

lðtÞdtþ T� þ A½tf lðTÞ þ 1� ¼ 1

dA

dT
¼ f1� A½tf lðTÞ þ 1�g=ftp þ tf

ðT
0

lðtÞdtþ Tg ¼ 0;

tp þ tf

ðT
0

lðtÞdtþ Ti0

1� A½tf lðTÞ þ 1� ¼ 0

T½tf lðTÞ þ 1� � ½tp þ tf

ðT
0

lðtÞdtþ T� ¼ 0

So

TlðTÞ �
ðT
0

lðtÞdt ¼ tp
tf

(1)

Suppose l
0 ðtÞ ¼ dlðtÞ

dt

tpt2tft1tpT

 — Preventive Maintenance;         — Breakdown Maintenance 

tp — Mean preventive maintenance; tf — Mean corrective maintenance time

Fig. 4 Maintenance cycle
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To perform integration on (1)

ðT
0

tl
0 ðtÞdt ¼ tp

tf
(2)

In (2),When lðtÞ ¼ l is constant, maximal value of A can’t be found for

l
0 ðtÞ ¼ 0. When l

0 ðtÞ ¼ 0,

ðT
0

tl
0 ðtÞdt ¼ 0,

tp
tf
6¼ 0. So the equation is incorrect. T

cannot be found, maximal value of A cannot be found either. lðtÞ ¼ l is constant,

that is to say the function of failure rate is a constant without t. The failure rate is

always a fixed value regardless of time. Under the circumstance of random failure,

there is no close causal relation between failure rate and time. Approximately,

random failure can be seen as the case under which lðtÞ ¼ l is constant. So there is
no preventive maintenance that can increase time availability rate of equipment. In

this case, preventive maintenance is meaningless.

Theoretically, when l
0 ðtÞ 6¼ 0, the maximal value of A can be found in the light

of (2). Preventive Maintenance can prolong working time of equipment when

failure rate increases as time goes by, this period is called Wearing Malfunction

Period. When Maintenance Cycle is short, implementation of Preventive Mainte-

nance during Random Failure period is excess and unnecessary. Time availability

rate can’t be increased by doing so. On the contrary maintenance time and costs will

be increased.

4 Case Study

Air compressors are widely used in engineering construction. Suppose there are ten

air compressors ZW-17/29 with the same type and durable years. Before Preventive

Maintenance plan being carried out, record the time points as zero. Under the same

operant level, the mean time of failure occurrence are 70, 150, 190, 220, 310, 100,

160, 230, 280, 180 (see Table 1), mean breakdown maintenance time is tf ¼ 6 h,

mean preventive maintenance time is tp ¼ 2 h.

Acquire the plot position by median classification, calculate the median MR [8]:

MR% ¼ i� 0:3

N þ 0:4
� 100 (3)

i represents the series number of failure occurrence, N represents total sample

number. Failure times and their corresponding medians are in Table 2.

Table 1 The time series table of failure occurrence

Failure time 70 100 150 160 180 190 220 230 280 310

Failure series 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Failure rate, reliability, cumulative failure rate and step-density function could

be calculated by using Weibull probability paper.

FðtÞ ¼ 1� e�ðt=119Þ3

f ðtÞ ¼ 3

119

t

119

� �3�1

� e�ðt=119Þ3 ¼ 3

119

t

119

� �2
:e�ðt=119Þ3

RðtÞ ¼ 1� FðtÞ ¼ e�ðt=�Þb ¼ e�ðt=119Þ3

lðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ=RðtÞ ¼ b
�

t

�

� �b�1

¼ 3

119

t

119

� �3�1

¼ 3

119

t

119

� �2

ðT
0

tl
0 ðtÞdt ¼ tp

tf
¼ 6=2 ¼ 3 (4)

See reference [8] for more details.

T ¼136.6 h can be calculated.

No matter which maintenance is carried out, corrective maintenance or preven-

tive maintenance, equipment has the same serviceable condition once it has been

repaired. According to the calculation, the mean preventive maintenance time of

this equipment is about 130 h. The maintenance project based on the calculation

effectively prevents failures from occurring. After preventive maintenance project

has been carried out, rate of occurrence of failure has reduced by 37% and utiliza-

tion efficiency has increased by 8%.

5 Conclusion

Theoretically equipment has nothing to do with temporal change when it is under

random failure period. Preventive maintenance is not useful because it is unlikely to

increase time availability. Preventive maintenance can prolong equipment’s

operating time and increase equipment’s time availability only when it is under

wear out failure time, i.e. when failure rate increases as time goes by. However it is

hard to make sure whether equipment is under wear out failure time. Equipment has

to be in observation for a long time and statistic data need to be analyzed. Besides

a accurate failure rate function is hard to get. Equipment’s service performance,

failure rate, function etc. are required when above method is adopted.

Table 2 Medians

Failure time 70 100 150 160 180

MR% 6.73 16.35 25.96 35.58 45.19

Failure time 190 220 230 280 310

MR% 54.81 64.42 74.04 83.65 93.27
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An Evolutionary Game Model for the Risk

Management Cooperation Among the Project

Participants

Guo-jun Zhang and Yun-li Gao

Abstract An evolutionary game model for the risk management cooperation of

owner and contractor is presented. Using this model, the parameters of the evolu-

tionary system are analyzed. The rule of the cooperation between owner and

contractor is illustrated. The results indicate that cooperation cost and distributing

mechanism for loss or profit are the key factors influencing cooperation among the

project participants.

Keywords Cooperation � Evolutionary game � Risk management

1 Introduction

Recently with the economic development of China, the great projects such as

housing construction, highway and bridge etc. are increasing. However, some

factors will influence these projects, for example, long project time, technical

complicacy and changeful environment. There exist a lot of risks during the process

of constructing these projects. As the result, it is most important to identify these

risks of projects and to manage them. Tang Wenzhe et al. researched the status of

risk management in China construction industry, and they found 28 project risks

was similar for owners and contractors. Among them, quality, site accident and

safety were the three most important risks. If any of the three risks happened, all

participants would be responsible for the consequence [1]. The research result

shows that all participants need to cooperate to management project risks.
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The project objectives can be better achieved through the cooperation of project

participants. This idea of win–win origins from the United States decades ago and it

is practiced in many projects in Europe and USA [2]. The scholars also realize that

the cooperation idea can help all participants to acquire information faster than

before. The project information can make the decision-maker learn the project

process in time and give a right decision [3]. In literature [4], we know that the

key risk factors of projects are mainly associated with owners and contractors. In

order to make the research simpler, the article only discussed the cooperation

between owner and contractor during the process of project construction.

At present, there are a lot of scholars to research the morality risk and adverse

selection problem of contractors by the principal-agent method of non-cooperative

game. The main bodies of game are demanded to be high rational in those research.

However, the owners and the contractors are finite rational in the process of risk

cooperation. Their information is incomplete. Furthermore, the equilibrium and

evolution of the game is complex. The main bodies who are finite rational couldn’t

find the optimal strategy at the beginning of game. Both the owners and contractors

are not able to find the optimal choice. They will study in the process of game and

find the better strategy through the way of trial [5]. In this paper, the non-symmetric

evolutionary game theory is used to research the cooperation strategy between the

owners and the contractors in the process of risk management. The main factors that

affect cooperation are further identified.

2 The Evolutionary Game Model Between the Owners and

Contractors for the Risk Management Cooperation

2.1 Hypotheses of the Model

In the process of project construction, the cooperation of owners and contractors

can help to realize the project objective. On the contrary, the project risk will appear

owing to non-cooperation of any participant and the loss will be happened. In order

to make the research simpler, we give the following assumption:

l The project risks bring loss only, no profit.
l After the project is accomplished, the normal profit of the owners and the

contractors respectively is R1 and R2. The normal profit can be gained when

the owners and the contractors choose cooperation strategy in the process of risk

management.
l Whether the cooperation can achieve or not, any participant who chooses

cooperation strategy need to afford cost for information collection and risk

pre-controlling and other necessary management. The cost of owners is C1.

Similarly the cost of contractors is C2. Certainly, C1 � 0, C2 � 0.
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l The non-cooperation strategy of any participant will bring the project loss. The

loss is expressed by DL, and it can be shared by the owners and contractors

according appropriate proportion. The proportion is expressed by b. Thus the
loss of owners is bDL and the loss of contractors is 1� bð ÞDL.
Based on these above hypotheses, the payment matrix can be given when the

owners and the contractors take cooperation strategy or non-cooperation strategy in

the process of risk management. The result is shown in Fig. 1. The probability that

the owners take cooperation strategy is expressed by p, and the probability of taking

non-cooperation is expressed by (1 � p). Similarly the probability of taking co-

operation for the contractors is expressed by q and the probability of taking non-

cooperation is expressed by (1 � q).

2.2 Analysis of the Evolutionary Game Model

Based on the payment matrix in Fig. 1, the owners’ imitator dynamic equation of

taking cooperation strategy is

dp

dt
¼ p

�
E A1ð Þ � �EðAÞ

�
¼ p 1� pð Þ qbDL� C1ð Þ (1)

The contractors’ imitator dynamic equation of taking cooperation strategy is

dq

dt
¼ q

�
E B1ð Þ � �EðBÞ

�
¼ q 1� qð Þ p 1� bð ÞDL� C2ð Þ (2)

The differential (1) and (2) can be calculated by the Jacbian matrix. There

are four equilibrium points E1 0; 0ð Þ, E2 1; 0ð Þ, E3 0; 1ð Þ and E4 1; 1ð Þ in the

plane S, where S ¼ p; qð Þ; 0 � p; q � 1f g. There exists another equilibrium point

E5
C2

1�bð ÞDL ;
C1

bDL

� �
when the following condition is satisfied:

Non-cooperation B2 (1–q)

Non-
cooperation
A2 (1–p)

Cooperation
A1
(p)

Cooperation B1
(q)

R1 – C1; R2 – C2

R1 – bDL; R2 – C2 –(1–b)DL

R1 – C1 – bDL; R2 – (1–b )DL

R1 – bDL; R2 – (1–b )DL

Contactors
O

w
ne

rs

Fig. 1 The payment matrix of the owners and the contractors taking different strategy
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0 � C2

1� bð ÞDL � 1; 0 � C1

bDL
� 1

Having an analysis of these five equilibrium points, we find that only two

equilibrium points E1 0; 0ð Þ and E4 1; 1ð Þ are asymptotical stable points. The equi-

librium points E2 1; 0ð Þ and E3 0; 1ð Þ are instable points. The equilibrium point

E5
C2

1�bð ÞDL ;
C1

bDL

� �
is a saddle point. In this game model, we can give the result that

the owners and contractors both take the cooperation strategy or both take the non-

cooperation strategy at the same time. The phase diagram of the game dynamic

process is shown in Fig. 2. The connection line of the equilibrium point E5 and any

apex denotes the path from the saddle point to apex. Because the path is unknown,

we can replace it by beeline.

In Fig. 2, the plane S is divided four regions and these regions are expressed by

I, II, III and IV. When the initial state of p and q satisfies the condition:

p; qð Þ 2 I; III, the system will be convergence to the stable equilibrium E1 0; 0ð Þ.
Namely the owners and contractors will choose non-cooperation strategy. When the

initial state of p and q satisfies the condition: p; qð Þ 2 II; IV, the system will be

convergence to the other stable equilibrium E4 1; 1ð Þ. Namely the owners and

contractors will choose cooperation strategy. So I and III are named non-coopera-

tion regions and II and IV are named cooperation regions.

2.3 Analysis of Parameter

Based on the above evolutionary game model, the evolutionary direction of the

owners and contractors depends on the point (p, q) dropping in which region. At the

same time the area of cooperation region also indicates the probability of taking

cooperation strategy and vice versa.

E1 E2

E4
E3

E5
I

II

III

IV

p

q
Fig. 2 The phase diagram of

the game dynamic process
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2.3.1 Risk Management Cost Parameter C1, C2

Whether the cooperation between owners and contractors succeed or not, it depends

on the risk management cost. When 0 � C2

1�bð ÞDL � 1; 0 � C1

bDL � 1, we have:

bDL� C1 � 0; 1� bð ÞDL� C2 � 0

Namely, the risk management cost of owners and contractors is less than the loss

that risk brings. In this condition it is necessary to cooperate to manage risk.

Supposed the loss is certain and the risk management cost C1 and C2 is reduced,

the saddle point E5
C2

1�bð ÞDL ;
C1

bDL

� �
tends towards left lower. We find the area of

cooperation in Fig. 2 being bigger than before. Then the owners and contractors will

be more likely to avoid risk by cooperation. We also find that the evolutionary

behavior of the participants will be affected as the risk management cost of the

other participant being reduced. As the risk management cost C1 of owners reduce,

the owners will take cooperation strategy in risk management. The owners will take

many measures to promote the cooperative relation with contractors and these

friendly behaviors will affect the contractors to take cooperative strategy. The

game system will evolve to the equilibrium point E4 1; 1ð Þ.

2.3.2 Proportion Coefficient b of Risk Loss

The proportion coefficient of risk loss is fully reflected the idea of risk share.

Considering the three conditions:

l As the proportion coefficient b ! 0

In this condition the full risk loss is afforded by contractors. We can see the

cooperation region being enclosed by E2, E4 and E5 in Fig. 3. The non-cooperation

E1 E2

E4
E3

E5

p

q

b ® 0 b ® 1

E1 E2

E4
E3

E5

p

q

Fig. 3 The evolutionary phase diagram as b ! 0 and b ! 1
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region is bigger than cooperation region. Then the owners and contractors tend to

choose non-cooperation strategy.

l As the proportion coefficient b ! 1

In this condition the full risk loss is afforded by owners. In Fig. 3, the non-

cooperation region is enclosed by E1, E3, E2 and E5. The area is bigger than

cooperation region. Then the owners and contractors tend to choose non-cooperative

strategy.

Namely, as the full risk loss is afforded by one participant, the other participant

will not want to take any measure to cooperate in risk management. At last the

cooperation will not be achieved.

l As the proportion coefficient b 2 0; 1ð Þ
The proportion coefficient b can be calculated by the solution of bargaining

problem [6]. Supposed d1 and d2 to be respectively discount factors of owners and

contractors and they satisfy the condition: 0 � d1; d2 � 1, owners first bid, then the

solution of bargaining of owners and contractors is:

b ¼ 1� d1ð Þ
1� d1d2

; 1� b ¼ d2 1� d1ð Þ
1� d1d2

If d1 and d2 are respectively thought as the expectation of owners and contractors
for risk management cooperation effect, the utility of owners and contractors

increases with the discount factors d1 and d2. We can see the area of cooperation

region increasing and the area of non-cooperative decreasing in Fig. 2. The proba-

bility of cooperation increases. However, as the discount factors d1 and d2 decreas-
ing, owners and contractors pay more attention to the immediate profit and easy

take opportunism action. The probability of non-cooperation increases. As the

discount factor being quite great, the probability of tending average distribution is

greater. The tendency helps the stable evolution of cooperation system.

3 Conclusion

The cooperation between owners and contractors by the evolution game theory are

discussed in the paper. Actually there are many participants in the project such as

designers, supervisors and material providers etc. The discussion result between

owners and contractors can extend to the other participants.

From the above analysis, we can result the risk management cost and the

proportion coefficient are the main factors that affect cooperation. Firstly, the

strategy will evolve towards cooperation when the risk management cost is less

than the loss that risk brings. Secondly, the distribution of the loss should be fair and

be equivalent to their effort in risk management. Only when the two conditions are

satisfied, the cooperation can be formed and the stable evolution happens.
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The calculation of risk management cost and the mechanism of risk loss distri-

bution are based on risk evaluation. Namely the owners and contractors need to

discuss on risk identification, risk influence and risk effect together and keep

consensus. So the owners and contractors should exchange and communicate

each other fully, analyze the probable risk and its effect, definite their responsibility

in the project risk management before their cooperation. To assure the cooperation,

owners and contractors should negotiate about the loss or the profit and contract.
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Application of Industrialized Housing System

in China: A Chongqing Study

Yuhong Pan, Francis K.W. Wong, and Eddie C.M. Hui

Abstract Various industrialized housing technologies were introduced to develop-

ing countries in the early 1950–1970s, volumetric (i.e. box), panelized units and

tunnel-form are typical examples. These technologies lead to improvements in

housing production, such as high turnover, improved productivity of both machines

and labour, quick assembly and better quality of industrialized products. However,

there are limitations for these technologies such as high production costs, applica-

tion of heavy and large components, lack of standardization in design, and lack of

consideration given to the local environment in choosing materials. Owing to the

surging demands for housing, industrialization seems to be an inevitable trend in

housing construction particularly for those densely populated cities like Chongqing.

Thus, this paper aims to evaluate different innovative systems and determine the

most suitable system(s) for the construction of industrialized housing in China,

by using Chongqing as a case study. Six innovative housing systems have been

considered in this study. These systems have been successfully adopted in major

cities in the Chinese Mainland, using prefabrication of standardized components,

which provide valuable reference to the undertaking of this study. An analytical

hierarchy process (AHP) was adopted as a tool to determine the preferences of

Chongqing practitioners in relation to the use of selected innovative housing

systems. The finding has highlighted a practical and logical approach to identify

the most appropriate industrialized housing system to be adopted in densely

populated cities such as Chongqing, as well as promoting the implementation of

industrialized housing system in other major cities in China.

Keywords AHP � Chongqing � Industrialized housing system
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1 Introduction

Chongqing is an ancient city, as well as the largest city in South-Western China. It

has the largest population and occupies the largest area as one of the four munici-

palities in China. Covering an area of approximately 82,400 km2 and with a

population of approximately 31 million, it is also the only municipality in western

China that falls under the direct control of the Central Government. Chongqing has

been identified as a strategically important city for opening up the development of

Western China. Its economy has grown on average about 10% per annum in recent

years. And the local construction industry is considered as one of the major

contributors to this development. The Chongqing construction industry is still

rather traditional and the deficiencies exist across many areas in the local industry.

The typical outstanding problems include lower skill labour-intensiveness, substan-

tial use of wet trades, excessive time-consumption; poor workmanship, a mismatch

between design and supply chains and inability to meet the housing demand.

Housing not only concerns with construction, but also associates with social

development, with economic development, and with the development of reform

programs in China. Therefore, housing is positioned as one of the most important

issues in the Government’s agenda. This importance is further emphasized in those

densely populated large cities such as Chongqing where the demand for housing has

been surged. Because of increasing urbanism and mass reconstruction of old towns

in Chongqing, more affordable housing needs to be built by the government for

resettlement purposes. This puts Chongqing in a favorable situation to develop

industrialized housing because of its strong demand for housing. It is also more

advantageous to develop industrialized housing when the project is of larger scale

and repetitive in nature, with tight project duration and high quality of work is

required. In line with this background, both the central Government and local

governments such as the Chongqing Government have been seeking for more

effective solutions for implementing housing development, and industrialized

housing is identified as an alternative approach.

Housing industrialization has become a new construction method which applies

new technologies and new materials. By adopting this new construction methodol-

ogy, construction activities happen both on and off site, and the principles devel-

oped from factory production are used to prefabricate off-site building components,

elements or modules. These building components and modules will form part of the

completed building more efficiently when they are fixed in position on site.

There are good lessons to be learned from developed countries over the past

decades in terms of industrialized housing development. But, there are some

problems regarding directly imported industrialized housing systems to developing

countries. The imported industrialized housing systems are too expensive and

therefore impractical for developing countries. Moreover, there are certain indus-

trialized housing systems such as volumetric and tunnel-form systems, which are

not suitable for application in developing countries such as China, either because of

environmental issues or because of economic and social benefits directly relating to
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the local conditions. While these approaches to industrialized housing production

resulted in expensive and inappropriate dwellings, the thrust of technology devel-

opment is geared towards two streams, i.e., prefabrication of small components and

partial prefabrication. Hence, the innovative housing systems that relate to the

technological characteristics have been developed in the Chinese Mainland. The

systems are used local resources for feasible application of industrialized housing.

Six innovative housing systems are summarized from those that have been success-

fully adopted in large cities in the Chinese Mainland, using prefabrication of

standardized components [1–5]. The six innovative housing systems are divided

into two categories: (1) New concrete housing system and (2) Steel structure

housing system. The new concrete housing system has four sub-systems, and the

steel structure housing system has two sub-systems (see Fig. 1).

2 Research Methodology

Firstly, the Analytical Hierarchy Process structure and hierarchy is created. Sec-

ondly, the interview of ten experts from the construction industry is completed by

AHP pairwise comparison to determine priority vectors at levels 1 and 2. Thirdly, a

statistical comparison and normalization based on the test of degree of significance

is needed to elicit the finalization of priorities. Fourthly, a questionnaire survey is

carried out by interviewing 30 practitioners from the Chongqing construction

industry. The survey respondents indicated that the suitability of each of the six

housing systems on a scale of 1–10 applied to each of level 2 factors. Fifthly, the

I. New concrete housing
system

II. Steel structure housing
system

System 4:  panel-concealed frame (CL structure
and multi- ribbed panel structure)

System 3: short- limb Shear wall frame  

System 2: abnormity column frame with light-
weight-panel 

System 6: full-steel structure 

System 5: steel-concrete combined structure 

System 1: prestressed slab—large span structure 

Fig. 1 Classification of innovative housing systems available in the Chinese mainland
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results are analyzed and the six housing systems are subsequently evaluated, then,

the top two most suitable housing system(s) for application in Chongqing are

selected.

These systems selected are ranked according to the relevant key factors to enable

judgments to be made by questionnaire surveys. These relevant key factors laid out

in Table 1 are determined base on a literature review conducted at the outset of this

study [6–9].

2.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process

AHP is a technique for decision making to deal with complex technological,

economic, and sociopolitical issues [10]. The AHP’s systematic approach to

soliciting an expert’s judgment and a consistency check have made it a reli-

able way to determine the priorities of a set of factors, which may then be

incorporated into other evaluation systems. For example, Paek et al. [11] adopted

the AHP method to determine the relative weights of the criteria in a fuzzy-logic

system for the selection of design/build proposals. The work by Dozzi et al. [12],

Pocock et al. [13] and Feng et al. [14] also employed the method in a similar

fashion.

This study exploits AHP to weigh the relative importance of relevant factors in

order to identify the most suitable system among the six selected industrialized

housing systems for application in Chongqing. A strategic decision model for the

most suitable industrialized housing systems for application in Chongqing was

produced, based on an analysis of the present conditions. The decision model is

divided into four levels: (a) objective, (b) level 1 factors, (c) level 2 sub-factors and

(d) alternative systems. The objective is at the top; followed by level 1 factors

which comprises six main criteria to achieve the objective; level 2 sub-factors

consists of 31 factors with an increasing degree of detail. These relevant factors

are grouped within the six criteria for evaluation. The bottom level of the hierarchy

consists of six alternative housing systems. The hierarchical model for the most

suitable housing system is presented in Fig. 2.

2.2 Prioritization of the Six Industrialized Housing Systems

Si ¼ LI � PV, where: Si is the score of System i; and LI is the mean of the level

of importance based on 30 Chongqing respondents to indicate the suitability

of each of the six industrialized systems on a scale of 1–10 applied to each of

the level 2 factors; PV is the normalized level 1 and level 2 priority vectors. The

result of ranking of the six industrialized housing systems is shown in Table 2.
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3 Analysis of the Results

The ranking of the six innovative housing systems shows that the top two systems

[(i.e. Abnormity column frame with lightweight-panel (ACF) and Steel-concrete

structure (SCS))] are the two industrialized housing systems best suited for

Chongqing (see Table 2).

ACF and SCS systems are important because they embody economic and social

benefits directly relating to the present conditions in Chongqing. These systems

involve traditional components constructed or combined in innovative ways using

specialized techniques; and with components produced in factories and assembled

on-site. In this context, the product of components should be small, simple,

economically competitive, lightweight and easy to handle. The housing system is

an open system, i.e., compatible with conventional and other building methods. The

production process involves minimal capital, use of local materials, require small

and affordable equipment or machinery, and demand simple skill specialization.

According to the requirements of industrialized housing development, wall materials

Table 2 Ranking of six innovative housing systems

System Score Priority ranking

Prestressed slab-large span structure (S1) 5.84 6

Abnormity column frame with lightweight-panel (S2) 7.25 1

Short-limb shear wall frame (S3) 6.85 3

Panel-concealed frame (S4) (CL structure and multi-ribbed

panel structure)

6.56 4

Steel-concrete structure (S5) 6.95 2

Full-steel structure (S6) 6.08 5

Level 1 factors Level 2 sub-factors

The most suitable
industrialized
housing system
for application
in CQ

F2 

F3 

F4 

F5 

F6 

F1-1, F1-2, F1-3, F1-4, F1-5

F2-1, F2-2, F2-3, F2-4, F2-5

F3-1, F3-2, F3-3, F3-4, F3-5, F3-6

F4-1, F4-2, F4-3, F4-4, F4-5

F5-1, F5-2, F5-3, F5-4, F5-5

F6-1, F6-2, F6-3, F3-4, F6-5

System 1

System 2

System 3

System 4

System 6

Alternative systemsObjective

System 5

Fig. 2 AHP structure and hierarchy
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of the two systems adopted is higher-efficient, multi-functional, lightweight, heat

insulated and energy-saving. The use of local materials and industrial bi-products

should be considered. Such materials can be, for example, coal gangue, pumice and

perlite or flyash and slag.

The usable area of the ACF system is about 8–10% higher than that of the

conventional housing systems. The dead load reduction is about 1/2–1/3 higher than

the traditional housing systems. In addition, because of mass production, materials

can be better utilized and wastage kept to a minimum. The use of formwork can also

be reduced by the use of precast concrete units.

The SCS system is a composite type based on steels and concrete. Due to

successful application in high-rise residential buildings in Tianjin, the SCS system

possesses credible technological support, and also accords with national industria-

lized policy. Consequently the SCS system has great development potential.

However, there are some shortcomings of using either ACF or SCS systems. The

first problem is that if precast components are only of a small quantity, the

construction cost per unit will be high. Another problem is the joint between

the precast components and frame columns need to be continuously improved in

order to prevent crack. The storage and transportation of precast components could

also be a problem for construction sites located in congested urban areas, and the

transportation of precast components entails high construction costs. Finally, there

is an incomplete supply chain for the local construction industry in Chongqing and

poor manufacture capability of local manufacturers. In a word, the top two housing

systems are characterized by the use of local materials and resources, involving

simple techniques and open systems that make them more viable and affordable.

4 Conclusion

This study adopted the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) as a decision making

tool to analyze multi-layer factors from the six selected industrialized housing

systems to rank their suitability for application in Chongqing. The six selected

industrialized systems have been evaluated, and the most suitable system(s) for

application in Chongqing have been determined.

The findings suggest that the AFC and SCS systems were ranked top. From the

practitioners’ perspectives, the two systems are most suitable for application in

Chongqing. However, these systems have a number of shortcomings such as lack of

design standardization, higher cost as compared to conventional construction sys-

tems, low skill level, shortage of building materials, low manufacturing capacity,

and problems with transportation of precast components. To overcome these

problems, the Chongqing government should take measures in order to encourage

developers to adopt these systems in terms of design, production and erection on-

site. The findings also show that customer needs, supply chain and construction

industry are strongly interrelated and should be viewed as part of an integrated
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process which requires advance planning and coordination to develop industrialized

housing in Chongqing.

It is anticipated that this study will provide an essential catalyst for the realiza-

tion of industrialized housing in Chongqing and the use of precast concrete systems

would play an important part in delivering affordable housing in the region.
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Part IV
Energy Risk Management



The Study on Energy Consumption

and Pollutant Emission of Civil Vehicles

in Beijing

Li-xiang Zhao, Yi-long Xiong, and Fei Ye

Abstract This study models for the energy consumption and pollution emission by

civil vehicles in Beijing during the period from 2008 to 2020 associated with Leap

software. The energy consumption and pollutant emission respectively in the

context of current and future standards of fuel consumption and pollutant emission

by civil vehicles are estimated with the assumption that the number of civil vehicles

will increase from 3.14 million in 2008 to 7 million in 2020. The estimations show

that the fuel consumption and pollutant emission by civil vehicles in 2020 will be

240% of that in 2008 under the new policies, and the emission of major air pollutant

will increase significantly.

Keywords Energy � Emission

1 Introduction

One of the greatest challenges faced by a metropolis like Beijing is to control local

pollution during fast economic development. One of the major factors that affect

the air quality of Beijing is the heavy smog emitted from motor vehicles, which

accounts for as much as 50% of the total air pollution [1]. However, with the

increasing support from government’s economic policies, the number of motor

vehicles registered in Beijing will increase dramatically in the next decade. The

purpose of this paper is to raise the awareness of the potential of air quality

deterioration caused by pollution emission by motor vehicles in Beijing in the

coming years.
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2 Methodology

LEAP, Long-range Energy Alternatives Planning System, is a widely used software

tool for energy policy analysis and climate change mitigation assessment developed

at the Stockholm Environment Institute [2]. This study employs the transportation

analysis methodology of LEAP to estimate the energy consumption and emissions

from civil vehicles. The estimation is made in two different scenarios. One is Same

Old Scenario (SOS), the continuation of current policies on fuel consumption and

pollutant emission. The other is New Standard Scenario (NSS), which introduces

the new and stricter fuel consumption standard and pollution emission regulations.

3 Model of Energy Consumption and Pollution Emission

3.1 Research Model

As shown in Fig. 1, energy consumption is calculated as the multiplication of

number of motor vehicles, mileage, and fuel economy. Based on the function of

survival rate of vehicles, the number of motor vehicles is calculated by the number

of motor vehicles in 2008, the composition of vehicle age, the number of vehicles

sold in 2008 and the estimated number of vehicles sold from 2009 to 2019. Two

methods will be used to calculate pollution emission: distance-based and energy-

based. The distance-based method is used to calculate the emission of CO2 as well

as the emission of CO, NOX, HC, PM from light-duty vehicles. The emission rate of

CO2 is calculated as the fuel economy multiplied by a transformation factor. The

total pollution emission is the product of the mileage, the number of vehicles and

the emission factor which specifies per unit of distance traveled by a vehicle. The

energy-based method is used to calculate the emission of CO, NOX, HC, and PM by

heavy-duty vehicles. Total pollution emission is calculated as the emission rate which

specifies per unit of energy consumed multiplied by the total energy consumption.

Number of civil vehicles

Number of vehicles
in 2008 and vehicle 
composition
according to age

Estimated number
of vehicles sold
form 2009 to 2019

Actual 
number of
vehicles sold
in 2008

Survival rates of vehicles

Fuel economy

Emission
rate of CO,
NOx, HC, PM

Transformation factor

Mileage

Emission
rate of CO2

Emission of CO2 or
Energy consumption

Energy-based
pollution emissions

Emission of
CO,NOx,HC,PM

Distance-based
pollution emissions

Fig. 1 Model of energy consumption and pollution emission
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3.2 Mathematical Modeling

According to the research model specified above, the following mathematical

models [3] are developed.

3.2.1 Energy Consumption

Energy Consumptiont;y;v ¼ Stockt;y;v �Mileaget;y;v � Fuel Economyt;y;v (1)

Here, t is the type of vehicle, y is the calendar year, v is the vintage, Stock is the

number of vehicle existing in a particular year, Mileage is the annual distance

traveled per vehicle and Fuel Economy is the fuel use per unit of vehicle distance

traveled.

Stockt;y;v ¼ Salest;v � Survivalt;y�v (2)

Stockt;y ¼
X

v�0:V
Stocky;v;t (3)

Here, Sales is the number of vehicles added in a particular year, Survival is the

fraction of vehicles surviving after a number of years. Note that, St0 ¼ St0�1 � ea�t
0

[4], where S is the fraction of surviving vehicles, t is the age in years of the vehicle,
and a is the constant parameter of the survival exponential curve. In order to

estimate a, St0 ¼ St0�1 � ea�t
0
is transformed into a ¼ 1n

S
t
0

S
t
0 �1

t
0�
and a is calculated

as historical survival data of Beijing civil vehicles. This paper assume that there are

two types of vehicles – passenger vehicles and trucks, and therefore two sets of

constant parameters are utilized. For passenger vehicles the “a” is �0.02, and for

trucks the “a” is�0.005, where v is the maximum number of vintage years which is

determined automatically from the survival exponential curve with a maximum of

30 years.

3.2.2 Pollution Emissions

Distance-Based Pollution Emissions

Emissiont;y;v;p ¼ Stockt;y;v �Mileaget;y;v � Emission Factort;v;p (4)

Here, p is the pollutant (CO2, CO, NOX, HC, PM). Emission Factor is the emissions

rate for pollutant p, and the units used are grams of pollutant per vehicle-kilometer

of distance traveled.
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Energy-Based Pollution Emissions

Emissiont;y;v;p ¼ Energy Consumptiont;y;v � Emission Factort;v;p (5)

Here, Emission Factor is the emissions rate for pollutant p, and the units used are

grams of pollutant per kilowatt-hour of energy consumed.

The stock of vehicles in 2008 and the composition of vehicle age, and the

number of vehicles sold in 2008 are all taken from the China Statistical Yearbook

[5]. According to the historical sales data with consideration of the survival rates of

vehicles, this paper estimate the number of vehicles sold from 2009 to 2019 is 0.8

million annually based on the projection that stock turnover will be 7 million [1] in

2020. The mileage data is from research. In both SOS and NSS the fuel economy

data is the fuel standard [6–9] used in different period which are taken from

Standardization Administration of the People’s Republic of China and Ministry

of Transport of the People’s Republic of China. The emission factor of pollutant

(CO, NOX, HC, PM) is the emissions standard [10, 11] in different period which is

taken from General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quaran-

tine of the People’s Republic of China. The emission rate of CO2 is calculated as the

transformed fuel economy multiplied by a transformation factor 23.2 [12].

4 Research Findings

As shown in Fig. 2, the energy consumption in SOS in 2020 will be 37.08 million

tons and that in NSS will be 34.17 million tons with a decrease of 7.85%. In

NSS, the energy consumption will increase from 14.23 million tons in 2008 to

34.17 million tons in 2020 with an increase of 140%.

Figure 3 shows, the emission of CO2 in SOS in 2020 will be 76.05 million tons

and that in NSS will be 70.08 million tons with a reduce of 7.85%. In NSS, the

emission of CO2 will rise from 29.18 million tons in 2008 to 70.08 million tons in

2020 with a growth of 140%.

The emission of CO is summarized in Fig. 4. In 2020, the CO emission will be

994.88 thousand tons in SOS while it will be 498.45 thousand tons in NSS with a

drop of 49.9%. In NSS, the emission of CO will evolve from 318.29 thousand tons

in 2008 to 498.45 thousand tons in 2020 with an increase of 56.6%.

Figure 5 shows that the emission of NOX in 2020 will be 237.31 thousand tons in

SOS and 99.52 thousand tons in NSS with a decrease of 58.06%. In NSS, the

emission of NOX will come down from 223.24 thousand tons in 2008 to 99.52

thousand tons in 2020 with a decrease of 55.42%.

In 2020, the emission of HC will be 82.98 thousand tons in SOS and 50.25

thousand tons in NSS with a decrease of 39.44%. In NSS, the emission of HC will

grow from 43.7 thousand tons in 2008 to 50.25 thousand tons in 2020 with an

increase of 15%, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Based on the data in Fig. 7, the emission of PM will range from 3908.79 tons

in SOS to 758.04 tons in NSS with a fall of 80.6% in 2020. In NSS, the emission of

PM will decline from 4232.05 tons in 2008 to 758.04 tons in 2020 with a decrease

of 82%.

5 Summary

The energy consumption and pollution emission in NSS will decrease. By examining

the data from 2008 to 2020, the research finding indicates that in the NSS, the energy

consumption and emission of CO2, CO and HC will increase by 140%, 140%, 56.6%

and 15%, respectively. Only the emission of NOX and PM will decrease by 55.42

and 82%.
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An Investigation of the Coal Demand in China

Based on Variable Weight Combination

Forecasting Model

Guohao Zhao, Shufen Guo, Jing Shentu, and Yongguang Wang

Abstract Variable weight combination forecasting combines the individual fore-

casting models after giving them proper weights at each time point. Weight is the

kind of function which changes with the forecast time. A relatively rational

description of objective fact of the system can be proposed with the forecasting

method which is a higher precision and a better stability. Two individual forecast-

ing models, the Grey system forecasting and the multiple regression forecasting, are

constituted based on the historical data and the influencing factors of the coal

demand in China from 1981 to 2008 in this paper. And based on the theory of

combination forecasting, the variable weight combination forecasting model is

formulated for the coal demand to forecast the coal demand of China in the coming

12 years.

Keywords Coal demand � Energy resources � Variable weight combination fore-

casting model

1 Introduction

Many experts and research institutes have forecasted the coal demand of China

through different methods. But because they adopted different methods and essen-

tial data, the results differed greatly and had a lower precision.

Based on the analysis and experience of previous forecasting methods and their

results, we make a thorough study of the coal market demand in China. After

analyzing systematically the correlative factors which can influence coal market

demand and adopts individually the multiple regressions model and the grey model,

we make a combination forecasting through variable weight combination forecasting

(Guntao 2004; Shiying 2000).
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Since Bates and Granger proposed the combination forecasting model for the

first time in 1960s, the studies and applications of the combination forecasting

method have developed rapidly. Combination forecasting combines properly

different forecasting methods in a certain way and sums up the information given

by each of them, so it can overcome the limitations of the individual models and can

gather more information effectively (Lu and Peiliang 2003). Thus the random of

forecast decreases and the forecast precision increases. Therefore, combination

forecasting method can be applied particularly in complex economic systems

with uncompleted information (Xie and Zhou 2003; Tang et al. 1993).

In light of the current research findings at home and abroad, combinational weight

falls into two categories: permanent weight and time-variant weight (Wang et al.

1997; Chen 2001). The former one has a longer history and a more mature determi-

nation technique. While the latter one starts later and its determination technique is

still at exploratory stage. However, it is obvious that the latter one’s precision is

much higher than the former one. So the combination forecasting attracts the wide

interests of the forecasting circles (Zhao et al. 2001; Weigen 1996). Because variable

weight function is the function of time, and is difficult to determine, so the paper

determines the variable weight coefficient of the combination forecasting through

linear program method. According to its historical stimulated value, it can be seen

that variable weight combination forecasting has a higher precision, so its results is

thought to be more credible.

2 Individual Model Forecasting of the Coal Demand

in China

2.1 Multiple Linear Regression Model Forecasting

2.1.1 The Construction of Multiple Linear Regression Model

Through the analysis of the correlative factors of the coal consumption of China, it

is thought that the explaining variable of coal demand should reflect economic

development’s demand for coal and the major energy-consuming industries’

demand for coal (Lu 2005; Kouris 1998). Therefore, the thesis makes the coal

demand index (Coal) as the explained variable, and the explaining variables are

industrial GDP index, coal price index (Pcoal), oil price index (Poil), the index of

generated electrical energy from thermal power (Elec), pig iron output index (Iron),

crude-steel output index (Crude-steel), steel output index (Steel) and mate output

index (Mate), etc. Because both the explaining and explained variables are the

indexes of correlative factors (the index of 1981 is 100), so the great differences in

the order of magnitude can be avoided. Meanwhile, the indexes can reflect the

growth trend better and meet the need of the demand forecasting better.

Suppose that the coal demand index shows a linear relation with each explaining

variables, we can build a following model:
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Coalt ¼ b0 þ b1 � GDPIndust þ b2 � PCoalt þ b3 � POilt þ b4 � Elect

þ b5 � Iront þ b6 � Crude steelþ b7 � Steelþ b8 �Matet þ ut (1)

In this equation: b0 – eversporting variable; b1; b2:::; b8 – coefficient, represent-

ing the influence of the explaining variables on the explained variables; ut – random

error.

We choose the data of each variables from 1981 to 2008 as the sample observed

values, and then work out the observed values of each variables through using the

correlative data of Chinese Economics Internet industrial data base. Then we make

a linear regression analysis on the obtained 28 groups of sample observed values

through SPSS statistical software. From the corresponding statistical results, it can

be known that because the t test values of some indexes are smaller than the critical

value, including pig iron output index, oil price index, coal price index and crude-

steel output index, so they cannot pass the t test, which means that these indepen-

dent variables have no remarkable influence on these dependent variables.

And the test value of crude-steel output raise remarkably and can pass the t test

after we cast out three variables, pig iron output index, oil price index and coal price

index, whose t test values are smaller. Then the new statistical results of regression

equation which has only five explaining variables are obtained.

Through calculation we get the multiple regression forecasting model as (2):

Coalt ¼ 44:749� 0:314� GDPIndust þ 0:448� Elect

þ 0:432� Crude steel� 0:297� Steelþ 0:321�Matet (2)

From statistical results we can know that coefficient R2 and adjusted coeffi-

cient �R2 are close to 1, which means the equation has a good fitting as a whole;

since the multiple correlation coefficient R ¼ 0.993, so there is a good

relativity between the independent variables and the dependent variables.

F ¼ 307:838 > F0:05 5; 22ð Þ ¼ 2:661, so the regression equation is remarkable

and has a pretty good regression effect generally. The absolute values of the t test

values of the left five independent variables in the model all can be put as

tj j> t0:025 22ð Þ ¼ 2:074, so they can pass the t test, which means the independent

variables have a remarkable influence on the dependent variables. And

1:03 ¼ dl <DW ¼ 1:147< du ¼ 1:85, so the model cannot decides whether there

is lag correlation; because both the two stimulations have a high degree of fitting,

neither the quality nor the quantity of the explaining variable in the model need to

be changed.

2.1.2 Independent Variable Forecasting

We suppose the variable indexes of 2008 as the base number, the forecasted growth

speed of each independent variables are in Table 1. According to the growth speed,

the forecasted values of each independent variables can be worked out.
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According to the growth speed, the forecasted values of each independent

variables can be worked out.

2.1.3 Coal Demand Forecasting

Putting the historical data of independent variables into the obtained regression

equation, the fitted value of coal demand will be obtained. And we check the fitting

precision of the model by the error between fitted value and actual value. The average

value of the relative error between fitted value and actual value of the coal demand

index is 3.46%, the error sum squares is 1948.9, the forecast precision ¼ 1–3.46% ¼
96.54%; So we can say the model has a high fitting precision and it can be used to

forecast the future demand. Put the forecasted future data of the independent variables

into the obtained regression equation, we can get the forecasted value of coal demand

index.

2.2 Grey System Forecasting Model

2.2.1 Construction of Coal Demand GM (1, 1)

If the coal demand indexes of 1981–2008 are the initial data sequence, that is,

Xð0Þ ¼ xð0Þð1Þ; xð0Þð2Þ; :::; xð0Þ 28ð Þ
� �

Then the Xð1Þ can be generated through one accumulation,

Xð1Þ ¼ xð1Þð1Þ; xð1Þð2Þ; :::; xð1Þ 28ð Þ
� �

in this sequence, xð1ÞðkÞ ¼ Pk
i¼1

xð0ÞðiÞ, k ¼ 1; 2; :::; 28

In order to decrease the work load of human and to increase the calculation

efficiency, the calculation work of the grey system GM (1, 1) is carried out by the

Table 1 The forecasted growth speed of each indexes (2009–2020)

Time Index

Industrial GDP

index

Elec

index

Crude-steel

index

Steel

index

Mate

index

Remarks

2008 2109.5 1111.93 1330.23 2144.30 1893.01 Base

number

2009–2010 7.50% 6.50% 7.00% 7.50% 6.50%

2011–2015 7.00% 6.00% 6.50% 7.00% 6.00%

2016–2020 6.50% 5.50% 6.00% 6.50% 5.50%
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DPS data processing system software, into which we input the initial data sequence

of coal demand index. We can obtain the corresponding parameter, fitted value and

forecasted value after the software’s analysis and calculation (Jin and Zhang 2004).

The model parameter worked out by the software:

a ¼ �0.041310, b ¼ 105.787249, in which � a< 0:3, GM (1, 1) model can be

applied in medium-term and long-term forecasting. The determined model is

dx
ð1Þ

dt
� 0:04131x

ð1Þ ¼ 105:787249 (3)

The time response sequence is

x̂ð1Þ tþ 1ð Þ ¼ xð0Þð1Þ � b

a

� �
e�at þ b

a
¼ 2660:808559e0:041310t � 2560:808559 (4)

2.2.2 Test of the Model

Residual Error Test

The average value of relative error of model’s simulated value �D ¼ 1
n

Pn
k¼1

Dk ¼ 8:512%< 10%, so the relative precision is 1� �D ¼ 91:49%, error sum

squares is 15231.7.

Association Degree Test

According to the calculated residual error sequence eð0Þ, the association degree

coefficient

�ðkÞ ¼ min eð0ÞðkÞ�� ��� �þ r�max eð0ÞðkÞ�� ��� �
eð0ÞðkÞ þ r�max eð0ÞðkÞj jð Þ ; k ¼ 1; 2; :::; n; let r ¼ 0:5

The coefficient will be g ¼ 1
n

Pn
k¼1

�ðkÞ ¼ 0:6602> 0:6, so it is an association

degree acceptable model.

Mean Variance Ratio Value Test and Small Probable Error Test

Mean variance ratio value C ¼ S2
S1
¼ 0:3379< 0:35, in the extra fine grade, so the

model is a mean variable ratio acceptable model.

Small probable error p ¼ eðkÞ � ej j< 0:6745S1ð Þ ¼ 0:8889> 0:80, in the fine

grade, so the model is a small probable error acceptable model.
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The above three tests show that GM (1, 1) model has a better fitting effect for the

coal demand index, it can be used to forecast the future coal demand index.

2.2.3 Coal Demand Forecasting

If we put time t into (4), we can work out the stimulated value and the forecasted

value X
ð1Þ

of sequence X̂
1ð Þ
, after restoring, the stimulated and the corresponding

forecasted value of X̂
0ð Þ
will be obtained.

3 Variable Weight Combination Forecasting of Coal

Demand in China

3.1 Construction and Solving of the Model

Suppose there are n forecasting methods (or forecasting models) for one certain

forecasted problem, and

Yt – the tth period’s actual observed value, t ¼ 1; 2; :::;M;

fit – the ith method’s forecasted value at the tth period, i ¼ 1; 2; :::; n;
kit – the ith forecasting method’s weighting coefficient at tth period, it meetsPn

i¼1

kit ¼ 1; kit � 0 (i ¼ 1; 2; :::; n);

eit ¼ Yt � fit – the ith forecasting method’s forecasted error at the tth period;

f t¼
Pn
i¼1

kit �fit is the variable weight combination forecasting’s forecasted value

at the tth period;

et ¼ Yt � ft – variable weight combination forecasting’s forecasted value at tth

period,

so we have: et ¼ Yt�f t ¼
Pn
i¼1

kiteit

The fundamental principle to obtain weight coefficient of combination forecast-

ing is to make its error the smallest at the sample point. Here we use the method

whose error’s absolute value is the smallest by the combination forecasting, taking

the need of weight coefficient itself into account, we get the following optimum

model of combination forecasting:

Min Jt ¼ etj j ¼
Xn
t¼1

kit eit

�����
�����

s:t:
Xn
i¼1

kit ¼ 1; kit � 0; ðt ¼ 1; 2; :::;MÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

(5)
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There are two situations for the solving of the above model:

At the sample point t, for all the i, eit � 0 (or eit � 0), that is, at a certain point,

the forecasted errors of all the forecasting modals are in the same direction, thus the

modal can be changed as following:

Min Jt ¼
Xn
t¼1

kit eit

�����
�����¼

Xn
t¼1

kit � eitj j

s:t:
Xn
i¼1

kit ¼ 1; kit � 0; ðt ¼ 1; 2;:::;MÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

(6)

Here, the model is a linear programming problem with only one linear restric-

tion, suppose ept ¼ min eitf g, the solution of the model must be:

kit¼ 1ði ¼ 1; 2;:::n; i ¼ pÞ
kit¼ 0ði ¼ 1; 2;:::n; i 6¼ pÞ

(
(7)

At the sample point t, for some i, eit > 0; while for other i, eit < 0.

If I1 ¼ Ieit > 0f g; I2 ¼ Ieit < 0f g, and I ¼ I1þI2, that is, at a certain point, the

forecasted errors of some forecasting models are bigger than zero, while those of

other forecasting models are smaller than zero, so model (5) can be changed into:

min Jt ¼ etj j¼
Xn
i¼1

kit�eit

�����
�����¼

X
i2I1

kit�eitþ
X
i2I2

kit�eit

�����
�����

s:t:
X
i2I1

kitþ
X
i2I2

kit¼ 1; kit � 0ði ¼ 1; 2;:::; nÞ

8>>><
>>>:

(8)

This model has multiple optimum solutions. If Ut ¼ etj jþet;Vt ¼ etj j�et, then
etj j ¼ UtþVtð Þ 2; et ¼ Ut�Vtð Þ 2== , thus the model changes as:

min Jt ¼
X
i2I1

kit�eitþ
X
i2I2

kit�eit

�����
�����¼ UtþVtð Þ 2=

s:t:
X
i2I1

kit�eitþ
X
i2I2

kit�eit� Ut�Vtð Þ 2= ¼ 0;

X
i2I1

kitþ
X
i2I2

kit ¼ 1; kit � 0; Ut � 0; Vt � 0ði ¼ 1; 2;:::; n; t ¼ 1; 2;:::;MÞ

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(9)

It is obvious that (9) has infinite solution sets. Suppose in the previous I1 models,

if p1 2 I1, then ep1t � epit (i 2 I1 and i 6¼ p1), so fp1t is the optimum point forecasting

method of the previous I1 forecasting methods at sample point t; and it is the same

case for the left n� I1 forecasting methods, there must be a p2 2 I2, which made
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ep2t
�� �� � ep1t

�� �� (i 2 I2 and i 6¼ p2), and fp2t is the optimum point forecasting method

of the left n� I1 forecasting methods at sample point t. Here if we make kit ¼ 0 (i2 I

and i6¼p1, i6¼p2), model (9) changes as following:

kp1tep1t�kp2t ep2t
�� ��¼ 0

kp1tþkp2t¼ 1

(
(10)

Its solution is:

kp1t¼
ep2t
�� ��

ep1t
�� ��þ ep2t

�� ��
kp2t¼

ep1t
�� ��

ep1t
�� ��þ ep2t

�� ��

8>>>><
>>>>:

(11)

Based on the above two situations, the optimum combined weight coefficient,

kit, can be worked out through (6) and (11).

Because the purpose of constructing the combination forecasting model is to

forecast, so we need to determine the combined weight coefficient of the forecasted

time point, which is ki; Mþjði ¼ 1; 2;:::; n; j ¼ 1; 2;:::Þ, and one method can deter-

mine ki; Mþj:

ki; Mþ1¼ 1

M

XM
t¼1

kit; ki;Mþ2¼ 1

M

XMþ1

t¼2

kit;:::; ki; Mþj ¼ 1

M

XMþj�1

t¼j

kit (12)

It is easy to prove that the ki; Mþj obtained in this way meets
Pn
i¼1

ki; Mþj ¼ 1 and

ki; Mþj � 0

3.2 Variable Weight Combination Forecasting of Coal Demand

Suppose multiple linear regression model is f 1, grey model is f 2.
In the former part, we work out the errors of these two individual forecasting

models at each time point, based on which we construct the linear program model

and from (6) and (11), we get its solution, that is, the optimum combined weight

coefficient kit of the two forecasting methods. And the combined weight coefficient

of the future forecasted time point ki; Mþjði ¼ 1; 2;:::; n; j ¼ 1; 2;:::Þ can also be

determined by (12). The forecasted value of variable weight combination forecast-

ing at the tth period is ft ¼
Pn
i¼1

kit � fit ¼ k1t � f1t þ k2t � f2t, from which we can get

the average value of relative error and the relative error of the fitted value, the value

of the relative error of the fitted value, �D¼ 1
n
Pn
k¼1

Dk¼ 2.04% <3.46% <8.512%,
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average value of the relative precision, 1��D ¼ 97.96% . The forecasted error

sum squares of the combination forecasting,
PM
t¼1

et
2ð Þ ¼ 1088:5<1948:9<

15233:1. All of these prove that the fitting effect of combination forecasting is

better than the two individual forecasting models, the multiple linear regression

model and the grey model. What’s more, the former one has a higher precision than

the latter two. The forecasted values of these three models are in Table 2.

The forecasted coal demand of combination forecasting in 2020 is 3.33 billion,

so during 2007–2020, the number of coal demand increases year after year, but the

growth speed decreases yearly, the average growth speed is 2.92%.

4 Conclusions

The forecasted results show that with the development of China’s economy, the

demand of coal will also increase. And the coal demand will be up to 3.33 billion

tons by 2020. The forecasted demand is given in light of current economic growth

rate and development pattern. But the demand for coal will decrease if we take other

things into account, such as the readjustment of industrial structure, the decrease of

the proportion of high energy-consuming industries; the progress of science and

technology, the improvement of production technology, the vigorous development

of recycling economy, the build of a conservation-minded society, the decrease of

unit consumption of GDP; the utility of alternative energy sources and energy

restructuring. Therefore, the coal demand in the future should be smaller than the

forecasted one.

Variable weight can make good use of the information source of each individual

forecasting model. It can improve the fitting effect and raise remarkably the

forecasting precision. Moreover, it can eliminate the influence of some random

Table 2 Coal demand’s forecasted values of each model

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Forecasted value of multiple

linear regression model

258,313 266,818 275,369 282,679 289,879 296,923 303,759

Forecasted value of grey

model

210,597 219,479 228,735 238,382 248,436 258,914 269,833

Forecasted value of variable

weight combination

248,325 256,555 264,897 272,377 279,897 288,013 296,734

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Forecasted value of multiple

linear regression model

310,331 315,149 319,511 323,345 326,572 329,103

Forecasted value of grey

modal

281,214 293,074 305,434 318,316 331,741 345,732

Forecasted value of variable

weight combination

304,086 310,245 316,273 322,147 327,848 333,254
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factors and increase the stability of forecasting. And also it can give a rational

description of the system’s objective fact. All of these show that this model can

become the effective method to forecast the future coal demand of China. However,

the calculation of time-variant weight is relatively complicated; we can get differ-

ent results through different optimized models. Thus, this forecasting method also

needs some further study and improvement. It is our hope that the paper will draw

attentions from those who are involved in the field.
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Investment Cost Analysis for Key Industries of

New Energy Based on Boston Experience Curve

Yuanying Chi, Benkun Chi, Xiangyang Li, and Dongxiao Niu

Abstract Based on the Boston Experience Curve model, the article analyzes

China’s new energy key industry – wind power industry investment and find that

wind power industry has greater development potentiality in China, and the

learning rate of China’s wind power is less than the developed countries learning

scope, the cost and price of wind power will turn down with the rising of China’s

learning rate and integrate with the thermal power ultimately.

Keywords Boston learning curve model � Learning rate � New energy key industry

� Wind power

1 Introduction

Energy structure adjustment, the requirements of energy saving strategies, and

socio-economic development lead to the construction of the new energy develop-

ment in full swing. With the promulgation of “New Energy Law” in 2006, China’s

new energy industry, particularly wind power industry has made rapid development

and achieved the national planning objectives in 2008, 2 years ahead to the

planning. In the future, the China’s wind power market may become the second

largest wind power market just after the U.S. in the world.
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Although the investment on China’s wind power industry doubled over the same

period, the wind power costs are far higher than the thermal power and hydropower

compared to the strong wind power countries’. Based on the data known, our

investment per kW of wind power is as high as 9,000 yuan, 5,000 yuan more than

the thermal power, 3,000 yuan more than the hydropower. This shows that wind

power’s high investment and high cost will prevent the development of the wind

power industry, but with the industrial scale expansion, technological innovation

and development of large units, the wind power costs will show a decreasing trend [1].

This article will use reasonable data model – Boston Experience Curve to forecast

the cost of wind power investment so as to provide a reference for government and

business investment decision.

2 Boston Experience Curve and New Energy Industry

2.1 Experience Learning Curve

It is also known as Boston Experience Curve. In 1960, Mr. Bruce, Henderson in

Boston Consulting Group first proposed the Experience Curve Effect. The basic

idea of the model is that the reduction of production costs is caused by the

accumulated experience results.

1. Model of experience learning curve is generally expressed as: Yx ¼ AX�b

Yx is the average production cost per unit of product X; A is the cost of the first

unit in theory; X is continuous quantity of the last unit that required calculation of

the average cost; bis the learning index, I.E. the slope of the Logarithm lines;

2. Learning rate (LR): LR ¼ 1�2�b;

The investment costs decline rate I.E. technological;

3. Progress rate (PR):. PR ¼ 2�b

Learning rate is an indicator used to describe the learning curve. The experience

effect is much better, the learning costs decline much faster and the learning rate is

much higher [2].

2.2 The Experience Curve Model and the New Energy
Wind Power Industry [3–7]

In most literature, the development of new energy industry including solar power,

wind power and other new power energies complies with the experience learning

curve model [2]; the downward trend in the investment cost is often described by

the learning curve. This article will be in line with the basic idea of the learning

curve and the relevant conclusions. The experience accumulated leads to the

cumulative wind power capacity growth and wind power costs declining gradually.
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Changes in the wind power cost can be described by the learning curve model.

We regard the wind power investment cost as a function of cumulative wind power

capacity, and the learning curve model is:

C kð Þ ¼ C1N kð Þ’euðkÞ (1)

In the function, C kð Þ shows the unit investment cost of wind fans at the time of k,

which is a function of cumulative installed capacity – N kð Þ; ’ is elasticity between

cumulative installed capacity and the unit investment cost; u kð Þ is random factor;

the investment cost reduction rate, I.E. the technological progress rate (PR) is

decided by ’, expressed as:

PR ¼ 2’ (2)

Wind power learning rate is:

LR ¼ 1�2’ (3)

3 Investment Cost Analysis for Wind Power Industries

Based on Boston Experience Curve

3.1 The Calculation Process

Investment per kilowatt is an important economic indicator in wind farm construc-

tion and also an important basis for confirming the purchase price. This article will

use relevant data from 1998 to 2007 to calculate the weighted average of installed

capacity, so as to get the average investment per kW (see Table 1) each year from

1998 to 2007. It can be seen from the table that the wind farm construction unit

investment shows a declining trend from 1998 to 2006, while prices of wind fans

declined rapidly too.

According to relevant data in 1998–2006, using non-linear modules in STATLS-

TICAL software and curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB software for parameter

estimation and mutual validation, parameter estimation and statistical test results

are shows in Table 2.

3.2 Computational Model and Investment Forecast

From above we can get the learning curve model for investment changes per kW

C kð Þ¼ 1.787292 �N kð Þ�0:21356
(4)
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Technological progress rate of investment per kW PR ¼ 86.2%, learning rate is

13.6%. It means that when the cumulative installed capacity doubled, the invest-

ment per kW is down to 86.2% of the original investment.

The learning curve model for wind fans price changes per kW:

P kð Þ¼ 1.523105 �N kð Þ�0:29322
(5)

Technological progress rate of wind fans price per kW PR ¼ 81.6%, learning

rate is 18.4%. It means that when the cumulative installed capacity doubled, the

wind fans price per kW is down to 81.6% of the original.

According to the above data of China’s wind power capacity, we can predict the

change situation in wind power investment in the next few years, shown in Table 3.

4 Results and Conclusions

1. China’s wind power learning rate is less than developed countries’ learning

scope, there is greater potentiality for wind power development.

Table 2 Parameter estimates and statistical test values

Parameter and statistical test

values

Investment changes

(kW)

Wind generator price changes

(kW)

C0 1.787292 1.523105

t� ratio 17.346 5.182

p� level � 0 � 0

’ �0.21356 �0.29322

t� ratio �10.502 �4.253

p� level � 0 � 0

Adj R2 0.965 0.810

F 110.291 18.088

D �W � 1.955 1.418

Table 1 1998–2007. Wind generator investment per kW

Year The accumulative

installed capacity

(10,000 kW)

Investment/

kW

(10,000 yuan)

The wind generator

unit kW

(10,000 yuan)

The wind generator price

of investment proportion

(%)

1998 22.4 1.0022 0.7837 78.20

1999 26.8 0.9842 0.7559 76.81

2000 34.43 0.9414 0.7123 75.67

2001 39.98 0.8831 0.6526 73.90

2002 46.8 0.8600 0.6136 71.36

2003 56.7 0.8413 0.5827 69.27

2004 76.14 0.8393 0.5691 67.81

2005 126.0 0.8100 0.5226 64.52

2006 260.4 0.7931 0.4780 60.27

2007 605.0 0.7789 0.4229 56.47

Source: Based on data consolidation SERC
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First of all, the learning rate of wind power investment by the World Economic

Development and Cooperation Organization in 1981–1994 is 17%. In this paper,

through the learning curve model the authors calculated and got the learning rate

for the wind power industry per kW investment declining in China is 13.6%,

which is less than 17% in 1990s of OECD, indicating that China’s wind power

industry is near the same level of early 90s in Europe and other countries, there is

very large development potentiality and the next few years will be China’s wind

power industry investment peak.

Secondly, it can be seen from the above calculation that our fans per kW price

of wind power learning rate is 18.4%, compared to the other developed

countries’ fans price learning rate of 8–31%, China’s learning rate is within

the developed countries’ range, showing that our rapid development of fans

manufacturing industry in recent years is inevitable.

2. Wind power cost and price will decrease as learning rate increase in China,

ultimately will integrate with thermal power.

The calculations indicate that the learning rate of China per kW fans price

remain at around 18%, which is still lagging behind the high learning rate of

31% in developed countries. This is because that the fans manufacturers in

China mainly depend on introduction of foreign technology and have not done

a real absorption and innovation.

3. The expected price difference among wind power, thermal power and

hydropower will become smaller and smaller.

Relevant data shows that the hydropower investment per kW will stabilize at

around 5,000 yuan, 4,000 yuan in thermal power. Based on our investment cost

prediction of wind power, we can see that by 2015 wind power can compete with

hydropower and by 2020 wind power investment costs are near thermal power’s.

Therefore, we can expect in the next few years, wind power, thermal power,

hydropower electricity price spreads will be diminishing gradually.
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Part V
Environmental Risk Management



Green Adaptive Reuse: Issues and Strategies

for the Built Environment

Craig Langston

Abstract Adaptive reuse is a powerful alternative to building demolition or

destruction and can deliver a range of economic, social and environmental benefits

to society that represent good value for money. It can extend the useful life of a

facility through a change in function or purpose from that which previously applied

and take advantage of the remaining physical life embedded in its materials and

systems. When done well, the resultant projects are very successful, and much

admired. This paper explores the issues that surround adaptive reuse intervention

and proposes a number of strategies that can enhance the possible benefits that flow

from adoption of this approach. Adaptive reuse is important to our future in an era

of climate change where maximizing wealth and utility must be tempered against

minimizing resources and environmental impact. It is argued that the concept of

‘green adaptive reuse’ is a valid strategy to both extend a facility’s life and reduce

its carbon footprint, while helping to preserve important heritage values that define

our cultural development over time. Coordinating adaptive reuse intervention with

‘greening’ initiatives can deliver opportunities for cost efficiency.

Keywords Adaptive reuse � Existing buildings � Intervention � Property manage-

ment � Sustainability

1 Introduction

It has been said that the greenest buildings are the ones we already have (Jacobs

1993). This is a reference to the embodied energy within materials and systems that

would be largely wasted through traditional demolition paradigms that may be

invoked to make way for new construction and progress. Even adopting reuse and

recycling approaches would rarely be as effective as leaving components in-situ
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where possible (Douglas 2002). Refurbishment is considered a more appropriate

strategy compared to new build provided the quality of the existing facility is

consistent with the aims of the revitalization (e.g. Bromley et al. (2005), Pearce

(2004)). Achieving lower operating energy performance through implementation of

green design principles and technologies may enhance the benefits of refurbishment

further.

In many cases refurbishment also entails a change of function, as the original

purpose of the facility may be obsolete or close to it. Known as adaptive reuse, such

type of refurbishment would be appropriate for facilities that would otherwise be

destroyed to make way for a different type of activity. Similarly, adaptive reuse

offers opportunity to improve operating performance, and the term ‘green adaptive

reuse’ is sometimes applied to highlight this outcome1. So, given the alternatives,

adaptive reuse is already able to better deliver sustainable outcomes for society

by avoiding unnecessary waste, and green adaptive reuse is likely to be a further

advantage provided a convincing value for money proposition is mounted.

The objectives of this paper are: (1) to discuss the issues that affect adaptive

reuse implementation in practice, and (2) to propose a series of strategies that are

capable of delivering economic, social and environmental advantage. Adaptive

reuse has the additional complication of timing, as to undertake significant func-

tional change too early or too late invites resource inefficiency. This paper begins

by looking at recent research into adaptive reuse intervention, before moving onto a

detailed examination of issues and strategies, and concludes with some practical

recommendations for building owners and developers.

2 Adaptive Reuse

Adaptive reuse is not appropriate in all cases. It can be defined as a subset of

refurbishment where a change in a facility’s primary function is involved. The

timing of adaptive reuse intervention is critical, and requires an understanding of a

range of obsolescence drivers that might conspire to make a particular facility of no

further use to its owner, or prospective owners operating in a similar domain,

despite displaying inherent capacity as a property asset. This position can be

complicated by heritage control and constraints that may prohibit demolition, and

owners may have no option but to seek a buyer through creative redesign of the

facility for a different market (Rovers 2004).

Modeling of adaptive reuse potential (ARP) is necessary to identify opportu-

nities for strategic intervention where appropriate. Suitable facilities are ones that

were originally built using principles of ‘long life, loose fit and low energy’, with

1For example, the Whitehead-Elniski Residence in Chicago (see story available at http://www.

jetsongreen.com/2008/03/whitehead-elnis.html).
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considerable remaining (embedded) physical life and structural integrity, but where

their current functional purpose is waning.

Initial work by Langston and others (e.g. Langston et al. (2008), Langston and

Shen (2007)) has led to a means of identifying ARP in buildings through estimating

useful life. A model was developed to predict useful life as a function of physical

life and obsolescence. Through application of traditional discounting techniques,

expected physical life (itself an outcome of a separate model) was reduced by a

derived annual obsolescence rate to arrive at expected useful life. The potential for

adaptive reuse could then be calculated at any particular date in the facility’s life

cycle, so the timing of the intervention could be optimized. The concept behind this

research is summarized in Fig. 1.

Obsolescence was hypothesized to be a combination of physical, economic, fun-

ctional, technological, social, legal and political criteria. Each criterion was shown to

be capable of evaluation using surrogate estimation techniques. The calculated annual

rate of obsolescence (akin to a discount rate) has lead to a range of useful lives arising

between 25 (maximum obsolescence) and 100% (no obsolescence) of the expected

physical life of the facility. Using this model, buildings can be compared and ranked

according to their potential for adaptive reuse given their current age. High ARP

scores mean more potential for adaptive reuse intervention.

Models, by definition, are intended to simulate reality. To do this they make

assumptions that simplify the complexity of the final product while maintaining
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reasonable forecasting accuracy. Langston (2008) has tested his model in hindsight

against 64 adaptive reuse projects sourced from around the world. He found there

was a strong correlation between predicted useful life and actual useful life, as

shown in Fig. 2. The accuracy of the model is therefore judged by its forecast of the

outcome, and provided this is robust, the inner workings of the model are validated.

Such is the case here. When the regression line was modified to y ¼ x, the value of
r2 fell only to 0.69971, which confirmed the model’s integrity.

Work by Bullen (2007) has tested attitudes towards adaptive reuse, although

admittedly on a very small sample of building owners and managers in Western

Australia. The sample in fact was drawn from 30 members of the Western Australian

Sustainability Industry Group (WASIG) with 14 respondents. Nevertheless, as you

would expect, the majority considered adaptive reuse to be preferable over new

build provided the economics of the approach could be justified.

The top five drivers identified to support adaptive reuse were environmental

sustainability (87% agreed), heritage significance (83%), effectiveness in meeting

sustainability benchmarks (79%), technical ability of building to adapt (74%), and

economic sustainability (70%). The top five barriers to implementation were

constraint on creativity compared to redevelopment (85% agreed), estimating social

viability (84%), compliance with building codes (67%), increasing urban density

(65%), and estimating economic viability (61%). The top five opportunities for

adaptive reuse were opportunity for technical innovation (89% agreed), expected

Fig. 2 Validation of useful life forecast
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benefits of reusing (83%), enhancing community values (82%), visual amenity and

cultural heritage (81%), and increased demand after revitalization (69%).

Despite the obvious limitations, the above will be used as a basis to explore

issues of adaptive reuse implementation. Rather than rely on further opinion, this

discussion takes the form of reasoned argument. In particular, further discussion is

required on the proposition that “older buildings may be unable to meet current
sustainability standards” (p. 29). This is critical to the notion of green adaptive

reuse. Furthermore, a multi-criteria approach is needed to blend economic, social

and environmental considerations into a single decision tool, as adaptive reuse

includes intangible benefits (Bell and Morse 1999; Lutzkendorf and Lorenz 2005).

3 Issues

Adaptive reuse implementation demands an appropriate context. It is generally

regarded that the following conditions must be met:

l The existing function or purpose of the facility has become inappropriate due to

changing social expectations and/or market demand
l The facility has significant embedded physical life (or residual value) and

structural integrity
l There is some compelling cultural, heritage or environmental value in the

facility to support its retention
l An argument can be mounted to show that the proposed new use delivers a

higher value for money ratio than alternative new build or sale options

The first point is relevant to adaptive reuse while the remainder apply to

refurbishment more generally. Additional value can be achieved if the intervention

enables the facility to improve its green performance. To some extent this is a

given, as material reuse and avoidance of unnecessary waste generation is integral

to an adaptive reuse strategy. Adaptive reuse will usually outperform other refur-

bishment strategies due to the increased in-situ reuse involved (Chusid 1993; Poon

2001). Operational performance, however, may have been poor, and intervention

represents an opportunity to improve on this as part of the adaption where feasible.

It is also important that design consultants are able to show creativity and

sensitivity to the project (Latham 2000). This is not always easy, and demands

experience and skill. Creativity extends to finding imaginative new uses for the

facility that can be demonstrated to be viable. Adaptive reuse differs from restora-

tion as it provides greater ‘license’ for change, such as extension and integration of

new build components, or even selected demolition.

Further to Bullen’s findings, political agenda can be a key driver. Revitalization

of dilapidated areas of our urban environment and the desire to blend progress with

heritage conservation goals are often the purview of government and local planning

authorities. Linked to this is the opportunity for government funding to support

projects that are seen as culturally significant. Such funding can make the difference

between feasible and non-feasible projects.
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A key issue is cost. The economics of adaptive reuse are not necessarily clear.

Benefits can include social and environmental contributions that are not easily

translated into financial terms, either for the facility owner, developer or other

stakeholders (Maggs 1999). The identification of adaptive reuse potential is one

thing, but realizing it is another. A sophisticated evaluation process is needed to

express benefits (both tangible and intangible) against costs (capital and operating)

within the context of an acceptable risk profile and time horizon. If the ratio of

benefits to costs is less than 1, the project is unlikely to advance any further.

If higher ratios can be achieved for new build solutions, then an adaptive reuse

strategy will be hard to justify. So this analysis is critical to success.

Benefits may be related to maximizing wealth and utility. Costs may be related

to minimizing resources and environmental impact. Hence adaptive reuse demands

consideration of a wider range of issues outside of traditional return on investment.

Nevertheless, adaptive reuse can be cost effective as a result of the reuse of expen-

sive building elements and time for completion can be shorter (Saleh and Chin

2009), particularly where heritage constraints are not overwhelming. Use of a

greening strategy as part of the adaptation provides opportunity to introduce future

operational savings into the analysis and reduce the facility’s carbon footprint.

Compliance with building regulations can be more difficult for adaptive reuse

projects compared to new build, and can lead to increased costs. Compliance could

relate to fire safety and egress, insulation and energy performance, disabled access,

asbestos removal, occupational health and safety, car parking and the like. Planning

controls may prohibit some alternative new uses or require time and effort in

negotiation (Ball 1999). Many new developments also have these problems, but

with adaptive reuse any discovered (latent) conditions during construction can

introduce additional problems, and therefore it may be concluded that adaptive

reuse increases the risk of time and cost overruns.

Sustainability is an interesting question in the context of compliance. Existing

facilities usually possess both positive and negative attributes in regard to sustain-

ability. They clearly perform well in regard to material reuse and embodied energy

savings (Brandt 2006). They often have low technology solutions that lend them-

selves well to natural ventilation, natural light and thermal mass objectives. But

their orientation may be sub-optimal, solar access may be limited, insulation may

be problematic to add, and there may be problems with dampness and weather-

proofing that are expensive to overcome. However, sustainability standards recog-

nize these limitations and provide some flexibility to achieve compliance. While

some projects may have difficult challenges, this should not be considered as a

significant issue, and in many cases adaptive reuse solutions will achieve higher

operational performance than their new build counterparts. Green adaptive reuse is

an area that warrants further investigation. It is likely that the costs of greening

existing buildings during adaptive reuse are lower then the costs of greening

existing buildings independently, and so a value proposition should be easier to

mount.

Most adaptive reuse projects are in the older parts of cities and surrounding

communities and therefore tend to have more central locations with good access to
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transport and markets (Myers and Wyatt 2004). While increased urban density may

be an outcome, this is not necessarily a bad thing, compared to urban sprawl and

disused or unsafe city precincts, and may actually be an opportunity for revitaliza-

tion through preservation of cultural values that would otherwise be lost or diluted.

From a sustainability perspective, greater urban density offers advantage over

development of new land and the resultant loss of biodiversity that usually follows

(Sustainable Construction Task Group 2004).

Heritage conservation and the celebration of cultural values attached to a facility

or precinct are a prime motivation for restoration, refurbishment and adaptive reuse.

However, the latter usually offers the most advantage in this regard, as it is able to

blend preservation and revitalization to create interesting places for people to

inhabit. Adaptive reuse offers potential to introduce new business opportunities,

particularly where the historical context of the facility is sympathetic with com-

mercial goals, as may be the case in tourism, hospitality, education and retail

ventures. Reused materials add character to the architecture of the adaptation and

provide connections with history that can attract visitors and clients alike.

So the key benefits of adaptive reuse centre round engagement of the commu-

nity and a celebration of the past. This mix of old and new can be quite compel-

ling. Many completed adaptively reused facilities are national landmarks and

much beloved. Yet most of them are not recognized as leading environmental

exemplars. Despite their contribution to sustainability in terms of material reuse

and waste minimization, they have generally not introduced green principles and

technologies over and above those that were part of the original design or

accepted contemporary practice. To some extent this is because they don’t need

to, as they already may have comfortable internal conditions, a low reliance on

energy for heating, ventilation and air conditioning, and ample natural light. But

an opportunity may have been missed to introduce solar power and hot water,

building management systems that can regulate the internal environment more

efficiently, water catchment and stormwater run-off solutions, cogeneration, and

waste recycling, to name just a few.

It seems odd that Bullen’s results indicate the main opportunity for adaptive

reuse is technical innovation, yet there is little evidence to suggest that this has

occurred in relation to green building performance. The notion of green adaptive

reuse appears still to be embryonic, and perhaps for reasons of economic viability

have been left out or cut out of past projects. The problem may not be one of

principle but rather one of evaluation. The sophistication of our triple bottom line

assessment tools may be inadequate to account for the complexities of adaptive

reuse, or the risks may just be too high for most clients.

It is generally regarded that high performance environmental buildings cost

more than traditional solutions. Hopefully this premium will reduce over time.

Nevertheless, it is also held that most adaptive reuse projects cost less than new

build solutions of the same size. So it may be possible, therefore, to introduce green

solutions with adaptive reuse intervention provided the two can be coordinated.

This is an area that needs to be developed more seriously and be supported by

government via incentives and successful case examples.
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4 Strategies

Green adaptive reuse needs to become a priority. More concentration needs to be

directed to refurbishment over new construction as time passes, and where appro-

priate adaptive reuse should be seen as preferable to demolition for facilities that are

becoming obsolete. Green adaptive reuse is then an optimal strategy as it combines

embodied and operational benefits in a coordinated fashion. It should be obvious

that reuse and greening, if done separately, will cost more and involve greater

disruption then if done simultaneously. Greening of our existing building stock is a

contemporary imperative to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and carbon

footprints (Balaras et al. 2004). The cost efficiency of adaptive reuse for most

projects can be used to offset the (often) higher capital costs of sustainable

development, even though the level of greening is not likely to be as high as

might be expected with more modern design solutions.

To some extent the blame for lack of green adaptive reuse examples lies with

building designers. There are two quite different skill sets involved. Adaptive reuse

requires engagement and understanding of historical connections and cultural

sensitivities. Green building requires technical expertise in environmental model-

ing, comfort and energy performance. Combining these two pursuits demands

multi-skilled designers or multi-disciplinary design teams who can integrate pres-

ervation and sustainability with creativity and flair. But when achieved successfully,

the outcomes can be extraordinary (e.g. Holyoake and Watt 2002; Department of

Environment and Heritage 2004).

Using the US Green Building Council LEED Platinum certification as a method

for identifying high performance green buildings, it appears that several adaptive

reuse projects have made the list. These are real examples of green adaptive reuse,

but they represent less than 5% of the LEED Platinum list. They provide evidence

that existing buildings are capable of meeting the highest current sustainability

standards within acceptable budget constraints. Examples sourced from the Internet

comprise:

l Franklin Environmental Center at Hillcrest, Vermont (information available at

http://www.middlebury.edu/administration/enviro/initiatives/design/hillcrest/)
l Boora Studio at Portland, Oregon (information available at http://www.boora.

com/projects/boora_leed_platinum_studio)
l The Christman Building at Lansing, Minneapolis (information available at

http://www.smithgroup.com/?id¼1323)
l Alberici Corporate Headquarters at St. Louis, Missouri (information

available at http://www.alberici.com/index.cfm/Projects/Alberici Corporate

Headquarters)
l Blackstone Station at Cambridge, Massachusetts (information available at

http://www.edcmag.com/CDA/Articles/Web_Exclusive/BNP_GUID_9-5-2006_

A_10000000000000214697)
l Center for Neighborhood Technology at Chicago, Illinois (information available

at http://building.cnt.org/)
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l First Regiment Armory Annex at Portland, Oregon (information available at

http://www.archiplanet.org/wiki/First_Regiment_Armory_Annex)
l William A. Kerr Foundation Office at St. Louis, Missouri (information available

at http://stlouis.bizjournals.com/stlouis/stories/2008/10/27/focus17.html)

An appropriate strategy in a climate-challenged future is to make better use of

the facilities we already have. This translates to a general shift towards refurbish-

ment. But where obsolete facilities still have residual value, adaptive reuse is likely

to be appropriate. Intervention techniques such as those described earlier in this

paper can help to identify which facilities offer the most potential for adaptive reuse

and hence tell us where design time and effort should be concentrated. When this

intervention occurs, an opportunity is provided to incorporate a greening campaign

to ensure that future operational performance is maximized. The combined effect of

substantial reuse and ongoing operational efficiencies can make a difference to the

overall impact of the constructed environment provided such efforts have wide-

spread adoption.

Adaptive reuse is an international topic and is relevant particularly to those

countries with a rich heritage of built assets. Projects may have heritage-focused

or opportunistic characteristics, but in both cases respond well to sustainability

ideals and strategies. Green adaptive reuse does not appear to be limited to specific

building typologies or client classifications (such as public or private sector) but

may attract stakeholders and financiers with more altruistic attributes.

Adaptive reuse potential needs to be justified and demonstrated through appro-

priate analysis. A multi-criteria framework comprising economic, social and envi-

ronmental considerations is essential. A value for money proposition must be made,

but not one restricted to financial return and short payback periods. The quantifica-

tion of benefits that are intangible might sound like an oxymoron, but some

objective analysis is necessary to ensure that vital social and environmental advan-

tage are not undervalued or ignored. Such tools are now beginning to emerge.

Put simply, the ratio of benefit (wealth and utility) to cost (resources and

environmental impact) gives an indication of value for money. The higher this

ratio, the better the social outcome. This assumes that benefits and costs are

considered broadly, not to specific interest groups, and are assessed over the full

life cycle of the facility, not just the period of ownership of the initial investor. Such

thinking needs to be embedded in the planning approval process so that society has

some confidence that future facilities will be in line with international climate

change adaptation principles and targets.

5 Conclusion

Green adaptive reuse needs to be at the forefront of our thinking about existing

building stock. In most countries new construction represents around 1% of the total

value of property assets per annum. On this basis it may take a century to upgrade
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their performance, even if from tomorrow every new intervention delivered high

environmental performance outcomes. A shift in focus to refurbishment of existing

facilities in preference to premature destruction and new build is necessary from a

sustainability perspective, and some evidence this shift is already happening is now

becoming available, such as the recent decline in the proportion of expenditure on

new construction compared to refurbishment in some western countries.

Adaptive reuse offers advantage over normal refurbishment where an existing

functional purpose has become obsolete. Green adaptive reuse, defined as a merge

of adaptation to a new purpose and the integration of green principles and technol-

ogies, is an opportunity to improve the performance of our existing building stock.

Through this strategy a faster process of upgrade to higher standards of compliance

can be achieved, while simultaneously preserving important heritage and cultural

values. The assessment of such opportunities must take account of multiple criteria

to demonstrate that value for money has been achieved and is higher than alterna-

tive new build options. This is the challenge for building owners and developers

into the future. Positive action in this regard will help mitigate the damaging effects

of climate change and assist governments in fulfilling international agreements on

greenhouse gas emissions.

Facilities within a portfolio can be ranked and prioritized according to their

potential for adaptive reuse. In fact, entire cities can be analyzed to identify which

properties have reuse merit. By matching suitable cases with creative solutions,

incorporating sustainable design and environmental certification, a quantum shift in

the performance of existing building stock can be achieved. A practical recommen-

dation for contractors is to increasingly seek out and pursue green adaptive reuse

opportunities, as the frequency of such projects is anticipated to be on the rise.
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Risk Assessment of Regional Industrial Clusters

Take the Baoji Titanium Industrial Clusters as an

Example in Baoji City

Yongheng Fang and Zhouping Jia

Abstract This article, on the basis of analyzing the risk types of industrial clusters,

puts forward a kind of evaluation method of risk assessment of industrial clusters

based on the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process. Combined with investigating

findings, a system of risk assessment has been set up applying the Fuzzy Analytic

Hierarchy Process; the risk of the Baoji Titanium industrial clusters in Baoji City

has been well evaluated. The result of the evaluation shows that the network

risk and environmental risk of Baoji Titanium industrial cluster in Baoji City are

medium; however, the structural risk and innovation risk are comparatively high.

The cluster stakeholders could take this result as a basis of avoiding risk.

Keywords Assessment � Fuzzy analytic hierarchy process � Industrial cluster � Risk

1 Introduction

Risk assessment of industrial clusters aims at taking the corresponding counter-

measure for the risk of industrial clusters, the application of management science

and technology, using a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods.

Quantitative methods can estimate the size of the risk of industrial clusters and

evaluate the possible impact of the industrial clusters’ risk. Domestic and interna-

tional scholars have undertaken extensive research about the risk of industrial

clusters; these researches mostly use qualitative methods to analyze the causes

of risk, the risk performance and the measures to defuse the risk of the industrial

clusters, etc. However, the risk factors of industrial clusters are of fuzzy character-

istics, a simple qualitative analysis method cannot accurately grasp the quantitative

characteristics and cannot make the quantitative assessment for the strength of risk
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and the capacity of risk resistance of industrial clusters. Therefore, the risk assess-

ment of industrial cluster should be done by a method of combining qualitative

analysis and quantitative analysis together. Through qualitative analysis, the causes

and regularity of the risks are quite known and correctly understand; through

quantitative assessment, the size of the risk is quantified and provides a basis for

risk management of the industrial clusters. The biggest advantage of Fuzzy Ana-

lytic Hierarchy Process is to achieve a combination of qualitative analysis and

quantitative analysis. And it can accurately determine the risk assessment index and

its weights; therefore it can reasonably reflect the relative importance among the

indicators of risk assessment and lay foundation for the objective and scientific way

to conduct performance evaluation for industrial clusters (Markusen 1996). Overall,

the article applies Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process method to assess the risk of

industrial clusters, and it can provide a theoretical basis and supporting data to the

risk management of industrial clusters.

2 Set Up the Risk Evaluation System for Industrial Clusters

According to sources of risk, the risks of industrial clusters can be divided into two

categories: endogenous risk and exogenous risk (Fei et al. 2008). Endogenous risks

arise from the internal industrial clusters, and shown in the process forming,

development and evolution; it is the fundamental risk and unavoidable. The endog-

enous risks include structural risk, network risk, ecological risk, organizational risk,

and products life-span risk, etc. Exogenous risks are caused by external factors

of industry clusters, and include the cyclical economic risk, political risk, natural

disaster risk, etc. (Yin et al. 2009). Risk evaluation index system of regional

industrial clusters is shown in Fig. 1.

Based on the above analysis, the article introduces the concept of hierarchy,

that is, various factors will be divided into different levels according to their

relationship and affiliation which influence the performance of industrial clusters

(Cai et al. 2003). We will dominate the relationship between indicators and express

the association with lower layers by the line segments, and then according to the

associated attribute of indicators, make the indicators into a sequential hierarchy

through decomposition-aggregation. As shown in Fig. 1, the entire structure has a

total of three layers: First layer: target layer – risk of regional industrial clusters (A);

Second layer: Guidelines Layer – network risk (B1), structural risk (B2), innovation

risk (B3) and the environmental risk (B4); Third layer: target layer (C1–C20).

Baoji City, Shaanxi Province is China’s largest production base of titanium and

titanium alloy, it has formed an axle-type industrial cluster after years of develop-

ment. Baoji Titanium industrial cluster attracted scientific research, production,

processing, trade and circulation, etc. more than 400 business sectors; it has a

supporting platform and management organizations, and the production capacity

is 70% of the total gross domestic; it is known as the “China Titanium Valley”.
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2.1 The Steps for Risk Assessment of Industrial Clusters
of AHP Method

The first step is to set up the determination matrix. Determination matrix represents

the relative importance comparison between the proper layers with the upper layer.

These judgments can be quantified through the introduction of an appropriate scale

to write down the determination matrix with values, generally to be quantified with

1–9 scale matrix method. The formation of determination matrix’s cluster char-

acteristics needs to be analyzed by many experts (Wang 2004).

The second step is to calculate the matrix to determine the largest Eigen value

lmax, and its corresponding eigenvector, this feature vector will be normalized by

processing

�
formula : Wi ¼ 1

n
Pn

j¼1

aijPn

k¼1
aki

�
and getting the factors in the order

of importance, that is, weights allocation. The third step is the consistency testing of

the determination matrix. In order to carry out the consistency tests of the determi-

nation matrix, it is required to calculate consistency ratio and average random

index; the value can be looked up in the table. When the random consistency

ratio is < 0.10, it is believed that the result of analytic hierarchy sequencing has

satisfactory consistency, i.e., the weight index is distributed reasonably; when the

random consistency ratio is � 0.10, it means the determination matrix should be

revised and the weight index value redistributed.
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Fig. 1 Risk evaluation index system chart of regional industrial clusters
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2.2 Setting Up the Determination Matrix

Using experts’ scoring method and combining it with the survey data from the Baoji

Titanium industrial cluster, the determination matrix will be set up as follows: the

determination matrix target A to the first class indicator; determination matrix for

the second class indicator (C1–C5) to the first class (B1); determination matrix

for the second class indicator (C6–C10) to the first class (B2); determination matrix

for the second class indicator (C11–C15) to the first class (B3); determination

matrix for the second class indicator (C16–C20) to the first class (B4), as shown

in the following matrix.

A ¼

1 1 3 5

1 1 4 3

1 3= 1 4= 1 2

1 5= 1 3= 1 2= 1

2
6664

3
7775 B1 ¼

1 2 3 2 1 3=

1 2= 1 1 2= 1 2= 1 6=

1 3= 2 1 2 1 4=

1 2= 2 1 2= 1 1 5=

3 6 4 5 1

2
6666664

3
7777775

B2 ¼

1 1 3 5 7

1 1 5 4 4

1 3= 1 5= 1 2 3

1 5= 1 4= 1 2= 1 2

1 7= 1 4= 1 3= 1 2= 1

2
6666664

3
7777775

B3 ¼

1 3 7 1 5

1 3= 1 3 1 2= 2

1 7= 1 3= 1 1 5= 1 3=

1 2 5 1 7

1 5= 1 2= 3 1 7= 1

2
6666664

3
7777775

B4 ¼

1 5 3 7 5

1 5= 1 1 3= 2 1

1 3= 3 1 3 4

1 7= 1 2= 1 3= 1 1

1 5= 1 1 4= 1 1

2
6666664

3
7777775

2.3 Calculation to Determine Matrix

Taking use of Matlab software to calculate the largest eigenvalue of the determina-

tion matrix A and its corresponding eigenvector, it equals to 4.0843, the weight

vector of B1–B4 to A : W ¼ (0.4020, 0.3802, 0.1305, 0.0873). Similarly, to

calculate the largest eigenvalue of the determination matrix B1 ¼ 5.1888, the

weight vector of C1–C5 to B1 : W1 ¼ (0.2043, 0.0714, 0.1243, 0.0977, 0.5024);

to calculate the largest eigenvalue of the determination matrix B2 ¼ 5.1632, the

weight vector of C6–C10 to B2 : W2 ¼ (0.3797, 0.3596, 0.1246, 0.0822, 0.0537);

to calculate the largest eigenvalue of the determination matrix B3 ¼ 5.1612, the

weight vector of C11–C15 to B3 : W3 ¼ (0.3772, 0.1487, 0.0471, 0.3478, 0.0792);
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to calculate the largest eigenvalue of the determination matrix B4 ¼ 5.1024, the

weight vector of C15–C19 to B4 : W4 ¼ (0.5121, 0.0978, 0.2405, 0.0693, 0.0804).

2.4 Consistency Test

Calculating the consistency ratio for the determination matrix A : C:I: ¼ lmax � n

n� 1
¼

0:0281:
The average random index from the table is R:I:¼ 0.89, and the random con-

sistency ratio is C:R: ¼ C:I:

R:I:
¼ 0.0316 < 0.1. Therefore, the result after analytic

hierarchy processing is satisfactory consistency, that is, the weight is very reasonable.

Similarly, testing the consistency of matrix B1 is C:I: ¼ 0.0472, C:R:¼
0.0421 < 0.1, through the consistency test; testing the consistency of matrix B2

is C:I: ¼ 0.0408, C:R: ¼ 0.0364 < 0.1, through the consistency test; testing the

consistency of matrix B3 is C:I: ¼ 0.0403, C:R: ¼ 0.0360 < 0.1, through the

consistency test; testing the consistency of matrix is C:I: ¼ 0.0256, C:R: ¼ 0.0229

< 0.1, through the consistency test.

3 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation of Each Index

This article uses fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to quantify the evaluation

of index, and to obtain the total score of the risk evaluation of Baoji Titanium

industrial cluster in Shaanxi Province.

3.1 Determining the Evaluation Set and Remark Rating

First, according to research findings and given evaluation set of each index, if the

research data shows that 40% of the research object was evaluated as “Smaller,”

20% of the research object was evaluated as “Moderate,” 30% of the research object

was evaluated as “Large,” and 10% of the research object was evaluated as “Great,”

then the target is [0.4, 0.2, 0.3, 0.1]. The evaluation set for each index and index

weight’s value can be seen in Table 1 below.

Taking use of semantics, it can be divided into four scales (Smaller, Moderate,

Large and Great). In order to facilitate the calculation, the subjective evaluation of

the semantic scale must be quantified, and in turn, they are assigned a value of 40,

60, 80 and 100, respectively. If the final evaluation value is greater than or equal to

80, it believed as great, if less than 60, it is considered as small (shown in Table 2

below).
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Table 1 Index weight and evaluation set

Target (A) The first

indicator (Bi)

Weight The second indicator

(Ci)

Weight Evaluation set

Risk assessment

of Baoji

titanium

industrial

cluster (A)

Network risk

(B1)

0.4020 Opening of product

network (C1)

0.2043 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1

Opening of technology

network (C2)

0.0714 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1

Collaboration with

the spill-over

effects (C3)

0.1243 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1

Network resources

acquired (C4)

0.0977 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1

Trust and cooperation

network (C5)

0.5024 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2

Structural risk

(B2)

0.3802 Geographic proximity

(C6)

0.3797 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1

Degree of

specialization (C7)

0.3596 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1

Industry concentration

(C8)

0.1246 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2

Asset specificity (C9) 0.0822 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2

Strategic convergence

(C10)

0.0537 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2

Innovation risk

(B3)

0.1305 R&D proportion of

input (C11)

0.3772 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Conversion rate of

innovation (C12)

0.1487 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1

Degree of technical

imitation (C13)

0.0471 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1

Level of S & R and

technology (C14)

0.3478 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1

Knowledge flowing

(C15)

0.0792 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1

Environmental

risk (B4)

0.0873 Regional economic

environment (C16)

0.5121 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1

Cluster cultural

environment (C17)

0.0978 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2

Government policy

environment (C18)

0.2405 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1

Intermediary services

(C19)

0.0693 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.2

Degree of competition

(C20)

0.0804 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1

Table 2 Classification

criteria for quantitative

evaluation

Evaluative values Comment Grading

Xi � 80 Great E1

70 � Xi < 80 Large E2

60 � Xi < 70 Moderate E3

Xi < 60 Smaller E4
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3.2 Determining the Weight Vector of Evaluation Index

Let weight vector of B1–B4 to A beW, let weight vector of C1–C5 to B1 beW1, let

weight vector of C6–C10 to B2 be W2, let weight vector of C11–C15 to B3 be W3,

and let weight vector of C16–C20 to B4 be W4. The above has been obtained by

using Analytic Hierarchy Process:

W ¼ 0:4020; 0:3802; 0:1305; 0:0873ð Þ

W1 ¼ 0:2043; 0:0714; 0:1243; 0:0977; 0:5024ð Þ

W2 ¼ 0:3797; 0:3596; 0:1246; 0:0822; 0:0537ð Þ

W3 ¼ 0:3772; 0:1487; 0:0471; 0:3478; 0:0792ð Þ

W4 ¼ 0:5121; 0:0978; 0:2405; 0:0693; 0:0804ð Þ

3.3 Determining the Evaluation Matrix of Index

The determination matrix of risk assessment for the network risk of Baoji Titanium

industrial cluster in Shaanxi Province is: S1 ¼ W1R1 ¼ (0.208, 0.304, 0.338,

0.150). Similarly, the determination matrix of Structural Risk assessment for the

Baoji Titanium industrial cluster in Shaanxi Province is: S2 ¼ W2R2 ¼ (0.141,

0.282, 0.451, 0.126); the determination matrix of innovation risk assessment for the

Baoji Titanium industrial cluster in Shaanxi Province is: S3 ¼ W3R3 ¼ (0.472,

0.275, 0.153, 0.100); the determination matrix of environmental risk assessment

for the Baoji Titanium industrial cluster in Shaanxi Province is: S4 ¼ W4R4 ¼
(0.326, 0.312, 0.246, 0.116). Let the matrix: M ¼ (S1,S2,S3,S4)T. So, the deter-

mination matrix of evaluation for the Baoji Titanium industrial cluster in Shaanxi

Province is:

S ¼ WM ¼ 0:338; 0:298; 0:229; 0:135ð Þ

3.4 The Index Rating

The score of network risk assessment for the Baoji Titanium industrial cluster in

Shaanxi Province is: VB1 ¼ S1[40, 60, 80, 100]T ¼ 69, which is considered as E3

grade, meaning that it is moderate; the score of structural risk assessment f is:

VB2 ¼ S2[40, 60, 80, 100]T ¼ 71, which is considered as E2 grade, implying that
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it is large; the score of innovation risk assessment: VB3 ¼ S3[40, 60, 80, 100]

T ¼ 58, which is considered as E4 grade, meaning that it is smaller; the score of

environmental risk assessment: VB4 ¼ S4[40, 60, 80, 100]T ¼ 63, which is con-

sidered as E3 grade, indicating that it is moderate; the score of the risk assessment

of Baoji Titanium industrial clusters in Baoji City, Shaanxi Province is: VA ¼ S

[40, 60, 80, 100]T ¼ 68, which is considered as E3 level, which also means it is

moderate.

4 Conclusion

The assessment results of Baoji Titanium Industrial Cluster risk shows that the

network risk is “moderate,” indicating the network structure of cluster is normal,

and it will not bring about a greater risk for cluster. The structural risk is “large,”

indicating cluster structure is lacking flexibility, and the ability to cope with

external market changes is weak. The grade of innovative risk is “large,” this

shows that there exists the imitation phenomenon in the cluster, and the low

proportion of R & D investment. The grade of environmental risk is “moderate,”

showing that the external environment of cluster is superior; the government’s

policies are well supported, intermediary services are available, and the availability

of external technology is strong. Overall, the comprehensive evaluation result of

Baoji Titanium Industrial Cluster is “moderate.” Evaluation results can help the

industry and government to understand the development of clusters, and take

corresponding countermeasures based on the risk’s size of the cluster.
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Subway System Safety Risk Analysis Based

on Bayesian Network

Ying Lu, Qiming Li, and Jimmie Hinze

Abstract Subway system is associated with a high level of uncertainty because it

usually operates in a dynamic environment in which technical and human and

organizational malfunctions may cause possible accidents. This paper proposed

a Bayesian network approach to model causal relationships among risk factors.

This model explicitly represented cause and effect assumptions between variables.

The method allows for multiple forms of information to be used to quantify

model relationships, including formally assessed expert opinions whe quantitative

data are lacking. This makes the risk and safety analysis of subway systems more

functional and easier. A case study of the fire risk due to human errors during

operation was used to illustrate the application of the proposed model.

Keywords Bayesian networks � Risk analysis � Safety assessment � Subway

systems

1 Introduction

Characterized by large transit volume, low pollution and swiftness, subway transit

can effectively bring out the overall benefit of urban transit. However, subway is a

public gathering place with dense passenger flows. Some parts of the subway

system are in the underground spaces where closed environments are formulated.

Once accident occurs, the injuries and fatalities will be overwhelmingly disastrous.

Therefore, safety risk analysis is vital to the effective operation of the subway

system.
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Current analytical risk methods, such as fault trees, event trees, often lack the

refinement to result in meaningful and relevant recommendations. Multiple caus-

alities of known and sometimes unknown risk factors need to be analyzed in an

integrated system. A Bayesian network is a random m-dimensional variable for

which a structure of relationships that are frequently causal has been specified

between its components. This approach is useful to complement existing methods

such as Fault Tree Analysis or Probabilistic Risk Analysis.

2 Subway System Safety Analysis

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Office of Safety and Security formally

defines a subway as follows.

“Subway is a transit mode with rail cars powered by electricity that is usually

drawn from a third rail and the capacity for a heavy volume of traffic. It is

characterized by high speed and rapid acceleration passenger rail cars operating

singly or in multi-car trains on fixed rails; separate rights-of-way from which all

other vehicular and foot traffic are excluded; sophisticated signaling; and high

platform loading. It generally uses longer trains and has longer spacing between

stations than light rail” [1]. Other commonly used terms for subway are Heavy Rail

(HR), Rapid Rail (RR), Mass Transit Railway (MTR), and Metropolitan Railways.

According to subway incidents ever happened at U.S. from 2002 to 2008, FTA’s

NTD (National Transit Database) Reporting System divides the incidents into four

parts, including Collisions, Derailments/Vehicles leaving roadway, Not Otherwise

Classified (Personal Casualties), and Fires. In the subway incidents, the number of

fire incidents is really higher than the collisions and derailments. Following, Fig. 1

shows the safety hazard occurred in subway system.

Subway Incidents Overview From 2002-2008

1.8%

0.3%

23.0%

75.0%

Collisions 

Derailment

Fires 

Not otherwise classified

Fig. 1 The percent of safety hazard occurred in subway system
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3 Bayesian Network Model

Bayesian network is a pair N ¼ {(V, E), P}, where V and E are the nodes and the

edges of a directed acyclic graph (DAG), and P is a probability distribution over V.

Discrete random variables V ¼ (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) are assigned to the nodes while

the edges E represent the causal probabilistic relationship among the nodes. Each

node in the network is annotated with a conditional probability table (CPT) that

represents the conditional probability of the variable given the values of its parents

in the graph. For nodes that have no parents, the corresponding table will simply

contain the prior probabilities for that variable. The principles behind Bayesian

network are Bayesian statistics and concentrate on how probabilities are affected

by both prior and posterior knowledge.

Conditional independence:

PðX1;X2; ::: XnÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1

PðXijparentsðXiÞÞ (1)

Joint probability:

PðY ¼ yj;X ¼ xiÞ ¼ PðX ¼ xiÞ � PðY ¼ yjjX ¼ xiÞ (2)

Marginalization rule:

PðY ¼ yjÞ ¼
X
i

PðX ¼ xiÞ � PðY ¼ yjjX ¼ xiÞ (3)

Bayesian rule:

PðX ¼ xijY ¼ yjÞ ¼ PðX ¼ xiÞ � PðY ¼ yjjX ¼ xiÞ
PðY ¼ yjÞ (4)

Using the above equations, Bayesian network inference can be conducted.

Bayesian networks have been applied in several fields, including risk analysis of

military vehicles [2], modeling the operational accident causation in railway indus-

try [3], and the reliability of search and rescue operations [4]. They have been used

in modeling nuclear power plant operators’ situation assessment [5]. In Aviation

System Risk Model (ASRM) presented by Luxhøj [6], human factors in aviation

accidents were assessed using Bayesian networks and HFACS human error frame-

work. In 2006, utilization of Bayesian network at step 3 of Formal Safety Assess-

ment was suggested in a document [7] submitted by the Japan body of maritime

safety to the IMO Maritime Safety Committee.
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4 Case Study: Fire Risk of Subway System

4.1 General Description and Bayesian Network Model
Establishment

Subway system is with high risk due to the electrical fires, discarded cigarettes,

igniting of stored materials and arson. In a generic scenario, subway system can fire

with these reasons. The consequence of the fire varies from minor incidents to

accidents that may cause personnel injury, environment pollution, and damage to

the system. For demonstration purposes, this case study considers six factors: dis-

carded cigarettes, high temperature, igniting of stuff, failure to discover, fire with

subway system, and personnel injury. The causal relationships among those six fac-

tors are addressed in a way that discarded cigarettes or high temperaturemay cause the

igniting of stuff. The igniting of stuff may cause fire with subway system and thusmay

cause personnel injury. The causal relationships are demonstrated in Fig. 2. The six

nodes are organized by the acyclic arrows that represent the causal relationships

among them. One of the most interesting questions is to find out that if there is a

personnel injury observed, then in what possibility it is caused by discarded cigarettes.

4.2 Prior and Conditional Probabilities

Domain experts were asked to give judgments about the probabilities regarding all

the nodes. Table 1 gives the prior probabilities of nodes X, Y, and V, respectively.

Discarded
cigarettes (X)

High
temperature (Y)

Igniting of
stuff (Z)

Failure to
discover (V)

Fire with subway
system (U)

Personnel
injury (W)

Fig. 2 A Bayesian network structure of fire risk of subway system
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Tables 2 and 3 give conditional probabilities of nodes Z, U, and W, respectively.

As shown in Table 4, there are two possible states (true or false). If X is true, it

means that the errors caused by discarded cigarettes take place.

4.3 Bayesian Inference and Sensitivity Analysis

The starting point of the inference is to calculate all the marginal probabilities.

The marginal probabilities of all the linguistic variables can be computed using (3).

For node Z,

P Z ¼ trueð Þ ¼ P X ¼ true;Y ¼ true;Z ¼ trueð Þ þP X ¼ false;Y ¼ true;Z ¼ trueð Þ
þP X ¼ true;Y ¼ false;Z ¼ trueð Þ þP X ¼ false;Y ¼ false;Z ¼ trueð Þ:

The joint probabilities of the nodes in the Bayesian network structure are cal-

culated through the conditional independence rule of probability using (2):

P X; Y;Zð Þ ¼ PðXÞ � PðYjXÞ � PðZjX; YÞ:

Using conditional independence relationships as (1), the following is obtained:

PðX; Y; ZÞ ¼ PðXÞ � PðYÞ � P ZjX; Yð Þ:

Table 1 The prior

probabilities of node X, Y
and V

X P(X) Y P(Y) V P(V)

True 0.10 True 0.25 True 0.05

False 0.90 False 0.75 False 0.95

Table 2 The conditional occurrence probabilities of node Z and U

X Y P(Z ¼
true|X,Y)

P(Z ¼
false|X,Y)

Z V P (U ¼
true|Z,V)

P(U ¼
false|Z,V)

True True 0.80 0.20 True True 0.99 0.01

False 0.50 0.50 False 0.60 0.40

False True 0.20 0.80 False True 0.20 0.80

False 0.05 0.95 False 0.01 0.99

Table 4 Sensitivity analysis results between P(W ¼ true) and P(X ¼ true), P(Y ¼ true),
P(V ¼ true)

No P(X ¼ true) P(W ¼ true) P(Y ¼ true) P(W ¼ true) P(V ¼ true) P(W ¼ true)

2 0.2 0.28768 0.275 0.28142 0.055 0.28130

Table 3 The conditional

occurrence probabilities of

node W

U P(W ¼ true|U) P(W ¼ false|U)

True 0.99 0.01

False 0.20 0.80
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Hence,

P Z ¼ trueð Þ ¼ P X ¼ trueð Þ � P Y ¼ trueð Þ � P Z ¼ truejX ¼ true; Y ¼ trueð Þ
þ P X ¼ falseð Þ � P Y ¼ trueð Þ � P Z ¼ truejX ¼ false;Y ¼ trueð Þ
þ P X ¼ trueð Þ � P Y ¼ falseð Þ � PðZ ¼ truejX ¼ true; Y ¼ falseÞ
þ P X ¼ falseð Þ � P Y ¼ falseð Þ � P Z ¼ truejX ¼ false; Y ¼ falseð Þ

¼ 0:10� 0:25� 0:80þ 0:90� 0:25� 0:2þ 0:10� 0:75� 0:5

þ 0:90� 0:75� 0:05 ¼ 0:13625:

Similarly, P(Z ¼ false) can be calculated as:

PðZ ¼ falseÞ ¼ 0:86375:

For node U,

PðU ¼ trueÞ ¼ 0:10125;PðU ¼ falseÞ ¼ 0:89875:

For node W,

PðW ¼ trueÞ ¼ 0:27999;PðW ¼ falseÞ ¼ 0:72001:

Bayesian network analysis can be conducted using software package HUGIN.

Using HUGIN, it is possible to view the status of any given number of observations

and “run” to obtain posterior probabilities (see Fig. 3).

What is really of interest, however, is how the prior probabilities change when

new observations are added into the Bayesian network for a particular node.

Suppose it is observed that there is personnel injury, and it is required to inference

to what degree this personnel injury was caused by discarded cigarettes. This needs

to calculate posterior probability P(X ¼ true|W ¼ true). Using Bayesian rule (4),

the relevant calculation is

P X ¼ truejW ¼ trueð Þ ¼ P X ¼ true;W ¼ trueð Þ=P W ¼ trueð Þ:

From Fig. 4, it can be calculated as:

P X ¼ truejW ¼ trueð Þ ¼ 0:17428:

Comparing the posterior probability P(X ¼ true|W ¼ true) ¼ 0.17428 with

prior probability P(X ¼ true) ¼ 0.10, it can be seen that there is a significant

change in the occurrence likelihood of discarded cigarettes when a personnel injury

accident has been observed. This might imply that node personnel injury is quite

sensitive to node discarded cigarettes. To further justify the conclusion, sensitivity

analysis must be conducted.
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Sensitivity refers to how sensitive a model’s performance is to minor changes in

the input parameters. Sensitivity analysis is particularly useful in investigating the

effects of inaccuracies or incompleteness in the parameters of a Bayesian network

model on the model’s output. The most natural way of performing sensitivity

analysis is to change the values of the parameters and then, using an evidence

propagation method, monitor the effects of these changes. Thus one of the most

important sensitivity analysis aspects is to analyze how they change when prior

probabilities take different values. The results in Table 4 were generated. As can be

seen in Table 4, the values indicate that P(W ¼ true) clearly changes with P(X ¼
true). Therefore there is a reason to believe that the above conclusion is reliable.

P X ¼ trueð Þ � 1þ 10%ð Þ ¼ 0:11

P Y ¼ trueð Þ � 1þ 10%ð Þ ¼ 0:275

P V ¼ trueð Þ � 1þ 10%ð Þ ¼ 0:055

X

X Y

10.000 true
false90.000

Z
13.625 true

false86.375

U
10.125 true

false89.875

W
27.999 true

false72.001

V
5.000 true

false95.000

Y
25.000 true

false75.000

Z V

U

W

Fig. 3 Marginal probabilities
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5 Conclusions

Bayesian network is a technology with huge potential for application across

many domains. This paper discusses its application in subway safety risk analysis.

The proposed approach uses probabilities to conduct Bayesian inference, which

includes risk factor inter-relationship identification, Bayesian network model estab-

lishment, prior probability and likelihood calculation, and inference and interpretation.

Based on the case study of the fire risk, it implies that node personnel injury is quite

sensitive to node discarded cigarettes. So the safety managers should pay more

attention to discarded cigarettes. In conclusion, the Bayesian network methodology

appears to be an effective tool for explicitly addressing uncertainty and utilizing

data from multiple sources.

Acknowledgments This research was supported by National Natural Science Foundation of
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Eco-Efficiency Assessment for the Eco-Industrial

Park Based on the Emergy Analysis

Hua Shang and Jiabo Li

Abstract This paper is to evaluate the economic performance and the environ-

mental performance of an industrial park in China based on the concept and

measurement methods of “Eco-efficiency” by using Emergy analysis. And the

methodology is applied to a case study of an industrial park located in Dalian. The

results show that Emergy analysis is practical in evaluating the Eco-Industrial

Park.

Keywords Eco-efficiency � Eco-industrial park � Emergy analysis

1 Introduction

Eco-efficiency (EE) is an important way to study sustainable development of

environmental-economic system. It is a concept that stresses on the balance of

economic growth, environmental protection and social equity. In the past 20 years,

Eco-industrial parks (EIPs) have played an important role in Chinese economy

development, however, there are few effective measures yet put in practice to

evaluate and improve the Eco-performance of the industrial parks.
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2 Issues Brought Forward

According to the traditional PDCA cycle the industrial ecologists require quantita-

tive methods to measure and evaluate the benefits of the eco-industrial ecology

[1, 2]. Many people are interested and had made some dedication to the study of

performance evaluation of EIP, while most of the studies mainly focus on the

setting up of the index system by the qualitative methods. And the most puzzles

are: how to get the quantitative results? How to unify the different kinds of index?

How to reflect the whole eco-performance of EIPs? A deficiency of industrial

ecology is the lack of numerical data to support the existing theories. While Eco-

efficiency is the right qualitative method by calculating a series of indicators to

measure the performance from the aspects of both environment and economics.

3 Methodology

This paper focuses on the concept and measurement methods of “Eco-efficiency” to

evaluate both the economic performance and the environmental performance of EIP

by using Emergy analysis.

Emergy analysis, a method of system analysis, is a powerful tool to evaluate the

sustainability [3], and is used for natural ecological system initially, then for

agriculture, forestry, regional economical system, etc. [4]. It provides a universal

measure for different kinds of energy flows in a system. It considers the historical

accumulation of all the energy. Some indices based on emergy analysis are intro-

duced to describe a system and to evaluate the sustainability of a process [5, 6].

By setting up an index system first, the index of EE are measured by the method

of Emergy, and based on it, the eco-performance of the whole park can be

evaluated. In this paper, normative research is combined with case study, dealing

with the application of emergy analysis in EIPs, as a result, a new emergy indices

system for EIPs is established, finally, the EE of Dalian Development Zone (DDZ)

is measured and analyzed as a case study.

4 Emergy Flow of EIPs

Eco-Industrial Park is built as a network co-operation between processing compa-

nies, waste handling company and heat consumer, etc., where is recycling water,

exchanging energy at different levels, recycling waste. And all members carry out

cleaner production; treated the exhaust gas of all members can discharge to meet the

national standard level [7]. In a word, the Eco-Industrial Park is an Eco-industrial

system, where material is circulating, energy is cascade utilizing and waste is being

minimized.
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5 Emergy Analysis of EIPs

The Emergy indices system includes six indices subsystems: Emergy flow, Emergy

sources, social subsystem, economical subsystem, and natural environment sub-

system and sustainability indices. Compared with the industrial system, Eco-Indus-

trial Park is an Eco-Industrial System. Emergy analysis of Eco-Industrial Park is

different. An improved emergy analyzing method is introduced that can effectively

consider both material circulation and energy cascade utilization in Eco-Industrial

Park [7].

Emergy flow system diagram for Eco-Industrial Park is shown in Fig. 1. The

diagram shows the flow of emergy among the renewable and nonrenewable resources

and economy and the studied Eco-Industrial Park.

In Eco-Industrial Park, there are many energy forms including renewable such

as water and air, nonrenewable such as coal, oil, metal and nonmetal mineral,

commodity, services, industrial facility, labor, information, etc. and among which

nonrenewable inputs are principle. The amount and scale of material circulation

and energy cascade and water circulation are considerable.

Because all enterprises are operating on cleaner production in Eco-Industrial

Park, the total emergy, input of the system will be increased. But the all wastes are

reused for new products, both nonrenewable and renewable resources are saved,

Earth
Sea Fuel Water

Production,
Service

Human,
Information

Tide

Rain

Wind

Sun

Agriculture

Natural
system

water

Industry

waste

Comm-
unity

Land
GDP Money

Input

Market

Fig. 1 Emergy flow system diagram of EIPs
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and accessorial emergy will be distributed to new products. Thus, the emergy-based

indices do not use for Eco-Industrial Park directly. The common contribution of

members in Eco-Industrial Park should be accounted for emergy yield ratio (PEYR)

and emergy investment ratio (PEIR). The following relationships can be established

as (1) and (2):

PEYR ¼
P6

i¼1 YiP6
i¼1 Fi

¼
P6

i¼1 ðFi þ Ri þ NiÞP6
i¼1 Fi

(1)

PEIR ¼
P6

i¼1 FiP6
i¼1 ðNi þ RiÞ

(2)

As renewable and nonrenewable resources are saved, emissions are reduced, and

environmental loads are reduced in Eco-Industrial Park by material circulation

utilization, the efficiency of energy resources utilization is raised, and energy

resources are saved by energy cascade utilization. The proportion of nonrenewable

resources in all inputs of EIPs is principal. Note that a traditional sustainability

index is defined as (3) and (4):

ESI ¼ EYR

ELR
(3)

ELR ¼ Fþ N

R
(4)

Determining ELR and ESI, the emergy flow from renewable and nonrenewable

resources must be available. However, in Eco-Industrial Park, the inputs are mostly

nonrenewable, R is nearly zero. Hence, the ELR is very large. For these reason,

an improved emergy environment load ratio for Eco-Industrial Park (PELR) is

presented as (5) and (6):

PELR ¼
X6
i¼1

Fi

F0 (5)

F0 ¼ F01þ F02þ F03þ N04þ F05þ R06 (6)

We define:

l F01 is the improved economic benefit by electricity load stability.
l F02 is the saved energy of high consumption energy user is power supplied lower

cost.
l F03 is the improved benefit of economy, environment and society by energy

cascade utilization.
l N04 is the saved nonrenewable and its treatment fee by utilizing the by-production.
l F05 is the saved energy resources.
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l R06 is the saved renewable resources and punish fee of reusing waste water

treated by waste water plant.

The above items show that the inputs of Eco-Industrial Park are decreased

by material circulation and energy cascade utilization. The PELR is lower if F0 is
bigger, and it is because the efficiency of material circulation and energy cascade

utilization are advanced.

But also, F0 in index PELR to a general industrial system with waste reuse and

recycle only, it is (7):

F0 ¼ N04þ R06 (7)

Accordingly, a new index of sustainability for Eco-Industrial Park (PESI) is defined

as (8):

PESI ¼ PEYR

PELR
(8)

6 Case Study

Dalian Development Zone (DDZ) is a state-level Economic and Technological

Development Area, an Eco-industrial park, located on the perimeter of Dalian’s

urban core, sitting on a 220-square kilometer land. It was the first such zone to be

authorized by the State Council of China in 1984, and it has provided an excellent

base to many overseas investors [8]. The basic data for DDZ in 2006 are shown in

Table 1.

The emergy of DDZ was calculated by using formula (3) and (4) and (6). The

results are shown in Table 2, showing that the PESI are higher, and the PELR are

lower in DDZ, mainly due to the material circulation and energy cascade utilization.

7 Summary

An indices system of emergy analysis are presented in this paper, to deal with the

application of emergy analysis of EIPs for Eco-efficiency evaluation The sustain-

ability of Eco-Industrial Park may be improved by increasing the PEYR and

decreasing the PELR. According to the study, we can conclude that the environ-

mental load is high in DDZ, and the sustainability is relatively low. Meanwhile the

emergy analysis of DDZ shows that new emergy indices we set up are practical in

evaluating the Eco-system. Based on it, advice should be given separately at three

level: corporations, inter-corporation (the whole park) and the government.
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Table 2 Results of the

emergy analysis of DDZ
Indices PEYR PEIR PELR PESI

Data 2.78 0.61 3.67 0.76

Table 1 Data of emergy transfering for DDZ (2006)

Item Basic data Transformity

ratio (sej/unit)

Solar transformity

(sej)

Emergy of the renewable resource
1. Sunlight (J) 2.93E þ 17 1.00E þ 00/J 2.93E þ 17

2. Wind energy (J) 3.88E þ 14 6.63E þ 02/J 2.57E þ 17

3. Rain potential energy (J) 1.18E þ 12 8.88E þ 02/J 1.05E þ 15

4. Rainwater chemical energy (J) 1.70E þ 14 1.54E þ 04/J 2.62E þ 18

5. Tidal energy (J) 8.66E þ 14 2.36E þ 04/J 2.04E þ 19

6. Wave energy (J) 6.06E þ 16 2.59E þ 04/J 1.57E þ 21

7. Earth cycle energy (J) 7.25E þ 13 2.90E þ 04/J 2.10E þ 18

Subtotal 1.60E þ 21

Emergy of renewable resources of local products
1. Food (J) 9.37E þ 13 8.30E þ 04/J 7.78E þ 18

2. Fruit (J) 1.01E þ 13 5.30E þ 04/J 5.35E þ 17

3. Vegetable (J) 8.02E þ 13 2.70E þ 04/J 2.16E þ 17

4. Seafood (J) 6.70E þ 14 1.71E þ 06/J 1.15E þ 21

5. Meat (J) 7.14E þ 12 1.71E þ 06/J 1.22E þ 19

Subtotal 1.17E þ 21

Emergy of non-renewable

resources

0 0

Input emergy
1. Non-renewable resource input

�. Water (J) 1.14E þ 14 4.10E þ 04/J 4.67E þ 18

�. Electric (J) 6.04E þ 15 1.60E þ 05/J 9.66E þ 20

�. Coal (J) 1.64E þ 16 3.98E þ 04/J 6.53E þ 20

�. Fuel oil (J) 4.72E þ 15 6.60E þ 04/J 3.11E þ 20

�. Fuel gas (J) 2.09E þ 16 6.60E þ 04/J 1.38E þ 21

Subtotal 33.15E þ 20

2. Money flow ($)

�.Other commodities, raw

material inputs ($)

4.84E þ 09 8.67E þ 12/J 4.20E þ 22

�. Fixed investment ($) 7.01E þ 08 8.67E þ 12/J 6.08E þ 21

�.The actual use of foreign

investment ($)

5.98E þ 08 8.67E þ 12/J 5.18E þ 21

3. Labor input (person) 7.00E þ 04 1.55E þ 17/p 1.09E þ 22

Subtotal 6.75E þ 22

Emergy of non-renewable output
Gross industrial output value ($) 7.23E þ 09 8.67E þ 12/$ 6.27E þ 22

Emergy of waste
1. Wastewater (J) 8.30E þ 13 6.60E þ 05/J 5.45E þ 19

2. Solid waste (g) 2.08E þ 11 1.50E þ 08/g 3.12E þ 19

Subtotal 8.57E þ 19

Comprehensive utilization of waste

product value ($)

9.07E þ 06 8.67E þ 12/$ 7.86E þ 19

Emergy of imports and exports
1. Import ($) 3.00E þ 09 8.67E þ 12/$ 2.60E þ 22

2. Exports ($) 3.60E þ 09 1.45E þ 13/$ 5.22E þ 22
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The Study of Green Risk Assessment for

Construction Project Based on “AHP–FCE”

Method

Danfeng Xie, Shurong Guo, and Sulei Li

Abstract This article presents the concept of the green risk assessment for

construction project. Combined with “Green Construction Guidelines” issued by

quondam Ministry of Construction (MOC), a green risk evaluation index system

is established. Besides, a “AHP–FCE” model is made. First, the index weight of

ordering in single level is determined with the use of Analytic Hierarchy Process

(AHP). Second, the green risk rank of construction project is assessed with the use

of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE) method. A case-study proves that the

evaluation model has a certain practical application worth, and aims at promoting

the theoretical research of green risk evaluation for construction project.

Keywords Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) � Construction project � Fuzzy

comprehensive evaluation (FCE) � Green risk � Ordering in single level

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the implement of the Sustainable Development Strategy and

green construction, the concept of green risk is attracting more and more attention

from the construction industry. However, the research on this aspect is still at its

elementary stage. Moreover, most of the study is qualitative analysis rather than

quantitative analysis. Combined with the document No. 223 of “Green Construc-

tion Guidelines” issued by quondam Ministry of Construction (MOC) in 2007, the

concept of green risk is proposed. It aims to establish the green risk evaluation

system and seek a more appropriate method of assessing risk.
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2 The Concept of Green Risk in Construction Project

Risk is the uncertainty of some losses. For the construction project, it refers to

the negative impact on construction engineering. Compared with other risks, the

distinctive feature of green risk concept lies in the word “green”. This concept is

closely related to the ultimate goal of sustainable development of humankind. That

is to say, to reduce environment pollution, reduce the consumption of resources and

reduce consumption of energy (3R goals) [1]. Thus, the green risk in construction

project is defined like this: it is the uncertainty of various factors contributing to the

goal (3R goals) of sustainable development of human being.

3 The Establishment of the Green Risk Evaluation System

for Construction Project

Combined with the “General Framework of Green Construction” in the document

No. 223 of “Green Construction Guidelines” issued by quondam Ministry of Con-

struction (MOC) in 2007 and based on the “3R” concept, the green risk evaluation

system for construction project is established, which takes the construction of ZiBo

Century Garden Residential District in Shan Dong as a case. The system is shown in

Fig. 1, it contains Destination level, Principle level, Sub-principle level.

4 “AHP–FCE” Model of Green Risk

4.1 Index Weight of Ordering in Single Level is Determined
with the Use of AHP Model

AHP, that is Analytic Hierarchy Process, it is a decision-making method which can

combine qualitative analysis with quantitative analysis together. Its theory can be

referenced at literature [2]. Based on a case of construction engineering, index

weight of ordering in single level is determined with the use of AHP method,

calculation steps go like this:

1. Establish hierarchical structure, destination level, principle level and sub-principle

level both are shown in Fig. 1.

2. Set up judgment matrix with the adoption of “nineth level method”, calculate the

maximum eigenvalue (lmax) and its eigenvector (W) with the use of square root

method, Wi is each index weight. They are shown in Table 1. In Table 1, the row

of judgment matrix is n, it is the number of index in each level of sub-hierarchy;

the judgment matrix is A, AW is the vector obtained as multiplying A by W.
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From Table 1, as to green risk assessment for construction project, in principle

level, the index weight of green risk of environment pollution (B1), resource

consumption (B2) and energy consumption (B3) respectively go like this:

WO–B ¼ (0.558, 0.320, 0.122).

3. Consistency test of ordering in single level.

By using of square root method, the maximum eigenvalue is obtained, that is:

lmax ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

ðAWÞi
Wi

¼ 1

3
� 9:055 ¼ 3:018 (1)

Green Risk Evaluation for Construction Project (O)

Green Risk of Envi-
ronment Pollution (B1)

Green Risk of Re-
source Consumption (B2)

Green Risk of En-
ergy Consumption (B3)

C
ontrol of exhaust gas created by m

achinery C
11

C
ontrol of noise created construction C

12

C
ontrol of w

ater pollution in construction C
13

C
ontrol of raise dust in construction C

14

C
oefficient of recovery of construction trash C

15

Save m
easures of construction m

aterials C
21

P
rogram

 of architectural structural m
aterials C

22

P
rogram

 of architectural closure m
aterials C

23

U
sage rate of architectural revolving m

aterials C
24 

U
sage program

 of decorating m
aterials C

25

E
fficiency using of w

ater in construction C
31

P
rotective m

easures of tem
porary use of land C

32 

T
em

porary facilities of living and productions C
33 

U
se of electricity in construction C

34

Fig. 1 Green risk evaluation system of construction project

Table 1 O–B index weight with the use of square root method

O B1 B2 B3 M¼∏Mij Wi
0 ¼ n

ffiffiffiffiffi
M

p
Wi¼Wi

0/∑Wi
0 (AW)i (AW)i/Wi

B1 1 2 4 8.000 2.000 0.558 1.686 3.019

B2 1/2 1 3 1.500 1.145 0.320 0.965 3.018

B3 1/4 1/3 1 0.083 0.437 0.122 0.368 3.018

– – – – Total ∑ 3.582 1.000 – 9.055
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Consistency index is:

CI ¼ lmax � n

n� 1
¼ 3:018� 3

3� 1
¼ 0:009 (2)

Random consistency rate is:

CR ¼ CI

RI
¼ 0:009

0:58
¼ 0:015771 (3)

RI is average random consistency index, when n is taken as 3, 4, 5, RI is taken 0.58,

0.89, 1.15 correspondingly. The judgment matrix is satisfactory when CR � 0.1.

Similarly, each index in sub-principle can be ordering in single level, index

weight can be determined, random consistency rate can also be confirmed. Calcu-

lating process is omitted. Results are shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, the index weight belonged to B1 are: WB1–C1 ¼ (0.039, 0.202,

0.069, 0.155, 0.535), belonged to B2 are: WB2–C2 ¼ (0.042, 0.277, 0.440, 0.161,

0.080), belonged to B3 are:WB3–C3 ¼ (0.212, 0.099, 0.638, 0.050). Due to all the ran-

dom consistency rates are less than 0.1, so all the judgment matrix are satisfactory.

4.2 Green Risk Rank is Confirmed with the Use of FCE Model

Due to the accumulation of inconsistencies of various levels, the disorder will arise

when they are ordered. Therefore, the overall ordering will not be done. Instead,

based on the ordering in single level, the membership grade of risks at various

levels will be confirmed with the adoption of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation

model. Furthermore, the green risk rank will be confirmed through fuzzy transfor-

mation. Definite steps go like this:

1. Determine factors set (U). They are shown in Fig. 1.

2. Establish evaluation set (V). According to green construction measures, in the

green risk evaluation system, all factors’ green risk can be evaluated. The better

the green construction measures are, the lower the green risk is. Green construc-

tion measures can be divided into five grades, evaluation set is defined as V0,
V0 ¼ {worse, bad, general, good, better}. Correspondingly, green risk evalua-

tion set is defined as V, V ¼ {higher, high, general, low, lower}, the five grades

is assigned as V ¼ {5, 4, 3, 2, 1}.

Table 2 B–C index weight of ordering in single level and consistency check

B1–C1 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 lmax ¼ 5.332; CI ¼ 0.083; CR¼0.074

0.039 0.202 0.069 0.155 0.535

B2–C2 C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 lmax ¼ 5.333; CI¼0.083; CR ¼ 0.074

0.042 0.277 0.440 0.161 0.080

B3–C3 C31 C32 C33 C34 lmax ¼ 4.240; CI ¼ 0.080; CR¼0.090

0.212 0.099 0.638 0.050
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3. Confirm weight set (W). It is shown in Tables 1 and 2.

4. Create single-factor fuzzy evaluation matrix. According to the practical experi-

ence in construction or expert evaluation, a fuzzy mapping can be obtained from

factors set to evaluation set, it expresses the membership grade of a factor to a

risk evaluation rank [3], it is shown in Table 3.

From Table 3, a membership grade matrix is obtained as a fuzzy matrix for

evaluating green risk.

5. First degree of fuzzy evaluation for green risk (“�” expresses matrix multipli-

cation).

According to experts’ judgment for the construction of ZiBo Century Garden

Residential District in Shan Dong, as to these index belonged to green risk of

environment pollution, their measures of green construction are judged in

Table 4.

From Table 4, a fuzzy evaluation matrix is obtained, it is defined as RB1–C1:

RB1�C1 ¼

R3

R1

R4

R2

R3

2
66664

3
77775 ¼

0 0:25 0:5 0:25 0

0 0 0 0:3 0:7
0:25 0:5 0:25 0 0

0 0 0:25 0:5 0:25
0 0:25 0:5 0:25 0

2
66664

3
77775 (4)

Table 3 Table of fuzzy mapping

Evaluation

(measures of

green

construction)

Fuzzy mapping (membership grade of

green risk rank)

Expressions for

membership grade of

green risk rank

Transform

(Ri)

Higher

(5)

High

(4)

General

(3)

Low

(2)

Lower

(1)

Worse 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 Mostly belongs to higher

green risk Rank 5

R5

Bad 0.25 0.5 0.25 0 0 Mostly belongs to high

green risk Rank 4

R4

General 0 0.25 0.5 0.25 0 Mostly belongs to

general green risk

Rank 3

R3

Good 0 0 0.25 0.5 0.25 Mostly belongs to low

green risk Rank 2

R2

Better 0 0 0 0.3 0.7 Mostly belongs to lower

green risk Rank 1

R1

Table 4 Fuzzy mapping of green risk for environment pollution

B1–C1 WB1–C1 Evaluation Higher High General Low Lower Transform

(Ri)

Green risk of

environment

pollution

(B1)

C11 0.039 General 0 0.25 0.5 0.25 0 R3

C12 0.202 Better 0 0 0 0.3 0.7 R1

C13 0.069 Bad 0.25 0.5 0.25 0 0 R4

C14 0.155 Good 0 0 0.25 0.5 0.25 R2

C15 0.535 General 0 0.25 0.5 0.25 0 R3
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Define PB1–C1 as the fuzzy evaluation set of green risk rank of environment

pollution (B1)

PB1�C1 ¼WB1�C1�RB1�C1

¼ 0:039 0:202 0:069 0:155 0:535½ � �

0 0:25 0:5 0:25 0

0 0 0 0:3 0:7

0:25 0:5 0:25 0 0

0 0 0:25 0:5 0:25

0 0:25 0:5 0:25 0

2
6666664

3
7777775

¼ 0:017 0:178 0:343 0:282 0:180½ � ð5Þ

Implications are: the membership grade of green risk of environment pollu-

tion (B1) to higher green risk Rank 5 is 1.7%, while it is 17.8% to high green risk

Rank 4, 34.3% to general green risk Rank 3, 28.2% to low green risk Rank 2 and

18.0% to lower green risk Rank 1.

Similarly, the fuzzy evaluation set of green risk rank of resource consumption

(B2) is obtained, defined as PB2–C2, and the fuzzy evaluation set of green risk

rank of energy consumption (B3) is also obtained, defined as PB3–C3, they are

shown in formula (6), formula (7).

PB2�C2 ¼WB2�C2 �RB2�C2

¼ 0:042 0:277 0:440 0:161 0:080½ � �

0:25 0:5 0:25 0 0

0 0:25 0:5 0:25 0

0 0 0:25 0:5 0:25

0 0 0 0:3 0:7

0 0:25 0:5 0:25 0

2
6666664

3
7777775

¼ 0:010 0:110 0:299 0:358 0:223½ � ð6Þ

PB3�C3 ¼ WB3�C3 � RB3�C3

¼ 0:212 0:099 0:638 0:050½ � �

0:25 0:5 0:25 0 0

0 0 0:25 0:5 0:25

0 0:25 0:5 0:25 0

0 0 0 0:3 0:7

2
6664

3
7775

¼ 0:053 0:266 0:397 0:224 0:060½ � ð7Þ
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6. Second degree of fuzzy evaluation for green risk

The above PB1–C1, PB2–C2, PB3–C3 compose the fuzzy complex evaluation

matrix (R):

R ¼ PB1�C1 PB2�C2 PB3�C3
� �T ¼

0:017 0:178 0:343 0:282 0:180

0:010 0:110 0:299 0:358 0:223

0:053 0:266 0:397 0:224 0:060

2
64

3
75
(8)

Thus, fuzzy evaluation for green risk of the construction of ZiBo Century

Garden Residential District can be done. Define PO–B as fuzzy evaluation set

of green risk rank in Destination Level.

PO�B ¼WO�B�R¼ 0:558 0:320 0:122½ ��
0:017 0:178 0:343 0:282 0:180

0:010 0:110 0:299 0:358 0:223

0:053 0:266 0:397 0:224 0:060

2
64

3
75

¼ 0:019 0:167 0:336 0:299 0:179½ � ð6Þ

Implications are: in the construction of ZiBo Century Garden Residential Dis-

trict, the membership grade to higher green risk Rank 5 is 1.9%, while to high

green risk Rank 4 is 16.7%, to general green risk Rank 3 is 33.6%, to low green

risk Rank 2 is 29.9%, to lower green risk Rank 1 is 17.9%.

According to the principle of maximum membership degree, green risk rank

can be confirmed. Take the maximum index, its corresponding evaluation set is

the result. Due to max {0.019, 0.167, 0.336, 0.299, 0.179} ¼ 0.336, the maxi-

mum value is the membership grade of general green risk Rank 3, so in the

construction of ZiBo Century Garden Residential District, its green risk rank is

general green risk Rank 3.

7. Calculate green risk degree.

Define v as green risk degree; It is the quantitative expression of green risk rank.

It is shown in formula (10)

v ¼ PO�B � VT ¼ p1 p2 p3 p4 p5½ � � 5 4 3 2 1½ �T
¼ 0:019 0:167 0:336 0:299 0:179½ � � 5 4 3 2 1½ �T ¼ 2:548

(10)

The green risk degree is 2.548, it implies that in the construction of ZiBo

Century Garden Residential District, its green risk rank is Degree 2.548.
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5 Conclusions

AHP is an evaluation system combined qualitative and quantitative method under

the guidance of many principles. Because the overall ordering of all levels will be

blurred with the accumulation of inconsistencies of various levels, the Analytic

Hierarchy Process (AHP) method and Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE)

method is combined, then the index weight of order in single level is determined

with the use of AHP. On the basis of the analysis, every factor will be evaluated and

the green risk level in construction business will be determined with the use of

fuzzy transformation. This evaluation system overcomes the inconsistencies of

overall ordering with the use of AHP method and can get a more practical green

risk grade. The data will be useful for the analysis and assessment of green risk. But

the selection of the index of green risk for the construction business leaves much

room for improvement.
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Intensive Land Use Evaluation of Urban

Development Zones: A Case Study of Xi’an

National Hi-Tech Industrial Development

Zone in China

Wei Xiao and Qingqi Wei

Abstract The degree of intensive land use is of great significance to urban planning

and urban development. In order to evaluate the intensive land use level of Xi’an

National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone in China, this paper chooses 16

indexes according to Intensive Land Use Evaluation Protocols of Development

Zones. The 16 indexes are divided into 3 categories: (1) land use condition; (2)

land output efficiency; (3) land management performance. The weights of indexes

are determined by using Delphi method. On the basis of calculation of indexes’

actual value, ideal value, and the degree of realization, the score of the intensive land

use level of Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone is obtained, which

is 96.44%, and the scores of the three objectives are as follows: land use condition is

96.41%, land output efficiency is 96.90%, landmanagement performance is 95.73%.

The scores of the three objectives are higher and balanced, which indicates a

significant intensive land use level of Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Develop-

ment Zone in China.

1 Introduction

Currently, the shortage of land resources has become a major constraint factor to the

development of Chinese economy [1]. With the rapid development of Chinese

urbanization, utilization of urban land increases rapidly [2, 3]. So, the development

mode of Chinese economy should turn from extensive to intensive. Urban develop-

ment zone is an important part of the city, and the efficiency of land resources

development and utilization is the basis of the development zone [4, 5]. Urban
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development zone can promote the growth of regional economy; however, there are

also a waste of land, capital precipitation and range of social and ecological prob-

lems. Researches on intensive land use potential of development zone has important

theoretical and practical significance on urban planning and urban development [6].

In order to evaluate the intensive land use level of Xi’an National Hi-tech

Industrial Development Zone in China, this paper chooses 16 indexes according

to Intensive Land Use Evaluation Protocols of Development Zones. The 16 indexes
are divided into 3 categories: (1) land use condition; (2) land output efficiency;

(3) land management performance. The weights of indexes are determined by using

Delphi method. On the basis of calculation of indexes’ actual value, ideal value, and

the degree of realization, we get the score of the intensive land use level of Xi’an

National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone in China, and present an objective

assessment to the development zone.

2 Evaluation Index System

In this paper, intensive land use evaluation index system comes from Intensive
Land Use Evaluation Protocols of Development Zones established by Ministry of

Land and Resources of the People’s Republic of China. The evaluation index

system contains three levels, which are objective, sub-objective, and index. The

level of objective includes three items: land use condition, land output efficiency,

and land management performance. The level of sub-objective includes six items:

degree of land development, structural condition of land use, land use intensity,

input–output efficiency of industrial land, regulation performance of land use, and

the degree of marketization of land supply. The level of index includes 16 items,

such as the rate of land development, the rate of industrial land, general floor-area

ratio, the intensity of industrial investment in fixed assets, the rate of land disposal

for maturity project, the rate of compensative land use, etc.

Delphi method is adopted to determine the weights of objectives, sub-objectives,

and indexes. Based on scale construction and questionnaire investigation, 12 corpor-

ations and institutions are surveyed, including Department of Land and Resources of

Shaanxi Province, Bureau of Land and Resources of Xi’an National Hi-tech Indus-

trial Development Zone, Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone

Administration, Domestic Investment Promotion Agency of Xi’an National Hi-

tech Industrial Development Zone, Asia-Pacific Investment Promotion Agency of

Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone, Investment Service Agency

of Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone, Bureau of Finance of Xi’an

National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone Administration, Shaanxi Huadi Real

Estate Appraisal and Consulting Co., Ltd., Zhenghe Real Estate Appraisal Co., Ltd.,

etc. In the survey, 30 questionnaires are sent out, and 27 pieces of effective data are

received, response rate is 90%.
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According to the sample data, the weights of objectives, sub-objectives and

indexes are calculated. Evaluation index system and the weights are shown in

Table 1.

3 Data and Calculation Results

3.1 Actual Value of Indexes

With the help of several related institutions in Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial

Development Zone, the initial data of indexes are collected, and the actual values of

indexes are computed after compiling. The results are shown in Table 2.

3.2 Ideal Value of Indexes

There are two steps to determine the ideal values of indexes:

1. The initial ideal values are obtained from expert survey. By using questionnaire

investigation, 27 pieces of effective data are gained, and the average values are

considered as the initial ideal values.

2. For the significant difference between the initial ideal values and the actual

values, it is obviously unreasonable. So, on the basis of the initial ideal values,

Table 1 Evaluation index system and the weights

Objectives

(weight)

Sub-objectives

(weight)

Indexes (weight)

Land use

condition

(0.42)

Degree of land

development

(0.29)

The rate of land development (0.39)

The rate of land supply (0.30)

The rate of land construction completed (0.31)

Structural condition

of land use (0.29)

The rate of industrial land (0.49)

The rate of Hi-tech industrial land (0.51)

Land use intensity

(0.42)

General floor-area ratio (0.27)

Building density (0.25)

General floor-area ratio of industrial land (0.26)

Building density of industrial land (0.22)

Land output

efficiency

(0.37)

Input–output

efficiency of

industrial land

(1.00)

The intensity of industrial investment in fixed assets

(0.31)

Output intensity of industrial land (0.32)

Output intensity of Hi-tech industrial land (0.37)

Land

management

performance

(0.21)

Regulation

performance of

land use (0.57)

The rate of land disposal for maturity project

(0.42)

The rate of idle land disposal (0.58)

The degree of

marketization of

land supply (0.43)

The rate of compensative land use (0.53)

The rate of land transfer by using bidding, auction

and listing (0.47)
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some forecasting models, including Auto-Regressive Model, Moving Average

Model, ARIMA Model, are adopted to forecast the ideal values.

Finally, a set of reasonable ideal values are achieved. The results are shown in

Table 2.

3.3 Degree of Realization

The standardized values of indexes are calculated by using ratio estimation method,

the measurement indicator is the score of degree of realization. The calculation

method is shown in (1).

Sijk ¼ Xijk

Tijk
� 100% (1)

where Sijk is the score of objective i, sub-objective j and index k; Xijkis the actual

value of objective i, sub-objective j and index k; Tijk is the ideal value of objective i,
sub-objective j and index k.

According to Intensive Land Use Evaluation Protocols of Development Zones,
the score of degree of realization should be between 0 and 100%. If the score is

more than 100%, it should be recorded as 100%. The score of each index is shown

in Table 2.

Table 2 Actual value, ideal value, and degree of realization

Index Actual value Ideal value Degree of

realization

The rate of land development 86.48% 89.89% 96.21%

The rate of land supply 99.61% 100% 99.61%

The rate of land construction completed 98.90% 100% 98.90%

The rate of industrial land 29.61% 32.00% 92.53%

The rate of Hi-tech industrial land 18.07% 19.53% 92.52%

General floor-area ratio 1.75 1.78 98.31%

Building density 38.27% 39% 98.13%

General floor-area ratio of industrial land 1.12 1.15 97.39%

Building density of industrial land 36.50% 37% 98.65%

The intensity of industrial investment in

fixed assets

5144.54

[104Yuan/ha]

5398.83

[104Yuan/ha]

95.29%

Output intensity of industrial land 23292.34

[104Yuan/ha]

24559.97

[104Yuan/ha]

94.84%

Output intensity of Hi-tech industrial land 35721.39

[104Yuan/ha]

32197.48

[104Yuan/ha]

100%

The rate of land disposal for maturity project 100% 100% 100%

The rate of idle land disposal 100% 100% 100%

The rate of compensative land use 61.55% 65.00% 94.69%

The rate of land transfer by using bidding,

auction and listing

27.94% 32.71% 85.42%
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3.4 Intensive Land Use Evaluation and Analysis

By using above methods, the score of degree of realization for the three levels

(objectives, sub-objectives, indexes) can be calculated, and the general score of

intensive land use in Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone can also

be obtained. The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that the general score of intensive land use in Xi’an National

Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone is 96.44%, and the scores of the three

objectives are higher and balanced, which indicates a significant intensive land

use level of the development zone.

In particular, the second objective, land output efficiency, shows an outstanding

performance with a score of 96.90%. Especially for the index of output intensity of

Hi-tech industrial land, whose actual value exceeds the ideal value under the

“Eleventh 5-Year Plan” of Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone.

The score of the intensity of industrial investment in fixed assets is 95.29%, the

actual value is 51.4454 million yuan/ha, the ideal value is 53.9883 million yuan/ha,

and the difference is 2.5429 million yuan/ha. The score of output intensity of

industrial land is 94.84%, the actual value is 232.9234 million yuan/ha, the ideal

value is 245.5997 million yuan/ha, and the difference is 12.6763 million yuan/ha.

The first objective, land use condition, is also better, which get a score of

96.41%. The scores of its two sub-objectives, degree of land development and

land use intensity, are greater than 98%. In its nine indexes, the two lowest scores

are the rate of industrial land and the rate of Hi-tech industrial land. The rate of land

Table 3 The score of degree of realization (objectives, sub-objectives, indexes)

Objectives (score) Sub-objectives (score) Indexes (score)

Land use

condition

(96.41%)

Degree of land

development

(98.04%)

The rate of land development (96.21%)

The rate of land supply (99.61%)

The rate of land construction completed (98.90%)

Structural condition of

land use (92.52%)

The rate of industrial land (92.53%)

The rate of Hi-tech industrial land (92.52%)

Land use intensity

(98.09%)

General floor-area ratio (98.31%)

Building density (98.13%)

General floor-area ratio of industrial land (97.39%)

Building density of industrial land (98.65%)

Land output

efficiency

(96.90%)

Input–output

efficiency of

industrial land

(96.90%)

The intensity of industrial investment in fixed assets

(95.29%)

Output intensity of industrial land (94.84%)

Output intensity of Hi-tech industrial land (100%)

Land

management

performance

(95.73%)

Regulation

performance of

land use (100%)

The rate of land disposal for maturity project (100%)

The rate of idle land disposal (100%)

The degree of

marketization of

land supply

(90.06%)

The rate of compensative land use (94.69%)

The rate of land transfer by using bidding, auction

and listing (85.42%)

The general score of intensive land use is 96.44%
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development gets a score of 96.21%, general floor-area ratio of industrial land gets

a score of 97.39%, and all the other five indexes score more than 98%. It means that

intensive land use level is quite high in Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Develop-

ment Zone. However, at the same time, the rate of industrial land and the rate of Hi-

tech industrial land should be increased in the future.

The third objective, land management performance, gets a score of 95.73%. One

of its sub-objectives, the degree of marketization of land supply, gets a lower score

of 90.06%. Table 3 shows that it is for the lower rate of land transfer by using

bidding, auction and listing. The actual value of the index is 27.94%, the ideal value

is 32.71%, and the score of degree of realization is 85.42%.

4 Conclusions

Through the evaluation, the focuses and directions of intensive land use manage-

ment in Xi’an National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone are identified: (1)

Taking the initiative to introduce Hi-tech industry, upgrading the existing industry

and enhancing the proportion of Hi-tech industrial land and output intensity of Hi-

tech industry. (2) Strengthening engineering construction management, and paying

more attention to industrial land input–output intensity. Setting the bottom line of

building density and fixed investment about industrial land. (3) Giving priority to

the supply of industrial land and Hi-tech industrial land, improving the rate of

industrial land and the rate of Hi-tech industrial land. (4) Enhancing the rate of land

transfer by using bidding, auction and listing in the future.
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Industrial Planning, Macro-economic Control

and Government’s Role in the Perspective

of Economic Crisis

Bo Cao and Yang Yu

Abstract In the context of the economic crisis, this could be taken as a study on

function of the government’s macro-control and industrial planning. Theoretical

analysis shows that under the condition of information lack on industry planning, it

would be very difficult to have entrepreneurs to carry out effective investment,

making it impossible to achieve rapid economic recovery and development. With

the Chinese government in industrial development, behavioral characteristics, this

paper argues, industrial planning should, together with fiscal and monetary policies,

as a means of macroeconomic control and become a part of government functions.

In carrying out industrial planning, the government should do its own functional

position, the quality of the information industry, the proportion of profitable

projects, as well as the level of social benefits, is the government in the formulation

of industrial planning should focus on variables.

Keywords Control � Industrial planning � Macro-economic analysis

1 Introduction

In order to tackle the economic crisis and prevent the rapid decreasing of China

economy, at the beginning of 2009 the State Council successively issued industrial

changing planning of ten industries. The National Development and Reform Com-

mission have formulated regulations for the program of the 10 sections and make 76

missions and 120 policy measures clear. The measures which the Chinese government

issued for the industrial planning share some similarities with the industrial

development of Japan and South Korea in the period of world crude oil crisis and
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Asian economic crisis. For example, during the period of crude oil crisis Japanese

shipping building industry closed many manufactory factories in order to reduce

ship building abilities. However, the South Korea government issued some plans

for the revitalization of ship building industry and helped these corporations to

promote productivity and competitiveness, coordinate the development from the

comprehensive way. These plans greatly promoted the development of its ship

building industry and South Korea has surpassed the Japan and became the second

largest ship building industry in the world. Take culture industry for another

example. The Japanese government has made a strategy of “culture industry” in

the Asian economic crisis. At the present, the cartoon industry has become the

third largest industry in Japan and its size only next to America’s. At the same

period, the South Korea has made the culture industry as the strategic pillar industry

for the national economic development in the twenty-first century and regulated

some laws, such as “Cultural Industry Promotion Basic Law”, “Cultural Industry

Development five-year Plans”. Since 2001 the South Korea government has

increased the portion of culture industry profit from 1 to 5% in the world market

and become the fifth strongest country of culture industry in the world.

As viewing the macroeconomic theory, governments use some traditional mea-

sures of finance and currency to regulate and control the economy [1]. However,

from the previous examples, the conclusion that industrial planning is necessary in

the governmental macroeconomic regulation could be obtained. Take the Regan’s

presidency for example. The Strategic Defense Initiative was proposed at 1983 for

the fail of revival plans with the taxation plan as a core. The development of the

directed energy greatly increased the investment and promotion of technology-

intensive industry [2, 3]. Except the political intentions, from the economic per-

spective, the effect of the industrial planning, with the industrial promotion as its

core, has even surpassed the effect of financial policy. As to the government,

whether or not the industrial planning is belong to one of its basic functions. The

analysis of this question is not only meaningful to the study of macroeconomic

theory, but also helpful to the change of the governmental functions. In the

background of the economic crisis, the further discussion of the question that

how to reinforce the function associating with the industrial policy and planning

has many realistic values with emphasizing the macroeconomic control and the

livelihood of the people by our government.

2 Theoretical Analysis: Functions of the Government

in Industry Planning During the Economic Crisis

The immediate cause of the economic crisis is the abandonment of regulation, and

in essence it is the information and incentive problems which relate to market

failures [4, 5]. The influence of economic crisis has gradually shifted from the

virtual to the real economy, from the export enterprises to the non-exporting ones.
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The various transmission mechanisms lead to the bankruptcy of a large number of

small and medium sized enterprises and the rise of the unemployment rate and so

on. In this condition, because of the occurrence of the over production, the private-

owned companies lose their confidence in investment. Therefore, accurately iden-

tify the right industries to invest could at last effectively strengthen the real

economy. The investment and development of the industry is not only influenced

by the short-term macroeconomic policies, but also by the long-term development

strategy and the overall plan for the national economy. So the participation of the

government in industry planning is really needed.

Here is a simple model, which would describe the behavioral characteristics of

the private-owned enterprise, the government and some other main part in the

economic crisis. And then, through this model we could analyze the problems

concerning the investment behaviors of the entrepreneurs and the government’s

role in industry planning.

2.1 Assumption

First of all, we could assume that the ratio of the projects which could bring benefits

to the entrepreneur is a 2 ð0; 1Þ, and at the same time private benefits p> 0 could be

obtained. In addition, the profits of the entrepreneur’s projects could be generally

observed. Therefore, the social benefitsP> p are produced. For the ratio of 1� a of
the projects which are non-profitable, the level of private benefits and social

benefits are all as zero.

The entrepreneur and government do not have complete information about the

profitability of the different projects. The entrepreneur is risk-neutral. The cost of

finding the profitable project is recorded as Ce and Cg by entrepreneur and govern-

ment separately. When the cost of government regulation is relatively too high or

tax revenue is distorted by industry policies, Ce < Cg. However, when the entre-

preneur is faced with project risks, or the capital market is imperfect, Ce � Cg.

For a particular industry, the signals observed about whether a project is

profitable or not could be denoted as spi and s0i , i 2 fe; gg, and represents the

entrepreneur and the government separately [6]. For signal spi , the conditional

probability of the project to be profitable is p p
�� spi� � ¼ qi þ ð1� qiÞa; qi 2 ð0; 1Þ

denoting the quality of the signal and the ability of the entrepreneur and the

government. The ability of the government also reflects the quality of the published

industry planning. For simplicity, suppose that pðspi Þ ¼ pðpÞ. Meanwhile, assume

that the signals received by the entrepreneur and the government are irrelative, it

means pðspe jk; spgÞ ¼ pðspe jk; s0gÞ, k 2 f0; pg and pðspg jk; spe Þ ¼ pðspg jk; s0eÞ, k 2 f0; pg.
The overall welfare effect brought by the industry planning is W ¼ R

e wjðsgÞde.
Supportive the planning is, its expectancy effect would be w1ðsgÞ ¼ pðpjsgÞP� cg,

sg 2 fs0g; spgg. Otherwise, the effect is w0ðsgÞ ¼ 0.

Assume that the welfare factors are always taken into account when the govern-

ment decides to support the particular kinds of enterprises, meanwhile its utility
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U ¼ R
e ujðsgÞde is maximized. The expectancy effect of supporting a particular

kind of company is w1ðsgÞ ¼ pðpjsgÞP� cg. Otherwise, u0ðsgÞ ¼ 0. Assuming

aP< minfce; cgg<P, which means that the average investment cost of the pro-

jects is lower than the social welfare, the profitable projects could increase the

welfare.

2.2 The Situation Without Industry Planning

Then the situation without the industry planning imposed by government is to be

analyzed: Under this condition, the entrepreneur obtains the signal of se 2 fs0e ; speg,
with the investment cost as Ce. Under the circumstances of private net income

expectation satisfies pðpjseÞp� ce > 0, a bad signal of s0e would decline any invest-
ment, because pðpjs0eÞp � ap � aP< ce.Yet a good signal spe is obtained, if and

only if qe > qe
0 ¼ ce � ap

ð1� aÞp is satisfied, the enterprise would invest. Because

ap< ce, a< 1, qe
0 > 0, if and only if p> ce is satisfied, qe

0 < 1. It could be observed

that qe
0 2 ð0; 1Þ would increase simultaneously with ce, and decrease while a and p

go oppositely. Therefore, the proposition can be reached as follows:

If there is not any industry planning, the entrepreneur who get the good signal

would pay the cost of investment when qe > qe
0, otherwise there would be no one to

invest.

2.3 Lacking of Investment Motivation

Next, measurements of increasing welfare and promoting economic development

are to be depicted under the condition qe � qe
0 when social investment is lack of

motivation. Because the expected welfare effect for supporting a project is

Eðw1Þ ¼ aP� cg. According to the assumption, the value is negative. When in

the face of the bad signal s0g, the expected welfare effect is: w1ðs0gÞ ¼ pðpjs0gÞ
P� cg ¼ ð1� qgÞaP� cg <Eðw1Þ< 0. By contrary, w1ðspgÞ ¼ pðpjspgÞP� cg ¼
½qg þ ð1� qgÞa�P� cg. Therefore, if and only if qg > qg

0 ¼ cg � aP
ð1� aÞP , social wel-

fare would increase.

Similarly, once qg
0 > 0, if and only if P> cg, qe

0 < 1 could be get; qe
0 2 ð0; 1Þ

would increase when ce increase, and decrease when a and P increase. Therefore

the proposition is obtained as follows: When social investment is lack of motiva-

tion, if and only if qg > qg
0, in other words, when the government has sufficient

capacity, it would implement the industry planning in order to enhance the welfare.

Further indication of the condition is: Government must have stronger ability in

mastering the information of industry investment, only in this way the welfare

would be enhanced. The higher the investment cost cg is, the lower the ratio of the

profitable projects a and the social benefits P is.
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The analysis of the theoretical model in this section indicates that: when the

private entrepreneur face with an uncertain market environment, especially under

the condition of economic crisis, subjected to the capacity of themselves, the

proportion of the profitable projects and the low ratio of the private benefits, there

would be a serious shortage of the investment motivation in the market. At this

moment, government should strengthen of industry regulation, and provide sup-

ports to the private enterprise through industrial investment in order to enhance the

social welfare.

3 The Orientation of the Chinese Government Function

in the Development of Industry

In the models mentioned above, the key variables for the government are the quality

of the information the government could acquire, the proportion of profitable

projects and the level of social earnings. This section analyses the function orienta-

tion of the Chinese government in the development of industry and macro-control

and regulation with those variables.

3.1 The Quality of Information

Effective distribution of resources requires making the most of various kinds of

information. The rational choice each individual makes in the market economy

could effectively regulate the balance between supply and demand in some indus-

tries and markets. However, under the situation of economic recession caused by

the malfunction of market, essentially by the unbalanced distribution of informa-

tion, one of the government’s duties is to remedy the limitations of market. Industry

planning aims at providing relevant information and measures to the main part of

market investment so as to intervene in the economic activity of industry and

perfect the allocation of resources. However, in the actual government departments,

there are excessive administrative departments, thus resources are loosely

distributed the management is confused. The ultimate result is the inefficiency of

communication, low quality of information and the ineffectiveness of industry

planning. The local government should exercise economic measures such as indus-

try planning to regulate the economic operation, provide accurate information for

the market main bodies steer the orientation of micro-economic main body opera-

tions and ensure the stable growth of economy, in conformity with the united plan

of the central government and the local realities. Several mega data center, litera-

ture resources center and scientific information data base to provide some scientific

references for the government decisions and supply the industries and the society

with basic data, product data, scientific literature, the standard of technique, and
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information of human resources. Moreover, some industrious associations possess

abundant information resources, thus the government may allocate part of its power

to intermediary agencies, realizing the indirect support for the industries.

3.2 The Proportion of Profitable Projects

The local government put much emphasis on allocation of funds and the approval of

projects, neglecting the research for the industrial policies and planning, thus they

do not consider that critical variable. In the context of economic downturn, the

orientation of government function should be adjusted, shifting from the emphasis

on trade and investment promotion to that on encouraging native industries. In the

aspect of industry steering, comprehensive uses of policy measures like tax, credit,

import and export, and adjusting the proportion of profitable projects to effectively

guide the individualistic decisions of investments. The government should streng-

then supervision in industrial services, make full use of the integration of platforms

of each industry to remedy the lacking profit of some industries on short terms.

Meanwhile, attention should be paid to the problems of investment impulse and

overcapacity which might be incurred by improvement of profits relevant to

planning. For example, before the publication of the planning of revitalizing the

new energy industry, there have been excessive PV and wind power enterprises.

Therefore, the control of the proportion of profitable project should be the primary

concern of government industrial planning.

3.3 The Level of Social Earnings

As a measure of macro control and regulation, the formulation of industrial

planning is closely related to the general situation of social and economic develop-

ment. The local government should formulate industry planning, comprehensively

taking industry layout, the orientation of industry and transformation and upgrade

into consideration in conformity with the medium to long term program of national

economic and social development. The government should clarify the relations

among the dominant project and accessory projects, manufacturing projects, R&D,

and sales, the second and the third industry, and try hard to maximize social

welfare. During the process of trade and investment promotion, the government

should avoid short sight, bureaucracy, and law violations which are detrimental to

the public interest and market development in the long run. In some of the industry

planning, the government set a goal of strengthening the ability of self-innovation

and boosting the innovative development of industries. However, because of the

eternality of R&D, R&D and sales promotion are less profitable than the average

level. Thus, the government should encourage the innovation staff by increasing

their earnings to the average level so as to ensure the healthy development of

industries.
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4 Conclusions

This paper is written in the background of economic crisis. Combined the theoreti-

cal studies with the discussion of the practice in industrial planning of Chinese

government, the author believes that the industrial planning should be taken as one

of the macroeconomic measures, like financial and currency policy. The government

should play an appropriate role at the industrial planning, and pays a great attention

to the variable factors of industrial planning, such as the quality of industrial

information, proportion of profit programs and the average level of the social

income. This paper emphasizes that the macroeconomic regulation, the policy of

industrial planning and the function of public administration have the different roles

and functions in the economic development, and also proposes that the government

should reinforce its position in the industrial planning. By the issue of the industrial

planning policy, the government could make a promise to the society, and provide

the correct information to the entities of micro-investment which are lack of

information and conduct their investment in order to avoid the situation of both

lacking of investment motives and surplus of investment. Besides, the industrial

planning of social benefit could regulate the governmental behaviors.
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Evaluation and Simulation for Ecology Risk

of Urban Expansion Based on SERA Model

Taking Selangor, Malaysia as an Example

Xiaoxia Shi, Yue Wu, and Han Zhang

Abstract This article aims to study the correlation between urbanization of space

and the ecological environment and, from the change of pressure, resulting from

urban expansion over temporal series, on regional ecology risk, judge the sustain-

ability of urbanization, providing scientific basis for appraisal of the sustainable

development of urbanization. First of all, with supports of spatial information

technologies such as GIS and RS, and through the analysis of spatial mechanism

of ecology risk, this study establishes the Spatial Ecology Risk Remote Sensing

Evaluation Model (SERA) of urban expansion and analyses the concrete realiza-

tions of its relevant factors; after that, on the basis of the relevant data of the actual

space and property of Selangor, Malaysia, this article carries out simulation of

different pressures brought to regional ecology risk by the changes of urban

expansion in four different periods from 1990 to 2002 in the research area; finally,

this article verifies the model by utilizing the method of degree of interference on

the landscape ecology. The results have shown that, from 1990 to 2002, the pressure

rating of the regional ecology risk in that research area had been rising continually.

These results comply with relevant laws of correlativity between urbanization and

regional ecology in the research area. SERA model can properly appraise the

pressure of regional ecology risk of urban expansion and provide scientific means

to appraisal of the sustainable development of urbanization.

Keywords Ecology risk � SERA � Urban expansion � Urbanization
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1 Introduction

The development of urbanization is primarily incarnated by extension of urban

space. Through the spoliation of space of ecological environment and resource, it

breaks the pattern and layout of landscape of the ecological system and influences

the ecological safety of regional space. The sustainable development of ecological

environment is one of the important measurements of the sustainable development

of urbanization. Study on the correlation between them will provide a scientific

basis for appraisal of the sustainable development of urbanization. Study on the

correlation of urban expansion and ecological environment has gone through the

phases of qualitative description to quantitative description. At present, it is mainly

represented by three aspects: (1) Study on the correlation of pattern of urban space

and landscape and ecological environment (Li et al. 2008). (2) Study on the

correlation of urban expansion and ecological environment based on the thermal

environment of space (Lo et al. 1997). (3) Study on the correlation of urban

expansion and ecological environment with introduction of the index of ecological

environment. (Wilson et al. 2003; Yue et al. 2006).

By judging from the current remote sensing investigation of the correlation

between urbanization and ecological environment, the ecological appraisal carried

out from the perspective of regional pattern of space fails to properly reflect the

relation of space urbanization and ecological environment; the appraisal of ecology

risk with flat scale no longer can satisfy needs of research; introduction based on

remote sensing index is far too simple. According to the means of remote sensing,

this article establishes the Spatial Ecology Risk Remote Sensing Evaluation Model

(SERA). It appraises the ecology risk of space of the research area by considering

specific incarnations of such factors and using Salengor, Malaysia as an example.

2 SERA Model2.1 Establishment of SERA Model.

The Spatial Ecology Risk Remote Sensing Evaluation Model (SERA) in this

study is an evaluation model based on landscape cell (x, y). The ecology risk

pressure P which is subjected to the macro-scale landscape cell (x, y) is repre-

sented by the common interaction of risked space driving force of the landscape

cell PA, factor of influence of the macro regional space of driving force PAI, the

space risk resistance (PR) which is subjected to the landscape cell (x, y), factor of

influence of the macro regional space of resistance PRI, landscape cell (x, y)’s

characterization factor of ecology risk PE (based on remote sensing), comprehen-

sive factor of influence of the regional ecology risk appraisal (PSI) and the model

adjustment coefficient P0. The ecology risk pressure P is expressed by the

following (1):

P ¼ ðPAPAI � PRPRIÞ þ PE

2
� PSI � P0 (1)

The spatial driving force of landscape cell PA includes the correlation of DR
(the relation between the landscape cell and the nearest road), DG (the relation
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between the landscape cell and the geometrical center of gravity of major patches

of the land for construction), FL (the relation between the landscape cell and

the land for construction) and DW (the relation between the landscape cell and the

space heat environment). Among the driving force of space landscape, DR (the

relation between the landscape cell and the nearest road) and DG (the relation

between the landscape cell and the geometrical center of gravity of the land for

construction) both represent the influence of distance and function jointly; FL (the

relation between the landscape cell and the nearest land for construction) and DW
(the relation between the landscape cell and the space heat environment) both

represent the relation of distance and area and function jointly. The factor of

influence of the macro regional space of driving force PAI includes the area index

of patches of land for city-building in the research area SA and the shape index of

patches of land for city-building in the research area SF. The risked resistance of

the space of landscape cell PR includes the self-stability of landscape cell, namely,

the density index for patches of land within the landscape cell SD and slope SI;
neighborhood stability of the landscape cell NS. The factor of influence of the

landscape of resistance of regional space PRI is mainly determined by the influence

coefficient of degree of fragmentation of ecological landscape FN. Characteriza-
tion factor of the ecology risk of the landscape cell PE is primarily represented by

the index of ecological environment which is based on remote sensing. In this

study, it is expressed by the leaf area index LA, which represents the net primary

production force of the earth surface and energy exchange, and the cover degree of

optical vegetative cover CW, which reflects soil erosion and biological mass.

Comprehensive factor of influence of the model is represented by the pressure

which is subjected to the ecological environment by human activity UZ and

reflected by the large amount of waste materials produced by economic growth.

Accordingly, the remote sensing evaluation model for ecology risk pressure based

on the landscape can be expressed by the following (2):

P¼ðPAPAI�PRPRIÞ�PSI �P0

¼1
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

3
ðSDþSIþNSÞ�FN

r
Þþ1

2
ðLAþCWÞ

2
66664

3
77775�ðUZÞ�P

0

(2)

Among them, P> 0
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1.1 Realization of the SERA Model

1.1.1 Realization of the Driving Force Factors and Resistance Factors

(1) Factor of transportation and the geometrical center of gravity of the town.

Expressions of the risk pressure which is subjected to the landscape cell (x, y)

due to the influence of factor of transportation and the distance from the geometrical

center of gravity of the land for city-building can be the same (3):

DR ¼ DG ¼ 1

1þ D
a

(3)

where D represents the distance between the landscape cell and the nearest traffic

artery and geometrical center of gravity of land for city-building; as a coefficient, a
is about the attenuation of corrected range. It represents the degree of influence of

traffic artery and geometrical center of gravity of cities on each land utilization

type.

(2) Relation of land for city-building and relation of thermal environment.

The driving effect of land for city-building on the ecology pressure of landscape

cell (x, y) is represented as follows: As for random landscape cell (x, y), the larger

the distance between it and the land for city-building, the more severe the risk

pressure would be; the area of the nearest patches of land for city-building also has

an impact on the degree of risk which is subjected to the object element. The larger

the area, the more severe the risk would be and vice versa. When the distances

between the landscape cell (x, y) and many patches of land for city-building are

similar, the effect is deemed as equivalent combined action.

Influence of the heat space environment: First of all, persons concerned should

obtain the T value of information about the heat island strength through theDN value

of Landsat TM6. Then to determine the central patch of the space heart environment

T and then by utilizing (4) to materialize the influence of the heat space environment

within the flat space on ecological environment of the landscape cell.

DW ¼ 1� DW

MW
(4)

where DW represents the distance between the landscape cell and the nearest heat

center patch; MW represents the area of heat center patch which is nearest to the

landscape cell. The final result should be standardized to be between 0 and 1.

(3) Patch area index and patch shape index of city and town construction land.

The patch area index SA for the factor of influence of driving force. This research

reflects the area index of city and town construction land. If the whole research area

is used as a construction land of city and town for landscape purpose, its value is 1;

if the whole research area is used as a place other than the construction land of city

and town, its value is 0.
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The patch shape index of city and town construction land SF represents the

landscape shape index on the landscape ecology. In this research, it represents the

landscape shape index for city and town construction land within the area (Yue

et al. 2006; Fu 2001).

(4) The patch density index for landscape resistance represents the patch density

index within the landscape cell (x, y). According to the requirements of urban

construction and planning, under the normal circumstances, when gradient exceeds

25�, the land shall be seen as a soil and water conservation region and is forbidden

to be reclaimed. The neighbourhood stability can be decided through the theory

of cellular automation. In the model, the influence coefficient of landscape frag-

mentation means the influence of fragmentation on the macroscopic ecological

landscape for the land other than city and town construction land.

1.1.2 Realization of Ecology Risk and Social Economy Factor

(1) Leaf area index LA and optical vegetation coverage CW are the average values

of pixel on the landscape cell. Leaf area index LA is the result of (5). Its range is

regulated to 0–1 through modified coefficient L0. Optical vegetation coverage CW
is the result of (6). Its range is between 0 and 1.

LAI ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NDVI � 1þ NDVI

1� NDVI

� �s
(5)

Cw ¼ 0:00579B4 � 0:00308B2 � 0:002482B3 � 0:08905 (6)

NDVI means normalized difference vegetation index; B4, B2 and B3 are the

composite spectral brightness of the certain pixel with the wave band TM 4, 2 and 3.

(2) The relation between urbanization UZ and ecological environment can be

seen as the relation between economic development ED and ecological environ-

ment. This research shows us about the influence of social economy on ecology risk

pressure through atmospheric pollutant discharge. Atmospheric pollution are usu-

ally caused by automotive emission, static goods’ emission and waste material

combustion. In the SERA model, the factor of influence of social economy PSI can

be expressed though (7):

PSI ¼ PA

n � S (7)

where PA represents the discharge of atmospheric pollutant in the research area.

S represents area of research area. n represents modified coefficient. The result

is regulated to 0–1.
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2 Ecology Risk Evaluation for Selangor, Malaysia

The space of research area reaches 8,214 km2, including Selangor, Kuala Lumpur,

KL (capital) and Putrajaya (administrative capital). In the SERA model, the land-

scape cells with the size of 300 � 300 m and 900 � 900 m is used. The spatial

ecology risks of the research area for the years 1990, 1991, 1994, 1996, 1998 and

2002 were evaluated. Their result range is between 0 and 1. The result values were

divided into five levels. They are 0–0.2, 0.2–0.4, 0.4–0.6, 0.6–0.8 and 0.8–1.

Figure 1 (a–c) are the evaluation result chats of spatial risk in 1990, 1994, 1998

and 2002 respectively, using 300 � 300 m cell size; (d) is the evaluation result

chats of spatial risk in 2002 which cell size is 900 � 900 m.

Fig. 1 Ecology risk change in space of study area from 1990 to 2002
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3 Result and Conclusion

Based on the ecology risk evaluation values (see Fig. 1) for the research area made

by SERSRS model each year, we can see that the change of city expansion and

regional spatial ecology risk closely interlink with each other, and that the risk

change is seriously influenced by humanity.

(1) Through, we can see that, within the landscape cell with the size of

300 � 300 m in the research area, the spatial ecology risk in 1990 was divided

into two risk levels (i.e. 0–0.2 and 0.2–0.4), while in 1994, a new risk level (i.e.

0.4–0.6) was added and in 2002, another risk level was added based on the above

three risk levels. The increasing ecology risk level is caused by the massive

discharge of waste material brought by the rapid expansion of city and town

construction area and rapid economic growth. While the city and town construction

land continues to expand, the areas of forest land and arable land decreases, which

increase the ecology risk of research area.

(2) According to Table 1, we can learn from the simulated result of ecology risk

for research area that the ecology risk for research area at present is relatively high,

but no indication of ecology risk at high level is found. During the model operation,

we find some negative values from the result values. But these negative values only

appear in the maintain area with high gradient. This means that the relatively high

spatial risk resistance in this area greatly helps to protect the ecological environment.

(3) By comparing the two landscape cells with the sizes of 300 � 300 m and

900 � 900mwhich are applied in the research area in 2002,we can see that though the

spatial ecology risk values for these two landscape cells concentrate on the risk level

0.2–0.4, the risk level for the landscape cell with the larger size is lower than that of the

landscape cell with the small one in 2002. So, in the ecology risk evaluation conducted

at the sameperiod for research area, the spatial ecology risk value for the landscape cell

with the large size is lower than that of the landscape cell with the small one.

An SERAmodel combines the effect of landscape size with the characteristics of

remote sensing index to forecast remote sensing simulated ecology risk evaluation

under the condition of city expansion. This model, by applying the remote sensing

index to ecology risk evaluation, not only overcomes the shortcoming in which the

needs of macro feature for ecology risk evaluation are hard to be satisfied, but also

realizes the remote sensing evaluation for spatial ecology risk, laying a foundation

for direct application of remote sensing index to ecology risk evaluation model. The

application verification of SERA model in the research area proves that the

simulated result of this model complies with the correlation between urbanization

and regional ecology in the research area.
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Part VI
Financial Risk



The Gerber–Shiu Discounted Penalty Function

for the Credit Risk Model with Dependent Rates

of Interest

Dan Peng and Zaiming Liu

Abstract In this paper, we consider the credit risk model with dependent rates of

interest. The rates of interest {In; n ¼ 1; 2; . . .} are assumed to have an autoregres-

sive structure, we obtained the integral equations for the penalty function by using

the analysis methods in probability. Furthermore, the finite time ruin probability,

the joint distribution of surplus immediately before ruin and the deficit at ruin are

also obtained.

Keywords Credit rating � Penalty function � Rate of interest � Risk theory

1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider a firm which could be either a financial corporation or an

insurance company. At the beginning of each time interval, a rating agency will

provide a credit rating to assess the firm’s abilities in meeting its debt obligations.

We use a Markov chain to model the firm’s credit ratings. Let It be a time-

homogeneous Markov chain with a state space of N ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; k; where state 1

represents the highest credit class and state k be the lowest. Let qij ¼
PfItþ1 ¼ j It ¼ ij g; i; j 2 N; t ¼ 0; 1; � � � be the one-step transition probabilities,

the transition matrix of the Markov chain It can be
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Q ¼
q11 q12 � � � q1k
q21 q22 � � � q2k
� � � � � � � � � � � �
qk1 qk2 � � � qkk

0
BB@

1
CCA:

Hailiang Yang [1] builds a new risk model for a firm which is sensitive to its

credit quality. In his model, A Markov chain is to depict the credit rating, Recursive

equations for finite time ruin probability and distribution of ruin time are derived.

Inspired by Yang [1], we consider a discrete time risk model, in which the surplus

process is expressed by a equation

Un ¼ u P
n

k¼1
ð1þ RkÞ þ

Xn
m¼1

ðXIm�1

m P
n

i¼mþ1
ð1þ RiÞÞ (1)

where u is the initial surplus of an insurance company, Xi
n is the portfolio change

in the nth time interval if the firm’s credit rating in time interval n is of class

i. fRi; i ¼ 1; 2; � � �g are assumed to have a dependent autoregressive structure of

order 1, i.e. Rn satisfies:

Rn ¼ aRn�1 þ wn

where 0 � a< 1 and R0 ¼ r0 are constant. fwn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g is a sequence of i.i.d.
nonnegative random variables, they have common distribution functions

GðwÞ ¼ Pðwi � wÞ. We will assume Xi
n; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; n ¼ 1; 2; � � � are independent

random variables. For any fixed i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; k;Xi
n; n ¼ 1; 2; � � � are identically

distributed. X1;X2; � � �Xk are independent but have different distributions. We

will denote the distribution of Xi by FiðxÞ. We also assume that the portfolio change

in the nth time interval depends on In�1, the firm’s credit rating in time n� 1.

Let T ¼ inffn : Un < 0gðinf f ¼ 1Þ be the ruin time, U�
T be the surplus before

ruin and UTj j be the deficit at ruin. Let oðx1; x2Þ; 0 � x1; x2 <1 be a nonnegative

function. For d � 0, define

Mðu; i0; r0Þ ¼ E½e�dToðU�
T ; UTj jÞIðT<1Þ U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0j ;R0 ¼ r0� (2)

where IðT<1Þ ¼ 1 if T<1 and IðT<1Þ ¼ 0 otherwise. The function

Mðu; i0; r0Þ in (2) is useful for deriving results in connection with joint and marginal

distributions of T;U�
T ; UTj j. While d may be interpreted as a force of interest, the

function (2) may also be viewed in terms of a Laplace transform with d serving as

the argument. In particular, if we let oðx1; x2Þ ¼ 1, (2) is the Laplace transform of

the time of ruin T. If we let d ¼ 0 and oðx1; x2Þ ¼ Iðx1 � xÞIðx2 � yÞ, (2) becomes

the joint distribution function of the surplus before ruin and the deficit at ruin.

Furthermore, if d ¼ 0 and oðx1; x2Þ ¼ x1
n, we obtain the nth moment of the surplus

before ruin and the deficit at ruin.
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2 Integral Equations for Penalty Functions

Assume that at time 0, I0 ¼ i0;R0 ¼ r0. From (2) we obtain:

Mðu; i0; r0Þ ¼ E½e�dToðU�
T ; UTj jÞIðT<1Þ U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0j ;R0 ¼ r0�

¼
X1
n¼1

E½e�dToðU�
T ; UTj jÞIðT ¼ nÞ�

¼
X1
n¼1

E½e�dnoðUn�1; Unj jÞIð \n�1

i¼1
ðUi � 0;Un < 0Þ�

¼D
X1
n¼1

mnðu; i0; r0Þ

Theorem 2.1 Mðu; i0; r0Þ satisfies the following equation:

Mðu; i0; r0Þ ¼ m1ðu; i0; r0Þ þ

e�d
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
0

ðþ1

�uð1þar0þwÞ
Mðu; i0; r0ÞdFi0ðxÞdGðwÞ

where m1ðu; i0; r0Þ ¼ e�d
Ð1
0

Ð�uð1þar0þwÞ
�1 oðu; uj jÞdFi0ðxÞdGðwÞ, u ¼ ðuþ Xi0

1 Þ
ð1þ ar0 þ wÞ; r0 ¼ ar0 þ w:
Proof Define: w1 ¼ w;Xi0

1 ¼ x; u ¼ uð1þ ar0 þ wÞ þ Xi0
1

m1ðu; i0; r0Þ ¼ E½e�doðU0; U1j jÞIðU0 � 0;U1 < 0Þ�

¼ E½e�doðu; U1j jÞIðu � 0;U1 < 0Þ�

¼ e�d
ð1
0

ð�uð1þar0þwÞ

�1
oðu; uj jÞdFi0ðxÞdGðwÞ (3)

If uð1þ ar0 þ wÞ þ Xi0
1 < 0; i.e. Xi0

1 < � uð1þ ar0 þ wÞ; then PfU1 � 0 U0 ¼ u;j
I0 ¼ i0:;R0 ¼ r0g ¼ 0: which implies that: for n � 2;

E e�dnoðUn�1; Unj jÞI \n�1

i¼1
ðUi � 0;Un < 0Þ

� �� �
¼ 0:

To evaluate the Gerber–Shiu penalty function, we need to consider the auxiliary

model.
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Let fwn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g; fXi
n; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g be independent copies of

fwn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g and fXi
ng, Furthermore by [2] we know that:

Rn ¼ anR0 þ an�1w1 þ � � � þ awn�1 þ wn

¼ an�1ðar0 þ wÞ þ an�2w2 þ � � � þ awn�1 þ wn

fRn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g has a similar autoregressive structure to that of

fRn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g. i.e. Rn ¼ aRn�1 þ wn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; but with a different initial

rate R0 ¼ ar0 þ w:. Then we define the other process as:

Un ¼ u P
n

k¼1
ð1þ RkÞ þ

Xn
m¼1

ðXIm�1

m P
n

i¼mþ1
ð1þ RiÞÞ

where fUn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g has a similar structure to that of fUn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g except
for a different initial surplus u ¼ ðuþ Xi0

1 Þð1þ ar0 þ wÞ; a different interest

fRn; n ¼ 1; 2; � � �g and a different initial credit rating I0:
FurthermorefIm�1;m ¼ 1; 2; � � �g is also a time-homogeneous Markov chain with

a state space of N ¼ f1; 2; � � � ; kg: Hence, if Xi0
1 > � u; then

PfU1 � 0 U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0j ;R0 ¼ r0g ¼ 1.For n ¼ 2;

m2ðu; i0; r0Þ ¼ Efe�2dwðU1; U2j jÞIðU1 � 0;U2 < 0Þ U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0;R0 ¼ r0j g

¼ e�dE½e�doðU1; U2j jÞIðU1 � 0;U2 < 0Þ�

¼ e�b
Xk
i¼1

qi0 iE½e
�doðu; U1

�� ��ÞIðu � 0;U1 < 0Þ�

¼ e�d
Xk
i¼1

qi0 i

ð1
0

ðþ1

�uð1þar0þwÞ
m1ðu; i0; r0ÞdFi0

ðxÞdGðwÞ: (4)

Similar to the proof (3) and (4), if Xi0
1 > � u; mnðu; i0; r0Þ ¼

Efe�ndoðUn�1; Unj jÞIðTn
i¼1

ðUi � 0;Un < 0ÞÞg

¼ e�d
Xk
i¼1

qi0iE e�ðn�1Þdo Un�2; Un�1

�� ��� �
I
\n�2

i¼1

ðUi � 0;Un < 0Þ
 !" #

¼ e�d
Xk
i¼1

qi0 i

ðþ1

�u

mn�1ðu; i0; r0Þ:
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Therefore, we get

Mðu; i0; r0Þ ¼
Xk
i¼1

mnðu; i0; r0Þ ¼ m1ðu; i0; r0Þ þ
X1
n¼2

m2ðu; i0; r0Þ

¼ m1ðu; i0; r0Þ þ e�d
Xk
i¼1

qi0 i

ð1
0

ðþ1

�uð1þar0þwÞ
Mðu; i0; r0ÞdFi0

ðxÞdGðwÞ

which proves Theorem 2.1.

3 Some Special Cases

In this section, we discuss several special cases. Especially expressions for the

probability of ruin, the joint distribution of surplus just before ruin and the deficit at

ruin in the discount free case.

In model (1), if d ¼ 0, we can get the joint distribution of surplus just before ruin

and the deficit at ruin. Define

Di0ðu; x; yÞ ¼ P UT � �y;UT�1 � x; T<1 U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0jf gðx> 0; y> 0Þ. By
Theorem 2.1, we get the following corollary:

Corollary 3.1 The function Di0ðu; x; yÞ satisfies the following equations:

Di0ðu; x; yÞ ¼ d1i0ðu; x; y; Þ
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
0

ð1
�uð1þar0þwÞ

Diðuð1þ ar0 þ wÞ

þ z; x; y; ar0 þ wÞdFi0ðzÞdGðwÞ

where

d1i0ðu; x; y; r0Þ ¼
Ð1
0

Fi0ð�uð1þ ar0 þ wÞ � yÞdGðwÞ x< u;
0 x � u:

�

If d ¼ 0, oðx; yÞ ¼ 1, we get the ruin probability of the model (1).

Define

cni0ðu; r0Þ ¼ PfUn<0 U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0;R0j ¼ r0g;fni0ðu; r0Þ ¼ 1�cni0ðu; r0Þ;
Thus we get

Corollary 3.2 The no ruin probability of the model (1) is:
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’1i0ðu;r0Þ¼ 1�
ð1
0

Fi0ð�uð1þar0þwÞÞdGðwÞ;

’ni0ðu;r0Þ¼
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
0

ð1
�uð1þar0þwÞ

’ðn�1Þiðuð1þar0þwÞþ sÞ;

ar0þwÞdFi0ðsÞdGðwÞn¼ 2;3; � � �

Proof ’1i0ðu; r0Þ ¼ PfU1 > 0 U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0j ;R0 ¼ r0g¼PfXi0
1 >�uð1þar0þw1Þg

¼ 1� PfXi0
1 � �uð1þ ar0 þ w1Þg

¼ 1�
ð1
0

Fi0ð�uð1þ ar0 þ w1ÞÞdGðwÞ:

When n ¼ 2;

’2i0ðu; r0Þ ¼ PfU1 > 0;U2 > 0 U0 ¼ u; I0 ¼ i0j ;R0 ¼ r0g

¼ PfXi0
1 > � uð1þ r1Þ;Xi0

1 ð1þ r2Þ þ XI1
2 > �uð1þ r1Þð1þ r2Þg

¼ PfXi0
1 > � uð1þ ar0 þ w1Þ;Xi0

1 ð1þ aðar0 þ w1Þ þ w2Þ
þ XI1

2 > � uð1þ ar0 þ w1Þð1þ aðar0 þ w1Þ þ w2Þg

¼
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
0

ð1
�uð1þar0þwÞ

PfXi
2 > � ðuð1þ ar0 þ wÞ þ sÞ

gð1þ aðar0 þ wÞ þ w2ÞgdFi0ðsÞdGðwÞ

¼
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
0

ð1
�uð1þar0þwÞ

’1iðuð1þ ar0 þ wÞ þ s; ar0 þ wÞdFi0ðsÞdGðwÞ

¼
ð1
0

ð1þ tÞ
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
�u

’1iððuþ yÞð1þ tÞÞdFi0ðyÞdMrðtÞ:

Similarly we get

’ni0ðu;r0Þ¼PfU1>0;U2>0;��� ;Un>0 U0¼u;I0¼ i0j ;R0¼ r0g

¼
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
0

ð1
�uð1þar0þwÞ

’ðn�1Þiðuð1þar0þwÞþsÞ;ar0þwÞdFi0ðsÞdGðwÞ:
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Corollary 3.3 In corollary 3.2, if Rn ¼ 0; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � ; no ruin probability of the
model (1) satisfies the following equation:

f1i0ðuÞ ¼¼ 1� Fi0ð�uÞ

fni0ðuÞ ¼
Xk
i¼1

qi0i

ð1
�u

fðn�1Þiðuþ yÞdFi0ðyÞ:

n ¼ 2; 3; � � �

Remark: If Rn ¼ 0; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; � � � the model (1) is the case of credit risk model

without rates, corollary 3.3 is consistent with theorem 3.1 in Yang [1].
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A Risk-Sensitivity Analysis on NPV Model

of Investment Projects

Xiansheng Qin, Xuyao Ma, and Hongwei Bai

Abstract NPV (Net Present Value) is a preferred method of feasibility study to

describe uncertainty of risk-sensitivity. Sensitivity analysis is an important and

indispensable process. In addition to single factor sensitivity analysis, Risk-sensi-

tivity analysis takes into account of probability distribution, control and relativity of

risk factors, making the traditional sensitivity analysis more uniform and more

objective. This paper briefly describes NPV, sensitivity analysis method, and

discusses concepts about risk factors distribution factor, and controllability factors.

It also demonstrates operability of an integrated sensitivity analysis through the

establishment of NPV model and case analysis.

Keywords Investment projects � Monte Carlo simulation � NPV � Sensitivity

1 Introduction

In the feasibility study of an investment project, NPV analysis is also known as

‘financial net present value method’, it is an important investment project evalua-

tion index and received extensive attention. The financial benefits of investment

projects are assessed by comparing the present value of income and expenditure [1];

moreover it is necessary to consider how changes of key factors impact the project

evaluation index. Uncertainty analysis includes profit and loss analysis, sensitivity

analysis, and probability analysis and so on. Risk-sensitivity analysis, combining

with multi-factor analysis and Monte Carlo simulation, has increasingly been an

important choice to decision makers.
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2 Sensitivity Analysis Based on NPV Model

2.1 NPV Model

NPV ¼
Xn
t¼0

ðCI � COÞtð1þ icÞ�t ¼
Xn
t¼0

Ct

ð1þ icÞt
� I (1)

NPV is Net Present Value; CI is cash inflow; CO is cash outflows; (CI-CO)t is the

net cash flow of year t; n is life cycle of the project; ic is benchmark interest rate; I is

present value of cash outflows.

In definite state, the manager’s mission is to maximize shareholder’s value

through commitment of the investment with a positive NPV [2]. But in uncertain

state, because of existence of risk, the project cash flow needs some risk premium.

However, NPV in those instances are estimated by its independent variables. If the

manager is a passive recipient, then the adjusted NPV model is:

NPV ¼
Xn
t¼0

EðCtÞ
ð1þ ktÞt

� I (2)

E (Ct) is cash inflow year t; Kt is discount rate of year t.

2.2 Multi-factor Sensitivity Analysis

The basic principle of sensitivity analysis is to assume that only one risk factor

changed and the others remain unchanged [3].

Ei ¼ DNPVðxiÞ=NPVðxiÞ
Dxi=xi

;

Then

DNPVðXiÞ ¼ DNPVðXiÞðDXi=XiÞEi (3)

xi is a risk factor; Ei is sensitivity index of xi; NPV(xi)is Net Present Value, a

function of xi; NPV(xi) is variable quantity of NPV(xi).

Single factor sensitivity analysis helps to identify and control key risk factors to

evaluation index, but deficiency is that each time only one variable is considered

and interaction between variables are neglected [4].
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2.3 Multi-factor Sensitivity Analysis

Ft ¼ NPVðXtÞRiEiCi (4)

Fi is risk-sensitivity index; Ri is distribution index of risk factors; Ci is controlla-

bility index of risk factors, which can be derived from Fuzzy Evaluation Method or

Delphi Method.

If probability density function of xi is xiðtÞ and EðxtÞ is the expectation of xi, then
the probability density function of

Dxi
xi

is
xiðtÞ � EðxiÞ

EðxiÞ . If variable range of
Dxi
xi

is

[a, b], then its probability bt ¼
ðb

a

xiðtÞ � EðxiÞ
EðxiÞ dt, Ri is defined as

1

2
bi

a� bj j
EðxiÞ . In

addition, the interaction among uncertainties should be considered in the actual

analysis.

The combined impact of multiple factors can be simulated by Monte Carlo

method [5]. The method can effectively resolve multiple variables decision-making

problems, even if there is interaction between these variables. It is hard to under-

stand interdependence among the factors, to determine the discount rate, and to

distinguish system risk and project risk. Although it is difficult to apply dynamic

programming in actual analysis, Monte Carlo simulation is still the most effective

method.

3 Case Analysis

A new project was completed with a total investment of 75 million RMB (value at

the end of first year), operated and reached its productivity of 10,000 transmissions

in the second year. Operation duration is 10 years, the residual value is 10 million

RMB, the unit price of a transmission is 10,000 RMB, the variable cost of a

transmission is 8,000 RMB, Fixed Cost is 1.5 million RMB each year, standard

profitability is 12%. Relationship of Investment (G), Residual Value (G0), Fixed
Cost(Ct), Production(Qt), Price(Pt), Variable Cost(Vt) are: G0 ¼ 0.1333G,

C ¼ 0.02G.

Table 1 is a computational process that shows of risk-sensitivity indexes. In this

project, controllable key risk factors are: sales price, variable cost, production, and

investment.

Estimated NPV (calculated in accordance with expectations of each risk factor).

NPV ¼ P11
t¼ 1

ðQtPt�QtVt�CtÞðP=F; 12; tÞ þ G0ðP=F; 12; 11Þ-G¼16[mil. RMB]

By using Monte Carlo simulation method, sample the price, variable cost,

investment, and production in a normal distribution, then calculate NPV of each

sample.
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After 2,000 simulations, we analyzed each NPV sample and plotted frequency

histogram (see Fig. 1). According to the Central Limit Theorem, NPV of the project

accords with the normal distribution.

3.1 Risk Analysis

Statistics of NPV of the 2,000 simulations sample suggested that the mean value is

16.1112 million for a standard deviation of 14.5559 million and cumulative proba-

bility P (NPV > 0) ¼ 0.899. From these data, we concluded that the project has a

certain amount of investment value, but a large standard deviation also showed the

project has certain risks. For feasibility study of the project, a conservative policy-

maker over-valued risk requires stable expected NPV. Based on the principle of

utility, a risk-preference decision-maker thinks that the cash flow value is not high

and lack of good investment value.
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Fig. 1 Frequency histogram after 2,000 simulation

Table 1 Main risk factors and its risk-sensitivity index on NPV

No. xi M(xi)
a [a, b] E(xi)

b b Ri Eij j Ci Fi Sort

1 G[ mil. RMB] 75 [50,100] 75 1 0.333 3.99 0.20 4.26 4

2 G
0
[ mil. RMB] 10 [6. 7,13.3] 10 1 0.333 0.18 0.20 0.19 6

3 Ct[ mil. RMB] 1.5 [1,2] 1.5 1 0.333 0.47 0.15 0.37 5

4 Qt[ mil.] 0.01 [0.005,0.012] 0.0095 1 0.368 5.64 0.15 4.99 3

5 Pt[ mil. RMB] 0.01 [0.008,0.011] 0.01 1 0.368 30.04 0.15 26.61 1

6 Vt[ mil. RMB] 0.008 [0.007,0.01] 0.008 1 0.184 24.40 0.15 10.80 2
aNote: M(xi) means most probable value of xt in the case
bE(xi) is reduced by PERT (Performance Evaluation Review Technique) method
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3.2 Model Accuracy and Test of Stability

A NPV sample of 4,000 simulations (mean of 15.7861 and a standard deviation of

14.5515) is used instead of total test results of 2,000 simulations.

If E(X) is the mean expectation value of totality and s is the standard deviation

of totality, according to the Central Limit Theorem, when n ! 1,

P
x�EðXÞ

sffiffi
n

p � w
� �

! 1ffiffiffiffi
2p

p
Rw

�1
e�

u2

2 du When n is large enough, P
x�EðXÞ

sffiffi
n

p � 2

� �
�

1ffiffiffiffi
2p

p
R2
�2

e�
u2

2 du ¼ 0:95. So in a probability of 0.95,

x� EðXÞjj � 2sffiffiffi
n

p (5)

Insert the mean expectation value and the standard deviation of 2,000 simula-

tions and 4,000 simulations in (5). If it is tenable, it passed the Accuracy test.

16:1112� 15:7861jj ¼ 0:3251< 14:5515�2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2000

p ¼ 0:9203. It passed the probability test.

Probability of NPV is positive after 2,000 simulations is P1 ¼ 0.899, Probability

of 4,000 simulations is P2 ¼ 0.898.
P1�P2jj
P2

� 100% ¼ 0:44%< 1%, Therefore, it

passed the stability test Based on the above test results, it is concluded that the

model is accurate and stable.

4 Conclusion

The Risk-sensitivity Analysis takes into account probability distribution, controlla-

bility, and relevance, more unified and more comprehensive than traditional uncer-

tainty analysis.

Application of Monte Carlo Simulation techniques and expected utility theory

are very effective to evaluate investment projects. They help decision-makers to

understand more about the investment project and to make final decisions.
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Research on Appraisal of High-Tech

Entrepreneurial Risk Based on Osculating

Value Method

Yan-Rong Wang and Qiao-Ling Xu

Abstract Entrepreneurial risk, throughout the entire business process, is inevitable

for all enterprises, and with characteristics of high-tech such as high technology

content, big demand for fund, rapid technological updating, high growth nature and

so on, high-tech entrepreneurial risk should be paid more attention. Therefore, the

paper, in combination with characteristics of high-tech, builds evaluation index

system of high-tech entrepreneurial risk, and chooses osculating value method for

evaluation. The empirical result shows that osculating value method is simple, easy

to operate, and relatively objective.

Keywords Entrepreneurial risk � High-tech � Osculating value method

1 Introduction

High-tech doesn’t simply mean new technology, which is a general term for latest

and most advanced technology in the field of contemporary science and technology,

including biotechnology, information technology, new energy technology, new

materials technology, space technology, marine technology and so on. Since

1990s, along with depth of reform and opening up and rapid economic develop-

ment, China’s high-tech enterprises have appeared and developed in large numbers.

However, entrepreneurial success ratio of high-tech is very low, which indicates

that high-tech faces high entrepreneurial risk. Throughout the entire process of

entrepreneurial activity, entrepreneurial risk is inevitable, which start-ups have to

face. Especially with characteristics such as high technology content, big demand
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for fund, rapid technological updating, high growth nature, entrepreneurial risk of

high-tech takes on greater uncertainty, which should be paid more attention.

Therefore, in order to ensure the smooth progress of entrepreneurial activity and

gain obvious advantages of market competition, the entrepreneurs must timely

identify and evaluate business risks, and take effective measures to avoid risks.

2 Related Research

In theory, entrepreneurship research is still in its initial stage, without a univer-

sally accepted concept of entrepreneurship. Peter Drucker, Form perspective of

innovation, held that entrepreneurship was an innovative process. During this

process, opportunities of new product or new service would be recognized, and

finally been developed to create new wealth. He thought anyone could learn to be

an entrepreneur with entrepreneurial spirit [1]. Robert Ronstadt, from perspective

of wealth creation, thought that entrepreneurship was a dynamic process of

creation and growth of wealth [2]. Howard Stevenson, based on view of entrepre-

neurial opportunities and entrepreneurial risk-taking, believed that entrepren-

eurship was a process of tracking and capturing opportunities, which can be

understood from six aspects, such as chance discovery, strategic orientation,

commitment to opportunity, resource allocation process, resource control and

return policy [3]. Chinese scholar Yu Yi-hong believed that entrepreneurship

was an process to discover and capture opportunities, and thereby create innova-

tive products or services to achieve its potential value [4]. The benevolent see

benevolence and the wise see wisdom, different scholars have different views

from different perspectives. This paper, based on related research, considers that

entrepreneurship is a process of searching and capturing opportunities, then

developing innovative products and services in order to achieve their specific

business objectives [5].

Entrepreneurial risk mainly results from uncertainty of relevant factors during

entrepreneurial activities. But as for definition of entrepreneurial risk, there is no

uniform point of view. Present studies just center upon certain angle, and define

entrepreneurial risk just by adding concept of entrepreneurship and concept of

risk together. Timmons and Devinney regarded entrepreneurial risk as an impor-

tant factor of entrepreneurial decision-making environment, including handlement

of decision-making environment of new businesses or new markets, as well as

introduction of new products [6]. Zhao Guang-hui, mainly from perspective of

entrepreneurial talents, believed that entrepreneurial risk existed in some process

during which people start new business. It is some possibility and corresponding

result of deviation from the desired objectives due to uncertainty of entrepren-

eurial environment, complexity of entrepreneurial opportunities and entrepreneur-

ial business, and limited nature of entrepreneurial abilities and strength of

entrepreneur and entrepreneurial team [7]. Some scholars divided entrepreneurial

risk into systematic risk and non-systematic risk. In sum, although they expressed
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entrepreneurial risk from different angles, but all of them reflect common char-

acteristics of entrepreneurial risk, such as objective existence, uncertainty, dual

nature of profit and loss, relevance, variability and so on.

With regard to studies on entrepreneurial risk assessment, academic studies at

home and abroad take on big difference according to study perspective. At present,

as for high-tech entrepreneurial risk assessment, traditional assessment methods

have been widely used, which, based on risk identification, through collection and

collation of data and with the help of probability theory and mathematical statistical

methods, estimates extent of risk, but this method lacks applicability premise

during evaluation process of high-tech entrepreneurial risk. Some scholars began

to use comprehensive evaluation methods to evaluate business risk, such as analytic

hierarchy process, fuzzy comprehensive evaluationmethod and so on. Song Feng-ming

divided entrepreneurial risk into process risk and environmental risk, established

corresponding evaluation index system and carried on evaluation by use of analytic

hierarchy process [8]. Zhao Guang-bing and Wan Wu, according to aspects such as

self-trend of high-tech venture, entrepreneurial environment of regional high-tech,

industry environment and market conditions, builds evaluation index system and

chooses multi-level fuzzy evaluation model for evaluation [9]. Zhang Ren-jun, Liu

Xiang-qin thought entrepreneurial risk included technology risk, market risk,

financial risk, management risk, personnel risk and environmental risk, established

corresponding evaluation index system of entrepreneurial risk about hi-tech SMEs,

applied improved analytic hierarchy process and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

model for evaluation, and analyzed possible risk and occurrence probability of

entrepreneurial process of high-tech SMEs [10]. However, AHP and fuzzy compre-

hensive evaluation method have such shortcomings as complex calculation and

subjective weight. Therefore, the paper proposes osculating value method for

evaluating entrepreneurial risk, which could overcome above shortcomings.

3 Evaluation Index System of Entrepreneurial Risk

For entrepreneurial risk involves many factors, the paper, following some princi-

ples such as objectivity, scientificalness, comparability, operability, and combina-

tion of quantitativity and qualitativity, builds multi-level evaluation index system of

entrepreneurial risk.

3.1 Opportunity Risk

Opportunity risk is possibility of potential loss entrepreneurs would suffer when

giving up other options for venture, which is a reflection of current interests and
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future value of entrepreneurs, mainly including wage income (A11), venture pres-

sure (A12), expected income (A13), social benefits (A14) and so on.

3.2 Market Risk

Market risk is possibility of loss which venture would suffer and failure of start-ups,

due to changes in market demand or products not been fully accepted by market,

specifically including market stability (A31), market development difficulty (A32),

market demand conditions (A33), product market competition (A34), product life-

cycle (A35) and so on.

3.3 Management Risk

Management risk is related to management level, which is caused by non-

adaptability of management and staff, ranging from overall quality and experience

of entrepreneurs (A41), maturity of management mechanism (A42), scientific level

of decision-making (A43), coordination of management team (A44) and so on.

3.4 Capital Risk

Capital risk is possibility of account chaos, funding difficulties, loss of solvent and

financial crisis during financial activities, and uncertainty of owners’ earnings,

mainly including capital structure (A51), fund-raising capacity (A52), fund recovery

situation (A53), financial management standardization (A54), income level (A55)

and so on.

3.5 Environment Risk

Environmental risk is possibility of business losses or failure resulting from

changes in social environment, legal environment and national and local policies

or because of an unexpected disaster beyond control during entrepreneurial pro-

cess, such as political environmental risk (A61), legal environmental risk (A62),

macroeconomic conditions (A63), social and cultural risk (A64) and so on.
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4 Entrepreneurial Risk Assessment Model

Osculating value method is an optimization method of multi-objective decision-

making, which needn’t calculate weight. This method integrates multiple target

system into a single goal strength and weakness of which can be measured overally,

and lists priority. Basic idea is as followed: First, sort out the optimum point and the

inferior point from a large number of evaluation objects, then calculate the distance

between the optimum point and the inferior point of each evaluation object, and list

priority of high-tech entrepreneurial risk accordingly. Specific evaluation proce-

dures are as follows:

4.1 Establishment of Index Matrix and Standardization

Supposed that value of program set Ai (i ¼ 1, 2, ..., m) under index Si ( j ¼ 1, 2, . . ., n)
is aij, obtain index matrix A ¼ (aij)m�n. Since the program index is so numerous,

which take on complex relationship between each other. Among them, there are

positive indicators (the higher the index value, the stronger the ability) and reverse

indicators (the higher the index value, the worse the ability). What’s more, each

indicator has different dimension. Therefore, in order to better compare, the paper

carries out standardized treatment on index matrix.

Supposed:

xij ¼

aijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPm
i¼1

ðaijÞ2
s When j is positive indicator ð1Þ

�aijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPm
i¼1

ðaijÞ2
s When j is reverse indicator

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(2)

Get standardized index matrix X ¼ (xij) m � n.

4.2 Determine the Optimum Point and the Inferior Point
of Program Set

Supposed:

Xþ
j ¼ maxfXijg X�

j ¼ minfXijg (3)
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( j ¼ 1, 2, . . ., n)
Then:

Optimum point set: Aþ ¼ ðxþ1 ,xþ2 ; . . . ; xþn Þ
Inferior point set: A� ¼ ðx�1 ,x�2 ; . . . ; x�n Þ
Satisfied program is focused on identifying decision-making point, which is

nearest the optimum point and furthest away from inferior point.

4.3 Calculation of Osculating Value of Each Program

Osculating value of Program Ai as:

Ci ¼ dþi =d
þ � d�i =d

� (4)

and:

dþi ¼
Xn
j¼1

ðXij � Xþ
j Þ2

" #1=2

(5)

d�i ¼
Xn
j¼1

ðXij � X�
j Þ2

" #1=2

(6)

dþ ¼ minfdþi g; d� ¼ maxfd�i g (7)

di
þ represents Euclidean distance between program Ai and optimum program Aþ,

and di
� between program Ai and inferior program A�. dþ and d� respectively

shows minimum among m optimum point distances and maximum among m

inferior point distances.

Size of Ci reflects deviation degree of program set from optimum point. When

Ci > 0, Ai is deviated from optimum point, and the bigger the value is, the further

the deviation is. When Ci ¼ 0, A is closest to the optimum point. Size of Ci is

regarded as decision-making criteria, the smallest size of C is thought to be satisfied

program.

5 Empirical Analysis

In order to test scientificalness and effectiveness of evaluation index system and

evaluation method, the paper selects such four high-tech enterprises as A, B, C and

D, and evaluate their entrepreneurial risk by osculating value method.
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Among evaluation index system established of entrepreneurial risk, qualitative

index are predominated. For some quantitative index, the paper directly gets data

from the company’s financial department, human resources and technical centers or

through calculation of relevant index. After arrangement and analysis, the paper

gets standardized data shown in Table 1.

According to (3) and Table 1, the paper obtains optimum point (A+) and inferior

point (A�):
Aþ ¼ ðxþ1 ,xþ2 ; . . . ; xþn Þ; A� ¼ ðx�1 ,x�2 ; . . . ; x�n Þ; shown in Table 2

According to (5) and (6), calculate di
+ and di

�, then in combination with formula

(7), calculate osculating value of each enterprise, and according to size of osculat-

ing value, the paper lists priority of high-tech entrepreneurial risk, please see

Table 3.

We can see CD < CB < CC < CA, which demonstrates that entrepreneurial risk

of A is biggest, much smaller is C and B, and entrepreneurial risk of A is smallest.

The evaluation result is in accordance with the real situation.

Table 1 Standardized data of each enterprise

Index data Standardized data of each

Enterprise

Index Sub-indicator A B C D

Opportunity risk A11: wage income 0.53 0.45 0.52 0.52

A12: venture pressure 0.49 0.40 0.42 0.51

A13: expected income 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.53

A14: social benefits 0.43 0.52 0.46 0.51

Technology risk A21:technology progressivity �0.49 �0.51 �0.38 �0.59

A22: technology maturity �0.50 �0.51 �0.46 �0.53

A23: technology applicability �0.47 �0.63 �0.37 �0.49

A24: technology replaceability 0.64 0.52 0.48 0.50

A25: technology life cycle �0.45 �0.50 �0.45 �0.65

Market risk A31: market stability �0.60 �0.53 �0.55 �0.57

A32: market development difficulty 0.46 0.51 0.32 0.72

A33: market demand conditions �0.51 �0.53 �0.49 �0.59

A34:product market competition 0.47 0.66 0.44 0.65

A35: product life-cycle �0.41 �0.50 �0.81 �0.44

Management risk A41:overall quality of entrepreneur �0.61 �0.42 �0.48 �0.66

A42:maturity of management mechanism �0.52 �0.52 �0.52 �0.57

A43: scientific level of decision-making �0.47 �0.52 �0.44 �0.56

A44: coordination of management team �0.49 �0.50 �0.44 �0.54

Capital risk A51: capital structure �0.43 �0.54 �0.46 �0.60

A52: fund-raising capacity �0.50 �0.50 �0.54 �0.49

A53: funds recovery situation �0.60 �0.51 �0.72 �0.43

A54:financial management standardization �0.56 �0.48 �0.63 �0.67

A55: income level �0.42 �0.50 �0.56 �0.61

Environment risk A61: political environmental risk 0.50 0.43 0.49 0.56

A62: legal environmental risk 0.46 0.53 0.48 0.49

A63: macroeconomic conditions �0.54 �0.50 �0.54 �0.55

A64: social and cultural risk 0.55 0.48 0.42 0.41
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6 Conclusion

Along with economic development and support of national policy, the threshold

of high-tech venture is decreasing, but success ratio is very low because of inevita-

ble entrepreneurial risk which leads to entrepreneurial failure. Therefore, how to

identify and evaluate entrepreneurial risk and take corresponding measures is very

vital. Considering numerous factors of high-tech entrepreneurial risk, and subjec-

tivity and ambiguity of evaluation process, the paper chooses osculating value

method to evaluate high-tech entrepreneurial risk. Osculating value method is an

optimization method of multi-objective decision-making of system engineering,

Table 3 Osculating value and evaluation result

enterprise di
þ di

� Ci priority

A 0.69 0.436 0.713118 1

B 0.635 0.489 0.539736 3

C 0.728 0.555 0.626244 2

D 0.534 0.753 0 4

Table 2 Optimum point and inferior point of evaluation system

Index Sub-indicator j ¼ 1,2, . . . 26 xj
+ xj

�

Opportunity risk A11: wage income 1 0.53 0.45

A12: venture pressure 2 0.51 0.40

A13: expected income 3 0.53 0.50

A14: social benefits 4 0.52 0.43

A21:technology progressivity 5 �0.59 �0.38

Technology risk A22: technology maturity 6 �0.53 �0.46

A23: technology applicability 7 �0.63 �0.37

A24: technology replaceability 8 0.64 0.48

A25: technology life cycle 9 �0.65 �0.45

A31: market stability 10 �0.60 �0.53

Market risk A32: market development difficulty 11 0.72 0.32

A33: market demand conditions 12 �0.59 �0.49

A34:product market competition 13 0.66 0.44

A35: product life-cycle 14 �0.81 �0.41

A41:overall quality of entrepreneur 15 �0.66 �0.42

Management risk A42:maturity of management mechanism 16 �0.57 �0.52

A43: scientific level of decision-making 17 �0.56 �0.44

A44: coordination of management team 18 �0.54 �0.44

A51: capital structure 19 �0.60 �0.43

Capital risk A52: fund-raising capacity 20 �0.54 �0.49

A53: funds recovery situation 21 �0.72 �0.43

A54:financial management standardization 22 �0.67 �0.48

Environment risk A55: income level 23 �0.61 �0.42

A61: political environmental risk 24 0.56 0.43

A62: legal environmental risk 25 0.53 0.46

A63: macroeconomic conditions 26 �0.55 �0.50

A64: social and cultural risk 27 0.55 0.41
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easy to calculate and comparably objective. Empirical result shows that osculating

value method to assess high-tech entrepreneurship risk is desirable.
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An Approach to Overseas Iron Ore

Investment Risk Assessment Based on

Fuzzy Neural Network

Li Guo, Caiwu Lu, and Zhen Yang

Abstract The iron ore investment overseas influenced by a variety of risk factors

including geological reserves risk, market risk, the risk of the investment environ-

ment, political and legal risks, and etc. Based on the theory of risk assessment, this

paper firstly analyzed the risk from the asset influence and frequency of threat, set

up risk level structure of overseas iron ore investment, and presented the member-

ship matrices for judgment set. Then, the neural network and fuzzy reasoning

theory were applied to evaluate the risk of overseas iron ore investment to obtain

its risk grade. Finally, a calculation example was used to show how the method

works, and the error analysis was applied to detecting effectiveness and reliability

of the model performance.

Keywords Fuzzy neural network � Iron ore investment risk oversea � Risk

assessment

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of China’s steel industry, the shortage of domestic iron

ore resources becoming an increasingly serious problem which lead to a substantial

increase in imports of iron ore in successive years. But in recent years, pricing right

of China’s imports of iron ore loss, imports of iron ore prices and sea freight are

rising, seriously affects the healthy development of China’s steel industry. The

serious situation urgently requires our country to invest in overseas iron ore actively

and to obtain more mineral rights. For the specificity of iron ore resources, there are
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many overseas iron ore investment risks, such as mineral resources risk, investment

environment risk, which all need investors to consider seriously and do the full

depth and meticulous research.

2 Risk Factors of the Overseas Iron Ore Investment

Iron ore exploration and development is a very complex process. There is a

considerable difference between overseas and domestic iron ore exploration and

development in the investment environment, operating environment, cultural envi-

ronment, political environment, and the relationship between resources sovereign

state and investor. At present, the risk existed in the overseas iron ore exploration

and development project can be classified into following four aspect by the nature

of venture capital: geological reserves risk, market risk, the risk of the investment

environment, political and legal risk [1, 2], such as Fig. 1.
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change rate of foreign exchange
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improve and change of policies and Regulations
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hydrogeological conditions

environmental Policy

Fig. 1 Risk factors of overseas iron ore investment
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3 Risk Assessment of Overseas Iron Ore Investment

Based on Fuzzy

3.1 Fuzzy Sets and Membership Matrix

In the risk assessment of the overseas iron ore investment, we identify the degree of

the risk according to the evaluation of possibility and negative effects of the risks

event. Overseas iron ore investment risk R is seen as the function of asset and threat

frequency. That is R ¼ gðc; tÞ, where c for the assets affected, t as the threat

frequency. In other words, the overseas iron ore investment risk is divided into

the two aspects: the assets affected and the threat frequency.

The estimated of assets affected and threat frequency all have a certain degree of

vagueness. So the paper analyzes and deals with the various factors with fuzzy

theory [3].

First, established a risk factors set. Suppose A ¼ a1; a2; � � � ; anf g, in which n is

the number of elements in the factors set ; constructed evaluation set, for the assets

and threats frequency this two elements may establish a different evaluation set

B ¼ b1; b2; � � � ; bmf g, in which m is the number of elements in the corresponding

evaluation.

Secondly, assess the various factors in the set A reference evaluation set B, given

the comments of various factors, structural fuzzy mapping. f : A ! FðBÞ, FðBÞ is
the fuzzy set of all B, ai ! f ðaiÞ ¼ ðPi1;Pi2; � � � ;PimÞ 2 FðBÞ. Where the map f

denotes that the level of support of the risk factors ai to the reviews of various

evaluation set, the attached to the vector of the risk factors ai on the evaluation set B
Pi ¼ ðPi1;Pi2; � � � ;PimÞ, i ¼ 1,2, ..., n, was attached to the matrix:

P ¼
P11 P12 � � � P1m

P21 P22 � � � P2m

..

. ..
. ..

.

Pn1 Pn2 � � � Pnm

2
6664

3
7775

The various factors of overseas iron ore investment risk relative to the level

of the assets influence and threat frequency are attached to different membership

matrix, them are Pc and Pt. Corresponding weight vector of each factor is F ¼
ð’1; ’2; � � � ; ’nÞ. We can obtain the target weight vector U ¼ ðu1; u2; � � � ; un1Þ for
giving corresponding weight to the factors of evaluation set, where n1 is the number

of elements in the evaluation set of the assets influence. That the assets influence

can be expressed as Rc ¼ F � Pc � UT .

Similarly, the evaluation set index weight vector of threat frequency is

V ¼ ðv1; v2; � � � ; vn2Þ, where n2 is the number of elements in the evaluation

set of the threat frequency. That the threat frequency can be expressed as

Rt ¼ F � Pt � VT .
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3.2 Investment Risk Rating

By the algorithm given above can be obtained the asset influence value Rc and the

threat frequency value Rt. Then integrate the risk value of the various elements

using the system integration method. So we can calculate the investment risk value

R ¼ gðc; tÞ ¼ k1Rc þ k2Rt. Where: k1, k2 respectively the relative importance of

two elements, and k1 + k2 ¼ 1. The grade of membership of investment risk as

follows: 0–0.2 lower, 0.2–0.4 low, 0.4–0.6 medium, 0.6–0.8 high, 0.8–1 higher. The

risk level can be used to guide the investors to analysis and decision making in

investment.

4 Neural Network Model

4.1 Fuzzy BP Neural Network Design

Single three layers BP neural network can simulate any nonlinear input–output

relationship, it can approximate arbitrary continuous function and the nonlinear

mapping. Therefore, the paper designs d (d is the number of subsystems) three

layers BP neural network, input layer is the element values in fuzzy membership

matrix of various risk factors in overseas iron ore investment; output layer is a

single node output which output the subsystem risk value. Then output of d sub-

network as the input of next network, in order to complete the risk assessment of

overseas iron ore investment.

For the number of hidden nodes, using empirical formula to calculate: l ¼
log 2n. Where: n is the number of input nodes; l is the number of hidden nodes.

4.2 Learning Process of Single BP Neural Network

Let the learning sample group of input is k, set the allowable error is e and the

learning rate is a, the learning process [4] as follows.

Step 1: Determine the input and output layers.

Input layer: the input X
ðqÞ
i of node i is the element values in fuzzy membership

matrix of each risk factor through the fuzzy quantification. The input X
ðqÞ
i is to

output a
ðqÞ
ij through the input layer nodes. In the input layer, the input and output are

equal, that is X
ðqÞ
i ¼ a

ðqÞ
ij , i ¼ 1,2,. . .,n, j ¼ 1,2,. . .,l, q ¼ 1, 2,. . .,m.

Hidden layer: the input of hidden layer node k is the weights sum of output

variables of the input nodes, that is u
ðqÞ
k ¼ Pn

i¼1

wika
ðqÞ
ik , where wik is the connection

weights of the input layer node i to the output layer node k, wik � 0, k ¼ 1,2,. . .,l;
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The output of hidden layer node k is b
ðqÞ
k ¼ f ðuðqÞk Þ, f is Sigmoid function, that is

f ðxÞ ¼ 1=ð1þ e�xÞ.
Output layer: The output layer only has one node, the input of the output node is

the weights sum of all output variables in the hidden layer, that is
Pl
k¼1

vkb
ðqÞ
k , The

final output of network is yðqÞ ¼ f
Pl
k¼1

vkb
ðqÞ
k

� �
, q ¼ 1,2,. . .,m, vk is the weights that

hidden layer node k connect to the output node, f is Sigmoid function.

Step 2: Calculate the output error and deviation of the output layers.

Square error function is used to calculate the error Eq ¼ ðtðqÞj � y
ðqÞ
j Þ2=2 of a

single sample q and the system Average error E ¼ 1=m � Pm
q¼1

Eq of m training

samples.

It is necessary to adjust the network from behind to front when the actual output

value of output layer is inconsistent with the expectations. The d learning rules

is used in BP neural network: Deviation of the output layer is dðqÞ ¼
@Eq=@vk ¼ yðqÞð1� yðqÞÞðtðqÞ � yðqÞÞ; Deviation of the hidden layer is e

ðqÞ
k ¼

@Eq=@wij ¼ b
ðqÞ
k ð1� b

ðqÞ
k Þ Pl

k¼1

vkd
ðqÞ, k ¼1,2,. . .,l.

Step 3: Calculate the weight correction.
The weights correction that hidden layer connects to output layer is Dvk ¼

a � bðqÞk � dðqÞ;
The weights correction that input layer connects to hidden layer is Dwik ¼

a � aðqÞik � eðqÞk .

It makes the square error of the network output and the actual value of the

training sample reduces through the iterative algorithm of neural network, to gain a

stable network structure and connection weights.

5 Case Studies

Takes an iron ore investment project in Philippines as an example, conducts a risk

assessment, the market risk is the main consideration here. It will construct the BP

network model of market factors for risk assessment. First of all, assesses the

market risk using the methods of fuzzy theory to obtain the valuation which as

the network data set, and then completes the assessment using trained network.

1. Construct factor set and evaluation set, seek membership matrix Pc and Pt,

calculate the target weight vector.

Factor set A ¼ a1; a2; a3; a4; a5f g, where ai (i ¼ 1,2,. . .,5) denotes the market

risk factors respectively: “iron ore price volatility”, “supply and demand of

iron ore”, “availability of international market”, “change rate of foreign

exchange” and “inflation rate”. The evaluation set is constructed as

Bc ¼ bc1; bc2; bc3; bc4; bc5f g, Bt ¼ bt1; bt2; bt3; bt4; bt5f g.
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Firstly, give the opinions about various risk factors by the experts, then calculate

the probability of the risk factors belonging to the index to get the matrix Pc and

Pt. The corresponding weight vector of each factor is calculated by the entropy

coefficient: Fc ¼ ’c1;’c2;’c3;’c4;’c5f g ¼ (0.450, 0.284, 0.146, 0.064, 0.056).

Bt ¼ bt1; bt2; bt3; bt4; bt5f g ¼ (0.295, 0.205, 0.164, 0.186, 0.150).

The target weights of evaluation set are: U ¼ (1/15,2/15,1/5,4/15,1/3), V ¼ (1/

15,2/15,1/5,4/15,1/3).

2. Construct a three layers BP neural network, the input layer with 25 neurons,

received respectively the five factors to constitute the fuzzy membership matrix

with 25 elements value; calculated l ¼ log225 � 5, the hidden layer with five

neurons; output layer with one neuron, corresponding to the risk assessment

result.

Twenty-one sets of samples as the training set, one as the testing set. Meanwhile,

set the square error of average output of the training samples e equal to 10–4, and

Table 1 Results of FT and FNN assessment for samples

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FT 0.2912 0.2898 0.2867 0.2813 0.2805 0.2795 0.2763 0.2742

FTT 0.2983 0.2957 0.2879 0.2864 0.2856 0.2833 0.2785 0.2756

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

FT 0.2713 0.2683 0.2637 0.2623 0.2612 0.2627 0.2603 0.2595

FTT 0.2744 0.2732 0.2692 0.2685 0.2664 0.2642 0.2631 0.2611

17 18 19 20 21 22 – –

FT 0.2521 0.2513 0.2502 0.2416 0.2403 0.2429 – –

FTT 0.2536 0.2525 0.2496 0.2404 0.2382 0.2487 – –

the curve of fuzzy algorithm results

the curve of network output

0.31

0.3

0.29

0.28

0.27

0.26
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0.24
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Fig. 2 Relationships between FT and FNN
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the learning rate a of 0.05. Impact of assets influence of the market risk, the

results of FT and FNN assessment for samples are shown in Table 1.

Plots Fig. 2 according to Table 1, we can see that the risk output values of neural

network approach the fuzzy risk assessment values with strong adaptability and

high accuracy.

3. The comprehensive integration of assessment value.

Similarly, the risk value of the threat frequency can also be calculated. The

corresponding risk values of the geological reserves risk, market risk, and the

risk of the investment environment, political and legal risk can be also calculated

by building their BP neural network model. The risk value of overseas iron ore

investment can be calculated according to the degree of importance of different

risk factors, this does not repeat. Finally, the calculation of the value of its

integrated risk grade belongs low. So, the investment risk grade belongs low.

6 Conclusions

A risk assessment model of overseas iron ore investment is established in this paper

by combining the fuzzy theory and neural networks, and the model has been tested

by data simulation. The result shows that the model improves the performance of

risk assessment through the adaptive of the network, and the data processing is

realized by Matlab, it is accurate and fast. So the research provides an effective way

for intelligent assessment of the overseas iron ore investment risk.
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Analysis on Structure Risk and Its

Countermeasures of International Trade

Corridor in Inland China

Xiao-dong Xie, Mao-zeng Xu, Shun-yong Li, and Li Huang

Abstract Based on the structure of trade, structure of transportation corridor,

structure of transportation mode and structure of port, this paper analyzes the

structure risk of International Trade Corridor(ITC) in Inland China (for example

in Chongqing) and puts forward a new corridor system which including four chief

and six accessorial corridors. This countermeasure can help to evade or resolve the

corridor structure risk and ensure the construction and management of ITC in

Inland China easily.

Keywords Corridor structure � Corridor system � International trade � Risk analysis

1 Introduction

The international trade corridor (ITC) in inland China refer to available inland

corridors with strategic significance, which have played a leading role in interna-

tional trade transportation and customs declaration, would cause great losses when
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they are blocked [1]. At present, the inland provinces and cities in China all pay

great attentions to the ITC, and a variety of media and academia have concerned

and discussed it hotly [2, 3]. However, until now, nobody presents a clear judgment

on the structural risk of the ITC, or the hidden dangers in it, which then make the

relevant departments facing enormous risks in constructing and managing it.

Therefore, based on the in-depth analysis of the structure of the ITC (Taking

Chongqing as an example), this paper reveals structural risks of the existing

corridor, and further proposes the countermeasure of avoiding or defusing the

risks, thus ensuring the construction and management of ITC smoothly.

2 Structural Characteristics Analysis of ITC in Inland

China (Chongqing as an example)

2.1 Structural Characteristics of Chongqing International
Trade Orientation

Table 1 reflects the general flow of goods in international trade of Chongqing in

recent years. The biggest three orientations are to America, the Europe except

Eastern part and the Northeast Asia, and their total value of import and export

accounted for about 71%. With the ports in Europe and the West Coast ports in U.S.

growing congestion, the risk of block may undoubtedly worsened [4].

Table 1 Distribution of import and export value in Chongqing in years of 2006–2008 (million

U.S. dollars)

Area Total import and export

value

Export value Import value

Total value in

the 3 years

Rate

(%)

Total value in

the 3 years

Rate

(%)

Total value in

the 3 years

Rate

(%)

America 499,664 28.5 321,376 18.4 188,288 10.8

Europe except

Eastern part

470,116 26.8 139,216 8.0 330,837 18.9

Northeast Asia 275,711 15.7 70,572 4.0 205,139 11.7

South-Eastern Asia 123,265 7.0 97,484 5.6 25,781 1.5

Western Asia 105,343 6.0 100,119 5.7 5,224 0.3

Africa 81,416 4.6 72,136 4.1 9,280 0.5

Hong Kong, Macao

and Taiwan

76,588 4.4 45,220 2.6 31,367 1.8

Eastern Europe 60,989 3.5 52,338 3.0 8,650 0.5

Southern Asia 34,996 2.0 30,297 1.7 4,699 0.3

Oceania 22,863 1.3 12,147 0.7 10,716 0.6

Source: Chongqing foreign trade and economic relations commission
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2.2 Composition and Characteristics of the Main
Transport Corridors

There are six corridors undertaking the above-mentioned trade tasks. Their char-

acteristics are shown in Table 2. Among them, the main transport corridor is the

Yangtze River waterway from Chongqing to Shanghai [5]. However, the middle

reach of the Yangtze River and the Three Gorges Dam have become a potential

bottleneck, which increases the risks in corridor structure.

2.3 Structural Characteristics of Transshipment Port

The structure of Chongqing International Trade transshipment port is shown in the

following table. Table 3 shows that the trans-shipment volume of Shanghai Port

accounts for 87.2% of the total, and it is the largest import and export port of

Chongqing. Recently, Shanghai Port has undertaken a heavy customs declaration

task of the Yangtze River Delta region. If Chongqing is still over-reliant on

Shanghai Port, it would be of great risks for its international trade.

2.4 Transport Modes of Chongqing International Trade

Water transport is absolutely the dominate way of Chongqing’s foreign trade. Its

total traffic volume accounts for more than 97% of the total foreign trade, and other

means of transport accounts for a very small part (as shown in Tables 4 and 5).

Table 2 The basic situation of main transport corridors

No. Starting and ending

point

Destination Trans mode Transportation

mileage (km)

Transit

time

(days)

1 Chongqing–Shanghai Europe, America,

Africa, and

Asia-Pacific Areas

Waterway 2,336 6–7

2 Chongqing–Shenzhen Europe, Africa,

Asia-Pacific Areas

Railway 2,135 4–5

3 Chongqing–Hekou in

Yunnan province

Southeast Asian Areas Expressway 1,583 3–4

4 Chongqing–Pingxiang in

Guangxi province

Expressway 1,219 2–3

5 Chongqing–Alashankou

port

West Asia, Eastern

Europe

Railway 3,835 16–17

6 Chongqing–Tianjin Northeast Asia Railway 1,510 5–6

Source: Ministry of Communication of the People’s Republic of China, and the literature [6–9]
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Chongqing will face huge security risks if relying on shipping heavily, because of

the congestion in the Panama Canal, Suez Canal, the Strait of Gibraltar and the

Strait of Malacca as well as the piracy and terrorist threats [10].

Table 4 The import and export transportation volume in Chongqing from 2006 to 2008 (Ton)

Mode 2006 2007 2008

Volume Rate (%) Volume Rate (%) Volume Rate (%)

Waterway 1,701,504 97.70 3,286,942 98.69 4,368,244 98.86

Railway 34,358 1.97 34,002 1.02 41,208 0.93

Airway 4,739 0.27 7,711 0.23 8,554 0.19

Highway 944 0.05 1,810 0.05 443 0.01

Total 1,741,545 100 3,330,465 100 4,418,449 100

Source: Chongqing statistical yearbook

Table 5 The import and export transportation value in Chongqing from 2006 to 2008 (million

dollars)

Mode 2006 2007 2008

Value Rate (%) Value Rate (%) Value Rate (%)

Waterway 363,113 86.97 516,387 87.31 684,204 88.36

Railway 14,803 3.55 14,659 2.48 17,753 2.29

Airway 38,474 9.21 58,445 9.88 70,639 9.12

Highway 1,141 0.27 1,965 0.33 1,715 0.22

Total 417,531 100 591,456 100 774,311 100

Source: Chongqing statistical yearbook

Table 3 The major trans-shipment ports of Chongqing international trade

Area Transshipment port Port

amount

Rate of

transship

volume (%)

Shanghai Pujiang Customs, Wusong Customs, Shanghai Airport

Customs, Waigaoqiao Customs, Waigang Customs,

Pudong Airport, Shanghai Express, Yangshan Port

8 87.2

Jiangsu Lianyungang Customs, Nantong Customs, Zhenjiang

Customs Xingshengyu Customs, Yangzhou Customs,

Jiangyin Customs, Lukou machine Office, Customs

Changshu, Taicang Customs

9 5.6

Guangdong Guangzhou Customs, Guangzhou Xingfeng, Guangzhou

Airport, Transit Center, Huanggang Customs, Shekou

Customs, Sungang Customs, Dapeng Customs,

Shengguan Airport, Meilin Customs, Hengqin Customs,

Xia Shan Customs, Zhanjiang Hai Xia Customs

13 3.7

Beijing Airport documentation 1 1.4

Xinjiang Alashankou, Uganda Airport Customs 2 0.83

Guangxi Fangcheng Customs, Pingxiang Customs 2 0.5

Sichuan Chengdu Airport Customs, Chengdu Airport Express 2 0.4

Source: Chongqing foreign trade and economic relations commission
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3 Structural Risks and Countermeasures of ITC in Inland

China (Chongqing as an Example)

3.1 Main Structural Risk of the ITC in Chongqing

According to the above analysis and our early researches [6], the structural risks of

inland ITC (such as Chongqing) as following:

1. There is a potential bottleneck, because the middle Waterway of the Yangtze

River waterway is too shallow and the maximum carrying capacities as designed

of the Three Gorges Dam and Gezhouba Dam are too small.

2. Right now, all straits around the world are very congested. The overdependence

on waterway may cause a serious unbalance in transportation structure. It may

bring a huge calamity in a way, once the Three Gorges Dam is suddenly blocked

and wars breaks out along the coast, coupled with piracy and terrorist threats.

3. At present, the main destinations of Chongqing foreign trade are America,

Europe and Northeast Asia when their major ports have become increasingly

congested. It will make the situation worse if Chongqing rely heavily on the

current transport corridors however.

4. On the one hand, a large number of transshipment ports of Chongqing concen-

trate in the east part of China, which may cause a huge transshipment risk

once these ports have an accident. On the other hand, the backward infrastruc-

ture and inadequate staffing in local ports could cause congestion in customs

declaration.

3.2 Countermeasures of Solving Structural Risks

For the above structural risks, the inland areas (taking Chongqing as an example)

should further improve its corridor structure, adjust or reconstruct the Four Main-

corridor System and the Six Auxiliary Corridor System (i.e. ‘4 Main þ 6 Auxiliary’

Corridor system, and the distribution of foreign trade of which is 8:2), to form a

balanced, safe and expedite international trade system.

3.2.1 Four Main Corridors (Core Corridor System)

The four main corridors, which based on the shipping center of the upper reaches

of the Yangtze River and the Lianglu Cuntan bonded port area, would be a core

corridor system with structural stability and small structural risks (as in Fig. 1). The

four corridors as following:
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1. Corridor East to the Pacific Ocean (CEPO). Which includes the Yangtze River,

the high- speed railway along it, Chongqing-Shanghai expressway and Shanghai –

Chengdu expressway.

2. Corridor South-west to the Indian Ocean (CSWIO). which includes those corridor

to Southeast Asian Nations (especially Myanmar). The carried cargo can cross

Myanmar into the Indian Ocean, forming the most convenient access to the

Indian Ocean in the southwest.

3. Corridor Northwest to the Atlantic Ocean (CNWAO). Which take the advantage

of the new Eurasian Continental Bridge into the Atlantic Ocean.

4. Jiangbei Airport Corridors (JBAC). Through which the international cargo

flights direct connect the big cities in Europe, the United States and Asia-Pacific

areas.

Among them, the CEPO, the CSWIO and the CNWAO are the core ITC in

Chongqing. It is known as Chongqing’s “one River with two Wings” strategic

corridor.

From Fig. 1, we can see the core corridor system is more balanced in the

structure. From the task allocation, this will greatly ease the structural imbalance

of Chongqing international trade by sharing burden to the two western corridors.

Meanwhile, the JBAC can make immediate supplement to other corridors, which

upgrade the stability of the whole system.

3.2.2 Six Auxiliary Corridors (Auxiliary Corridor System)

The other six auxiliary corridors (shown in Fig. 2) as follows:

1. Tianjin Corridor (mainly based on railways). It is via Tianjin Port to Japan,

South Korea, and North Korea in the Northeast Asia and forms a sea-rail

intermodal access.

45%
Shanghai

5%
15%

Alashankou
Horgos

Ruili in
Yunnan

15%

Jiangbei Airport

CEPO
CSWIO

CNWAO JBAC

Shipping center in
Chongqing and the
bonded port area

Fig. 1 The core corridor system of the ITC of Chongqing
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2. Shenzhen Corridor (mainly based on railways). It is via Yantian Port in Shenz-

hen to the South China Sea and then into the Pacific Ocean.

3. Chongqing-Guangxi corridor (mainly based on railways). It is through the

northern gulf in Guangxi or through the Pingxiang Port and forms a land corridor

access to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations.

4. Erenhot Corridor (mainly based on railways through the Yu-Zheng Railway and

the Northern rail network). It starts from Erenhot Port via Mongolia, Russia into

Europe and finally into the Atlantic Ocean.

5. Sino-Burmese Oil and Gas Pipeline Corridor. It begin from Myanmar’s Sittwe

Port, through Mandalay, Ruili in Yunnan, Kunming to Chongqing.

6. Wanzhou Wuqiao Air Corridor. It can expand the direct international travel

routes and form a aviation cargo network connecting major cities in ASEAN

countries.

In Fig. 2, the Tianjin and Shenzhen Corridor are the important supplements to

the CEPO which bears the greatest share of foreign trade, so it needs two auxiliary

corridors to support. When the CEPO faces an emergency, the two auxiliary

corridors can quickly replace it’s functions and ensure the safety and smooth of

Chongqing international trade.

Similarly, the Chongqing-Guangxi and Erenhot Corridor are supplements to the

CSWIO and the CNWAO, while the WanzhouWuqiao Air Corridor is an important

supplement to the JBAC. Finally, the Sino-Burmese Oil and Gas Pipeline can be

used for the supplement to the ground corridors and the air corridors in crisis to

ensure the energy security in the southwest China.

Figure 2 shows the auxiliary corridor system has a comparatively balanced

structure and the task allocation is also more reasonable than before. Furthermore,

the various auxiliary corridors can also support each other and jointly safeguard the

realization of supplement function.

Wanzhou Wuqiao airport

Erlianhaote

Guangxi Port
Shenzhen access to the sea

Yu-Gui exit channel

Erenhot exit channel

Wanzhou Wuqiao air channel
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Fig. 2 The six auxiliary corridors of Chongqing ITC
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3.2.3 Integration of the Four-Main-Corridors

and the Six-Auxiliary-Corridors

After the formation of the four-main-corridor system and the six-auxiliary-corridor

system, the core corridor system will further enhance its stability and play a leading

role in the transportation with the help of the auxiliary corridor system. With the

main corridor system bears the responsibility of 80%, the auxiliary corridor system

can function with ease, activeness and flexibility. An integrated structure can be

formed by the mutual support of the two systems. The integration of the main

corridor system and the auxiliary corridor system can meet the different needs, and

ultimately reach an systems with truly balance, safety and smooth, which can

effectively reduces the structural risks of the ITC of Chongqing.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the structural risks of ITC of Chongqing based on the in-

depth analysis of its structure, and further proposes to build a new type of “4 main

+6 secondary” ITC system, so as to really form an ITC with balance, perfection,

safety and smooth to evade its structural risks, to ensure the construction and

management of the ITC in Inland China, which have a great strategic significance

in accelerating a open inland and realizing the development of the western region

in China.
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Asphalt Pavement Surface Penetrate Rejuvenate

Restore Technology: Application and Evaluation

Xiaohong Guo and Bangyin Liu

Abstract This paper discussed the applicability of Asphalt Pavement Surface

Penetrate Rejuvenation Restore Technology (SPRR) in preventive maintenance,

probed into the infiltration mechanism, rejuvenation mechanism, hermetic closure

mechanism of micro-cracks, closed pavement mechanism and bonding mecha-

nism of discrete aggregate, and put forward the relevant construction technology

and requirements as well as its acceptance index. The actual case application has

proved that the SPRR can better repair the surface damage of asphalt pavement,

restore pavement performance and extend the service life. It is an important

technology that achieves sustainable development in the highway operations

and maintenance.

Keywords Asphalt pavement � Rejuvenation � Restore � Surface � Sustainable

1 Introduction

Asphalt pavement extremely presents the early surface damages after a period

of time and seriously impacts the pavement service life. Asphalt Pavement

Surface Penetrate Rejuvenate Restore Technology (SPRR) is a preventive

maintenance technology of asphalt pavement. It can repair the tissue strain in

pavement surface, restore pavement performance and extend the pavement
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service life. The technology could maintain the well operating state of road

system longer and slow down the destruction in the future [1]. And it is an

important technology that achieves sustainable development in the highway

operations and maintenance.

2 The General Description of Technologies

The SPRR is applied when the asphalt pavement structure has sufficient strength

and the pavement condition is still good. Without changing the asphalt pavement

surface structure, the special Rejuvenate solution (asphalt pavement Rejuvenate

curing compound) is sprayed on the asphalt pavement by use an appropriative

distribution truck. Then through a series of physical, chemical reaction between the

Rejuvenate materials and the aged layer of pavement, it would rejuvenate and

restore the aged layer of the asphalt pavement surface within a certain depth

(�8 mm) and format an irregular stable space network structure which consistent

with the road surface deformation in pavement surface.

3 Asphalt Pavement Conditions for the Application of SPRR

Technology

3.1 The Choose of Applicable Timing

1. Macroscopic state of roads: The indicator of macroscopic state of roads contains

three items: pavement structural strength index (PSSI), riding quality index

(RQI) and pavement condition index (PCI). PSSI and RQI are the test ratings,

PCI is the judgment target. That is, when the PSSI and RQI fulfill the require-

ment, the PCI is taken as a standard to judge whether asphalt pavement needs

pre-maintenance [2, 3]. The macroscopic state of SPRR technology should suit

for asphalt pavement which accord with the stipulations in Table 1.

2. Microscopic state of roads: Damaged type and classification criteria of pave-

ment that adapt to SPRR technology see in Table 2 [2].

Table 1 Macroscopic state of roads

Indicator of roads Macroscopic state of roads for pre-maintenance

Expressway Primary secondary highway

PSSI 85–100 82–100

RQI 90–100 80–100

PCI 85–95 82–92
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3.2 The Request of the Original Pavement on Asphalt Pavement
SPRR Technology

The SPRR technology neither changes the structural strength of original pavement

nor increases its structural-load-carrying capacity, so it provides the following

requirements for the original pavement when apply the technology, which are

sufficient strength and stiffness, good overall stability and surface keep smooth

and clean.

4 The Material Requirements for Asphalt Pavement SPRR

Technology

As long as the material meet its technical function, such as significantly rejuvenat-

ing the aged asphalt pavement surface, renewably replacing aged asphalt, sealing

off micro cracks and so on, it can be used for the technology. In the implementation

of Asphalt Pavement SPRR Technology, pavement maintenance enterprise can use

specific asphalt rejuvenate agent that made by specialized manufacturers.

5 Mechanism of Asphalt Pavement SPRR Technology

There are four main technical principles for asphalt pavement SPRR technology to

realize pavement pre-maintenance.

Table 2 Damaged type and classification criteria of pavement that adapt to SPRR technology

Damaged type

and name

Classification Definition

Blocky crack Light Thin crack, none fallouts in crack areas, the width of crack less

than 3 mm, most of the crack area is bigger than 1.0 m

Slitting Light Thin crack, none or few fallouts around crack wall, none or few

branch-crack, the width of crack less than 3 mm

Transversal

crack

Light Thin crack, none or few fallouts around crack wall, none or few

branch-crack, the width of crack less than 3 mm

Pitting surface – Small calking filler lost, present coarse pitting surface

Loose Light Fine aggregate lost, pavement surface coarse and pitting

Rut Light Depth < 10 mm

Settlement Light Depth <10 mm, no obvious uncomfortable in riding

Polish Light Original structure depth of pavement wear away or loss lightly,

the anti-slide capacity of expressway and primary highway is

SFC �40 or BPN �40
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5.1 Penetration Mechanism

During the implementation of the asphalt pavement SPRR technology, Rejuvenate

materials which infiltrate into the pavement surface via the gap between loose

aggregates and the micro-cracks vigorously would penetrate and absorb the contig-

uous asphalt mixture constantly, and take the active ingredient in Rejuvenate

materials to deepen into the pavement. After the opening of maintenance pavement,

the active ingredient in Rejuvenate materials always maintains a state of infiltration

under the dynamic load of vehicle continuously. The air that once remained in

cracks and the original gap was squeeze out through the vertical stress, horizontal

stress and lateral stress generated by the action of vehicle dynamic load. When the

stress is gone, the fluid around the gap gathered to fill the space left out by the air in

order to achieve the balance of forces owing to the effect of negative pressure and

makes the bond between binder and aggregate tighter.

5.2 Rejuvenate Mechanism

After the implementation of the asphalt pavement SPRR technology, the infiltration

agent would bring the rejuvenate agent into the depth of pavement (<5–8 mm).

Then the rejuvenate agent supplies the aged asphalt with the oleaginous base. The

organic synthesis, polymerization and a series of physical and chemical reactions

would rejuvenate the contacted aged asphalt. In this way, the components of aged

asphalt would distribute in a rational proportion and then reach the new asphalt

standard. The penetration map of maintenance agent is shown in Fig. 1.

Table 3 shows the rejuvenate performance requirements for the rejuvenate

maintenance agent that used in the asphalt pavement SPRR technology. The rotary

pellicle aging experience of base asphalt was carried under the conditions of 163�C
in laboratory.

5.3 Mechanism of Micro-cracks Sealing

Through these micro-cracks and original gaps, the rejuvenate materials would bring

asphalt infiltrate into the depth quickly, heal the tiny fracture automatically, replen-

ish the detached asphalt binder because of aging and enwrap and bond the exposed

Fig. 1 The penetration of asphalt pavement maintenance agent
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asphalt aggregate binder again. Figure 2 is the sketches that the mechanism of

micro cracks sealing.

5.4 Mechanism of Closing Pavement and Bonding Loose
Aggregate

Through combining the aggregate and the rejuvenate asphalt binder together

closely in the way of bridge, the rejuvenate material could maintain a consistent

temperature changing rate. Meanwhile, it forms a compact whole of three-dimensional

network interpenetrating structure on the pavement surface so as to improve the

waterproof properties and the overall performances of the pavement.

6 Construction of Asphalt Pavement SPRR Technology

6.1 The Determination of Sprayed Amount of Rejuvenate
Maintenance Agent

Before the implementation of SPRR technology, the design of the sprayed amount of

rejuvenate maintenance agent should fully consider the use requirements, the origi-

nal pavement situation, the traffic, the climate condition and so on. The performance

indicators of the rejuvenate maintenance agent in the construction of asphalt pave-

ment SPRR technology should satisfy the requirements in Tables 3 and 4.

6.2 Construction

During the construction process, it should notice the followings: (1) the rejuvenate

maintenance agent should be mixed evenly and then poured into the storage tank of

Table 3 The technical requirements of rejuvenate maintenance agent for the SPRR

Sort test item Unit Technical index recovery

degree

Permissible

error (%)

Test method

One cycle Two cycles

Penetration degree (25�C) 0.1 mm >90% >75% �5 T0604-2000

Ductility (15�C) cm >90% >5% �5 T0605-1993

Softening point �C �3�C �5�C �5 T0606-2000

Note: the recovery degree of softening point in the table is the difference between the rejuvenate

asphalt and crude asphalt, which has been undergo the rotary pellicle aging experience of asphalt

for one cycle (or two cycles)
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professional distribution truck; (2) when the professional distribution truck on site,

the mixer in the storage tank tart should continually mixed for 30 min. (3) Setting

the spray width as the road width of the pending construction, selecting the

direction of construction and adjusting the position of professional distribution

truck. (4) Conducting a formal spray after completing the experimental spray.

6.3 The Pavement Maintenance

There should be enough time for maintenance forming after the construction as the

weather conditions. In general, when the pavement is dry and inadhesive to test

paper, the professional people will take off the protective membrane which covered

the traffic mark line and then the traffic could be open. The open time of traffic

should at least ensure that it is at least 4 h at normal temperature and the relative

humidity of air is less than 70%.

6.4 Implementation Effects and Evaluations

In order to verify the effect of asphalt pavement SPRR technology to treat the early

disease of asphalt pavement, we combined the pavement maintenance project of

Chongqing Yu-Wu expressway and selected road K15 þ 000–K16 þ 000 as the

test section (SMA asphalt pavement).

6.4.1 Technology Results

Before the construction of the test section, the pavement tectonic depth, the friction

coefficient, the Anti-skid value of British pendulum number and the coefficient of

infiltration were detected. Then these indicators were detected again after the

restored traffic about 1 month. The contrast of testing data are shown in Tables 5–8.

Table 4 The physical performance technical requirements of rejuvenate maintenance agent for

the SPRR

Sort test item Unit Technical indexes Test method

Character – Black liquid Visual observation

Specific gravity – >1.0 T0603-1993

Brookfield viscosity pa s >2 � 10�2 T0625-2000

Distillation residue (300�C) % �45 T0641-1993
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6.4.2 Technology Evaluation

1. According to the Tables 5 and 6, it can be seen from that through the construc-

tion of this technology, the original pavement value reduces some extents, but

still fit the standard and the requirements. The variance decline illuminates that

this technology improves the pavement performances.

2. According to the regulation, the infiltration coefficient of the ordinary asphalt

pavement surface is less than 300 mL/min and the infiltration coefficient of the

SMA asphalt pavement surface is less than 200 mL/min. It can be seen from the

Table 7 that before and after construction, the cross-section of experimental

sections could achieve the requirements. However, before construction, the

Table 6 The anti-skid value statistics of BPN before and after construction

Before construction

(BPN)

After construction

(BPN)

Decrease after

construction

Rate of

decrease (%)

Mean value 49.420 47.320 3.500 6.441

Variance 23.002 2.944 – –

Mean square

deviation

4.796 1.716 – –

Table 5 The tectonic depth statistics before and after the construction

Before

construction

(mm)

After

construction

(mm)

Decrease after

construction (mm)

Rate of

decrease (%)

Mean value 0.787 0.684 0.103 13.109

Variance 0.002 0.001 0.001 8.334

Mean square deviation 0.047 0.035 0.026 2.887

Table 8 The infiltration depth of asphalt pavement Maintenance agent

Serial number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Average

The infiltration depth

infiltration depth

(mm)

5.06 5.11 6.33 5.23 5.54 6.03 6.12 5.67 5.64

Table 7 The statistics of coefficient of infiltration. Before and after the construction

Before construction

(mL/min)

After construction

(mL/min)

Decrease after

construction

Rate of

decrease (%)

Mean value 9.525 1.219 9.469 84.939

Variance 46.048 0.345 – –

Mean square

deviation

6.786 0.587 – –
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infiltration coefficient and variability of the cross-section are bigger. After the

application of the maintenance technology, the pavement was closed and the

infiltration coefficient was decreased 84.94% on average. The variance decline

of infiltration coefficient means that the homogeneity of infiltration coefficient in

the pavement is improved.

3. From Table 8, we can see that after applying the technology in construction, the

average penetration depth in asphalt pavement surface could reach 5.6 mm.

6.4.3 Intuitionistic Visual Evaluation

The respective status of the pavement surface before construction and after con-

struction are: before construction, the pavement shows blushing phenomenon, the

coarse aggregate exposes obviously in a rough state and the surface marking was

not clear under the sunshine. Moreover during the rainy day, the dusk and the night,

the marking was even fuzzy due to the dark light. Meanwhile, the asphalt mem-

brane in surface peel off, most of the fine aggregate miss, a large amount of small

pits appear on the pavement and parts of the aggregate become loose in pavement

surface. After the construction, it closes the micro-cracks and gaps in the pavement

surface, updates and protects the original asphalt pavement, deepens the color of

asphalt pavement, prevents the loose of asphalt pavement, increases the contrast of

markings and asphalt pavement and improves the riding quality as well.

7 Economic Efficiency

If adopting the asphalt pavement SPRR technology to treat the early disease of

asphalt pavement, the one-off construction cost is 15–20 Yuan/m2 and the cured

pavement could maintain a good condition in 3 years. In other word, this could

ensure the treatment cost per square meter is 15–20 Yuan in 3 years and the average

annual cost is 5–7 Yuan/year. m2, it is about 1/4–1/5 of the traditional mat coat or

renovation cost.
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A Study of Construction Project Conflict

Management Based on Evolutionary

Game Theory

Jie Ding

Abstract In the implementation of construction project, conflict inevitably occurs

due to different interests of all the participants, which brings about the negative

control over project progress, quality, and cost etc. The evolutionary game theory is

applied in order to produce a comprehensive analytic framework for solving such

problem. Based on this theory, evolutionary game model is established and the

evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) is obtained under different circumstances. The

results show that, project builder can gets higher revenue when they take aggressive

strategy, and driven by economic interests, project owner may take the high hand in

order to maximize its revenue. At last, in light of these problems, several sugges-

tions are given in order to solve the construction project conflict problems.

Keywords Conflict management � Construction project � Evolutionary game

theory

1 Introduction

In the implementation of construction project, conflict inevitably occurs due to

different interests of all the participants, which brings about the negative control

over project progress, quality, and cost etc. Though many factors contribute to the

uncertainties of construction project, conflict between the project participants is

usually regarded as a definite phenomenon. Various conflicts can be divided into

three categories: individual interests colliding with whole project, different orga-

nizations benefits clashed, and projects interests going against the community.

Game theory attempts to mathematically capture behavior in strategic situa-

tions, in which an individual’s success in making choices between conflict and
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cooperation depends on the choices of others. Construction project is a kind

of game activities involving several interest-related parties and thus conflicts

and contradictions caused by different interests inevitably happened. Therefore,

the conflict of optimum revenue between individual and collective, consists in

individual’s strategies under interacting external economic circumstances. The

evolutionary game theory can be used to analyze mutual influence of different

organizational behaviors, conflicts and coherence of different organizational inter-

ests, as well as cooperation and competition.

2 Evolutionary Game Model of Compensation System

2.1 Evolutionary Game Theory

Evolutionary game theory, originated from the combination of biology evolution-

ism and classical game theory, reveals a dynamic process describing how players

adapt their behavior over the course of repeated plays of a game. The central

concept of an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) was introduced by Maynard

Smith and Price (1973) and developed further in Maynard Smith’s (1982) influen-

tial Evolution and the Theory of Games (Samuelson 2002) [1–3].

In classical game theory, game player must be rational decision-maker. But,

faced with the complex practical problems, because of information deficiency and

interference of irrational factors, it’s hard for game player to be perfect rational.

Evolutionary game theory differs from classical game theory by focusing on the

dynamics of strategy change more than the properties of strategy equilibria. Based

on evolutionary game model, continuous replicator equations assume infinite popu-

lations, continuous time, complete mixing and that strategies breed true. Then, the

evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) is obtained [4].

2.2 Evolutionary Game Model

Construction project conflict is a kind of game activities involving several interest-

related parties. This paper established a Hawk–Dove game. This game, shown in

Fig. 1, involves two players (project owner and builder). In which, A1 and B1

represent aggressive strategy; A2 and B2 represent acquiescent strategy. V1, V2, D1

and D2 represent project owner payment in terms of construction. C3, C4 represent

the costs of project builder if they choose aggressive strategy. C1, C2 represent the

costs of project owner’s coping strategy when project builder choose aggressive

strategy (Table 1).

If project owner is aggressive (Hawk) and the other acquiescent (Dove), then the

former gets -V2 and the latter V2; if project builder is aggressive (Hawk) and the
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other acquiescent (Dove), then the former gets D1-C4 and the latter -D1-C2; if both

are aggressive, with mutual aggression causing each to incur an injury cost of V1-C3

and -V1-C1with probability; if both are passive, then the former gets D2 and the

latter -D2. According to the actual situation, there is inequality relation between the

parameters above:

V1 >V2 D1 >D2

D1 >V1 D2 >V2

C1 >C2 C3 >C4

8<
: (1)

Under the assumption that the project owner may in q probability of taking A1

strategy, in (1 � q) probability of taking A2 strategy; project builder may in

p probability of taking A1 strategy, in (1 � p) probability of taking A2 strategy;

On the case of demolition, we use negative revenue represent expenditure, and the

marginal expected revenue when project owner carry out A1 strategy is UA1:

UA1 ¼ ð�V1 � C1Þp� V2ð1� pÞ (2)

Marginal expected revenue when project owner carry out A2 strategy is UA2:

UA2 ¼ ð�D1 � C2Þp� D2ð1� pÞ (3)

Table 1 Hawk–Dove game

Project builder Project owner

A1 A2

B1 V1 � C3, � V1 � C1 D1 � C4, � D1 � C2

B2 V2, � V2 D2, � D2

p

q

E2 (0,1)
E4 (1,1)

E1 (0,0) E3 (1,0)

(      ,       )
Np Nq

E5
Mp Mq

Fig. 1 Phase diagram of equilibrium points
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Expected revenue of project owner is UA:

UA ¼ UA1qþ UA2ð1� qÞ (4)

Marginal expected revenue when project builder carry out B1 strategy is UB1:

UB1 ¼ ðV1 � C3Þqþ ðD1 � C4Þð1� qÞ (5)

Marginal expected revenue when project builder carry out B2 strategy is UB2:

UB2 ¼ V2qþ D2ð1� qÞ (6)

Expected revenue of project builder is UB:

UB ¼ UB1pþ UB2ð1� pÞ (7)

According to evolutionary game theory, the growth rate of a strategy equals to its

relative adaptability. As long as a strategy’s adaptation higher than the average

adaptability, this strategy will develop. So, the growth rate of aggressive strategy

taken by project builder is:

dp

dt
¼ pðUB1 � UBÞ
¼ pð1� pÞ½ðV1 � V2 þ D2 � D1 þ C4 � C3Þqþ D1 � D2 � C4�

defFðp; qÞ (8)

The growth rate of Hawk strategy taken by project owner is:

dp

dt
¼ pðUA1 � UAÞ ¼ qðq� 1Þ½ðV1 � V2 þ D2 � D1 þ C1 � C2Þpþ V2 � D2�
def Gðp; qÞ (9)

3 Model Analysis

The simple discussion on autonomous systems of differential equations above can

be shown as follows:

dp
dt ¼ pð1� pÞðMpq� NpÞdefFðp; qÞ
dq
dt ¼ qðq� 1ÞðMpp� NqÞdefGðp; qÞ

(
(10)
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In which

Mp ¼ V1 � V2 þ D2 � D1 þ C4 � C3; Np ¼ D2 � D1 þ C4

Mq ¼ V1 � V2 þ D2 � D1 þ C1 � C2; Nq ¼ D2 � V2

According to the qualitative theory of ordinary differential equations, points

meet the equation below are equilibrium points of (10):

Fðp; qÞ½ �2 þ Gðp; qÞ½ �2 ¼ 0 (11)

Range of p and q are both ½0; 1�, thus E1ð0; 0Þ, E2ð0; 1Þ, E3ð1; 0Þ and E4ð1; 1Þ are
equilibrium points of (10); If the two equations also meet:

0 � Np

Mp
� 1

0 � Nq

Mq
� 1

(
(12)

So, there exists the fifth equilibrium point E5

�
Np

Mp
;
Nq

Mq

�
. According to the way

discussed above, we can get two eigenvalues:

l51;2 ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NpNq

MpMq
Mq � Nq

� �
Np �Mp

� �s
(13)

Through practical investigation, we find that relocation household can get higher

compensation when they take aggressive strategy. So, in this model, Np ¼ D2�
ðD1 � C4Þ< 0. According to (12), we can get:

Mp � Np < 0;Mq � Nq > 0 (14)

Equilibrium point E1ð0; 0Þ, l11 ¼ �Np > 0, l12 ¼ Nq > 0, unstable equilibrium

point;

Equilibrium point E2ð0; 1Þ, l21 ¼ Mp � Np � 0, l22 ¼ �Nq < 0, stable equilib-

rium point;

Equilibrium point E3ð1; 0Þ, l31 ¼ Np<0, l32 ¼ Nq �Mq � 0, stable equilibrium

point;

Equilibrium point E4ð1; 1Þ, l41 ¼ Np �Mp � 0, l42 ¼ Mq � Nq � 0, unstable

equilibrium point;

Equilibrium point E5
Np

Mp
;
Nq

Mq

� �
, l51;2 ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NpNq

MpMq
Mq � Nq

� �
Np �Mp

� �q
, Saddle

Point.

Plane S ¼ ðp,q) is the dynamic game process between project owner and project

builder, in which ð0 � p,q � 1Þ. Shown in the phase diagram above, the dynamic

game process runs to E2ð0; 1Þor E3 0; 1ð Þ If project builder can get higher revenue

when they take aggressive strategy, on one hand, if
Np

Mp
step up, and moreover,

Nq

Mq
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taper off, equilibrium point runs to E3 1; 0ð Þ; on the other hand, if
Np

Mp
taper off, and

moreover,
Nq

Mq
step up, equilibrium point runs to E2ð0; 1Þ That is, when one player is

aggressive (Hawk) and the other acquiescent (Dove), then the game achieve

balance.

4 Conclusion and Suggestions

Construction project conflict is a kind of game activities involving several interest-

related parties. Based on evolutionary game theory, this paper gain such conclu-

sion: only if one player is aggressive (Hawk) and the other acquiescent (Dove), the

game can achieve balance. What’s more, in this circumstance, driven by economic

interests, project owner may use its powers and take the high hand.

In light of these problems, several suggestions are put forward: Firstly, using

formal authority or other power that project owner possess to satisfy his concerns.

Secondly, allowing project builder to satisfy their concerns while neglecting project

owner. Thirdly, attempting to resolve a conflict by identifying a solution that is

partially satisfactory to both parties, but completely satisfactory to neither.

Fourthly, cooperating with the other party to understand their concerns and expres-

sing your own concerns in an effort to find a mutually and completely satisfactory

solution (win–win).
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Study on the Management Mechanism of

Emergency Telecommunication in China

Zhenyu Jin, Xiaoyu Wan and Xingming Yang

Abstract In recent years, unconventional emergencies bring serious challenges to

emergency telecommunication in China. So, creating a scientific and rational

management system of emergency telecommunications has become the key point

of improving capability of emergency telecommunications. And, the study on

management mechanism of emergency telecommunications can provide a strong

theoretical basis for building management system of emergency telecommunica-

tions. Above all, this article analyzes the status of emergency management, then,

clarifies the feature and content of emergency telecommunications according to the

character of emergency telecommunication. Finally, an earthquake is taken as an

example, elaborates the interaction relationship between the various mechanisms in

the mechanism system of emergency telecommunication management.

Keywords Emergency management � Emergency telecommunications �
Mechanism system

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the national economy, the continued expansion of

production scale and increasing of social wealth and losses caused by disasters are

rising year after year, and it is a serious threat to social security. Telecommunica-

tions industry as a vital basis of the national economy, directly affects timely

distribution of national important information and the smooth implementation of

relief work. In addition, telecommunications industry is related to people’s daily

life, once the telecommunications network goes wrong, it will give great inconve-

nience to people’s work and life, sometimes may lead to social chaos, endanger
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national security, and result in incalculable consequences. So, combined with

Chinese national conditions, exploring management mechanism for emergency

communication under emergencies will provide a useful reference for improving

emergency management system, and it has high practical value.

2 Status of Emergency Telecommunications Management

Modern emergency management is a set of theories, methods and technology

system which is in order to reduce the hazards of emergencies, based on the reasons

causing emergencies, the occurrence and development of emergencies and the

scientific analysis of negative impact, effectively integrates resources of all sectors

in society, effectively responds, controls and treats to emergencies by modern

technical means and management methods.

For a long time, the concept of emergency communications management is

rated in the narrow space of telecommunication rescue, and management tools are

scarce, the methods of different periods and stages are difficult in forming a

coherent system. Thus, the relevant work of emergency telecommunications

management can easily fall into a passive defensive disadvantage. Both the

telecom regulators and telecom operators are taking remedial measures after a

disaster. The same results of telecommunication barriers caused by different

public emergencies are difficult in distinguishing, and they are often removed

by a single technical means. Due to the absence of clear and perfect mechanism

system, it is difficult to deeply understand the role and importance of various

aspects or elements of emergency telecommunications as a result the focus of

management work is not prominent.

3 Study on Mechanism of Emergency Telecommunications

Management

Mechanism is inherent logic and rules followed by something. For emergencies,

after analyzing the mechanism of the incident, you can find the source of events,

and discover the law of the formation and the momentum of promoting the

development of events, and find appropriate coping strategies in emergency man-

agement. The diversity of emergencies means of telecommunication and telecom-

munication content directly leads to the type and complex process of disasters.

In order to make reasonable and accurate classification for emergency telecommu-

nications, the content contained in emergency telecommunication must be scientif-

ically summed up, and the mechanism system should be objectively summarized,

that is the internal logic and rules between the various parts.
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3.1 Feature and Content of Emergency Telecommunications

After the earthquake in Wenchuan, the emergency management is very important

for natural disasters and public safety incidents and so on. Putting forward higher

requirements to telecommunications security, emergency telecommunications are

given more responsibility, and it emphasizes telecommunications security which is

related to information transfer in emergency management. As the emergency

telecommunications plays an important role in emergency management, its role is

not just limited to the telecommunication of special circumstances, it includes all

activities that are related to information transfer after emergencies. Therefore, it is

necessary to establish the relational model of emergency telecommunications in the

emergency management system, shown in Fig. 1.

In the relational model chart of emergency handling and technical support, we

can clearly see that the model is consisted of three layers, which are the layer of

emergency managers, the layer of decision-making and the layer of technical

support, on the map the dependent relationship of three layers from top to bottom

is that upper are dependent on the lower. The working process is following:

emergency information collected through various means is transmitted to the

layer of decision-making by different ways from the layer of technical support.

The layer of decision-making analyzes, contrasts and judges the information, makes
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the appropriate conclusions to the administrator, then implements relevant action

according to the orders of administrator, starts related plans, and issues command

by means of technical support [1].

3.2 Mechanism System of Emergency Telecommunications

The objects of management are sure after clarifying the meaning of emergency

telecommunications that are activities of telecommunication during the disposal

process of emergencies. In “Response Act of Chinese People’s Republic”(2007),

our country divides public emergencies into four main categories: natural disasters,

accident disasters, public health incidents, social security incidents. Although

different types of public emergencies have different need and impact on telecom-

munications support, there are still some universal inherent logic and laws, and it

is necessary to study management strategies of emergency telecommunication

management in the different situations which is the trade mechanism system of

emergency telecommunications management.

According to the feature of emergency telecommunications, the trade mecha-

nism system is divided into several layers, shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the mechanism of emergencies mainly refers to professional mecha-

nism of different types of emergencies, the management mechanism of emergency

telecommunications is consisted of two parts: one is the professional mechanism of

telecommunication, referring to the necessary professional and technical principles,

for example, a complete telecommunication system should include access, trans-

mission, switching and control layer, and specific electrical and physical characters

of various telecommunications equipment. The other part is the management

mechanism, it has the general mechanism of emergency management, contains

four types, which are principle, theory, process and operational mechanism [2].

mechanism

mechanism of
emergencies 

mechanism of emergency
communications management

management
mechanism

Communications
Professional mechanism

principle
mechanism

theory
mechanism

process
mechanism

operational
mechanism

interact
restrict

Fig. 2 Mechanism system of emergency telecommunications
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The relationship among emergency mechanism, management mechanism and

telecommunication professional mechanism is shown in Fig. 2: emergency mecha-

nism and management mechanism are the interaction, while telecommunication

professional mechanism restricts management mechanism. Because the type,

occurrence and development of emergencies are different, requirement for the

level of telecommunications security has differences, meanwhile, the impact or

damage of the telecommunication system that is caused by emergencies which are

certainly need to be distinguished. Therefore, principle, theory, process and opera-

tional mechanism of the management mechanism should change and adjust for the

type of emergencies. Accordingly, the path of evolution will transfer, because some

strategies are adopted in development process of emergencies, and management

mechanism has the reaction in emergency mechanism. On the other hand, manage-

ment mechanism is limited by the principle of telecommunications professional on

some extent. Due to different technical means, its theory mechanism of manage-

ment mechanism would present different regularity, and this directly leads to the

difference in substance between process mechanism and operational mechanism.

Figure 3 takes earthquake as an example, and describes the relationship of interac-

tion among the three.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that after the earthquake, I and II evolutionary path will

be produced, and through the amplification of telecommunications professionals

mechanism, the different behaviors of two paths will lead to the same result, that is

telecommunication trouble. However the principles of trouble that two types of

behaviors lead to are different.

Abnormal telecommunication behavior, interpreted that a large-scale public

launch call at the same time after disaster has occurred, which does not cause the

physical damage of telecommunication equipment, just cause call failure due to

limited frequency resources and limited ability of switch service. Because this
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telecommunication trouble is controlled, for this type of emergency telecommuni-

cation, you can use assessment model of “may slow down” to evaluate [3]. So

managers can assess probability of such behavior and severity in advance, and take

appropriate preventive measures, formulate relevant emergency public telecommu-

nications standard to reduce the occurrence of abnormal telecommunication behav-

ior when emergencies occur.

However, the damage of telecommunication equipment mainly refers to the base

station, transmission cable or switches are destroyed physically in the earthquake,

such as the collapse of the base station, transmission cable fault and switches to be

buried and so on. This telecommunication trouble is difficult to restore in the short

term, in addition to take a number of measures in advance to enhance the device’s

physical disaster level, more work is the assessment of “recoverability” after

disaster, so that emergency telecommunication managers can assess general time

to the restore telecommunications facilities destroyed, which can provide reference

for the emergency rescue.

In addition, we can observe that after taking security measures of emergency

telecommunication, through the feedback of telecommunications professionals

mechanism. According to different principles mechanism, there are also two

different evolution paths, I0 and II0, which is the reaction of the management

mechanism to the emergency mechanism. The two evolution paths are to standard-

ize the telecommunications action and maintain telecommunications facilities.

Emergency managers, under the guidance of measure of emergency telecommuni-

cation support, on the one hand standardize positively public communication

behavior, so that so many telecommunication resources can be used in emergency

rescue, on the other hand, assess the “may slow down” of existing telecommunica-

tion facilities that are damaged, order and repair the telecommunication facilities

damaged following the priority, which will allow emergency telecommunication

managers to implement emergency telecommunications targeted relief.

On the other hand, on the aspect of telecommunications mechanism, because the

general emergency telecommunication includes mobile telecommunications, fixed

telecommunications, HF telecommunications, satellite telecommunications and

Internet telecommunications and so on. The different technical characteristics

need to be unified and summarized. Developments of new technology should also

continue to be enriched to professional mechanism, which can continuously

improve the management mechanism of emergency telecommunications system.

4 Conclusion

This paper introduces the concept of mechanism system into the study on emer-

gency telecommunication management, constructs a mechanism system of the

emergency telecommunication that centers on emergency mechanism, manage-

ment mechanism and telecommunication professional mechanism on the basis of

clarifying the features and contents of emergency telecommunication, and then
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elaborates the interaction between various mechanisms in the mechanism system of

emergency telecommunication management by specific examples. This paper

argues that you must scientifically summarize the content that emergency telecom-

munication contains to create a comprehensive management system of emergency

telecommunication. Only clarify the character and content of emergency telecom-

munication, that are objects and links of emergency telecommunication, we can

reasonably conclude the mechanism system of emergency telecommunication

management that is internal logic and rules between the various parts. Therefore,

the more scientific and perfect mechanism system of emergency telecommunica-

tion we construct the greater role for our research and creating emergency telecom-

munication system. So mechanism system of emergency telecommunication

management can provides a powerful theoretical foundation and theoretical gist

for creating management system of emergency telecommunication, also can pro-

vide decision-making reference for the relevant government departments in for-

mulating the policies of emergency telecommunication.
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Forewarning for Urban Sustainable

Development Based on Fuzzy Matter Element

Model: Taking Nan Tong City for Example

Wen-jin Zhang and De-shan Tang

Abstract A forewarning model was set up to evaluate the process of urban

sustainable development based on fuzzy matter element theory. Taking status of

Nan Tong city from 2004 to 2007 as an example, we set up an index system of

forewarning in the process of urban sustainable development in Nan tong and

established the forewarning standards, limits and degrees.

Keywords City � Forewarning model � Fuzzy matter element � Sustainable

development

1 Introduction

The forewarning system of Urban Sustainable Development is a complicated

system combined with society, economy, environment, resources; aims to prevent

the city developing deviated from its sustainable route; to foresee the trend and

speed of the inverse change to the Sustainable Development; to avoid serious

conflicts between urban development and environment protection [1]. This essay

sets up a forewarning model for the urban sustainable development, bases on the

reference to related research. It takes the forewarning model of Nantong urban

sustainable development as an example, uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process to set

the weight of index to conduct a forewarning analysis of the Nantong urban

sustainable development in 2004–2007.
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2 Urban Sustainable Development Forewarning Model

2.1 Fuzzy Matter Element Model and Composite Fuzzy Matter
Element Mode

Take a matter N, the magnitude of its character c is v. If we use triad R ¼ (N, c, v)

to describe the matter. We can call it matter element. If its magnitude v is fuzzy,

then we can call it fuzzy matter element. The magnitudes for different characters c1,

c2, . . . , cn are v1, v2, . . . ,vn therefore we say R is an N dimensions fuzzy matter

element, the triad R ¼ (N, c, v). If we have Mmatters with N dimensions combined

together, we will get Rmn. If we change the magnitude of Rmn to fuzzy matter

element magnitude, then we will have M fuzzy matters with N dimensions com-

bined together, we will get:

Rmn ¼

M1 M2 � � � Mn
c1 u11 u21 � � � um1
c2 u12 u22 � � � um2
..
. ..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

cn u1n u2n � � � umn

2
666664

3
777775

(1)

In the formula above, Rmn, is M fuzzy matters with N dimensions; Mi is the ith

matter. i ¼ 1, 2. . .m; ck is the Kth character, k ¼ 1, 2. . . n; uik is the corresponding
fuzzy matter element magnitude of the ith matter the kth character. Apparently, the

presentation of the concept of the matter element created a new way to determine

the level of category ascription according to the magnitude of its character.

2.2 The Establishment of the Forewarning Standard

In order to do the research, we divide the forewarning into four degrees, that is no

alert, light alert, mid-degree alert, heavy alert, and in the range 0–10 level within

the division. For the smaller the more superior type, the correlation between

forewarning criteria and indicators range in Table 1, S1, S2, S3 is an indicator of

forewarning threshold of the criteria, correspondingly, there are four levels index

value, which respectively establishes correspondence with index range of indicators

standard. Similarly, the index range of the bigger the worse superior type can be

concluded [2, 3].

Table 1 The correlation between alert degree and index

Alert degree No alert Light alert Mid-degree alert Heavy alert

Forewarning index [0,2.5) [2.5,5) [5,7.5) [7.5,10)

Index range <S3 [S3,S2) [S2,S1) �S1
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2.3 Standard Fuzzy Matter-Element

On the basis of determining fuzzy matter-element, combined with forewarning

standards, we calculate the standard forewarning indicators of evaluation index,

then establish a new standard fuzzy matter-element. concerning the smaller the

more superior type of indicators, take S1, S2, S3 in Table 1 for examples, evaluation

index corresponding fuzzy matter-element of the forewarning indicators can be

calculated in accordance with the following formula:

No alert: Xij ¼ 2:5þ 2:5� ðUij � S3Þ
S3

ðS3 � UijÞ

Light alert: Xij ¼ 5þ 2:5� ðUij � S2Þ
ðS2 � S3Þ ðS3 � Uij � S2Þ

Mid-degree alert: Xij ¼ 7:5þ 2:5� ðUij � S1Þ
ðS1 � S2Þ ðS2 � Uij � S1Þ

Heavy alert: Xij ¼ 7:5þ 2:5� ðUij � S1Þ
S1

ðS1 � UijÞ
If Xij < 0,then the value is 0;if Xij > 10,then the value is 10. Uij is the value of

indicators. By the same token, the bigger the more superior type of indicators can be

calculated, received the standard fuzzy matter-element as follows:

Rij ¼

M1 M2 � � � Mm

c1 X11 X21 � � � Xm1

c2 X12 X22 � � � Xm2

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

cn X1n X2n � � � Xmn

2
666664

3
777775

(2)

In the above formula, the Rij represents matter i’s cj th character fuzzy matter

element, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,m; j ¼ 1,2, . . . ,n.

2.4 The Determining of Forewarning Index Weights

In this paper, we use analytic hierarchy process to determine the relative importance

order between the evaluation indexes, thus get the weight of evaluation of index,

and prior to normalization in the synthesis, namely:

Pn
i¼1

wi ¼ 1 ðwi � 0; i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; n Þ

2.5 Comprehensive Forewarning Model

A comprehensive forewarning analysis for the SD system is the key method

to measure development status of system comprehensively. Based on fuzzy
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matter-element matrix and the index weight set, weight n-dimensional matter-

element, calculate comprehensive forewarning indicators, the calculation model

as follows:

Ii ¼ Wj � Rij ¼ Wj �

M1 M2 � � � Mm

c1 X11 X21 � � � Mm1

c2 X12 X22 � � � Mm2

..

. ..
. � � � ..

. � � �
cn X1n X2n � � � Mmn

2
666664

3
777775

¼ ðP
n

j¼1

WjX1j;
Pn
j¼1

WjX2j; � � � ;
Pn
j¼1

WjXmjÞ ¼ ðI1; I2; � � � ImÞ

(3)

According to index range corresponding to forewarning level in forewarning

standards, judge m one matter’s comprehensive forewarning indicators Ii(i ¼ 1,2,

. . . ,m) belongs to the alert degree, then publishing a forewarning report.

3 SD Forewarning Evaluation of Nantong City

3.1 Forewarning Index System

To establish a forewarning index system, we must select quantifiable indicators and

obtain some statistical data, meanwhile, the change of index has a bigger impact on

sustainable development. In this paper, based on the reference to related research,

we select 15 evaluations from economics, society, environment three aspects to

establish system [1, 4]. The indicator hierarchy is shown in Table 2.

3.2 The Determining of Forewarning Index Weights

According to index hierarchy in Table 2, based on the relative importance order

between the evaluation indexes that determined by specialists, we use AHP to build

comparison matrix, then calculate index weight level by level, take consistency

tests, results are in Table 2.

3.3 Forewarning Standards Setting

Combined with it’s own characteristics of Nan tong urban development, in accor-

dance with favorable membership degree principle in forewarning reference
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standards setting, based on reference to related research results, this paper deter-

mines the limits of different indexes, results can be seen in Table 3.

3.4 Evaluation of Forewarning Results

According to above comprehensive forewarning module of fuzzy matter-element,

in accordance with forewarning reference standards, combined with indexes from

Table 3 Reference standards and alert degrees of Nan tong urban SD

Alert degree No alert Light alert Mid-degree alert Heavy alert

Forewarning index range [0,2.5) [2.5,5) [5,7.5) [7.5,10]

D1 >20 [20,10) [10,5) [5,0)

D2 >60 [60,30) [30,20) [20,0)

D3 >80 [80,60) [60,30) [30,0)

D4 100 [100,80) [80,60) [60,0)

D5 >90 [90,70) [70,50) [50,0)

D6 >90 [90,80) [80,60) [60,0)

D7 >50000 [50000,20000) [20000,10000) [10000,0)

D8 >70 [70,60) [60,50) [50,0)

D9 >60 [60,40) [40,20) [20,0)

D10 >15 [15,12) [12,6) [6,0)

D11 >10 [10,5) [5,3) [3,0)

D12 >30 [30,10) [10,8) [8,0)

D13 >20000 [20000,10000) [10000,5000) [5000,0)

D14 >2000 [2000,1500) [1500,1000) [1000,0)

D15 <700 [700,5000) [5000,10000) >10000

Table 4 The result of comprehensive evaluation of Nan tong urban SD forewarning

Forewarning index 2004 2005 2006 2007

D1 6.05 5.60 5.35 4.93

D2 4.11 4.04 4.03 4.02

D3 4.69 3.10 2.49 2.45

D4 2.71 2.69 2.60 2.53

D5 2.44 2.36 2.39 2.33

D6 2.93 2.95 3.00 2.88

D7 3.75 3.60 3.12 1.83

D8 7.01 6.62 6.37 6.25

D9 2.14 1.78 1.92 1.80

D10 0.67 0.15 0.10 0.00

D11 3.40 2.45 2.43 2.15

D12 5.00 4.70 4.40 4.31

D13 6.39 5.84 4.90 4.42

D14 4.64 4.51 4.74 5.02

D15 3.48 3.49 3.51 3.52

Ii 3.88 3.64 3.44 3.03

Alert degree Light alert Light alert Light alert Light alert
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2004 to 2007 of Nan tong city, we calculate fuzzy forewarning indexes of the bigger

the more superior and the smaller the more superior type of indicators respectively,

at last come out the fuzzy comprehensive forewarning indexes of Nan tong urban

sustainable development (Table 4).

4 Conclusions

As we can see from the calculated outcome of index (Table 4), the majority of

factors are showing a good development trend, there is no deterioration develop-

ment trend, but the individual indicator such as population density and the number

of students in school per 10,000 people are still in mild deterioration. On the whole,

the comprehensive forewarning index of Nan Tong urban SD from 2004 to 2007 is

3.88, 3.64, 3.44, 3.03, which shows a declining trend. The SD shows a stable and

harmonious trend, which means the efforts for harmonious development of social-

economic and ecological environment has achieved certain results. However, from

the perspective of alert degree, comparing integrated forewarning index to standard

forewarning index interval indicates Nan tong urban SD was still in light alert

state in the latest 4 years, which requires, Nan tong should raise vigilance and

prevent the reverse development, and earnestly implement the scientific concept of

development, adhere to the path of sustainable development in order to achieve

regional socio-economic development and natural environment co-ordination and a

virtuous circle.
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Resident Population Prediction Based

on Cohort-Component Method

Biyu Lv, Jiantong Zhang, and Hong He

Abstract Resident population prediction is very important to sustainable urban

construction. Population forecasts by age group and sex can be derived through

cohort-component method. This method requires at least two consecutive censuses

data, but in this paper we will address the problem of how to apply this method to

predict population with only one census data. Furthermore, there are no firsthand

materials about fertility rate, and the form of migration rate is not suitable for the

cohort-component model directly. Under these circumstances, we have to do some

processing to those data in order to better model the method. It is proved that this

method performs well in population prediction.

Keywords Cohort analysis � Population prediction � Sustainable urban construction

1 Introduction

An important aspect in sustainable urbanization is a reasonable population size and

structure of a city. Thus effective prediction of the size and structure of the resident

population is crucial. By integrated considering its own constrains and the predic-

tions, the size and structure of population of the city is able to be guided, adjusted

and directed to a sustainable way.

Demographic forecasting has a long history [1]. Forecasts of the size and

structure of the population are central to social and economic planning [2]. Fertility

fluctuations of the past are the major drivers of the population ageing process, and

the declining mortality is also significant. One response to population ageing has

been an increase in immigration to make up for past shortfalls in births [3].

Immigration has thus become a major driver of population change.
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The population is disaggregated by age and sex to provide the necessary detail.

Forecasting demographic change is difficult because accuracy depends on the

particular situation or trends, but it is not clear when a method will perform best

[4]. Population forecasting is also highly uncertain: as Keyfitz [5] remarked, “The

best demographers do it, but none would stake their reputation on the agreement of

their forecasts with the subsequent realization.”

A simple version of the cohort-component method was developed that requires

data only from two consecutive censuses and a set of simple calculations [6]. The

city we concern, Beilun, is districted in 1984 in Ningbo Zhejiang province. And a

census of population is taken every 10 years. Consequently and unfortunately, there

is only one census data we could obtain in Beilun statistics.

In this paper, the projections are constructed using the well-known cohort-

component method, in which births, deaths, and migration are projected separately

by age group and sex.

2 Cohort-Component Method for Population Prediction

2.1 Cohort-Component Model

Cohort-component method is a system of demographic accounting in which the

population is advanced forward in time through the application of time-specific

survivorship ratios by age and sex and the derivation of births from time-specific

fertility rates of women by age; migration by age and sex can also be incorporated

[7]. The basic theory of demographic and a lot of facts of population changes show

that, when an area’s population reaches a large enough scale the time-varying

changes of population by age group and sex generally have a relatively stable

characteristic. Cohort-component method is just to utilize this characteristic to

predict a certain region’s population.

Here, we group population according to the age interval of five (up to age 85 and

over). The prediction interval is 5 years. We introduce the definition and illustrate

the model as following:

Mx,t: Male population of age group of x ~ x þ 4 in year t,
Fx,t: Female population of age group of x ~ x þ 4 in year t,
where x ¼ 0, 5, 10, ... 80, M85,t and F85,t denote elderly population of men and

women over the age of 85 respectively.

Bt: The number of babies born between yeat t and year t þ 5,

r: Sex ratio at birth between yeat t and year t þ 5,

Bt,m: The number of male babies born between yeat t and year t þ 5,

Bt, f: The number of female babies born between year t and year t þ 5,

dmx; t: Death rate for males of age group of x�5 ~ x�1 in year t,

dfx; t: Death rate for females of age group of x�5~x�1 in year t,
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where dm0;t and d f
0;t denote the death rate of male babies and female babies who

born between year t and year t þ 5 respectively, while dm85;t and d
f
85;t denote the death

rate of male and female population of age group of 80–84 in year t respectively.
bx,t: Fertility rate for females of age group of x~x þ 4 in year t,
mm

x;t: Net migraion rate for males of age group of x�5~x�1 between year t and
t þ 5,

mf
x;t: Net migraion rate for females of age group of x�5~x�1 between year t and

t þ 5,

According to the above definition, we can calculate the population of each age

group in year t þ 5 based on the population of each age group in year t by the

following equations:

Mx;tþ5 ¼ ð1� qmx;t þ mm
x;tÞ �Mx�5;t; 5 � x � 80 (1)

Fx;tþ5 ¼ ð1� q f
x;t þ m f

x;tÞ � Fx�5;t; 5 � x � 80 (2)

Bt ¼
X49
x¼15

ðFx;tþFx;tþ5Þ � bx;t � 5

2
(3)

Bt;m ¼ Bt � ð r

100þ r
Þ; Bt; f ¼ Bt � Bt;m (4)

M0;tþ5 ¼ ð1� qm0;t þ mm
0;tÞ � Bt;m (5)

F0;tþ5 ¼ ð1� q f
0;t þ m f

0;tÞ � Bt; f (6)

2.2 Data Sources

This paper aims to apply cohort-component method to produce population predic-

tion of 2015 by age group and sex. Though the simplest version of the cohort-

component method requires data from two consecutive censuses, we can only get

one group of census population numbers by age group and sex from Beilun

statistics. Apart from this, we also have the following useful data: death rate in

2000 by age group and sex, average annual growth rate of the life expectancy, age-

sex-specific migration rate in 2000, and population numbers of both registered

population and floating population number by age group and sex at the end of 2005

and 2009. About fertility, there is nothing we could collect.

2.3 Rate of Change

There are three components in cohort-component method. They are fertility rate, death

rate and migration rate, which are essential to the change of population number.
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Traditional population projections typically comprise three deterministic scenarios,

based on combinations of assumptions about death rate, fertility rate andmigration rate.

2.3.1 Death Rate

According to the data of death rate in 2000, we can plot a chart about it as shown

in Fig. 1.

As we know, in Beilun, the average annual growth rate of the life expectancy

since 1990 is about 0.4%, expecially after 2000. In the light of this, we assume that

the average life expectancy in Beilun from 2000 to 2010 still continue to follow the

0.4% growth rate, so the average life expectancy of males and females, respec-

tively, are 79.82 years old and 84.29 years old in 2010. Then the growth rate

gradually slows down. From 2010 to 2015 it reduces to 0.3%. In accordance with

this assumption, the average life expectancy of males and females in 2015, respec-

tively, are 81.02 years old and 85.57 years old.

2.3.2 Fertility Rate

In the cohort-component model, bt, x denotes fertility rate. It is used to predict the

number of new-born babies. However, there is no direct data about fertility rate.

Fortunately, we can address this issue by another way. Here, we introduce another

notation cw which denotes the children–women ratio. It refers to every 1,000

women at the age of 15–49 corresponding to the number of children less than

5 years old in a certain year. This indicator can be obtained in the census or sample

surveys, so it can provide data on fertility levels on condition of having no detailed

births statistics. Thus (3) can be replaced by
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Fig. 1 Death rate of resident population by age group and sex in Beilun in 2000
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Bt ¼
X49
x¼15

ðFx;tþFx;tþ5Þ � cw (7)

2.3.3 Migration Rate

Figure 2 indicates the migration rate of resident population by age and sex in Beilun

in 2000. As showed in it, the migration rate is age-sex-specific, but what we want is

by age group and sex. So we must transfer the age-sex-specific migration rate by

age group and sex firstly. Here, we take an example to further illustrate how to

calculate the migration rate of population by age group of 0 year old to 4 year old as

showed in Table 1.

It is wrong to just directly add up the migration rate of age of 0–4. The relatively

accurate way to calculate the migration rate by age group is shown as follows:

The migration rate of male by age group 0–4 is:

ð1þ 0:0266Þð1þ 0:0229Þð1þ 0:0211Þð1þ 0:0192Þð1þ 0:0174Þ ¼ 1:1119

The migration rate of male by age group 0–4 is:
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Fig. 2 Migration rate of resident population by age and sex in Beilun in 2000

Table 1 Migration rate of age 0–4

Age Migration rate

Male Female

0 0.0266 0.0238

1 0.0229 0.0220

2 0.0211 0.0192

3 0.0192 0.0174

4 0.0174 0.0155
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ð1þ 0:0238Þð1þ 0:0220Þð1þ 0:0192Þð1þ 0:0174Þð1þ 0:0155Þ ¼ 1:1018

Beilun was districted in 1984. Its floating population grows very slow in first

15 years. However, with the economy developed, as Table 2 illustrates, the floating

population grow rapidly between 2000 and 2009. The number of floating popula-

tion in 2009 is almost nine times to 2000. As for registered population, there is

relatively pedestrian.

By comparison, we found that Figs. 2 and 3 are very similar. Therefore, it is

reasonable for us to set the migration rate of Beilun between 2000 and 2010 under

these two migration age table of population.

2.4 Population Prediction

In order to better forecast the resident population, we first examine the method by

predictions of 2005 and 2010.

Since we can only get one census data, we have no idea about how the migration

rate changed in the last 15 years. As a result, when forecast the resident population

of Beilun in 2005 and 2010, we try to get the migration rate, changes of migration

and the change trends between 2000 and 2010 by constantly adjust migration rate to

best fit the number of population which we have already known according to the

population size and the approximate ratio of some age groups in 2005 and 2009.

Table 2 Total population in year 2000, 2005 and 2009

Year Total population Registered population Floating population

2000 382,276 330,090 52,186

2005 585,823 349,879 235,944

2009 841,818 373,171 468,647
m

ig
ra

tio
n 

ra
te

age

Fig. 3 Migration age table of population formed by Rogers, an American famous population

professor, in 1978
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Through many times of simulation, we find out that if the migration rate between

2000 and 2005 is five times to 2000 in the age groups of 15–34, and other age

groups is three times, then the resident population prediction in 2005 is 585,267.

The prediction error is only 556 people, and the error rate is 0.95%. When the

migration rate between 2005 and 2010 was the same as 2000 in the age groups of

15–34, and other age groups is 0.8 times, then the resident population prediction in

2005 is 862,762. We know the total population in 2009 is 841,818. Considering the

growth at present, the population increase 21,922 in 2010 is very reasonable

compared with 2009.

On the basis of the simulation of prediction in 2005 and 2010, we can conclude

that the migration rate have slowed down from 2005 to 2010. In cohort-component

method, there are always three scenarios called the high, medium and low scenar-

ios. By doing this, the Savants can make the prediction perform better. Here, we

assume that there are three probabilities of the migration rate in between 2010 and

2015 too. For the high scenario the migration rate is 0.6 times of 2010 at all age

groups. For the medium scenario, the migration rate is 0.8 times of the high, and the

low scenario is 0.6 times of the high. The results of predictions and the details are

showed in Table 3 as following:

3 Summary

The above analysis has demonstrated how to apply cohort-component method to

forecasting resident population when there are only one census data. In this paper,

we also illustrates how to calculate the births without any information on the

fertility, how to calculate the migration rate by age groups based on the age-sex-

specific migration rate. The changes of migration rates which is absent in the

statistics are obtained by simulations of population which we can get.

Just as we know, the population prediction is highly uncertain. So errors are

bound to exist. Cohort-component method is a well-established one for population

projection. Though we consider the changes of fertility, mortality and migration in

the future according to some certain statistical data, but subjective factors is still

Table 3 Resident population prediction in Beilun in year 2015

Age group High Medium Low

Male Female Male Female Male Female

0–14 54,315 51,541 52,982 50,290 51,648 49,039

15–34 178,302 186,857 166,679 175,306 155,057 163,754

35–59 233,158 192,003 228,135 188,776 223,112 185,551

60–84 431,06 418,44 43,059 41,808 43,012 41,771

>¼85 1,385 2,071 1,385 2,071 1,385 2,071

Total 510,266 4,74,318 4,92,240 4,58,252 4,74,215 44,2187

Total population 984,584 950,492 916,402
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in existence, especially when we forecast death rate, fertility rate and migration

rate. So in the future, we can strive for better methods for forecasting these three

components.
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Dynamic Monitoring of Land Utilization

Security of Mining City

Jin-sheng Zhou

Abstract While accelerating industrialization, urbanization and regional economy,

the mining city has been confront with security problem of land utilization. In this

paper, firstly, the valuation index system is established based on connotation of land

utilization security of mining city. The main contents of evaluation, which include

reserves security of mineral resources, land sustainable utilization security, eco-

environmental security and security of geological hazards triggered by mining.

Secondly, remote sensing should be the main method of dynamic monitoring of

land utilization security in mining city, and statistical information and survey data

are parts of monitoring results too. Finally, this paper builds early warning model of

land utilization security of mining city, and presents an analysis of prediction way

for security level.

Keywords Early warning � Land security � Mining city � Monitoring � Remote

sensing

1 Introduction

Mining city is the city which develops by exploiting local mineral resources [1], Land

utilization security is a relatively new term derived from national security. Mining

City has played a crucial role in the promotion of industrialization, the urbanization

process and the speeding up regional economic development, as the mine is one of

the largest regional disturbed by human, land security caused by the exploitation of

mineral resources has received a great concern to our community. Dynamic monitor-

ing the mining city land utilization security through advanced technology and

methods and providing timely warning are the basic starting point to guarantee the

sustainable development of mining cities.
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There are many studies on the mining city at home and abroad, but most of them

concentrate in mining city’s economic restructuring and environmental pollution

problems caused by mineral resources development [2–4]; meanwhile, the mining

environment has exceeded its ecological connotations and is being more and more

noticed by scholars as it is an important component of land security. Mining city

ecological environmental quality is divided into natural ecological environment

quality, socio-ecological environment quality and economic ecological environ-

mental quality by Liu Zhi-hui and other experts [5]. Na-wei and other experts also

believe that man-land system of mining city has the vulnerability, and it is specifi-

cally manifested in the economic system vulnerability, the social system vulnera-

bility and the natural systems vulnerability, and the root causes of the vulnerability

is that the development of mineral resources is a kind of activity which strongly

influence man-land systems and highly interfere the natural [6]. Remote sensing

and other advanced methods build up a broad prospect for land utilization security

research of mining city. Starting from pressure on resources ecological environ-

ment, resources, ecological environment situation and the human impact on the

environment and using 1994 and 1998 TM image data, Wu Yan-bin [7] evaluates

the changes of ecological security of Huainan in Anhui Province. Using land-use

vector images interpretation of 1986 and 2000 TM images, Gu Kang-kang analyzes

Land-use changes of that period in mining City of Liaoning, and the results shows

that woodland and grassland have a downward trend when construction land

increasing [8]. Using CBERS images, Du Pei-jun studies the landscape pattern

changes of Xuzhou from 2001 to 2007, and points out that the occupation of

cultivated land and green spaces destroys the natural ecological balance to a certain

extent [9].

Without the limit of Mining city, the connotation of land utilization security is

very extensive, so the scholars often study land-use security and land resources

security. Some scholars divide land utilization secure into the quantity secure,

quality secure and regional security [10], some scholars divide land resources

security into economic security, social security and ecological security [11], Pan

Cheng-rong analyzes the land-use ecological security of Anhui Province from

cultivated land ecological security, forest land ecological security and mine eco-

logical security [12].

Remote sensing technology, especially high-resolution satellite remote sensing is

rapidly extended in the area of land use monitoring because of its accurate, fast and

covering. In the RS and GIS support, Liao Ke dynamically monitors the land use

changes in Changping District, Beijing [13]. Using remote sensing images, Yang

qing-hua gets land use changes of 51 county areas around Beijing quickly and

accurately [14]. Remote sensing technology is also playing an increasingly important

role in the evaluation of mineral resources. Jin Qing-hua analyzes the application

principles of hyper-spectral remote sensing technology in the evaluation of mineral

resources and mine environmental monitoring, and specific cases in prospecting

of porphyry copper, hydrothermal gold deposit, in-situ leach able sandstone-type

uranium ore, oil and gas, diamond, and in the area of mine waste pollution monitor-

ing [15]. The use of remote sensing techniques in the mine exploitation monitoring
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had begun in 1960s in the foreign. In the United States, the mine environment

and disaster monitoring project carried out in 1969 which uses remote sensing

technology to dynamically monitor gangue heap generated by coal mining and

land reclamation, and it achieves remarkable effects of disaster prevention and

mitigation [16].

The fundamental purpose of dynamic monitoring is early warning, and the

early warning mainly includes warning sources analysis, warning signs recogni-

tion, dynamic monitoring of warning intelligence, warning degree of prediction

and control decision-making. Domestic and foreign scholars have done a theore-

tical and practical exploration in land resource security warning from different

angles. Jeffrey analyzes the land security situation from the effects on land of

agro-ecological environmental changes [17]; taking the Red River Valley of

Canada as an example, C. EmadHaque discusses the risk of land resources

from the inflow and outflow of ecosystems matter and energy in the river basin

[18]; Liu You-zhao analyzes the warning intelligence, warning sources, warning

signs and warning degree of China’s cultivated land security warning [19] ;Wu

Wen-sheng proposes evaluation index system of cultivated land resource security

and security standards, and conducts an evaluation and early warning of China’s

cultivated land [20].

Mining cities are special cities. Many cities become failure when mine is

exhausted, and also many cities transform successfully. How to analyze mining

city’s survival and development from the global point of view including resource,

environmental, economic, social factors and dynamic monitoring and early warning

of land utilization security in the process of mining city’s development are the root

of solving many problems in mining cities, and they are also the weakness of the

current theoretical research.

2 The Land Use Security Elements of Mining City

2.1 The Development Situation of Mining City

According to preliminary statistics, there are 426 mining cities of county level

and above in China. Among them, there are 178 of city level, 212 of county level

and 36 of town level [1]. Mining cities have made great contributions to the

country’s economic, social development and the improvement of people’s living.

They provide the state with more than 93% of the coal, more than 90% of the oil,

more than 80% of the iron ore and 70% of natural gas and they have indelible

historical contributions to regional economic development, improving living and

social stability as the regional economy market centers and regional radiation

centers.

But we should also see that, with the development and utilization of resources,

the mining cities are facing twin threats of the mineral resources reserve security
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and ecological security, and the regional economic security and social stability

security issues it brings have become increasingly prominent. The reduction in

reserves is a direct threat to the supply of industrial raw materials, the vegetation

destruction, water pollution, air pollution caused by mineral development seriously

damage the ecological environment, the endogenous and exogenous soil acidifica-

tion, alkalization, heavy metal pollution are serious threats to the land quality

security, and secondary geological disasters such as collapse, ground collapse,

landslide, debris flow are threats to the life and property safety of residents.

Therefore, studying the land utilization security issues of mining cities not only

relates to the mining city’s own survival, development and demise, but also relates

to the country’s industrial base and mineral resources strategies, the regional

economic development and the construction of a harmonious society.

2.2 The Connotation of Land Utilization Security
of Mining Cities

Land is a broad concept. It means the territory of the State in the “Advanced

Chinese Dictionary” and means territorial possessions or property in English.

Land security was first used for military and means to protect the country’s

territorial integrity against external violation, the connotation of land security

often said now has been greatly expanded. The concept of land utilization security

is first the opposite of external aggression, and it refers to the land security issues

caused by human disturbance while using and transforming. Land utilization

security of mining city positions the ordinary land utilization security in mineral

resources development and utilization, and its security issues are directly or in-

directly associated with mining activities.

It have not had a clear definition of the land utilization security of mining city in

the literature, but many scholars have discussed the “land resource security” and

“homeland resources security” whose connotation is similar with it. Land resources

security refers to land resources Status and capacity of a country or region can

continue to access and ensure biological communities (human) efficient production

and high quality life [21]. Homeland resources security is the state of effective

defense when a country’s land resources are facing threat, destruction of land

resources’ safety and the effective supply of the economy [22].

Drawing on the above definition, in this article, land utilization security of

mining city will be defined as follows: in mineral resource development and

utilization activities, the sustainable development health status of biological

communities (human) which rely on the land, and the status mainly includes

four content: the security status of mineral resources reserves; the security status

of the sustainable use of land resources; the security status of ecological environ-

ment; the security status of secondary geological disasters. The mining cities’

economic security and social security are derived from land utilization security of

mining city.
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2.3 The Evaluation Indexes of Land Utilization Security
of Mining City

Homeland security involves resources, environment, economy and many other

factors, it is a complex system interrelated by a number of factors, and a compre-

hensive set of indicators are needed to judge it. Therefore, this article builds the

evaluation index criteria layer based on the connotation of land utilization security

of mining city, and builds evaluation indexes based on the criteria layer; and uses

many relative mutative indexes in order to reflect the characteristics of dynamic.

1. The security evaluation indexes of mineral resources reserves: The security of

mineral resources reserves can be evaluated in static and dynamic areas, the

reserve production ratio and reserve consumption ratio reflect the security

degree of static, the ore-forming conditions and growth rate of exploration

investment affect the prospecting potential and they dynamically reflect the

mineral resources security of mining cities.

2. The security evaluation indexes of land resources sustainable utilization: The
security evaluation of land resources sustainable utilization can be evaluated in

quantitative and qualitative areas, and the indexes can be selected have the land

reclamation rate, the reduction rate of the cultivated area, the change rate of soil

organic matter and so on.

3. The security evaluation indexes of ecological environment: the damage to

the ecological environment causing by mineral resource development is

one of the greatest threats to the land utilization security of mining city,

and the contents of its evaluation are very complex. The following indexes

can be selected: the standard-reaching rate of waste discharge, the reduction

rate of green space, the reduction rate of species, the governance rate of

ecological environment, the investment growth rate of ecological environ-

ment governance.

4. The security evaluation indexes of secondary geological disasters: The second-
ary geological disasters of mining cities mainly include landslides, subsidence,

landslides, debris flows, and their frequency and destroying degree constitute the

security evaluation indexes of secondary geological disasters.

Of the above indexes system, there have positive trend indexes, such as the

reserve production ratio, the larger of its value is, the higher of the security

degree of land utilization is; there also have negative trend indexes, such as the

reduction rate of green space, the larger its value is, the lower of the security

degree of land utilization is. The index system constructed in this paper is only a

coarse outline. Some indexes need to be further subdivided in the practical

application, and even another set of index system is needed to evaluate one of

the indexes. The evaluation indexes of land utilization security of mining city are

summarized in the Table 1.
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3 The Land Utilization Security Monitoring Methods

and Contents of Mining Cities

The direct purpose of land utilization security monitoring is to obtain land dynamic

information. These information service directly to the security evaluation indexes

and they are basic data for calculating the values of evaluation indexes. Usually,

there are three ways to obtain the land dynamic changes data and they are field

survey, statistical analysis and remote sensing monitor. Field survey is limited to

region, manpower and money, and statistical information is limited to the statistical

indexes, so they cannot be the main method of large-scale and cyclical land

dynamic information extraction. Remote sensing technology not only has macro,

Table 1 The valuation index system of land utilization security of mining city

Target layer Criterion layer Index layer Sub-index

layer

A the

evaluation

indexes of

land

utilization

security of

mining city

B1 the factor of mineral

reserves security

C01 the reserve production ratio

C02 the reserve consumption ratio

C03 the ore-forming conditions

C04 the growth rate of exploration

investment

(Omission)

B2 the factor of land resources

sustainable utilization

security

C05 the land reclamation rate

C06 the reduction rate of the

cultivated area

C07 the change rate of soil organic

matter

B3 the factor of ecological

environment security

C08 the standard-reaching rate of

waste discharge

C09 the reduction rate of green

space

C10 the reduction rate of species

C11 the governance rate of

ecological environment

C12 the investment growth rate of

ecological environment

governance

B4 the factor of secondary

geological disasters

security

C13 the growth rate of collapse

C14 the growth loss rate of

collapse

C15 the growth rate of subsidence

C16 the growth loss rate of

subsidence

C17 the growth rate of landslide

C18 the growth loss rate of

landslide

C19 the growth rate of debris flow

C20 the growth loss rate of flow
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economic, rapid and efficient advantages on the surface information collection, but

also shows broad prospects in the underground information collection through

inversion, so remote sensing has become a main method to monitor the land

utilization security of mining cities. In particular, the integration of remote sensing

(RS) and geographic information systems (GIS) can quickly get a more satisfactory

land dynamic monitoring results [23].

Remote monitoring takes a variety of remote sensing data as a data source, and

gets land utilization dynamic spatial and temporal information through information

extraction and simulation. The main steps are as follows:

1. Select the appropriate remote sensing data source. Now the commonly used

remote sensing data sources are the United States TM data, the French SPOT

data, India IRS data, and CBERS data. The data choice needs to consider the key

monitoring surface elements, monitoring precision, data amount and cost and so

on. The dynamic monitoring of land utilization security is a very complex

system, and usually needs two or more data sources to compensate for the lack

of one single data source and improve the quality of information.

2. The processing and synthesis of remote sensing images. It includes atmospheric

correction, geometric correction, image enhancement and the image synthesis of

different bands.

3. The extraction of remote sensing information. Based on the preliminary inter-

pretation and through field investigation, establish the remote sensing image

interpretation signs and extract the remote sensing information. At present,

visual interpretation and man-computer interactive interpretation are usually

combined to extract the land utilization change information.

4. Accuracy judgment and data correction. Through field verification, it needs to

revise the interpretation results if the extracted information does not meet the

predetermined precision.

We can easily and regularly get the land utilization security information of most

of the mining cities by remote sensing, but remote sensing is not omnipotent under

current technology. The land utilization security monitoring needs remote sensing

information, and at the same time, it needs statistical information and field survey

data’s support. The nature of remote sensing monitoring is to identify the land

cover, ecological environment and other elements’ change processes of land utili-

zation security of mining cities through the principle of the images at different times

have different spectral characteristics. It can directly reflect the reduction in green

area, the number and scope of secondary geological disasters, solid waste dumping,

mining land reclamation and other information, and can also roughly determine the

soil composition changes, the atmosphere changes and water resources changes

through the inversion method. But, the resources exploration investment, eco-

environmental recovery investment, secondary geological disasters, losses,

reserves and other information must be obtained through statistical data analysis

and field surveys. The land utilization security monitoring methods and contents of

mining cities are shown in Fig. 1.
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4 The Land Utilization Security Warning of Mining Cities

4.1 The Ideas of Land Utilization Security Warning
of Mining Cities

The basic idea of resources warning of is: find the warning source ! clarifies

the warning situation ! analyze the warning signs ! forecast the warning

degree [24]. The warning source of land utilization security warning of mining

cities is obvious, that is, the irrational behavior of human in the process of

mineral resources development; the warning situation can be clarified through

Remote sensing moni-
toring information

The choice of remote
sensing data source

The processing of remote
sensing images 

The extraction of remote
sensing information

Land utilization
security monitor-
ing of mining city

Secondary geological disas-
ters
E

cological environm
ent

L
and C

over

Resources reserves
Environmental recovery

investment
Loss of secondary geo-

logical disasters
……

Statistical Inform
ation

Waste dis-
charge
Species
changes

Ore-forming
conditions

……

Field survey inform
ation

Fig. 1 Monitoring methods and contents of land utilization security of mining city
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the land utilization dynamic monitoring; warning signs are closely related to the

warning situation and they are external representation of the warning situation

t deterioration; therefore, the focus of land utilization security warning of

mining cities is forecasting the, and the core of warning degree forecasting is

the warning model.

4.2 The Warning Model of the Land Utilization Security Warning
of Mining Cities

This paper selects the evaluation indexes of land utilization security of mining city

as the warning indexes and comprehensive index method as warning model.

Its calculation formula is expressed as:

E ¼
Xn
i¼1

Ei �Wi ði ¼ 1; 2 . . . nÞ (1)

In the formula, E is integrated value of the land utilization security warning of

mining cities, Ei is the evaluation value of index i, Wi is the weight of index i. In the

model calculations, determine the index weight using AHP and it requires the

comparison of monitoring value and evaluation criteria to get the evaluation

warning value. Evaluation criteria are usually determined based on the following

principles: (a) international and national standards; (b) development planning and

land planning of country or study area; (c) international or community recognized

standards; (d) research results of experts and scholars; (e) historical data [25]. The

warning process of land utilization security warning of mining cities is shown

in Fig. 2.

M
onitoring data

W
arning degree G

radation

Index
System

Warning
model

Input Output

Fig. 2 The warning process of land utilization security warning of mining cities
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4.3 Warning Degree Prediction of Land Utilization Security
of Mining City

Warning degree reflects the degree or intensity of warning indexes value changes.

Warning degree is usually divided into five levels: no warning, light warning, mod-

erate warning, serious warning, and huge warning. As the integrated warning value of

land utilization security of mining city is between 0 and 1, so the warning degree

interval can be roughly divided by 0.2 (can be adjusted depending on the circum-

stances). Different color lights represent the warning degree grade when predicting

warning degree, as shown in Table 2.

5 Conclusions

Land utilization of mining city is a very complex system, and land utilization

security has a direct impact on the economic security and social security of mining

city. Therefore, the comprehensive study of the land utilization security of mining

city is of great practical significance. Land utilization security of mining city

includes four connotations: mineral resources reserves security, land security,

ecological security, and secondary geological disasters security.

The evaluation indexes of land utilization security of mining city are built on

the basis of the connotations, and they are both the indexes of the land utilization

dynamic monitoring and land utilization security warning. Remote sensing

should be the main method of dynamic monitoring of land utilization security

in mining city, and added with statistical information and survey data. Compre-

hensive index method is appropriate to build the warning model of the land

utilization security warning of mining cities, and the output value of warning

system is the composite index of land utilization security. The composite warning

index value is divided into different intervals according to certain principles to

reflect the different warning degree, and different color lights represent the

warning degree grade.

Table 2 Warning degree prediction of land utilization security of mining city

Warning degree

interval

[0.0,0.2] (0.2,0.4] (0.4,0.6] (0.6,0.8] (0.8,1.0]

Warning degree grade Huge

warning

Serious

warning

Moderate

warning

Light

warning

Non

warning

Color of signal lights Black Red Yellow Blue Green

Show of signal lights l l l l l
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Risk Assessment of Water Transportation in
Three Gorges Reservoir Through Approaches
of System Engineering

Dan Zhang, Liwen Huang, and Xiaobiao Fan

Abstract Water transportation is system engineering, including four aspects: staff,

vessel, environment and management. The four main aspects are affected by many

unspecific factors. An unascertained measure model for evaluating the risks of

water transportation in Three Gorges Reservoir was proposed on the basis of system

engineering method in this paper, and the risk factors in the water area were

identified and quantitative analysis of risk were done. In terms of the defects of

traditional analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and entropy method in confirming

weight, a composed method was proposed to determine the weight of indexes based

on the improved analytic hierarchy process and information entropy. The applica-

tion shows that the unascertained measure model based on system engineering can

quantify the risk of water transportation system, and also be conducive to decision-

making of the risk control.
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1 Introduction

The water transportation in Three Gorges Reservoir has played a significant role in

increasing shipping capacity in China’s Yangtze River. Cargo transportation by

shipping in Three Gorges area increased greatly. The risk assessment of water

transportation has been especially important and necessary in Three Gorges Reser-

voir. Risk assessment is a process of risk identification, risk estimation and risk

evaluation to provide information for the purpose of system security (Timothy and

Eirik 2000).

Water transportation is system engineering, including four aspects: staff, vessel,

environment and management. The four main aspects are affected by many unspe-

cific factors. The main risk factors were identified and quantitative analyzed in this

paper to estimate the possibility of accident occurrence using an unascertained

measure model (Liu et al. 1999) based on system engineering theory to provide the

scientific basis for decision-making.

2 Water Transportation Risk Evaluation Index System
Through Approaches of System Engineering Theory

According to the water transportation situation in Three Gorges Reservoir and

research results of some experts and scholars, the operable second class indexes

were established based on the first class index including staff, vessel, environment,

and management for risk evaluation (Zheng and Li 2008). The factor of staff is

centrally reflected in the professional skills of the crew, so the ratio of the crew

breaking the rules and regulations, certificated crew, and the staff working more

than 3 years are main evaluation index. The factor of vessel refers to the age of the

ship, maneuverability, stowage of goods, etc. The ratio of old vessels, vessels

overloaded, vessels carrying dangerous cargo and the vessels detained for safety

check can be chose as evaluation index. Natural environment refers to the influence

of wind, rain, fog, flow, etc. Channel environment can be influenced by the

fluctuation of water level, the bend of channel, geologic hazard, etc. Navigational

environment can be affected by the factors such as vessel traffic flow, navigation

aids, traffic control, etc. (Veldhuyzen and Morrien 1997). Therefore, wind scale,

visibility, variation of water level, concentration of vessel can be chose as environ-

mental evaluation index. The factor of management refers to the management of

maritime department, channel bureau, harbor department, and shipping companies.

Therefore, traffic control and the number of aids to navigation can be tested as the

last evaluation index.

Combined with the research of the experts and scholars, the scale of water

transportation risk can be determined by five levels, put simply, low risk, relatively

low risk, medium risk, relatively high risk, and high risk in accordance with the
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urgency of accidents, damage degree, area of influence and water transportation

safety early warning mechanism of Three Gorges Reservoir.

3 Unascertained Measure Model for Water Transport Safety
Assessment in Three Gorges Reservoir

3.1 Single-Index Unascertained Measure

Supposing mijk ¼ mðxij 2 ckÞ, mijk is the degree of estimate scale ck, and m satisfies

the following equations:

0 � mðxij 2 ckÞ � 1 (1)

mðxij 2 [p
l¼1

clÞ ¼
Xp
l¼1

mðxij 2 ckÞ (2)

mðxij 2 UÞ ¼ 1 (3)

In the above equations, i ¼ 1; 2; :::; n; j ¼ 1; 2; :::;m; k ¼ 1; 2; :::; p.
Single-index measure evaluation matrix can be expressed as:

c1 c2 � � � ck

ðmijkÞm�p ¼

mi11 mi12 � � � mi1k
m i21 mi22 � � � mi2k

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

mim1 mim2 � � � mimk

2
66664

3
77775ði ¼ 1; 2; :::; nÞ (4)

3.2 Determination of Index Weight

On the one hand, the value of index weight gained objectively by the means of

entropy method was short of the expert’s judgments on different evaluation

indexes, on the other hand, the index weight gained by the means of analytic

hierarchy process (AHP) method which analyze the different evaluation indexes

given by the experts was too subjective. Based on the improved analytic hierarchy

process and information entropy, a new combination weighting approach was

proposed to determine the weight of indexes. The combination weighting approach
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utilized the advantages of both methods. The weight calculated by combination

weighting approach was more rational and reliable (Xu 2007).

3.2.1 Entropy Method

Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty associated with a random variable. The

uncertainty of system is increased with the rising entropy. The entropy of evalua-

tion indicator xij can be expressed as hj ¼ � Pp
k¼1

mijk� ln mijk. Difference coefficient

can be expressed as eij ¼ 1� k � hj. The degree of eij reflects the degree of impor-

tance of the index xij. The weight of index can be expressed as the following

equation: wij ¼ eij

.Pm
j¼1

eij:

3.2.2 The Improved Analytic Hierarchy Process

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) can be improved by the means of 0–1 scaling

method. Consistency check is not needed in judgment matrix with the improved

AHP. In the 0–1 scaling method, 0 indicates that A is inferior to B, 0.5 indicates that

A is equal to B, and 1 indicates A is superior to B. Complementary judgment matrix

F ¼ ðfijÞm�n can be expressed by the means of 0–1 scaling method. Suppose

ri ¼
Pm
j¼1

fij, rij ¼ ðri � rjÞ 2m= þ 0:5, the fuzzy consistent matrix can be expressed

as R ¼ ðrijÞm�n.

3.2.3 Determining the Weight of Index with the Combination
Weighting Approach

Suppose w1
i stands for weight determined by entropy method, w2

i stands for weight

determined by the improved AHP method, the combined weight can be expressed

as Wi ¼ w1
i � w2

i

Pm
i¼1

w1
i w

2
i

�
.

3.3 Multi-index Measure of Evaluation

Multi-index unascertained measure can be gained by single-index unascertained

measure and the weight of index (Yang 2000), namely, mik ¼
Pm
j¼1

wijmijk. Multi-

index unascertained measure evaluation matrix can be expressed as following:
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ðuikÞn�p ¼

m11 m12 � � � m1p
m21 m22 � � � m2p
� � � � � � � � � � � �
mn1 mn2 � � � mnp

0
BBB@

1
CCCA (5)

3.4 Identification and Evaluation of System Security

The identify criteria of confidence measure recognition can be used for testing the

system security. We usually get 0.6 or 0.7 for confidence measure l (l � 0:5).

k0 ¼ min
k

k :
Xk
j¼1

mij � l; k ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; p
�����

����� (6)

3.4.1 Application of Unascertained Measure Model in Risk Assessment

According to the unascertained measure evaluation model, the study on the risk

assessment of water transportationwas carried out in Three Gorges Reservoir. Accord-

ing to the reality conditions, the measure data of risk conditions was shown in Table 1.

According to the definition of unascertained measure model and the reality

conditions we construct the unascertained measure function (Fig. 1).

From the data in Table 1 and measure functions, the evaluation matrix of single

index measure can be obtained as follows:

m1 ¼
0:5 0:5 0 0 0

0:25 0:75 0 0 0

0 0 0 0:4 0:6

�������

�������
m2 ¼

0 0 0:96 0:04 0

1 0 0 0 0

0:6 0:4 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

���������

���������

m3 ¼

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0:375 0:625 0

1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

���������

���������
m4 ¼

1 0 0 0 0

0:111 0:889 0 0 0

0 0:555 0:445 0 0

�������

�������

Table 1 The measure data of index for water transportation risk assessment

Evaluation index I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 I11 I12 I13 I14

Value 3% 95% 62% 23% 3% 18% 0.8% 4 500 0.5 9 0.5 90% 95%
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The weight of a single index can be defined by combination weighting method as

follows:

ðw1;w2;w3;w4;w5;w6;w7;w8;w9;w10;w11;w12;w13;w14; Þ
¼ 0:0935; 0:0888; 0:0794; 0:0584; 0:0817; 0:0434; 0:0829; 0:0574; 0:0411;ð

0:0659; 0:0654; 0:0983; 0:0862; 0:0575Þ:
According to (5), the integrative appraise matrix can be calculated as follows:

Ijk ¼ (0.5562, 0.2393, 0.0971, 0.0598, 0.0476). Taking l ¼ 0.6 (l is confidence).

We can know the risk of water transportation in Three Gorges Reservoir was

relatively low, which showed that the conditions of water transportation was

improved after reservoir storage and the conclusions were consistent with the actual

situation. However, security was a relative concept, and the resources of human

talents working for water transportation and the navigational environment and

management especially in the water level changing area should be improved at

present.
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Fig. 1 Measure functions of indexes
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4 Summary

Water transportation safety is a systematic project involving multiple factors. An

unascertained measure model for evaluating the risks of water transportation

in Three Gorges Reservoir was established based on system engineering method

in this paper. A composed method was proposed to determine the weight of

indexes based on the improved analytic hierarchy process and information

entropy. The qualitative analysis and quantitative evaluation were done for the risk

assessment. The application shows that the unascertained measure model based on

system engineering can quantify the risk of transportation system, and can also be

conducive to decision-making of the risk control.
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Damaged Bridges over Watercourses

and Stream Order Flood Analysis

Marek Mihola

Abstract The paper describes how data about floods and bridges, which were

damaged by the floods, were used for analysis. The paper is focusing on determi-

nation of watercourse segments with higher risk of exceeding 100-year flow level.

This is important because bridges are designed for n-year recurrence flood flow,

generally for 100-year flow. Two analyses were performed. Data were analyzed

from hydrometric stations about n-year recurrence flood flows and extreme (real)

flood flows. Watercourses were evaluated by Strahler’s stream ordering method and

confronted with bridges damaged by floods.

Keywords Bridge � Damage � Flood � Flow rate � Q100 � Strahler � Stream order �
Water course

1 Introduction

The Czech Republic is a specific inland state about 78,000 sq.km in central Europe

with threemain drainage divides to Baltic, North and Black Sea. Floods are common

here after winter when snowmelts or in summer due to high precipitation. However,

floods in 1997 and 2002 were extreme because of slow moving cyclones, which

prolonged normal rain period for as twice as long. For example in northeast region of

the country, in JesenikyMountains, the precipitation in 5 days reached over 600 mm

of water column, which is about half the annual rainfall. The flow rate in rivers Odra

and Morava rose above 150- and even 500-year level [1]. Flow rate on rivers in

South bohemian region exceeded 1,000-year flow in several hydrometric stations in

2002 (see Fig. 1).
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Flow rate is a stochastic value. Among others, it depends on prediction of

frequency of maximum precipitation. This was underestimated in the Czech

Republic. Since that time flow rates have been recalculated and refined several

times.

2 Bridges

These floods put bridges over watercourses and inundation areas to the test. Though

bridges are built according to the Czech Technical Standards for building bridges

[3], some were damaged or destroyed during the floods. The bridges are generally

built for 100-year flow (Q100) and should have 0.5 m free space from Q100 water

level in the bridge opening. This is a standard design.

The problem is that every time flow rates are recalculated and changed, bridges

can’t be rebuilt. Flow rate higher than Q100 may damage the bridge sub- or

superstructure; as stated in [4] scouring is generally listed among the most frequent

reasons of bridge failures during floods.

As 85% of all the bridges in the Czech Republic are located over water courses,

it is essential to deal with the matter. The paper is focusing on determination of

watercourse segments with higher risk of exceeding the Q100 level on the basis of

flood damage in recent years.

Fig. 1 Frequency of Qex in South bohemian region during flood in 2002 [2]
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3 Hydrometric Stations

There are four categories (I–IV) indicating precision of input data for n-year

recurrence flood flow Qn along with the technical standard [5]. Category I includes

segments of water courses adjacent to the hydrometric station. These segments are

not affected by any significant inflow. Category II includes segments with signifi-

cant inflow such as confluence down the stream from the hydrometric station.

Category III includes upper stream segments of observed and lower stream seg-

ments of unobserved water courses. Flow rate in category IV is determined by

calculation only (upper streams, washes, etc.). The uncertainties for each category

are defined in Table 1.

The most accurate data about n-year recurrence flow and extreme (real) flood

flows can be retrieved from hydrometric stations. But the stations are often avail-

able only for areas of hundreds of square kilometers and are limited to a number of

watercourses. The analysis of the flood flow rate at the crossings with bridges would

be inaccurate.

But the data about floods can be used in a different way. To identify potential

risks an analysis was performed [7] to demonstrate relationship between long-term

observed and determined values of 1-year flow (Q1), 100-year flow (Q100) and the

real extreme flood flow (Qex). There were found 67 out of 114 hydrometric stations

with known Q1 and Q100 (from year 1996) and known Qex (data from [2, 5]). On

37 of them the Q100 level was exceeded.

The data from stations on Fig. 2 is sorted by Q100/Q1 from the highest to the

lowest (circles; left Y axis) and corresponding value of Qex/Q100 (squares; right

Y axis) ratio is shown. The X axis is used for station identification only. No relation

was found. We cannot use Q100/Q1 ratio to differentiate bridges with lower

exceeding from higher exceeding of Q100.

4 Stream Order

The Strahler’s method [8] was used for watercourses classification. This method

describes environmentally similar segments of watercourses and does not produce

so many distinct orders like Shreve’s ordering method [9]. Horton’s [10] and

Hack’s [11] ordering methods were not found suitable for the analysis.

Table 1 The uncertainties of flow rates according to technical

standards [6]

Category Root mean square error for n-year flow (Qn) (%)

Q1–Q10 Q20–Q100

I 10 15

II 20 30

III 30 40

IV 40 60
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The Strahler’s method assesses values to the structure of natural segments of

water courses in the following way (see Fig. 3):

l First segment – first order,
l In case of confluence of segments with the same order, next segment’s order is

higher by one,
l In case of confluence of segments with different order, next segment’s order is

the higher one of them.

Analysis has been carried out in two regions: Region 1 – South bohemian region

with 1,207 bridges and Region 2 – Jeseniky Mountains with 917 bridges [12].

Region 1 has a representative sample of bridges in the Czech Republic according

to [4]. Both mountains and lowlands with inundation areas are common here.

There were 105 out of 1,207 bridges damaged or destroyed during flood in 2002.

Maximum stream order in the region is 7 according to the Strahler’s method.

Region 2 can be described as extreme in the Czech Republic. It is mountainous

and hilly area with high slopes. During flood in 2002 there were 75 out of 917

bridges damaged or destroyed. Maximum Strahler’s stream order in this region is 6.
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Number of damaged bridges (Bdam) to total number of bridges (Btot) for each

stream order is shown in Fig. 4. There is data about both regions (referred as Reg.

1A and Reg. 2) with addition of (Reg. 1B), which is alternation for region 1. The

alternation consists in selecting only bridges, which were situated on watercourses

where we are certain of exceeding the Q100 during flood. There were 73 out of 230

bridges damaged. It was not possible to determine Qex and Q100 on streams of

lower orders. Hence there are only data from fourth to seventh stream order

available.

The difference between Reg. 1A and 1B suggests that lower stream orders 1–3

are much less likely to experience flow rate exceeding. The damage on higher

stream orders is caused by 500-year flow and higher.

5 Conclusions

Designing bridges over watercourses for the 100-year flow may be insufficient.

There are high levels of uncertainty arising from position of the bridge to the

hydrometric station and also from the prediction of frequency of maximum precip-

itation in the river-basins. When constructing bridges on important roads or on

roads with high traffic intensity it is recommended that the bridge design flow

should be multiplied by safety factor gQ. Value of safety factor should be set circa

from 1.2 to 1.7 (that would mean approx. 200–500-year flow) depending on road

importance, extra expenses for bridge failure scenario and Strahler’s stream order.

There is higher risk of exceeding the 100-year flow as well as higher risk of damage

of the bridges on stream orders 4 and higher. In mountain areas this applies from

stream order 3 and higher, in lowlands this might apply to higher stream orders.
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Fig. 4 Damage to bridges according to Strahler’s stream order
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Understanding Commuters’ Daily Travel

Time: Application of a Hazard-Based

Duration Model

Zhicai Juan, Jianchuan Xianyu, and Linjie Gao

Abstract Travel behavior researchers have long been intrigued by the amount of

time people allocate to travel in a day. This paper revisits this issue by introducing

the hazard-based duration model to travel time analysis. In the hazard-based

duration model daily travel time is analyzed through the likelihood of ending the

duration depends on the length of elapsed time since start of the duration, which

incorporates the impacts of covariates and enables the test of travel time depen-

dence on the elapsed time. Using travel data from the Beijing Third Comprehensive

Transport Survey, this paper sheds new light on daily travel time by analyzing the

relationships between daily travel time and socio-demographic attributes and activ-

ity and travel characteristics. Furthermore the estimated results illustrate that the

behavior of most commuters can be represented by travel minimization mechanism.

It is demonstrated that hazard-based duration model, integrating the notion of

temporal dynamics, is a suitable tool for duration data analysis in travel behavior

research.

Keywords Commuter � Daily travel time � Hazard-based duration model � Travel
time minimization
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1 Introduction

Efficient transport policy calls for the understanding of travel choices and the

precise quantifying of traveler’s responses to changes of transportation environ-

ment. Traveling is the integral part of our everyday lives. And the amount of time

available for the participation of an activity is largely dependent on the amount

of time needed to reach the destination. So travel is one of many attributes of

an activity and competes for the scarce resource of time. The increasing concern in

several municipal cities about the level of traffic congestion in China, combined

with the conceptual deficiencies of the trip-based approach has led to the rapid

development of activity-based approach in travel behavior analysis. The activity-

based approach views travel as a demand derived from the need to pursue activities

over space.

Travel behavior researchers have devoted a considerable effort to conceptualize

and understand the amount of time that people allocate to travel in a day, i.e., the

daily travel time expenditure. And in this paper we revisit the issue of the daily

travel time (DTT) by introducing the concept of conditional probability of termina-

tion of travel duration. The focus of this paper is to analyze the DTT of Chinese

commuters using the hazard-based duration model with the guidance of activity-

based approach. It supports a discussion of the relationships between DTT and

covariates relative to socio-demographic and activity attributes. Furthermore, it

permits the analysis of the link between DTT and activities duration and the test of

the travel minimization behavior mechanism.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a

brief review of related literature. Then the data set are described, followed by the

modeling methodology, model estimation, and results explanation. Finally, con-

clusions are drawn and directions for further research are discussed in the last

section.

2 Literature Review

Zahavi [1] was one of the first who raised the concept of a stable travel time budget.

And a few studies [2, 3] have been carried out to examine the regularities of travel

time cost. These studies generally supported the notion of a spatially and temporally

stable DTT.

Despite the early evidence, many researchers have observed that the daily travel

time cost is not constant. Kumar and Levison [4] investigated the allocation of time

and trip-making across time-of-day, day-of-week. They found time spent in travel on

each weekend day exceeded that on any weekdays. Mokhtarian and Solomon [5, 6]

have further explored issues of travel time budgets and show that travel time expen-

diture can be related to personal and household characteristics, activity duration, and
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residential location. And more recently, researchers do suggest that daily travel

budgets are indeed changing over time and space [7, 8].

With regard to the analysis of time as a continuous variable, four econometrics

techniques can be distinguished: the single linear equation approach, structural

equations model, linear and multinomial models, and duration analysis model.

Early researches on travel time expenditures were generally limited to the one-

dimensional linear model [9, 10]. Subsequently, Golob [11] used a dynamic

structural equations model in an examination of car ownership and travel time

expenditures by different travel modes. Recently duration models are introduced to

travel behavior analysis. But most of the applications are concerned with the

activity durations, excluding travel [12–14].

Hazard-based duration models represent a class of analytical methods which

are appropriate for modeling data that have as their focus and end-of-duration

occurrence, given that the duration has lasted to some specified time [15]. This

concept of conditional probability of termination of duration recognizes the dynam-

ics of duration. It recognizes that the likelihood of ending the duration depends on

the length of elapsed time since start of the duration [16]. Therefore this technique

is suitable to deal with duration data that are non-negative and can be censored and

time-varying.

In this paper a duration model is applied to analyze commuters’ daily travel time

(DTT). It permits to examine how DTT is dependent on individual and household

socio-demographics, and individual travel and activity characteristics. Further-

more, the hypotheses of the stability and the minimization of travel time are also

tested.

3 Modeling Methodology

Let T be a non-negative random variable representing the daily travel duration time

of an individual. The hazard at time t on the continuous time-scale, hðtÞ, is defined
as the instantaneous probability that the travel duration under study will end in an

infinitesimal time period Dt after time t, given that the duration has not elapsed until
time t. A mathematical definition for the hazard function is as follows:

hðtÞ ¼ lim
Dt!0þ

Pðt � T<tþ Dt T>tÞj
Dt

(1)

Let f ð�Þ and Fð�Þ be the density and cumulative distribution function for T
respectively. Then the probability of ending in an infinitesimal interval of range

Dt, after time t is f ðtÞ � Dt. And the probability that the process lasts at least t is given
by the survival function,

SðtÞ ¼ PðT>tÞ ¼ 1� FðtÞ (2)
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And so the hazard function can be further expresses as:

hðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ
SðtÞ ¼

dFðtÞ=dt
SðtÞ ¼ �dSðtÞ=dt

SðtÞ ¼ �d ln SðtÞ
dt

(3)

The hazard function and the survival function describe the duration process. And

the shape of the hazard function has important implications for duration dynamics.

One may adopt a parametric shape, a semi-parametric shape, or a non-parametric

shape.

Since the distribution of daily travel time is unknown, the non-parametric

method Kaplan–Meier product limit estimator is used to explore the covariates

effects and the potential distribution to be used in the parametric approach first. And

then accelerated failure time (AFT) model is developed to examine the linkages

between travel time and covariates relative to individual and household, and

attributes of activities and travel.

KM Estimator: The KM estimator produces an empirical approximation of

survival and hazard, but hardly models any covariate effects. It is similar to an

exploratory data analysis. Denote the distinct failure times of n individuals as

t1<t2<:::<tn then the KM estimator of survival at time at time tj is computed as

the product of the conditional survival proportions:

SKMðtjÞ ¼
Yj

k¼1

rðtkÞ � dðtkÞ
rðtkÞ (4)

where rðtkÞ is the total population at risk for ending at time tk, dðtkÞ is the number of

individuals stopping at tk.
AFT Model: AFT model belongs to the parametric approach. It permits

the covariates to affect the duration dependence. The survival function is given as:

SðtÞ ¼ S0½t expð�b0XÞ� (5)

where S0ð�Þis the baseline survival function. And the corresponding hazard function
is:

hðtÞ ¼ �@SðtÞ=@t
SðtÞ ¼ h0½t expð�b0XÞ� expð�b0XÞ (6)

The AFT model can be expressed as a log-linear model:

ln t ¼ b0Xþ e (7)
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4 Data Description

The data set used to estimate the daily travel time duration model is derived from

the household travel survey of Beijing Third Comprehensive Transport Survey

conducted in 2005. Detailed individual and household demographic characteristics

and activity and trip information for a 24-h period are provided. A subsample of

families surveyed on Tuesday to Thursday is first obtained. Then after sampling,

data checking and cleaning the final data used for analysis and model estimation

consist of 4,822 commuters. The summary statistics of the sample is presented in

Table 1.

5 Model Estimation Results

The KM estimator is first used for exploration of the covariate effects and potential

distribution function. The survival function and smoothed hazard curve are provided

in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. The hazard curve increases with travel time, which

suggests that an AFT model with Weibull distribution will be appropriate.

Table 1 Statistics of commuters’ daily travel time (min)

Sample Size 4,822 Mode 40 Quantile 75% 126

Mean 94.11 Quantile 50 Interquartile Range 76

Std. error 58.41 Median 83 Range 337
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Fig. 1 Survival curve of daily travel time
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The AFT model as shown in (7) is applied to the sample data. Based on the

results of KM approach, Weibull distribution function is selected. Parameter

estimates are calculated using Stata 10.0 and presented in Table 2.

All of the covariates are significant at the 95% confidence or more and have the

expected signs. In AFT model exponential of the estimates can be interpreted as

expected time ratio. As illustrated the DTT of men is about 4% higher than that of

women. Young commuters have high DTT. And the presence of unemployed adults
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Fig. 2 Smoothed hazard curve

Table 2 ATF model estimates

Variable Coefficient t-Statistic

Constant 3.24 12.59

Male 0.05 4.54

Young (age: <¼30) 0.02 6.22

Licensed driver 0.02 8.32

Wgzcn (one or more unemployed adults in the household) 0.02 3.61

Residence (resides within the fourth ring road) �0.04 �4.02

Middle income (household monthly income: 2,501–5,500RMB) 0.014 5.83

High income (household monthly income: >5,500RMB) 0.022 1.94

Commute distance (in km) 0.050 46.61

Bike (No. of household bikes) 0.033 3.74

Ebike (No. of household e-bikes) 0.052 5.29

Transit user 0.38 4.91

Car user 0.25 5.62

Work duration (in min) �0.00038 �8.10

Nact (No. of daily activities participated) 0.21 11.81

Live (No. of daily maintenance activities participated) 0.00068 3.28

p 2.79 12.97

N 4,822

LLðbÞ �2273.76
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increases the DTT. The commuters of high household income are characterized by

high DTT. The residential location also affects the DTT. Commuters who live

within the fourth ring, namely around the city central, have low DTT. The principal

modes of commute travel are highly influent. They are indicators of accessible

travel speeds. Activity participation related variables also improved the likelihood

of the model. Number of daily activities especially maintenance activities has a

positive effect on DTT. And work duration affect DTT negatively. Finally the

estimated scale parameter p is above unity, which means the hazard rate increases

with travel time increase. And this confirms that most commuters can be repre-

sented by the travel time minimization mechanism.

6 Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper a survival analysis is presented to study the daily travel time of

commuters using the non-parametric estimator and the parametric approach. Cov-

ariates relative to individual and household socio-demographics and activity and

commute travel attributes are found significant. These influent variables show

relative instability of individual DTT. And the model results also support the travel

time minimization hypothesis for most commuters. To gain more meaningful

results several directions for future research can be identified. First, it is better to

bring more variables relative to residence and work locations to improve the

explanatory capability of the model. The current research fails to consider the

interaction between travel times and activity need. And future research should

take the competition between travel and different activities for time resource into

consideration.
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Influence of Perceived Risk and Service

Recovery on On-Line Shopping: A Dynamic

Game of Incomplete Information

Yong Fang and Fengming Tao

Abstract Customers’ perceived risk is an important content in risk research field.

Recently, perceived risk is being widely used in decision making and customers’

behavior explanation, and deserves a special recognition by scholars. Service fail-

ures are unavoidable for on-line shops because of their particularities. Certain deals

being applied to win the customers satisfactory when service failures happen can

benefit on-line shops to be competitive. With a two-stage dynamic game of incom-

plete information between on-line shops and customers, this paper discussed the

relationship among the customers’ perceived risk, on-line shops optimal strategies

and customers’ purchase behaviors.

Keywords Dynamic game of incomplete information � e-Commerce � Perceived
risk � Service recovery

1 Introduction

The original concept of perceived risk derived from psychology by Bauer (1960).

Afterwards, lots of scholars defined perceived risk from various points of view (Cox

1967; Cunningham 1967; Peter and Ryan 1976; Derbaix 1983; Murray 1991; Stone

and Gronhaug 1993; Featherman and Savlou 2003). With the diversity of traditional

definitions, there is no standard concept of perceived risk of on-line shopping. Some

scholars have studied the influence of perceived risk on on-line shopping behaviors
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since the study of Jarvenpaa and Todd (1997). Identified perceived risk as the lack

of safety and privacy; Salam et al. (1998) identified it as the subjective anticipation

of on-line financial loss, base on the research of Peter and Ryna; identified it as the

credibility or reliability of on-line seller; Sandra and Shi (2003) identified it as the

subjective anticipation of loss of the current on-line purchasing.

If consumers apperceived certain risks in purchasing, they would be anxious to

find out a way to reduce the risk. Increasing the certainty of consequence, such as

buying famous brands, or decreasing the losses of consequences, such as after-sale

service can reduce perceived risk (Hoover et al. 1978; Mitchell and Mc Goldrick

1996). Consumers will make decisions to purchase only when the perceived risks

are as low as acceptable or totally disappear. Service recovery is one important

guarantee to decrease the losses of consequences.

Service recovery is a management behavior of firms and an important topic of

marketing. The 1970s witnessed the transformation from product consumption to

service consumption. When the services could not satisfy consumers’ expectation,

firms could do nothing but apologize or compensate. ‘Compensation’ was substi-

tuted by ‘recovery’ by Etzel and Silverman (1981) in the analysis of customer

maintainability, which was recognized broadly. In the middle of 1980s, Gronroos

(1988) identified service recovery as the responses and reactions by service provi-

ders after service failures happened, and the other name of service recovery was

‘deals for customers’ complaints’.

Because of their particularities, service failures are unavoidable for on-line

shops. Service failures and bad service recoveries may become the impediment to

the growth of on-line market. Certain deals being applied to win the customer

loyalty when service failures happen can benefit not only on-line shops but also the

widening and deepening of on-line market. In this paper, a dynamic game of

incomplete information was built up to explain how the perceived risk (including

customers’ judgment for service quality and type of on-line shop, possibility of on-

line shop when service failure happened, and the expected economic loss or

dissatisfaction result from service failure) and service recovery of on-line shops

can influence their customers’ purchasing behaviors.

2 Hypothesis and Model

Hypotheses 1: there are two types of on-line shops: yh with high service quality

and yl with low service quality. The shops know their type y, but customers

only know that the probability of the two types, namely y ¼ yh and y ¼ yl, are
respectively m and 1� m.

Hypotheses 2: The two types of on-line shops provide the same products, but

with different service. Certain failures might appear in the process of service. The

probability for yh having failures is ph, and for yl is pl; and ph < pl, that is, it is less
possible for shops with high quality service to have failures than shops with low

quality service. When failures appear, the disutility of failures is wh for yh, and wl
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for yh; and wh <wl, that is, the severity of failures is greater for shops with low

quality service than shops with high quality service.

Hypotheses 3: When failures happened, shops chose service recovery or not, that

is SR 2 0; 1f g. SR ¼ 1 means service recovery was chosen, and SR ¼ 0 means

service recovery was not chosen. And the costs for yh and yl to take remedial action

are respectively ch and cl. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there is no

utility loss in transmission process of service recovery, that is, shops directly pay

customers money compensations as ch or cl. At the same time, for the consideration

of credibility of long term game, we assume that two types are consistent in their

choice of recovery or not. In real life, service recoveries frequently are kind of

regulations, so it’s time stability is reasonable.

Hypotheses 4: If deals are repeated, customers will decide whether or not

purchase in the shops according to failures or not in last deals and the sellers

responses when failures happened. We assume that, if there is no failure in the

last deal, customers will still purchase in the shops; if there are failures in the last

deal and sellers do nothing about service recoveries, customers will not purchase in

the shops; if there are failures in the last deal and sellers do service recoveries,

customers will or will not purchase in the shops.

Hypotheses 5: for sake of revealing real life and the differences between two

types of on-line shops, we assume u� b� wh þ ch > 0, u� b� wl þ cl < 0,

u� b� wh < 0, u� b� wl < 0. And the economic explanation is that: when

failures appear, compensation from yh can guarantee customer to profit from

purchases, but compensation from yl cannot. The latter two equations mean that

if neither of the two types provides service recoveries, customers will not purchase

next time.

In order to simplify calculation, we assume that the sum of purchase every time is

b, and discount factor d ¼ 1. At stage t ¼ 1, customer encountered failures in on-line

shopping at the first time (customers may shop on line first or not, but they never met

service failure before, so they do not fix their prior probabilities of the two types).

Then, customers complaint, shops may do service recoveries or do nothing.

If shops do service recoveries, the payoff for yi; i 2 h; lf g at t ¼ 1 is

pi;1 ¼ b� ci, and customers’ payoff is Ri;1 ¼ u� b� wi � ci. At stage t ¼ 2, for

yh, if customers purchase next time (customers loss wh may happen at the probabil-

ity of ph, and shops will always do service recoveries), the expected payoff for yh is
ph;2 ¼ phðb� chÞ þ 1� phð Þb ¼ b� phch.

And the expected payoff for customer is:

Rh;2 ¼ ph u� b� wh þ chð Þ þ 1� phð Þ u� bð Þ ¼ u� b� ph wh � chð Þ:

In the same way, for yl, if customers purchase next time, the expected payoff for

yl is pl;2 ¼ plðb� clÞ þ 1� plð Þb ¼ b� plcl.
And expected payoff for customer is

Rl;2 ¼ pl u� b� wl þ clð Þ þ 1� plð Þ u� bð Þ ¼ u� b� pl wl � clð Þ:
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If shops do not do service recoveries, the payoff for two types at t ¼ 1 are b, and
customers’ payoff is u� b� wi. And at t ¼ 2 payoff for shops and customers are

0 because customers do not purchase.

The extensive form of game is as follows.

N

not purchasepurchase

On-line shops
q l

qh

SR = 0SR = 0 SR = 1SR = 1

Customers

1 – mm

not purchase
not purchasepurchase

not purchase

(b – ch, u – b – wh + ch)

(2b – (1 + ph)ch, 2u – 2b – (1 + ph)(wh – ch)) (2b – (1 + pl)cl , 2u – 2b – (1 + pl)(wl – cl))

(b – cl, u – b – wl + cl)(b, u – b – wh) (b, u – b – wl)

There are four possible equilibriums in the model, namely,

yh ! SR ¼ 1; yl ! SR ¼ 1

yh ! SR ¼ 1; yl ! SR ¼ 0

yh ! SR ¼ 0; yl ! SR ¼ 1

yh ! SR ¼ 0; yl ! SR ¼ 0

8>>><
>>>:

We analyzed the possibilities and conditions of the four possible equilibriums as

above, and got the four equilibriums as follows.

If

u� b � mph wh � chð Þ þ 1� mð Þpl wl � clð Þ
ch � b 1þ phð Þ=

cl � b 1þ plð Þ=

8><
>:

(1)

is satisfied, there is a pooling equilibrium: yh ! SR ¼ 1, yl ! SR ¼ 1,

~pðyh SR ¼ 1j Þ ¼ m, ~pðyh SR ¼ 0j Þ 2 0; 1½ �; and customers will purchase at next time.

If

1þ phð Þch � b � 1þ plð Þcl (2)

is satisfied, there is a separating equilibrium: yh ! SR ¼ 1, yl ! SR ¼ 0,

~pðyh SR ¼ 1j Þ ¼ 1, ~pðyl SR ¼ 0j Þ ¼ 0; and customers will purchase next time, if

and only if they observe service recoveries provided by on-line shops.

If

chrb 1þ phð Þ=

clrb 1þ plð Þ=

(
(3)
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is satisfied, there is a pooling equilibrium: yh ! SR ¼ 0, yl ! SR ¼ 0,

~p yh SR ¼ 1jð Þ 2 0; 1½ �, ~p yh SR ¼ 0jð Þ ¼ m; and customers will not purchase next

time.

If

ch<b 1þ phð Þ= (4)

is satisfied, there is a pooling equilibrium: yh ! SR ¼ 0, yl ! SR ¼ 0,

~p yh SR ¼ 1jð Þ< pl wl � clð Þ � uþ b

pl wl � clð Þ � ph wh � chð Þ , ~p yh SR ¼ 0jð Þ ¼ m; and customers

will purchase next time, if and only if they observe SR ¼ 1.

3 Economic Explanations of Equilibriums and Discussions

3.1 Pooling Equilibrium yh ! SR ¼ 1, yl ! SR ¼ 1

In this equilibrium, both shops choose to do service recoveries and customers

choose to purchase next time. The realizable condition ch � b 1þ phð Þ= ,

cl � b 1þ plð Þ= and ph > 0, pl > 0, tell us that both shops compensations are less

than customers real payments. And because of ph < pl, the upper limit of service

recoveries of yh is high than that of yl, and the more probabilities of failures, the

lower is the upper limit. From this result, we can judge the service quality of shops

according to their upper limit of compensation.

Because of ph < pl, wh � ch <wl � cl and m 2 0; 1½ �,

u� b � mph wh � chð Þ þ 1� mð Þpl wl � clð Þ ) m � pl wl � clð Þ � uþ b

pl wl � clð Þ � ph wh � chð Þ

If u� b� pl wl � clð Þ � 0, this condition changes into m � 0, and it is necessar-

ily satisfied. This means that if customers’ expected payoff at single period in yl
which are willing to provide service recoveries is greater than zero, this pooling

equilibrium has no requirement for the prior probability m. Otherwise, the prior

belief m should not be too low if this pooling equilibrium is hoped to appear. In fact,

parameters m, ph, wh, pl and wl embody customers judgments of on-line shopping

risks. This condition tells us that, while other conditions unchanged, the improve-

ment of service quality of yh will reduce ph and wh, and then the requirement of the

prior belief will be looser, this means that even if the possibility for customers to

meet yh is not high, it does not matter. In the same way, the improvement of service

quality of yl will reduce ph and wh, and then the requirement of the prior probability

will be looser, too. In one word, improvement of service quality is good to stimulate

customers to have on-line shopping for both types of shops. And this result is

consistent with our intuitive perceptions.
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The economic explanation of this equilibrium is that, only if customers perceive

that there exist a high proportion of shops with high service quality in on-line

shopping, they will purchase on-line. Shops know that failures and no deal to

compensate failures will result in customers’ discontent and customer forfeit,

therefore, in view of maximization of long term profit, both types will do service

recoveries when service failures happened. However, the sum of compensation

should not surplus customers’ real payment. And customers will repeat their

purchases.

3.2 Separating Equilibrium yh ! SR ¼ 1, yl ! SR ¼ 0

Because of 1þ phð Þch � b � 1þ plð Þcl )
ch � b 1þ phð Þ=

cl � b 1þ plð Þ=

(
and yl ! SR ¼ 0,

we get that cl ¼ 0, but it is contradictory with cl � b 1þ plð Þ= . Therefore, this

separating equilibrium impossibly exists. This means, customers can not distin-

guish the types of on-line shops simply by whether or not they have failure

recoveries.

3.3 Pooling Equilibrium yh ! SR ¼ 0, yl ! SR ¼ 0

Just like the separating equilibrium yh ! SR ¼ 1, yl ! SR ¼ 0, the condition of

equilibrium 3
ch � b 1þ phð Þ=

cl � b 1þ plð Þ=

(
is contradictory with ch ¼ cl ¼ 0, therefore, this

pooling equilibrium impossibly exists.

In equilibrium 4, because of ch ¼ cl ¼ 0, the existence condition is necessarily

satisfied. This equilibrium results from the strict posterior probability that custo-

mers subjectively judge the shops are yh when service recoveries appear.

If u� b� pl wl � clð Þ � 0, this equilibrium could not exist. This means that this

pooling equilibrium impossibly exists if the customers’ expected payoff in yl which
are willing to provide service recoveries at single period is greater than 0, this

pooling equilibrium impossibly exists. Otherwise, the posterior belief should not be

high if this pooling equilibrium appears. This condition tells us that, while other

conditions unchanged, the improvement of service quality of yh will reduce ph and
wh, and then the requirement of the posterior belief will be stricter. In the same way,

the improvement of service quality of yl will reduce ph and wh, and then the

requirement of the posterior probability will be stricter, too. Therefore, from

another side, we could find that improvement of service quality is good to stimulate

customers to have on-line shopping for both types of shops.
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Equilibrium 4 embodies that when customers are pessimistic toward on-line

shopping, (namely, customers regard that most of on-line shops are with low

service quality, they could not believe the on-line shops are with high service

quality even service recoveries appear), neither of the two types will do service

recoveries, customers will not repeat purchase, either.

4 Conclusions

1. Analyses above tell us, the two-stage game only has two pooling equilibriums:

one is that both types choose to provide service recoveries, and this equilibrium

requires prior probability; and the other is that neither chooses to do have service

recoveries, and this equilibrium requires posterior belief. Both of which reveal

the influence of customers’ perceived risk in on-line shopping. Customers

cannot distinguish the types of on-line shops simply by whether or not they

have failure recoveries, since the separating equilibriums do not exist (namely,

in view of maximization of long term profit, both types have service recoveries).

2. Both of the two pooling equilibriums suggest that improvement of service

quality is positive to stimulate customers to have on-line shopping for both

types of shops.

3. When service failures happen, neither of the two types will provide the compen-

sation more than customers’ real payment.

4. When both types of shops have service recoveries, the shops with high service

quality provide a higher upper limit of service compensation than the shops

with low service quality. And the more probabilities of failures, the lower are the

upper limit.
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Traffic Risk Assessment of Freeway On-Ramp

and Off-Ramp Areas Based on Simulation

Analysis

Ying Yan, Yan-ting Sheng, and Yu-hui Zhang

Abstract In order to improve safety of freeway on-ramp and off-ramp areas, the

operating characteristics of traffic flows and accident cause on freeway on-ramp

and off-ramp areas were analyzed. The risk level was changed from two-dimension

vector to one-dimension variable based on the critical deceleration and unsafe

degree. The deceleration risk and unsafe density parameter as traffic risk assess-

ment index were put forward, and then the traffic risk quantitative assessment

models were established. According to the safety risk management theory, the

risk classification description and assessment were built up. Applying the micro-

scopic traffic simulation technique, the suggested values of the traffic control

standard of on-ramp and off-ramp areas were also proposed. At last, a case study

was illustrated for the risk analysis through simulating the traffic flows. The results

suggested that the traffic risk assessment index and the assessment method are

accurate and effective. Furthermore, it can lay a theoretical foundation for the

establishment of the dynamical traffic control and management measures.

Keywords Microscopic simulation � On-ramp and off-ramp areas � Speed control �
Traffic risk assessment � Unsafe density parameter
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1 Introduction

The freeway on-ramp and off-ramp areas are the special sections of the traffic flow

diverging and converging. The vehicle acceleration and deceleration, lane changing

and other complex traffic behavior likely to cause the drivers’ wrong judgment and

operation, then lead to traffic chaos, thus the probability of accident increases

greatly. Generally, the accident rates per km of on-ramp and off-ramp areas is

4–5 times than the basic section [1]. They are the accident black spots where the

traffic safety is very serious. However, the research of the on-ramp and off-ramp

areas at home and abroad [2, 3] mainly concentrate on traffic capacity, service

levels, the variable-speed lane, rare road safety. Therefore, according to the traffic

characteristics, it is very necessary to analyze the road safety by the driving risk

micro-analysis of these areas.

This paper analyzes the factors of greater influence on driving risk or combination

factors. By means of changing the risk degree from two-dimensional vector into

a one-dimensional variable, the driving risk assessment quantitative index and

models are proposed, and then determine the appropriate risk classification. Using

simulation technology to simulate the microscopic traffic flow, the paper calculates

the risk of different traffic conditions in order to provide the basis for dynamic

traffic control management.

2 Concept of Driving Risk

In the traditional safety evaluation, the accident risk is represented with the number

of casualties and the predictable factors associated with accidents which belong to

ex-post evaluation. The collection of raw data is extremely difficult and requires

long time, while the correspondence is also uncertain.

Therefore, the paper proposes the concept of traffic risk which is defined as the

probability and severity of accidents in the specific traffic conditions at a certain

period of time on a section. The greater the likelihood of accidents, the higher

severity, the greater risk, otherwise the risk is smaller. This factor can reflect the

likelihood of an accident which was caused by drivers, vehicles, traffic conditions,

thus to quantify the driving risk of this particular section of freeway.

3 Driving Risk Assessment Index and Risk Classification

The safety status description of on-ramp and off-ramp traffic flows is stable, smooth,

small frequency and amplitude fluctuations. The driver can accelerate and decelerate

calmly to driving expectations. Through the analysis of accident patterns and causes,

it found that the risk was mainly due to changing lanes or sudden acceleration and
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deceleration. Considering the likelihood and the severity of the accident, the braking

deceleration risk and unsafe density parameter as the safety micro-assessment index

for the on-ramp and off-ramp of freeway were put forward.

4 Braking Deceleration Risk

The model assumed: the front car n brakes when meet an emergency, the rear car

must brake to avoid rear-end collision, at last two cars need to maintain a certain

safety distance, that is, the front vehicle braking distance Xnðtþ DtÞ should be

greater than or equal the distance of the braking distance Xnþ1ðtþ TÞ with safety

distance L, namely:

Xnðtþ DtÞ � L � Xnþ1ðtþ TÞ (1)

V2
2=2anþ1 � V2 � ðtþ yÞ � V2

1=2an þ SðtÞ � L � 0 (2)

t is driver’s normal reaction time, y can be considered as the response lag time.

tþ y as the reaction time is the partial security. Gipps proved if premised y ¼ t=2
and did not underestimate the braking strength, the vehicle would operate with a

safe speed and distance, so chose y ¼ t=2. From the above formula, it can get that:

an ¼ V2
n

3t � Vn þ V2
n�1=an�1 � 2 � ðSðtÞ � LÞ (3)

an – the safety braking deceleration of vehicle n; Vn�1 – the instant speed of

vehicle n � 1; Vn – the instant speed of vehicle n; L – the safe distance of front and

rear car when braking, take 3 m; t – the reaction time, take 1 s; S – the instant

distance between front and rear car; an�1 – the instant braking deceleration of

vehicle n � 1.

5 Unsafe Density Parameter UD

Swedish scholar proposed a safety evaluation index – Unsafe parameter U with the

combination of microscopic traffic simulation and its calculation formula is as

follows [4]:

U ¼ v � Dv � ad (4)

U – unsafe parameter (m2/s2); v – crash speed of the following car (m/s); v – crash
speed difference between the front and rear car (m/s); ad ¼ a=amax – ratio of the

deceleration and its maximum;
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The crash that may occur can be divided into four cases:

1. The rear car (n + 1) driving as original, the front (n) braking but not stopping

Vnþ1tþ 1

2
anþ1t

2 ¼ Vntþ 1

2
an;maxt

2 þ d ; t< t0 (5)

U ¼ v � Dv � an
an;max

¼ v � ðv� v0Þ � an
an;max

(6)

2. The rear car (n + 1) driving as original, the front (n) stopping

Vnþ1tþ 1

2
anþ1t

2 ¼ d þ Vn
2

2 an;max

�� �� ; t< t0 (7)

U ¼ v � Dv � an
an;max

¼ v2 � an
an;max

(8)

3. The rear car (n) braking, the front (n) as the same

Vnþ1 � t0 þ 1

2
anþ1 � t02 þ ðVnþ1 þ anþ1 � t0Þ � tþ 1

2
anþ1;max � t2

¼ d þ Vn � t0 þ 1

2
an;max � t02 þ ðVn þ an;max � t0Þ � tþ 1

2
an;max � t2; t> 0 (9)

U ¼ v � Dv � an
an;max

¼ v � ðv� v0Þ � an
an;max

(10)

4. The rear car (n) braking but not stopping, the front (n) stopped

Vnþ1 � t0 þ 1

2
anþ1 � t02 þ ðVnþ1 þ anþ1 � t0Þ � tþ 1

2
anþ1;max � t2

¼ d þ Vn
2

2 an;max

�� �� ; t> 0 (11)

U ¼ v � Dv � an
an;max

¼ v2 � an
an;max

(12)

The unsafe parameter U characterizes the safety level between two successive

vehicles. But it only gives some safety information about a specific section of two

cars. In order to have a complete understanding, the unsafe density parameter is

defined as follows:

UD ¼
PSt
s¼1

PNt

n¼1

Un;S � d
T � L (13)
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The unsafe density parameter is quantitative, so it can compare the safety level

and traffic control management measures of different sections of road network in

different time periods. Thus, unsafe density index can be used as an important

evaluation indicator.

6 Driving Risk Classification

It is difficult to eliminate the driving risk completely. How to control the risk in an

acceptable range is the problem of risk assessment to be solved. The risk is divided

into four grades “weak risk, low risk, medium risk, high risk”, specific qualitative

described as Table 1:

7 Simulation Analysis

Taking the traffic volume, speed and other parameters on traffic safety into account,

the paper uses Vissim software to do a lot of simulation experiments [5]. Through

qualitative analysis of the experimental data, the control standards recommenda-

tions were made.

8 Experiment Design

Based on direct observation and traffic flow simulation, the minimum traffic

volume is taken to be 1,600 veh/h, the max 3,600 veh/h, 200 veh/h as the interval;

the traffic volume ratio of mainline and ramp is 5:1; the expectation speed is set

from 20 to 120 km/h, 10 km/h as intervals; the proportion of the small cars and large

trucks is 70%: 30%, totally 132 kinds of cases, repeat five times for each case, the

part of the experimental data recorded as follows (Table 2).

Table 1 Description of the driving risk classification

Risk classfication Risk description Risk accepted principles Risk control measures

1 Weak Totally accepted A

2 Low Conditional accepted B

3 Moderate Undesirable C

4 High Totally unaccepted D
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9 Traffic Control Standards of Mainline

The traffic volume, speed and risk value of on-ramp and off-ramp areas of three-

dimensional equivalent relationship are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The data of each test case of five times are averaged to calculate the

corresponding maximum risk. Using the linear interpolation, the off-ramp and

on-ramp critical values between adjacent risk levels are set. Speed control intervals

are taken to be 5 km/h [6], traffic control interval 10 veh/h. the traffic control

standard suggestions under various conditions are as follows (Tables 3 and 4).

10 Application Example

The alignment and traffic signs plant of the off-ramp of one freeway are shown in

Fig. 3. The mainline design speed is 80 km/h, the ramp design speed 40 km/h, the

variable speed lane length is 144 m, of which transition section length 63 m,

deceleration lane length 81 m.

Assumed that the weather conditions, road environment, road performance are

good, the length of simulated sections is 1.3 km. UD as a safety evaluation index,

the simulation time step ¼ 1 s, the length of time ¼ 1,800 s. The UD results are

shown in Table 5 and Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, the UD peak is before 300 m of the diverging point, so the section is

the most danger. The data in Table 5 and Fig. 4 both show that when unlimited, the

entire off-ramp areas are middle risk zone, while the speed limit at 65 km/

h and 70 km/h, the UD reduces to low risk area, the entire areas are at an acceptable

risk region, so these two measures are feasible. Furthermore, when limit speed

Table 2 Expectation speed at 100 km/h of on-ramp and off-ramp areas

Traffic volume (veh/h) Off-ramp areas On-ramp areas

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1,600 0.043 0.032 0.039 0.035 0.053 0.037 0.031 0.042 0.034 0.025

1,800 0.056 0.045 0.078 0.044 0.054 0.048 0.061 0.077 0.048 0.040

2,000 0.081 0.070 0.086 0.072 0.077 0.061 0.120 0.079 0.076 0.083

2,200 0.077 0.108 0.082 0.108 0.120 0.137 0.105 0.151 0.147 0.123

2,400 0.139 0.137 0.122 0.104 0.134 0.149 0.193 0.173 0.163 0.177

2,600 0.183 0.163 0.160 0.187 0.185 0.213 0.213 0.208 0.242 0.174

2,800 0.187 0.216 0.239 0.289 0.236 0.227 0.248 0.249 0.258 0.263

3,000 0.295 0.273 0.259 0.290 0.346 0.235 0.199 0.243 0.251 0.264

3,200 0.316 0.347 0.298 0.296 0.269 0.243 0.248 0.254 0.230 0.240

3,400 0.342 0.280 0.281 0.325 0.346 0.236 0.261 0.268 0.235 0.262

3,600 0.354 0.289 0.250 0.330 0.310 0.226 0.265 0.258 0.236 0.245
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Table 3 Speed control standard suggestions under each safety level

Traffic volume (veh/h) Risk control level

Off-ramp On-ramp

Weak Low Moderate High Weak Low Moderate High

1,600 120 120 120 120 110 120 120 120

1,800 120 120 120 120 90 120 120 120

2,000 105 120 120 120 80 115 120 120

2,200 55 120 120 120 30 115 120 120

2,400 25 120 120 120 20 100 120 120

2,600 20 100 120 120 – 80 120 120

2,800 20 70 115 120 – 45 115 120

3,000 – 45 100 120 – 30 110 120

3,200 – 45 85 90 – 30 95 100

3,400 – 40 80 90 – 25 80 100

3,600 – 35 80 90 – 20 80 90

Note: “–” represents no matter what the value of traffic control is, are not able to control the risk in

this level
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at 65 km/h, the average risk are the smaller, compared with the unlimited, the UD

peak decreased 42.86%, the UD values of the other sections have different reduc-

tion. According to the mentioned risk classification, the reduced effects of driving

risk after taking speed limit measures are shown in Fig. 5.

11 Conclusion

Taking microscopic traffic flow characteristics of the on-ramp and off-ramp of

freeway with the starting point, the risk assessment index are put forward according

the situations of people, vehicles and other factors before accidents. The status of

the traffic risk classification description is determined. Using the traffic simulation

technology, through varieties of experiments parameter setting and the risk calcu-

lation, the different security levels of speed and flow control recommended values

are set for different traffic flow and design speed. At last, take the actual sections as

an example, applying the micro-simulation software to simulate the traffic flow

conditions under different speed limits measures; the paper compares the risk

improved effect of use of different speed limit measures using the unsafe density

index as a safety evaluation index.

Table 4 Traffic volume control standard suggestions under each safety level

Expectation speed (km/h) Risk control level

Off-ramp On-ramp

Weak Low Moderate High Weak Low Moderate High

80 2,130 2,790 3,600 3,600 2,000 2,630 3,600 3,600

100 2,090 2,590 3,000 3,200 1,720 2,410 3,170 3,400

120 1,920 2,550 2,900 3,000 1,440 2,290 2,660 3,000

Fig. 3 Alignment and traffic signs arrangement
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Probe into the Effectiveness Connotation of

Emergency Telecommunication Plan and Its

Assessment Method Under Unconventional

Emergency

Xiaoyu Wan, Zhenyu Jin, and Jinying Wei

Abstract Emergency Telecommunication is significant for the commanding,

scheduling as well as the information transmission under the unconvention emer-

gency which is based on the logical and effective of the emergency telecommunication

plan. By the feature of telecommunication industry, scientific community presents

the definition of emergency telecommunication plan based on the in-depth research

on the domestic and overseas related documents, putting up the system about the

effectiveness of emergency telecommunication plan by taking efficiency and effect

as the clue. Moreover, the design ideas and methods of efficiency assessment model

which provides the science basis on improving the effectiveness of the emergency

telecommunication plan is proposed.

Keywords Assessment � Effectiveness � Emergency communication plan

1 Introduction

In recent years, various types of unconventional incidents indiscriminately occurred

all over the world. The studies on “emergency” are becoming highly valued.

Unconventional incident is emergency with inadequate premonition, obivious

complexityand the derivative endenger, enormous destructive effect, so regular

management has no good effect on it [1], such as the January 12th Hayti earthquke,

the May 12th Wenchuan Seismic Disaster, the July 5th incident and the September

11th terrorist attacks.

Telecommunicaiton industry is the basic trade of the national economy. When

the unconventional incidents come up, whether the telecommunication is clear or

the damaged telecommunication system can be restored high-speedly, is the key
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piont for the success of the emergency actions in the aspects of responsing,

commanding schudling and rescuing [2]. Because the emergency plan is the foun-

dation and the action guidance of the emergency actions, so whether the Emergency

telecommunication Plan is logical, effective and feasible or not is significant for the

quality of the guarantee of emergency telecommunicaitons in the face of incidents,

and then, affects the whole rescuing process.

Based on above, this article aims to study the effectiveness connotation of our

country’s emergency telecommunication plan as well as its assessment methods

based on the related theories, standerds and methods. Thereby, it contributes to

improve the operation capabilities of the emergency telecommunication plan.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Review of the Connotation of Effectiveness

In order to study Effectiveness, we must have deep knowledge of Effectiveness [3].

Otherwise, the study is blind and broad without effectiveness. In management,

effectiveness of management [4] and the efficiency of leadership are two important

knowledge points [5]. Their understandings on effectiveness lay on two aspects:

efficiency and effect [6]. Efficiency refers to act correctly, while effect is to do the

right thing. In the article Performance Management and Effectiveness Manage-

ment, Feng Yingjun and Wang Dawei consider that the effectiveness management

is a kind of behavioral characteristic which can reflect the fact that people can

produce benefit due to the operating management. It reflect essentially the level of

people effective efforts subjuctively. From that we can see, their understanding

emphazise the effect, namely, the core point of the paper is performance. Luo

Guoying (2006) thinks that the assessment on the effectivement should focus on the

result, and to focus on the essence and the aim of effectiveness is to focus on

performance [3]. Chen Hanwen (2008), in the angle of the source, considers the

assessment on Internal Control effectiveness is whether the guaratee level for the

related goals provided by Internal Control has reached or over the reasonable level

[7]. In other words, under the Internal Control, whether the company risk has

dropped to a reasonable level. We can see this definition explains effectiveness as

effect. From literature reading, I find no matter the assessment on effecitveness is

on efficiency or effect, the essence is to build a evaluation criterion or a system of

evaluation. Xu Pei and Zhang Renjun (2006) assess the effectiveness of team from

four dimensionalities: team circumstance, team composition, team orperation and

team output [8]. In order to assess the enforcement of Regulations of Shenzhen
Special Economic Zone on Public Library, He Yun (2008) builds an assessment

criteria focusing on the basic facilities, open time, use ratio and investment. From

these documents, we can see the premise to assess to effectiveness is to build related

index system [9].
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2.2 Review Assessment Model of the Effectiveness of the Plan

On the methods and theories of assessment, Liu et al. (2008) adopt the Fault Tree

Analysis (FTA) to assess the completeness of natural disaster emergency plan.

According to the characteritistics of emergency, they summerise that our country’s

natural disaster emergency plan contians 41 kinds of role types. Based on these,

they build a emergency process and the Responsibility Matrixe and interpretational

criteria among emergency personnel [10]. For the executive staff, the assessment on

manipuility turns to the assessment on complexity, building a manipuility assess-

ment methods on emergency plan structure. Gong Weiguo (2007) introduces

fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, based on the feasibility and scientificity of emer-

gency plan, as for the unquantitative description standerd, which can form the the

assessment criteria through Quality Method of Forecast and experts’ collective

knowledge and experience. Meanwhile, He also studies and analyses the early

warning [11].

3 Effectiveness Connotation of Emergency

Telecommunication Plan

It is concluded that the academic concept of “effectiveness” is ambiguity from

analyzing the literature, and most of which consider “effectiveness” as “efficiency”

or “effect”. Besides, only a few literature give a clear concept of effectiveness, and

it is necessary to understand and analyze the connotation of Effectiveness, other-

wise, the results would appear broad and messy. Additionally, there two types of

ways to explain “efficiency”, one is that input–output ratio and the other way

considers it as response time or the rate of reflecting. But, the academic circles’

understanding about “effect” is similar with each other, that is the level of achieving

the desired goal. Some investigations also attempted to estimate that the “effi-

ciency” and “effect” are two aspects of the same problem, which interact with each

other (Liu Xiaoxuan 2004).

The indicator “effectiveness” is resolve into detailed indicators-“efficiency” and

“effect”. The efficiency of emergency telecommunication plan mainly means the

time of implementing the plan and the The main criteria to measure it is the time.

For example, presumably, earthquake, which lead the interruption of communica-

tion, occurs in a place, three kinds of time can be considered as the key indicators

that could explain the “efficiency”, they are the time from start of the earthquake to

carry out emergency communications plan fully, the time from the operating of the

plan to the time when all the emergency departments arrive at the spot, and the

recovery time of the interrupted telecom network. And all of these can be summar-

ized as the efficiency of carrying out the emergency telecommunication plan. On

the other hand, the effect of the plan mainly means that comparing the condition

before implementing the plan with that after implementing the plan. The critical
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indicators are the extent of network congestion-recovered, the level of command

and coordination and so on.

Based on the above analysis, “efficiency” and “effect” are the two dimensions

for us to resolve “effectiveness”. At each dimension, there are two perspectives to

make a further analysis.That is “plan text” and “pan-implemented”. About the

efficiency of emergency telecommunication plan, three indicators, which are “fea-

sibility”, “compilation process” and “compilation time” are the key indicators

affecting plan text. And the indicators which affect “plan-implemented” are “Period

of Network Congestion-recovered”, “Period of Communication facilities-

repaired”, “Period of response” and “Period of Resource Scheduling”. As to the

effect of the plan, the indicators, which affect “plan text”, are “Integrity Of content”

and “Compilation foundation”; and the “plan-implemented” depends on three

indicators- “Extent of Network Congestion-recovered”, “Extent of Communication

facilities-damaged” and “Level of Command and Coordination”. The analysis

above can be described as following Fig. 1:

4 The Method of Constructing the Model of Effectiveness

4.1 Divide Emergency Telecommunication into Different
Categories and Levels

Dividing emergency telecommunication into different categories and levels is the

fundation of the assessment. We can not give an assessment result only according to

a certain kind of unconventional emergency. So, in order to evaluate the

Plan text

Plan text

Plan-implemented

Plan-implemented

feasibility

Compilation Process

Compilation Time

Period of Network Congestion-recovered

Period of Communication facilities-repaired

Period of response

Period of Resource Scheduling

Integrity of content

Compilation foundation

Extent of Network Congestion-recovered

Extent of Communication facilities-damaged

Level of Command and Coordination

Effectiveness

efficiency

effect

Fig. 1 The system of effectiveness connotation
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effectiveness of the plan globally, emergency telecommunication should be divided

into different categories and levels, which is displayed as the following Fig. 2.

Categories depend on the qualitaty of accidents or event, which arouse the

telecommunication accident. This article divides emergency telecommunication

into four categories: Natural Hazards (I), Social Accident (II), Public health inci-

dent (III), Social Security incident (IV). Levels means the extent of the damage of

the communication systems, such as the size of the interrupted telecom network, the

time of network congestion etc.

4.2 Construct the Model of “Efficiency” and Model of “Effect”

4.2.1 Model of “Efficiency” (M1)

Suppose the indicators x11; x12; x13; � � � ; x1n, were some certain bottom indicators in

the Fig. 1, such as “feasibility”, “compilation process”, “compilation time” and

“Period of Network Congestion-recovered ”, which consist of the Model of “effi-

ciency” M1 : f1ðx11; x12; x13; :::; x1nÞ From Fig. 2, According to each category and

each level, the emergency telecommunication plan could be evaluated from the

indicators x11; x12; x13; � � � ; x1n. Correspondingly, some real data will be got and put

the data x11; x12; x13; � � � ; x1n into modelM1, we can get �ij that means the efficiency

of the plan at a certain category and a certain level.

Take a certain emergency telecommunication plan for example, and evaluate it’s

efficiency at Category I, Grade 1. By investigation, x011; x
0
12; x

0
13; � � � ; x01n (such

as “compilation time” and “Period of Network Congestion-recovered” etc.) can

be calculated out. Then, put them into modelM1, so efficiency at Category I, Grade

1 is calculated out as a result of �I1. The efficiency of the same plan, similarly,

should be evaluated at Category I, Grade 2, and x
00
11; x

00
12; x

00
13; � � � ; x

00
1ncan also be

calculated out, and the efficiency at Category I, Grade 2 is calculated out as a result

of �I1 by model M1. And so forth, a set Q1 �I1; �I2; � � � ; �In; �II1; �II2; � � � ; �IIn; � � �f g,
which means the efficiency of the plan at every category and every grade, is work

out. The analysis above is described as Fig. 3.

Category

Natural Hazards Grade 1,  Grade 2, ---, Grade N

Grade 1,  Grade 2, ---, Grade N

Grade 1,  Grade 2, ---, Grade N

Grade 1,  Grade 2, ---, Grade N

I:

II:

III:

IV:

Social Accident

Public health incident

Social Security incident

Level

Fig. 2 Categories and levels of emergency telecommunication
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4.2.2 Model of “Effect” (M2)

Analogously, the parameters “y21; y22; y23; � � � ; y2n”, which can be on behalf of

the indicators, such as “Integrity Of content” and “Compilation foundation” etc.,

construct the model. And the model can be expressed as M2 : f2ðy21; y22;
y23; :::; y2nÞ, which is to evaluated the effect of the plan. Equally, the emergency

telecommunication plan could be evaluated from the indicators “y21; y22; y23;
� � � ; y2n” at every category and every level. After getting the numerical value of

the indicators, put them into model M2, we can get �ij that means the effect of the

plan at a certain category and a certain level.

Take a certain emergency telecommunication plan for example, and evaluate it’s

effect value at Category I, Grade 1. The numerical value of the parameters

y011; y
0
12; y

0
13; � � � ; y01n, which aim to be put into model M2, can be got by investiga-

tion. Then, the effect value of the plan is calculated out as the result of

lI1. Similarly, as to the effect value of the plan at Category I, Grade 2, lI2can
be got by putting y

00
11; y

00
12; y

00
13; � � � ; y

00
1n into modelM2. Finally, a set Q2 lI1; lI2; � � � ;f

lIn; lII1; lII2; � � � ; lIIn; � � �g, which means the effect of the plan at every category and

every grade, is work out. The analysis above is described as Fig. 4.

Category I, Grade 1 M1
η I1

η I2

η II2

M1

M1

Category I, Grade 2

Category IV, Grade 1
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en
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' ' ' 'x11 ,x12 ,x13 ,
...,x1n

" " " "x11 ,x12 ,x13 ,
... ,x1n

''' ''' ''' '''x11 ,x12 ,x13 ,
..., x1n

Fig. 3 Principium of model of “efficiency”

Category I, Grade 1 M2
λ I1

λ I2

λ II2

M2

M2

Category I, Grade 2

Category IV, Grade 1
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n
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lan

' ' ' 'y11 ,y12 ,y13 ,
...,y1n

" " " "y11 ,y12 ,y13 ,
... ,y1n

''' ''' ''' '''y11 ,y12 ,y13 ,
..., y1n

Fig. 4 Principium of model of “effect”
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4.2.3 Integration Model of “Efficiency” and “Effect” (M3)

and the Full Model (M4)

According to the above, two numerical values, which are efficiency value (�)
and effect value (l), will be calculated out for every category and every level of

an emergency telecommunication plan. The o is calculated by Model M3, which

is established to integrate � with l, and o reflects the effectiveness value of the

plan at a certain category and level. The final result of the effectiveness

assessment of the plan, e, which is calculated by model M4, is worked out by

each o of every category and every level. The process of analyzing is described

as Fig. 5.

5 Conclusion

According to the features of telecommunications industry, the connotation of

effectiveness of emergency telecommunication plan is analyzed after in-depth

research in the domestic and overseas literature, so the connotation system begin-

ning with the entry point “Efficiency” and “effect” is proposed. Then, emergency

telecommunication is resolved into different categories and different levels, based

on which, the methods for constructing the model of efficiency, the model of effect,

the integration model of “efficiency” and “effect” and the full model are designed.

All the above provides a scientific scheme and feasible ideas to improve the

effectiveness of emergency telecommunication plan of our conutry. However,

this is the primary stage of studing the effectiveness of emergency plan, and the

some correlative quantitative models and empirical studies are the following

difficulties and the next research direction.
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ηI1

ηI2

λI1

ηII1

λII1

λI2

ωI1

ωI2

ωII1

M3

eM3 M4

M3

Category I, Grade 2

Category IV, Grade 1

Category I, Grade 1

Fig. 5 Integration model M3 and the full model M4
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Risk Assessment of Levee Engineering Based

on Triangular Fuzzy Number and Analytic

Network Process and Its Application

Feng Li, Zong-Kun Li, and Chuan-Bin Yang

Abstract The levee engineering is the most important part of flood control system

in China, the existing levee engineering has many uncertain facts in technology,

economic natural and social environment. The risk factors are interdependence and

interaction, and which are hard to quantization, at the same time, to considerate the

uncertainty and fuzziness of judgments to the influencing factors made by the

people, a risk analysis method based on analytic network process and triangular

fuzzy number is built in the paper, and also a detailed exposition to the solution of

the model. In the end, its rationality is confirmed by a case, and the result shows that

fuzzy-ANP can treatment the complex effect between each risk factors and which

can provide the important basis to the risk control and management to levee

engineering.

Keywords Analytic network process � Risk assessment � Super matrix � Triangular
fuzzy number
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1 Introduction

On the process of levee engineering construction, we have faced with many aspects

of uncertainty, such as technology, natural environment, social environment and

organization management. Because of the theoretical limitations, the probability

analysis method cannot considerate the multiple criterion factors comprehensively,

and it cannot solve the problem. To the decision analysis and comprehensive evalua-

tion of complex system which have multi-objective multi-criteria, multivariate, the

analytic hierarchy process is a practical and effective method, which has widely

used in various fields risk analysis [1]. But because the basic premise of AHP is that

the elements of each level are independent, the AHP has limitation when dealing

with interdependence elements of complex system. The risk factors of levee

engineering involved a variety of technical, organizational management, natural

and social environment are often interrelated and affect each other, so the elements

AHP-related issues cannot be linked to better reflect its nature. The Analytic

Network Process which is developed on the basis of AHP can precisely address

elements of feedback and interactive in nature, making up for deficiencies caused

by AHP [2]. Now, with the gradual development and improvement of ANP, it has

been used in some areas of the complex systems, selection or indicators to assess

the program has been applied, but in the field of risk analysis, applied research is

still limited [3]. In this paper, the risk factors analysis of the levee engineering will

be made based on ANP, taking into accounted the uncertainty and fuzziness when

people in the decision-making to the risk factors, triangular fuzzy numbers will be

the introduced into ANP method, which constitutes a fuzzy analytic network

process (Fuzzy-ANP), with the analysis to the levee engineering risk factor by

using of Fuzzy-ANP method, an important reference to further risk controlling can

be provided.

2 Basic Principal

2.1 A Basic Principal of Analytic Network Process

ANP was built by Professor Saaty in 1996, to be different from the AHP, which

looks the criteria as for separate and distinct, ANP considers an alternative to the

guidelines from time to time exist between the role of the non-independence and

feedback. The purpose is to get through the rating scale and predict the precise

internal relations of all the criteria, objectives, programs, and their interaction under

the action of the various groups, the element weight.

The elements of the system are divided into two parts by ANP method: the first

part of the layer known as the control elements, including the issue of goals and

decision-making criteria, all decision-making criteria are considered independent

of one another, and only controlled by the goal of domination, controlling elements
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can be have no decision-making criteria, but at least there is a goal, the weight of

each criterion in Controlling layer can be obtained using conventional AHP.

The second part is divided into the network layer, which is dominated by all the

elements under control layer composed of interdependence between elements of

each other dominant, elements, and between levels within the non-independent,

hierarchy in each of the criteria is not a dominant a simple internal and independent

elements, it is a mutually dependent feedback network structure. Controlling layer

and network layer hierarchy composed of a typical ANP [4], as shown in Fig. 1.

The decision-making process of ANP is as follows [5]:

Phase 1 as the standard comparison between their assessment process is in turn

to each element separately to evaluate the dimensions between elements within this

group an important degree, as well as other relevant elements of groups of pair-wise

comparison between the importance degree, the general form of pair-wise compar-

ison matrix is as follows:

A ¼ ½aij�n�n ¼
1 a12 � � � a1n
a21 1 � � � a2n
M M M M

an1 an2 � � � 1

2
664

3
775 (1)

where aij ¼ a�1
ji ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::; n. Calculated the characteristic vectors of each

pair-wise comparison matrix, then the characteristic vectors of each of the pair-

wise comparison matrix are summarized in a matrix, to form a completed integrated

matrix, known as the super-matrix, the form is:

W ¼
C1

C2

..

.

Cm

W11 W12 � � � W1m

W21 W22 � � � W2m

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

Wm1 Wm2 � � � Wmm

��������

��������

C1 C2 � � � Cm

(2)

Target

Guidelines p1 Guidelines pm

Element c2

Element cElement c

Element c1

Element cn

N
et

w
or

k 
la

ye
r

C
on

tr
ol

 la
ye

r

Fig. 1 A typical analytic network process
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Among them, Wij is said that the influence which each element of the i layer
to the j layer, known as the block of super-matrix, which have the following matrix

form:

Wij ¼

Wi1; j1 Wi1; j2 � � � Wi1; jnj
Wi2; j1 Wi2; j2 � � � Wi2; jnj

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

Win1; j1 Win2; j2 � � � Wini; jnj

2
66664

3
77775 (3)

Levels of various elements within the guidelines of a sort that can be used by

super-matrix, in the super-matrix, each level of each column is normalized, but it

did not take into accounted the impact of other levels of this criteria, so each column

is not normalized in super-matrix.

To reflect the sort accurately, we must consider the influence between the levels,

that is, to consider the feedback effects of the specific approach, that is: as an

element of each level for a certain layer, to compared each other and calculate

the weight of the corresponding sort. If we use aij to indicate the affect weight of the

i layer to the j layer, Wij

� ¼ aijWij, then Wij

�
is named weighted super-matrix, in

weighted super-matrix, the sum of elements of each column are one, such matrix

has random, which makes the cumulative effect exists and finite.

After the weighted super-matrix be multiplied many times, it will converge to a

fixed value, that is, the matrix row vector is the same, while the column vector sum

to 1, which named the ultimate super-matrix, from the ultimate super-matrix, we

can get the relative weigh of the elements, that is, an element of the final impact on

the ultimate goal [6].

2.2 Basic Principal of Triangular Fuzzy Number

Definition 1, set M 2 FðRÞ to a fuzzy number.

There is x0 2 R, making mM x0ð Þ ¼ 1.

For arbitrary a 2 0; 1½ �, Aa ¼ x; mAa
� a

� �
is a closed interval. Here FðRÞ is for

all of the fuzzy number set; R for the set of real numbers.

Definition 2, Based on the domain U is real number field, M is for linear

triangular fuzzy number, its membership function is mAðxÞ, triangular fuzzy number

algebra is relatively easy, its membership function is as follows [7].

mAðxÞ ¼

0 x< a
LðxÞ ¼ x� a

m� a
a � x<m

1 x ¼ m

RðxÞ ¼ b� x

b� m
m � x< b

0 x> b

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(4)
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We can see from Fig. 2, the linear triangular fuzzy number can be consist of

m� a;m;mþ bð Þ by fuzzy number triples, order a ¼ m� a; b ¼ mþ b, then the

fuzzy number recorded as follows: M ¼ a;m; bð Þ.
Setting up two triangular fuzzy number, M1 and M2, M1 ¼ a1;m1; b1ð Þ,

M2 ¼ a2;m2; b2ð Þ then the algebraic algorithms of fuzzy numbers are as follows:

l Linear triangular fuzzy number addition

M1 þM2 ¼ ða1;m1; b1Þ þ ða2;m2; b2Þ ¼ ða1 þ a2;m1 þ m2; b1 þ b2Þ (5)

l Linear triangular fuzzy number subtraction

1�M1 ¼ ða1;m1;b1Þ ¼ ð1� b1; 1� m1; 1� a1Þ (6)

M1 �M2 ¼ ða1;m1; b1Þ � ða2;m2; b2Þ ¼ ða1 � b2;m1 � m2; b1 � a2Þ (7)

l Linear triangular fuzzy number multiplication

M1 �M2 ¼ ða1;m1; b1Þ � ða2;m2; b2Þ ¼ ða1a2;m1m2; b1b2Þ (8)

ðl; l; lÞ � ða1;m1; b1Þ ¼ ðla1; lm1; lb1Þ
l> 0; l 2 R

(9)

l Linear triangular fuzzy number division

M1 	M2 ¼ a1;m1; b1ð Þ 	 a2;m2; b2ð Þ ¼ a1 	 a2;m1 	 m2; b1 	 b2ð Þ (10)

a1;m1; b1ð Þ�1 
 1=a1; 1=m1; 1=b1ð Þ (11)

ma b

m

1

xba

L (x) R (x)

Fig. 2 Triangular fuzzy

number membership function

representation
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Set X ¼ x1; x2; :::; xnf g is a set of objects, U ¼ u1; u2; :::; umf g is a goal set, the

i objects to meet them target value for the required degree ofM1
Ei
,M2

Ei
,Mm

Ei
, then the

“weight sum” type of fuzzy synthetic extent of the value of [8]:

Si ¼
Xm
j¼1

Mj
Ei
�

Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

Mj
Ei

" #�1

i ¼ 1; 2; :::; n (12)

The theory related to triangular fuzzy number:

1, setting up M1 ¼ a1;m1; b1ð Þ, M2 ¼ a2;m2; b2ð Þ are two triangular fuzzy num-

bers, then the possibility of degree of M1 � M2:

V M1;M2ð Þ ¼
1 m1m2

a2 � b1
m1 � b1ð Þ � m2 � a2ð Þ m1 <m2; b1 � a2

0 others

8><
>: (13)

2, the possibility of the degree that triangular fuzzy number M is greater than other

triangular fuzzy numbers is defined as [9]:

V M � M1;M2; :::;Mkð Þ ¼ min
i¼1;2; . . . ; k

V M � Mið Þ (14)

Supposed:

d0 Aið Þ ¼ minV Si � Skð Þ (15)

Weight vector was:

W0 ¼ d0 A1ð Þ; d0 A2ð Þ; :::; d0 Anð Þð ÞT (16)

Normalized available, we can get:

W ¼ d A1ð Þ; d A2ð Þ; :::; d Anð Þð ÞT (17)

The main steps of fuzzy-analytic network process based on triangular fuzzy

number are:

1. According to the problem of the overall objective, establish the ANP model

2. Constructed fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix which consisting of triangular

fuzzy numbers between the various decision-making criteria, and respectively to

calculate the weight vector

3. Constructed fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix with triangular fuzzy numbers

in decision-making among the indicators, and respectively to calculate the

weight vector

4. Integration and calculation of super-matrix
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5. Total sorts of the relative importance degree of indicators weight

2.3 Case study

Chen Wan Jieshou section of Shayinghe River has 185.5 km length, there are 136

parts of dangerous works on the two sides such as bank collapse, landslide, seepage,

etc. and there has one on average 1.4 km river and the dangerous works cumulative

total length of about 62 km, accounting for the current 18% of the total length of a

dike, which Zhoukou City dike segment elevation is about 51.2–51.8 m, the top

width is 6m, outside of the dike distribute of multi-level scarp, bank collapse,

beaches width is 0–100 m, river elevation is 36.7 m. Inside of dike is Zhoukou

city, the ground elevation is about 46.0 m. The project area of ground motion peak

acceleration is 0.05 g, the basic earthquake intensity is 6�.
Zhoukou City section dangerous works hydrological conditions are complicated,

bank partial upper re-silty clay loam with low levels, in order to light silty loam, clip

pink sand soil thin-layer, impact is poor; Xiangong sweep in which the right bank of

pandemic edge, embankment scour the Bund to retreat, dangerous works in engi-

neering design, construction and operation and management will encounter a large

number of risk factors (uncertainty factors) influence, therefore, this paper make the

level of decision-making criteria as the economic risk (M), natural hazards (E),

technical risk (T), management risk (S).

1. ANP model of evaluation index system Under the decision-making criteria for

evaluation, a number of indicators are included, which constitute the decision-

making index system. With ANP model, we can get influence the relationship the

evaluation index associated with each other and which shown in Fig. 3.

2. Construction of the decision-making criteria for the fuzzy pair-wise compari-

son between the matrix By using fuzzy semantic scale to describe the various

criteria for paired comparisons between the relative importance, refer to 1–9

decision criteria of AHP method to determine evaluation criteria, specifically as

shown in Table 1 [10]. Respectively, let all the evaluation criteria as the asses-

sed object, then establish the fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix of decision-

making guidelines. Technical risk decision-making criteria for assessed object,

for example, under which the pair-wise comparison matrix is listed in Table 2.

By (12), we can calculate important integrated value under each criterion

compared with the other criteria:

STM ¼ ð0:178; 0:248; 0:322Þ

STE ¼ ð0:044; 0:052; 0:07Þ

STT ¼ ð0:064; 0:095; 0:136Þ
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STS ¼ ð0:107; 0:161; 0:223Þ

By (13), we can calculate the possibility level of a triangular fuzzy number is

greater than other fuzzy numbers:

V STM � STEð Þ ¼ 1; V STE � STMð Þ ¼ 0

V STM � STTð Þ ¼ 1;V STT � STMð Þ ¼ 0

V STM � STSð Þ ¼ 1;V STS � STMð Þ ¼ 0:341

Technical risk  T

Design
Construction T2

T1

Device T3

Materials S1
S2Energy

Human S3

Management risk  S

Natural risk  E

Earthquake
Flood E2

E1

Collapse E3

Default M1
Funds M2

Economic risk  M

Fig. 3 ANP model for dike

risk decision-making index

system

Table 1 1–9 decision criteria

Scale Meaning

1 To compared with each other, the two factors have the same importance

3 To compared with each other, the one is ratherish importance than the other

5 To compared with each other, the one is obviously importance than the other

7 To compared with each other, the one is strongly importance than the other

9 To compared with each other, the one is extremely importance than the other

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate value of adjacent judgment of the above

Table 2 Fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix of the criteria layer under technical risk assessment

object

Technical risk M E T S

M (1, 1, 1) (3, 4, 5) (2, 3, 4) (1, 2, 3)

E (1/5, 1/4, 1/3) (1, 1 ,1) (1/3, 1/2, 1) (1/4, 1/3, 1/2)

T (1/4, 1/3, 1/2) (1, 2, 3) (1, 1, 1) (1/3, 1/2, 1)

S (1/3, 1/2, 1) (2, 3, 4) (1, 2, 3) (1, 1, 1)
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V STT � STSð Þ ¼ 0:315;V STS � STTð Þ ¼ 1

V STT � STEð Þ ¼ 1;V STE � STTð Þ ¼ 0:122

V STS � STEð Þ ¼ 1;V STE � STSð Þ ¼ 0

By (14), we can calculate important integrated value under the evaluation

criteria is important to other criteria:

d0 STMð Þ ¼ minV STMrSTS; STE; STTð Þ ¼ 1; d0 STEð Þ ¼ 0; d0 STSð Þ ¼ 0:341;

d0 STTð Þ ¼ 0

Thus, according to formula (16), W0
T ¼ (1, 0, 0.341, 0) when normalized,

WT ¼ (0.746, 0, 0.254, 0).

Similarly, we can get the relative importance of various criteria under to use

other criteria to assess the object, which is showed as follows:WM ¼ (0.545, 0.136,

0.081, 0.238), WE ¼ (0.402, 0.188,0, 0.41), WS ¼ (0.238,0, 0.421, 0.341).

The affect weight matrix between the criteria as follows:

W ¼
0:545 0:402 0:746 0:238
0:136 0:188 0 0

0:081 0 0:254 0:421
0:238 0:41 0 0:341

2
664

3
775

3. Construction of the fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix between the elements

of Indicators is still in accordance with the above steps, taking “human S3”

evaluation index, for example, for the technical risk group is associated with it,

the fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix between the elements of Indicators is

showed in Table 3 When calculated: SS3T1 ¼ (0.249, 0.373, 0.497), SS3T2 ¼
(0.146, 0.178, 0.306), SS3T3 ¼ (0.079, 0.0.088, 0.106) d0 SS3T1ð Þ¼1, d0 SS3T2ð Þ ¼
0.421, d0 SS3T3ð Þ ¼ 0 W0

S3T ¼ (1, 0.421, 0), WS3T ¼ (0.704, 0.296, 0)

Through the integration of the weight vectors of all fuzzy pair-wise comparison

matrix, we can get the weighted super-matrix, and then by calculating the weighted

super-matrix, we can get the limit super-matrix, as listed in Tables 4 and 5.

According to the results of the above limit super-matrix, the weight coefficients

of decision-making indicators of “capital M2”, “cave E3” “Design T1”, “Construc-

tion T2” is highest, which is the key factors influencing in the levee engineering risk

Table 3 Fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix of the technical risk criteria relevant indicators under

“human S3” assess object

Human S3 Design T1 Construction T2 Device T3

Design T1 (1, 1, 1) (1, 2, 3) (3, 4, 5)

Construction T2 (1/3, 1/2, 1) (1, 1, 1) (2, 3, 4)

Device T3 (1/5, 1/4, 1/3) (1/4, 1/3, 1/2) (1, 1, 1)
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analysis (1) natural risk factors: the hydrological conditions are complicated of

Zhoukou City’s dangerous works, risk factors cannot be controlled easily, it can

possibly Lead to significant losses to projects, and may trigger other risks, thus, we

should to strengthen the pre-investigation, prediction and prevention when the

projects carried out; (2) The investigation in the design and construction skills of

technical risk category are also important risk factors, heavy silty clay loam on the

top of the Slope is low ,which anti-impaction is poor and the uncertainties is large,

resulting in the survey and design work may not be able to detect a significant

geological flaws, and increasing difficulty to construction process, so we should pay

attention to this work in future work, it is necessary to mobilize additional resources

to prevent and control of these risks of the project caused by the uncertainty

and disturbance; (3) a huge levee engineering investment have an enormous impact

on society, so the smooth progress of the project is inseparable from reasonable

financial management and control, so the management of funds in this project will

also be facing significant risks, therefore to carry out engineering work is necessary

to pay close attention to the dynamics of national policy, well the response

Table 4 The weighted super-matrix

M E T S

M1 M2 E1 E2 E3 T1 T2 T3 S1 S2 S3

M1 0.000 0.235 0.000 0.378 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.136 0.234 0.265

M2 0.168 0.000 0.111 0.003 0.000 0.157 0.011 0.245 0.222 0.181 0.158

E1 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.298 0.027 0.000 0.102 0.000 0.153 0.000

E2 0.077 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.138 0.000 0.216 0.152 0.000 0.000 0.045

E3 0.022 0.198 0.062 0.018 0.000 0.256 0.119 0.157 0.026 0.132 0.116

T1 0.163 0.311 0.000 0.000 0.113 0.000 0.101 0.000 0.102 0.000 0.112

T2 0.076 0.000 0.224 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.198 0.000 0.139 0.000

T3 0.111 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.021 0.428 0.315 0.000 0.127 0.144 0.085

S1 0.078 0.178 0.312 0.409 0.316 0.121 0.225 0.018 0.000 0.010 0.210

S2 0.118 0.077 0.000 0.192 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.183 0.000 0.000

S3 0.137 0.000 0.290 0.000 0.114 0.011 0.000 0.131 0.203 0.000 0.000

Table 5 The limit super-matrix

M E T S

M1 M2 E1 E2 E3 T1 T2 T3 S1 S2 S3

M1 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022

M2 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183

E1 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015

E2 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056

E3 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175

T1 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174 0.174

T2 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.157

T3 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.031

S1 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056

S2 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013

S3 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.119
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measures are in advance to avoid the huge losses caused to the project when the risk

occurrence.

Because these are most important risk factors in project, it is necessary to study

and analyze them, and only in-depth analysis of these factors, then take the effective

prevention and control measures, we can effectively reduce the project’s overall

risk level.

3 Conclusions

Fuzzy analytic network process is a quantitative method which can be used to deal

with ambiguity, feedback and rely on the complex relationship between decision-

making. It can adequately reflect the association and feedback relationship between

the risk decision-making index system of levee engineering, the uncertainty and

imprecision comparison of indicators is revised through triangular fuzzy numbers

which is an effective tool for decision analysis in the levee engineering. According

to the need of problems, after in-depth studying and improving of this model, it can

be applied to all kinds of water conservancy and hydropower engineering risk

analysis and evaluation of decision-making, therefore, this model has broad appli-

cation prospects. Taking other forms of fuzzy number into this model and to

consider the impaction of the degree of confidence will be the direction of further

study, and because the calculation of the amount of ANP is very large, therefore,

how to use computer resources to meet the additional levels of ANP application

computing requirements arising is still to be a problem needed to in-depth study.

Fundamentally speaking, scientific, simple way to establish the network control

layer, the optimization of the structure of super-matrix to find fast, simple and

convenient method, etc., are also key issues for future research works.
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